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ÀBSTRACT

Series Dumosae comprised the following 15 species from southern and
western Australia prÍor to this study: EUqelyplug ancepg, E- qglqqqeana,
E, qfelqndii, E- co¡glgbata, E- cyanqphylfe, E- dongarraensis, E- dumosg,
E- frageri, E- qea+Ier , E, Eqndurrcnsis, E- fegguefli, E. Bileele, E-
ShCelbreng, E- elr¿Olfcefy4, L WqgdECEdlI. The series is noted for its
high morphological variability with intergradation between many taxa often
making identifications difficult. À survey of morphological characters
revealed a Iack of discrete differences in seed morphology, wood anatomy,
Ieaf anatomy and leaf architecture, and indicated that differences between
taxa result mainly from continuous variation in form rather than presence
or absence of characters. Leaf surface texture and colour vJere examined
by measuring height of cuticular sculpturÍng with epiflourescence
microscopy and the contribution of glaucousness to leaf reflectance with a
spectrophotometer.

A preliminary study $¡as made on sessile-fruited forms using 202 specimens
scored for six characters. A Canonical Variates Analysis (CVA) based on
geographical groupings of South Australian specimens resulted in a ne$I
interpretation of E- qA¡glqþele and E- enceþs as generally distinct
entities in this state, both morphologically and geographically. Hoürever,
classification of úlestern Australian specimens by the same CVA revealed
much intergradation indicating that their current taxonomic status is
unacceptable.

A set of. 27 characters, mainly continuous metrics describing fruit, leaf
and bud morphology, vras chosen for analysis of aII taxa and scored for 499
individuals. Two main numerical methods were used to objectively describe
and analyse variation. Intergradation between groups was studied using
CVA, and multivariate distance relationships between groups h¡ere
determined using a multistate distance metric and Discriminant-distances
between group centroids derived from CVA.

Existing taxa (including the undescribed "E. pterocar¡a") were represented
by 16 groups of 4 to 11 individuals collected from as near as possible to
the type localities. Classification of unassigned individuals by CVA
demonstrated much intergradation between taxa and geographical
interspersion contrary to accepted distributional limits. Problems with
existing species concepts $rere highlighted in a separate analysis on a
subset of specimens derived from the South-eastern Region of South
Australia. This CVA detected four species with strong intergradation
within a single population.

In other analyses potential new taxonomic groups srere tested. The
recognition of several geographical groupÍngs of South Australian
Iarge-fruited forms with affinities to E- qyqnqphyllg üras not supported.
Distance relationshÍps $rere examined between 31. populations of four or
more individuals and most were found to be more distinctive than the most
similar pair of groups representing existing species (E- galqqlCêng and !-pileele). The five most distinctive groups $rere included with the 1,6

groups representing typical forms of existing species for further
investigation of gradation and geographical relationships using CVA. A
taxonomic system vras derived on the basis of multivariate distance
relationships, Íntergradation, and relative contributions of characters to
group discrimination which is of practical importance for identification
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by keys. Disparities between these three factors necessitated a
subjective approach in deriving a neü, taxonomy from the evidence
documented. Variation for each of the existing taxa is discussed in
relation to evidence from the numerical analyses.A proposed taxonomic
revision of the Dumosae is presented with a key to all taxa. Five taxa
without substantial intergradation using the complete character set are
recognized at the specific level. These are E- dutnqge, E- kgndininengig,
E- fesoUef¡1, E, woedEeEqii and a neu, taxon E- ptefqgqlpq. I{Íthin E-
dUmqgg five subspecies are recognized: ssp. dgmege, ssp. qlelend¿1, ssp.
conqlebalg, ssp. ffeeeUl and ssp. gcq4lel.

Cross-pollination trials, cases involving barriers to gene exchange within
Dumosae, end evidence of inter-series and inter-sectÍon hybrids are
described. The possible evolutionary and biogeographical development of
series Dumosae is discussed. There is evidence that the widespread and
taxonomically dífficult L dumosê complex arose from ancestors of the more
distinctive tree forms in !üestern Àustralia, and underwent adaptive
radiation and eastward migration relatively recently in conjunction with
the development of sand dune systems in the mid-Pleistocene.

1t
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1..7 PutposC gf eludy

The aims of this study are to describe and document the varÍation in

series Dumosae of EUgalyBlgg and produce a more workable classification of

the group. The name Dumosae is applied in this work in the sense of Pryor

and Johnson 1977). Prior to this study sixteen species, one of which is

undescribed, have been generally accepted. They are mallees or small trees

with a wide distribution in southern Australia mainly, between the 200 and

500 mm rainfall isohyets. There is a decline Ín species diversity from

west to east.

The Series vras selected for study because it is noted for its complexity

of variation and problems in identifying many taxa. Fortunatety it is an

apparently natural group that is clearly defined on the basis of seed

characters. Its members are closely related and conseguently the homology

of attributes is not dÍfficult to establish. 0n the other hand, the close

relatÍonship means that phylogenetic patterns are unclear and the presence

of interbreeding makes phylogeny inherently complex and reticulate (

Johnson,7968, p. 37), Thus the emphasis in this study is on phenetic

relationshÍps, which are amenable to analysis by numerical methods.

problems in classifying the Dumosae s,ere acknowledged by Burbidge (1947,

p. 51 ) who described the difficulty in separating South Australian

species. Burbidge noted intergradation between forms and the existence of

relationships in several directions. She concluded : " An effort to reduoe

some of the forms to varieties proved unsatisfactory and they s?ere

retained as species to avoid adding to the exísting confusion ". The
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confusion is such that in the ecological and biogeographical studies of

Parsons and Rowan (1968) and Parsons (1970) it was necessary to treat the

E, dUneSC compJ.ex as a sÍngle entity despite the possibílity that three or

four different species were involved. These authors pointed to the need

for a taxonomic revision to overcome this limitation.

Although the Dumosae constitute only a small fraction of the large genus

EUqeIyplUS (currently with about 500 recognized species (Pryor and

Johnson, 1987)), it is clear that similar pa.tterns of variation occur in

other groups. Notable examples are the Grey Box complex studied by

Gillison (,976) and the mallee complexes represented by the Series

Torquatae and Oleosae which have not been subjected to critical analyses

but appear to have many variatÍon patterns that parallel those in the

Dumosae. The results of this study are likely to have wider implications

on species concepts within EUqelyBtUS.

1.2 Qvcrylew of eppreqqh lekcn rn Ëtudy

Numerical methods were employed as a taxonomic tool because there was no

clear basis for any subjective definition of q p[fgri groups. The limits

of existing taxa ürere uncertain, their relationships multidimensional, and

many specimens were difficult to assign - having affinities ü,ith several

taxa. Evidence could easily be found for a number of different

classification systems. It would be necessary to show the derivation of

taxonomic groups from aII the evidence, rather than proposing groups and

testing them. To maximize nomenclatural stability, existing taxonomic

concepts were reduced to the barest essential of a 'type population' and

retained as reference points from which a new classification was buiIt.

The type populations $rere made up of individuals collected from as near as

possible to the type localities.

2



Initially the study was planned as a revision of South Àustralian Dumosae

species. The complex of sessile-fruited forms involving E- gqn lgþata and

E- anceps * was chosen as a starting point because it was an obvious case

of intergradation that appeared to be relatively simple and involved a

Iimited set of characters (chapter 3). Investigation of tJestern

AustralÍan occurrences of these forms revealed a different variation

pattern to that in South Australia. Thus it was clear that the project

needed to be expanded to cover the whole of the Dumosae. This meant the

inclusíon of a further seven existing taxa endemic to Western Australia,

but fortunuately these are generally more distinct than those occurring in

South Australia and required less sampling,

Before selecting a character set, investigations were made into aspects

such as high-order leaf venation, chromatography of leaf extracts, wood

anatomy, seed morphology, and leaf cuticular and epidermal features

(chapter 2). Little useful taxonomic Ínformation was found in these areas

and such characters were avoided because of the time and inconvenience

involved. Numerical analyses r^rere based on the classical characters of

general morphology of leaves, fruits and buds. The resultant

classification can not be expected to maximize phylogenetÍc 'naturalness'

which is of doubtful value in such a small and closely related group.

* Unless otherwise specified, the name Euqelyptug qnqepË is used

throughout this thesis in its previously accepted but incorrect sense to

refer to a part of the taxon E- dumggg ssp. conglqþele. No alternatÍve

name has been proposed for it, since the final conclusion reached in this

thesis is that it should not be regarded as a distinct taxon. Following

its lectotypification (12.5.3, p. 302), E, ancepÞ in the strict sense is

actually a synonym of E- luqqsa. (See chapter 13 for a detailed

discussion. )

3



Hoelever, it is likely to facilitate phenetic interpretation, including

field identification.

The approach used in the numerical analyses was to investigate

relationships between small geographical groupings of specimens loosely

referred to as 'populations'. This $¡as done using the techniques of

Canonical Variates Ànalysis (CVA) and a multistate distance measure, both

of which take account of within-group variability. By comparing phenetic

distances of type populations with other populations, significant centres

of variation were identified for consideratíon as potential new taxa. The

final decision on the taxa recognized was based not only on dístance

values but also on the degree of intergradation between groups and their

ease of recognitlon using key characters.

1.3 Iexsnonig higtory af !þs segies Dunggcc

Series Dumosae was originally understood in a much broader sense than that

of Pryor and Johnson (971). lJhen f irst described by Blakely (7934) in his

"Key to the Eucalypts" it incorporated 39 species. Blakely's

classification of EUqafrelUS at the level of sectÍons and subsections was

based entirely on stamen characters. He placed the Dumosae as the only

series in subsection Subtruncatae of section Macrantherae. A single

series was recognized because of the broad similarity in habit, bark type,

juvenile leaves, mature leaves and general morphology of reproductive

organs. These similaritíes are rather superficial and many species are now

placed in other groups.

4



Carr and Carr (1969) proposed an informal group "Dumosae" comprising most

of the species in Blakely's series Dumosae together with some members from

his series: Ànisomelae, Quadricostatae, Tetrapterae, Obliquae and

Exsertae. The species qrere united by their entire, reniform or broad,

emarginate cotyledons rather than bisected ones. Within the "Dumosae" four

groups srere recognized on the basis of testa characters, and three of

these were found to be consistent for the presence of oíl glands in the

pith.

This work was followed up by Brooker (1977) who recommended modification

of Blakely's Dumosae by the exclusion of seven species and the inclusion

of eight from other series . Brooker gave more detailed descriptions for

each of the four seed groups and described the distinctÍve features of

anther shape and inflexion of stamens in bud which are common to all the

groups.

In Pryor and Johnson's (7977) informal classification, the four seed

groups srere elevated to the the rank of series with the name Dumosae

retained for the the group containing E- dUngge. Itlith this narrower

concept, the Dumosae corresponds to series Rufispermae of Maiden (1925

7(6Ð, p. 152) which was based on the single species, E- EQAdUerdfI. The

Dumosae and the other three series named Torquatae, Incrassatae and

DundasÍnae hrere grouped into Sectíon Dumaria which corresponds to the

previous concept of the Dumosae. The four series were described by Brooker

(7979) together with a ne$, one, the Merrickianae, split off from the

Torquatae. An extended descrÍption of diagnostic seed characters and an

account of other morphological characters is provided for the Dumosae in

chapter 72 (12.2.7).

The recognition of the seed groups has enabled clarification of many

taxonomic problems and ímproved the reliability of species identification.

5



The progress that has been made in clarifying variation is evident after

considering Maiden's early concepts. Maiden (1904, 7(4), p.97) cited

Luehman on E_.- lngqqsgqlq: "E- du¡osa seems to pass into it by almost

imperceptible degrees". Maiden then concluded: "There is, in fact, an

absolute series between E- lncrgssate and var. dumosa". The distinctness

of these species is now beyond dispute and they can be separated readily,

even without examination of seeds, by leaf texture and thickness.

Burbidge interpreted some variation as resultÍng from gradation between

Dumosae and Torquatae or Incrassatae which she regarded as part of a

single complex. In the studies of Parsons and Rowan 1968) and Parsons

(970) mentioned earlier, members of Torquatae were included as part of

the E- dumqsa complex. I encountered many specimens in herbaria that had

been incorrectly determined due to failure in distinguishing between

series Dumosae and Torquatae despite the presence of seeds in many

cases. Confusion between some representatives of these seríes has

persisted and promoted the view that these series intergrade. Howevêr,

when the definition of taxa is constrained by seed characters to

correspond to these series, there is no large scale intergradation between

taxa of different series although occasional hybrids are known (74.4.7),

This has allieviated much confusion. but major problems stÍII Iie within

Dumosae s.str.

1.4 Histery qf ta¿g þglonsing in Sgrreg Dumqgee

lggalyptug dumoge was the first species decribed. It s¡as described by

Schauer in 1843 using the manuscript name applied by Alan Cunningham in

1817 to material he collected in central New South tlales on Oxley's

expedition. The name presumably refers to the mallee habit and is derived

from the Latin 'dumosus' meaning bushy. Bentham 1867) recognized several

6



varieties of E. dUUgsa including var. cençl]gþete based on collect,ions that

Robert Brown had made on the South Coast voyage of Flinders in 1802-1803

and named "E. conqlobata".

Maiden (1904, 7(4), p.97) transferred E- dUUgSe to E- r¡creggele but

retained the two varieties dumosa and gg¡qfqþgle. This treatment had been

implied earlier by MueIler (1879-1884) who described E. dumosa as

representinq the small-flowered state of E- incrggsala. Maiden $ras a$rare

of considerable variation in the Dumosae but considered it to be of low

taxonomic significance. Descriptions and illustrations of forms and

varieties included by Maiden under E, ingeggsete indicate that he had a

very broad concept of this specíes. Represented in it are : Dumosae (E.

dumqgg ssp. dumosa , E- dumose ssp. conglqhglg ; Torquatae (E- ruqqsg. E.

qqnqilna and E- qffffflhgff) ; Incrassatae (E- lngtqEsgtq ssp. IlgfgËËqle,

E- inqfggseLa ssp. anqufggq) and possibly Merrickianae (E- BeElIqkIeC).

Thus, l,faiden's concept of a single specÍes embraced much of what is now

regarded as section Dumaria. In addition Haiden included E- qqllglhe and

E- gqossa which are no$, placed in section Bisectaria.

The next species recognized was E. slflellqafyl, described by lJ. V.

Fitzgerald (1904). Between 1910 and 1915 ilaiden described E- Wgaduaqdll

E, Iegquefii, E* qleleudtl and E- shqglþiana, all from Western Australia.

In 7922 Maiden reinstated !, dgmosa as a species, raised var. conglgþatg

to specific rank and described E- qAnqIAþeLe var. ql_ìqeBg based on "8.

anceps" of Brown. Two more fJestern Australian species, E. dgngeflqengtg

and E- hend:iningnsig, were described by Haiden and BIakeIy in 1925.

Blakely's Key publÍshed in 1934 included two new species : E- ancepg based

on E- qanqlgþgËa var. sngepg of Maiden ; and E- pileate a net", taxon from

l{estern Australia. (For a history of the taxonomic interpretation of E-

Brleele, see section 11.3.5.)
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No new taxa were described in the Dumosae for the next 38 years. In their

"Classification of the Eucalypts", Pryor and Johnson (7977) made special

provision for three undescribed species of which they $tere al"Jare. They

also proposed that E. pileele be made a subspecies of E, dUUqge and E.

qnqeBg a subspecies of E- conglqþgle. No changes ütere made formally in

this work and the classification from the level of superspecies to

suþenus was explicitly divorced from the International Code. The authors

reluctantly antícipated formalizing changes involving subspecies in a

future pubtication. Eucalyplus gnqcBg and E- prfeeLe have been treated es

species in subsequent works (Chippendale, 7973 ; Boomsma, 1981).

ïn tj72 Brooker described E- qenqlqþsta ssp, ffegCff using the subspecies

rank to give it taxonomic status equal to both "conglobata" and "anceps"

in Pryor and Johnson's scheme. Later, he elevated it to E- ffgggff and

indicated its correspondence with the undescribed form designated SLE:J by

Pryor and Johnson (Brooker,t976). The other two unnamed taxa, designated

as SLE:L and SLE:O, are still undescribed and probably correspond to "E.

redimiculíphloia" and "E. pterocarpa" respectively. The latter has been

widely regarded as a specíes and received an informal treatment in a

popular publication (tiallace, s.dat. ).

Three more Dumosae species srere described while this thesis L,as being

researched. Eucalvptug qyengphylle (Brooker, 7i77) and E- gqfgaeeqne

(Boomsma, 797Ð were both described from South Australian forms previously

included Ín E. dUggga or E, pflCele. A more distinctive taxon, L geqtgqi

was described from a remote area of l,lestern Australia by Brooker and

Blaxell (97Ð. Currently (Pryor and Johnson,7977 ; Boland et aI, 1980)

there are 15 taxa described wíthin Series Dumosae.

I



1.5 Ueterrels end uethqde

Details of materials and methods used for specifíc techniques are

descríbed in the text where relevant. Chapter 5 is devoted to a díscussion

of numerical methods of analysis. The work is based largely on herbarium

specimens. These were derived mainly from my o$Jn collections made on field

trips and supplemented by material made available by other workers (see

acknowledgements) and by existing herbarium collections. In making

collections I tried to avoid any bÍas toward localities with intermediate

forms or a higher than usual degree of variability. However, dÍfferential

sampling was practised within populations, so that more uniform

populatÍons r^rere sampled by a single individual and more variable ones

represented by four to six individuals.

AII material of series Dumosae present at AD and ADIJ, and selected

material from FRI, PERTH, HEL and NSW, was examined. tlithin the Dumosae

there is a general decline Ín diversity of forms from west to east.

Material from Victoria and New South tJales has been usually referred to

only three species of the sixteen * : E- dumosq, E- gyenqpbyllg and E,

encCpg. Variation in these two eastern States was not studied in detail

because abundant evÍdence of gradation $ras known to occur in South

Australia. A total of 499 individuals representing 248 localities were

sampled for analysÍs. Brief locality data are given for these in appendix

7.

The abbreviations of herbaria used here are those given in Holmgren and

Keuken (7974), except for "hlF" änd "ES' which designate the herbarium of

the South Australian !ùoods and Forests Department and the herbarium of the

Ecological Survey Unit of the South Australian Department of Environment

* "8. pterocarpa" ís regarded as the sixteenth 'accepted' species.

9



and Planning. llhere no abbreviation is associated wÍth specÍmens cited in

the text or appendices, the material is present at the State Herbarium of

South Australia (AD). Private collections have been lodged at AD and

duplicates when available will be distributed to FRI and PERTH.

Throughout this work reference is made to "Regions" of South Australia and

"Districts" (Beard,1981) of tlestern Australia. These geographical

subdivisions hrere chosen because they are adopted by the respective state

herbaria. They are illustrated in figures 1 and 2

10



REGIONS OF SOI.ITH AUSTRALIA ADOPTED BY THE
STATE HERBARIUM - ADELA¡DE

l. North-r¡estern

2 l¡ke Eyre Basin

3. Nullarbor

4. Cairdnerjforrens Basin

5. F-li4ders Rangcs

6 F¿stern

7. Er re Peninsula

E. Northern lofty
9. Murray
10. Yorke Peninsula

I l. Southern Lofty

12. Kangaroo lsland

ll. Soulh<astern
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CHÀPTER 2

VARIATION IN DUMOSAE: PRELIMINARY STUDIES

In this chapter a variety of investigations made to test for useful

taxonomic information are described. These studies confirm the coherency

of series: Dumosae. Seed morphology is considered first, as it forms the

basis for recognition of Dumosae and the other four series in section

Dumaria.

2.1 9ced noæbefqqy

Seeds were retained with all collections made for this study, to vouch for

their identity at series level and to provide a potential source of

taxonomic characters within Dumosae. Examination of representatives of the

five series in sectÍon Dumaria confirmed the reliability of diagnostic

seed characters. The descriptions provided for each series by Brooker

(979) were further elaborated in the Iight of these observations

12.2.2), Seeds of each series are well illustrated by Brooker (p. 186)

and photographs of Torquatae seeds are included in this thesis in figures

229, 232, chapter 14. Minor variation was observed within Dumosae. Seeds

vary in size, colour, height and size of reticulate sculpturing, and the

extent to which surfaces are flat or irregrularly facetted. Seed size has

an obvious positive correlation with fruít size but no taxonomically

significant patterns were apparent in the other attributes. Representative

Dumosae seeds are illustrated in figures 3 to 5. (Further examples are

provided by figures 227, 230 and 233). Quantitative analysis of minor

differences ín seed characters did not seem warranted. In a few cases

atypical seeds were found but these nere always associated with other

morphological evidence for hybridization with an individual outside of the

Series.

13



Fiqures 3 to 5: Representative Dumosae seeds.

(!- dumqsa ssp. dumosa)

R. Grandison 5.i.1980 C/8,2 km tü Ungarie (NS!ü)
(DTJH)

4: PJL l}l[/Carappee Hill (Eyre Peninsula)
(CAR)

5: T.E. Dennis 797/736 km N Cook (North-western)
(PCVH)

Scale bar: 2 mm

Right-hand seed of each fiþr-re is in ventral view;
the others are shown ín dorsal view.

3:
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2.2 Wqqd enelquv

A preliminary survey of South Australian material was made to ascertain

whether there ç,as any geographic variation in wood anatomy that could be

taxonomically useful. The following specimens representing four extremes

of the E- dUUqgq complex and a member of series Torquatae (E- rggosa) were

chosen for study:

1. PJL 757, ltaíLpínga (Southern Lofty Region)

2. PJL !774, Spalding Cove (Eyre Peninsula Region)

3. PJL !0!7,18 km StJ Yantanabie (Eyre Peninsula Region)

4. PJL 876, 26 km E t'laikerie (Murray Region)

5. E- ruqosa, PJL 664, Mt Thisbe (Kangaroo Is. Region).

Sections of stem 5-10 mm in diameter $tere softened by soaking in a 7:7

glycerine/alcohol mixture and sectioned by sledge microtome. Transverse

sections htere prone to splittínE and could only be prepared at 40-60 ¡m

thick compared to 10-15 ¡m for tangential and radial longitudinal

sections. Sections ürere treated with "Eau de JaveIIe" to extract cellular

contents, carbonízed, , and mounted in "xam" following the techniques used

by Greguss (1955, p.10-11) and modified by M.D. Peters (pers. comm.)x.

No discrete differences in wood structure utere found between these

specimens and the only obvious difference between individuals was Ín the

diameter of vessels and tracheids. The lack of dístinctive features even

in the representative of Torquatae, suggests that wood anatomy would be of

no greater use for Dumosae taxa in tlestern Australia. As preparation of

material $,as time consuming, further investigation of wood anatomy was

abandoned in favour of more profitable characters.

x Botany Dept, University of Adelaide.
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2.3 Lcef gurfeqe PEepestrcs

2.3 ,7 Introduction

Leaf surfaces in series Dumosae vary widely in texture and colour. l{orkers

have often gÍven these characters a high weight for classifying and

identifying taxa in the group, In the key to South Australian species of

section Dumaria by Brooker (7977), E- dumose and E* qycnqphylla are

separated from E- gnqgpg and E- prlgglq by their green, more or less

glossy leaves as opposed to the duII leaves of the latter. EUqelyplus

qyenqphylle and E_ dungge are then separated on the basis of bluish-grey

Ieaves and grey-green leaves respectively. However, from an examination of

South Australian material it appeared that these characters vlere are often

unreliable. obvious inconsistencies occurred in material from the Gawler

and Flinders Ranges where forms with dull bluish-grey leaves occurred in

the same populations as forms with dull green or even glossy grêen leaves.

Much material from the Flinders Ranges has leaves that seem equally

glaucous as those of E. qyelgpbylfq although on other characters is most

similar to E. dumgss. A major problem is the reliance on subjective

assessments. The foltowing studies $Iere undertaken to enable more

objective comparisons.

2.3.2 Cuticular relief

Differences Ín texture arise largely from variation in surface relief of

cuticles. Low relief is associated with shiny leaves while sculptured

cuticles result in leaves with a duII surface. Cuticular relief ü,as

studied using scanning electron micrographs of leaf surfaces taken on an

ETEC Autoscan. Specimens were washed in chloroform to remove wax, mounted

1.6



on aluminium stubs with double-sided adhesive tape and coated with 80:20

gold/patladium in an evaporative coater. Micrographs htere taken for 34

specimens representing series Incrassatae (E- ingleggele, E' pinpiniena),

Torqatae (E, rugosê, E- þfeqhyqelYX, E- conçinnq) and Dumosae (represented

by 20 individuals from throughout South Àustralia).

EUqe]yplUg prnp¡nrang and E- i¡gfeggate nere found to have very

distinctive cuticles readily distinguishable from each other and aIl

representatives of the other tu¡o series (figs 13, 14). The three members

of Torquatae have surfaces that are almost entirely flat (fig. 12) or with

only slight undulations. Except for E- lqfqUele which has duII grey-green

Ieaves, a1l species of Torquatae have shiny, non-glaucous, green leaves.

withín Dumosae there is a wide range in degree of cuticular sculpturing

from almost entirely flat to strongly undulate or papillate (figs 6 to

11). Liqht microscopy of isolated cuticles revealed that undulations or

papÍllae correspond to either single underlying epidermal celIs or groups

of epidermal cells derived from the same mother ceII. Cuticles of low

relief are indistinguishable from those in Torquatae (figs 6, 72). The

variation within Dumosae indicates that cuticular relief has potential

taxonomic value. I found that it could be easily measured using

epifluorescence microscopy of hand cut sections. This enabled its inclusion

in the character set for numerical analysis.

2.3.3 Epicuticular waxes

The colour of leaves is affected by amount of epicuticular srax. Leaf

colour may be green, grey-green, blue-green, blue-grey or almost white,

depending on the density and nature of wax deposits. Dense wax deposits

significantly alter microrelief of the cuticle and also result in a

relatively dulI surface.
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Fiqutres 6 to 14: Scanning electron micrographs of leaf surfaces.

Scale bar: : figs 6 Lo t2
: fig. 13
: f.ig. t4

É: E- ancgns x
QF 212) Kingscote (Kangaroo Is)

Z: L dumosa xx
ian gZ¡t0217) Kondoolka HS, Gawler Rges (Eyre Peninsula)

€: E- dumosq
PJL S/Pt Neil (EYre Peninsula)

9: !- dumosa
(4D17315259) sliding Rock, Beltana (Flinders Ranges)

10: E* duUgge
QF 277) Yankaninna Stn (Flinders Ranges)

11: !- striaticely¡ *x
(t{F 1132) Victoria Desert (North-ç¡estern)

tZi L rugeEe
(wf tZgl ) American River (Kangaroo Is)

13: E- lngraggatg
$F 492) Goolwa (Southern LoftY)

14: E, prlprnrcæ
(tdF 965) Maralinga (Nullarbor)

t( = !- dumosa ssp. conqloba'Le
** = E- dUmqsa ssp. dumoga

Flgures !5- 16: Typical leaf venation pattern in Dumosae.

PJL 751 (L d!¡Bqsa ssp. conqþþeLê)
Note secondary vein anastomoses and irregularÍty
of tertiary veins.

mm : fÍ9. 15
mm : fig. 76

100 ¡rm
25 pm
100 ¡m

5
7

Scale bar:

18
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HaIlam and Chambers (1970) surveyed leaf waxes in 315 species of

EUqefyplUg usíng scanning electron microscopy of carbon replicas of leaf

surfaces. This work showed that epicuticular ç¡axes are always present even

on non-glaucous leaves where they are not visually apparent. Three main

types of wax deposits ç.rere recognized: tube waxes (Group 1), plate vlaxes

(Group Ð and a combination of plates and tubes (Group 3). According to

Hallam and Chambers, tube t"raxes are responsible for an obvious white bloom

that is easily removed by rubbing, whereas plate $raxes generally give a

duII, matt appearance and are difficult to remove completely by rubbing.

In some cases plate waxes may be more effective in scattering light and

thus would be expected to give a more obvious glaucous appearance. This

would occur if they form a dense cover and are arranged irregularly,

overlap, are orientated at an angle to the surface, or have digitate or

strongly ornamented margins. The species !- clglqndii, E- tggqueflr and !-

dqnqgEgggnsis are known to show conspicuous glaucousness although they

were found to have plate wax onIY.

HaIIam and Chambers examined 10 species of Dumosae and found

representatives in all three major utax groups. Their results. summarized

ín table 2.1, conflict with evidence of general morphology used as the

basis for the new classification derived in lhis thesis. The grouping of

E,qqnqtgþqla wÍth the distinctive species !- ggcdwarQ!! rather than with

E- Cnqgpe is surprising, considering its close affinities with the latter.

Variation in margin type of wax plates does not correspond to related

species within the "blackbutt complex" (7.3, p. I45;10.6, p. 207). It

would therefore seem to be unwise to attribute too much phylogenetic

significance to $rax type. The evidence is that these are relatively

unstable characters in terms of recent evolutionary history. The

inconsistency within the Dumosae is paralleled in other series of mallees

in which both Group 1 and 2 waxes are represented, namely Foecundae,

t9



Iable-2-l Summary of wax morphology data of Hallam and Chambers
(7970) for members of Dumosae.

Species No.A DensityB DescriPtion of lJax

E. qenslqþcte
E. uqqdserdu

!--pllea!q 7

E. "pterocar¡la" 1

E. kqndin¡netsis 1

!--clelan{ii 3

E. Iesquefii 7

E. donggrreCDglg 2

E-anggps

L-dusgge

Gf,q,P t
fubr3 ¡ 3lF¡ar bFtnchlng rt rcuta rng¡a¡r rrthar blunt.

Tube¡ I rlp¡ar oftrn b¡¡nch¡d rt rlght-¡nglr¡.
6ROUP 2

Pl¡t.¡ ¡ lrr.gul¡tly ¡h¡p.dr .ntlr.-.dg.d.
Plrtc¡ ¡ lFr.gulÌly ¡hrP.dr .ntlra-.dg.d.
P¡rt¡ú | t¡¡.gultFly c¡a3.nt-¡h¡Padr .ntlF.-.dg.d.
Pl¡tr¡ ¡ lrt.gul¡t¡y ¡hlF.dr .¡tlF.{dg.d.
Plrt.3 r lrr.gul.r¡y ¡htpadr ¡lnu.t.-.d¡.d.

Ptrt.¡ r tr?.gul}ly ¡h.t¡dr cr.n¡t -dlgtt.t.-.dg.d.
6ßOt P 3

P¡rtc¡ ¡nd tub¡¡r plrtrs r l¡r.tu¡$ly 3h¡P.dr

:lnurt.{dg.d.
Plrt.J rnd tubr¡r pl¡t.¡ ¡ !r?.gu¡.¡¡y ¡hrP.dt

¡lnu¡t¡¡dgrd.

7

2 3-4
7

1

2
t
7

4

4

?

?

L

2

À

B

number of individuals samPled

density of wax cover

KEY

1 = isolated
2 = sparse cover
3 = open cover
4 = complete cover
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Calycogonae and Oleosae. There is also variation within the species E.

gelyqqqgla (Groups 1 and 3) and E- gferlq (Groups L, 2 and 3). Due to the

timited level of sampling within Dumosae species (table 2,7), the

reliability of differences is unknown and may conceal much variation

within species. As many of these species Iimits are artificial and poorly

defined morphologically, one would not expect to find corresponding

consistent differences in $rax types. HaIlam and Chambers work has

demonstrated significant variation in wax characters and further study to

investigate geographical variation would be profitable.

In this thesis, where the emphasÍs is on producing a phenetically based,

workable classification, characters of wax morphology htere not included

because preparation techniques required are too Ínvolved for routine

taxonomic use. Hoülever, epicuticular staxes were considered indirectly

through measurements of leaf reflectance before and after wax removal. In

this way it was possible to determine their contribution to the colour of

leaves.

2,3.4 Leaf spectrophotometry

Reflectance and transmission measurements were made using a Shimadzu QR-50

spectrophotometer with Ubricht integrating sphere attachment, The

apparatus was described in detail by Sinclaír 1967 ) and by Sinclair and

Thomas (1970). Fresh leaves were kept in airtÍght plastic bags below 5"

C until ready for reading. Percentage values of reflectance are relative

to a standard of six Iayers of lühatman's No. 1 filter papers. To

accommodate the relatively narrohr leaves of some individuals it $Ias

nescessary to reduce the windoü, area of the sample holder to c. 1 x 2 cm,

resulting in some loss of precision. To check the accuracy of the

equipment, a leaf of tiqUslfuu ayglifolium (Privet) was tested as a

27



standard reference, A reflectance value of 13 % at 550 nm I^Ias obtained

which is consistent with Sinclair (7967, p, 265). Measurements of Dumosae

were made on abaxial surfaces using the most glaucous of the fully

expanded leaves of adult form available.

Readings were determined aL 77 wavelengths across the visible and near

Ínfra-red section of the spectrum for a green-Ieaved individual and

blue-leaved individual which were adjacent trees in a population in the

Flinders Ranges (figs !7, 18). WipÍng with chloroform reduced the

reflectance of the green, non-glaucous individual by c. 2% Lhroughout most

of the visible region (350 730 nm). This agrees with HaIIam and

Chambers' observation that traces of l^tax are present on non-glaucous

Ieaves even when not visually apparent. Removal of wax reduced reflectance

of the glaucous individuat by a value of more than 10% over most of the

vísible region, resulting in a spectrum of similar reflectance to the

non-glaucous individual. The optical significance of the s¡ax Iayer is

shown by the fact that it approximately doubles reflectance at the 400 and

600 nm absorbtion peaks. In the near infra-red the effect of wax removal

$ras less, and for the non-glaucous individual there sras a slÍght increase

in reflectance. This is probably an artifact of the treatment with

chloroform. The absorbance spectra determined from reflectance and

transmission measurements show that the wax causes a decrease in

absorbance of a similar magnitude to the increase in reflectance. This

conflicts with results of the study by Sinclair which compared optical

properties of arid zone and mesophytic species. Sinclair found that

although the arid zone species generally had higher surface reflectance

thís hras associated wÍth reduced transmission, and except for ÀtfiBICX

yCSIqeEIq they did not have significantly lower absorption. However, the

results here shoç,¡ that over the interval 350 - 1350 nm, which includes 92

% of incident solar energy, epicuticular çJax can substantially lower

22



Fiqure 1Z: Spectrophotometer readings for non-glaucous individual,
PJL 860/2 km SE lJarraweena HS.

Fiqure 1,9: Spectrophotometer readings for glaucous-leaved indivÍdual,
PJL 859/2 km SE tlarraweena HS.

unwiped leaf

same leaf wiped with chloroform to remove wax

23
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absorption and so reduce the energy load of leaves.

In this case the increase in reflectance caused by t,rax is relatively

constant throughout the visible region so there is no major shift in

colour but merely an increase in "üIhiteness". Readings at a single

wavelength therefore provide a reasonable measure of the visible effect of

the wax cover. l{ax-contríbuted reflectance sras determÍned at 400 nm for a

sample of 54 leaves from 50 South Australian individuals of Dumosae.

Readíngs obtained after removal of wax enabled investigation of the

relationship between cuticular relief and reflectance. For non-glaucous

Ieaves a strong association t"ras apparent. Leaves found to have little or

no cuticuLar relief often exhibit a strong sheen while leaves with high

cuticular relief are always dull, It çras thought that the shiny

appearance of the former indicated a greater overall reflectance. (Lower

reflectance in leaves wÍth high relief might result from scattering of

Iight within depressions between verrucae or papillae). To test this,

reflectance values $,ere plotted against scores of CS. a character

expressing height of cuticular sculpturing (see 4.3, p.84) for

definition). À negative correlation significant at the 0.01 level t.ras

obtained but the scatter of points was much broader than expected, with r

= -[,47 (f.íg, 7Ð. This may be due to the influence on reflectance of

aspects of sculpturing other than height, such as closeness and steepness

of papillae or undulations. Also the spectrophotometer only allowed

measurements with incident light normal to the leaf surface but

sculpturing may be more effective in reducing reflectance at acute angles.

The values obtained for wax-contributed reflectance are displayed in

figure 20, In most cases, variation in replicates for individuals

(different leaves) is limited, but wide variation often occurs between

different individuals of a single population. Sessile-fruited forms

representing E- gqlgfqbale and L qnceÞs, which consistently have
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Fiqure 20: !{ax-contributed reflectance data.

KEY:

!- conqlobatg, Eyre Peninsula Region
!- anceps, Eyre Peninsula and Yorke Peninsula Regions
!- dt¡mosa complex, South-eastern Region
coppice shoot

dumosa complex, Eyre Peninsula Region
cvanophvlla, Hurray Region (P28')
dumosa complex (intergrade with E. cvanophvlla), Ìlurray Region (P30)
dunosa complex (Carappee HilI form), Eyre Peninsula Region (P73)

complex (affinity !, stríaticalvx) Eyre Peninsula Region
complex

Flinders Ranges
Gawler Rarges

glithin each group, replicate readings for a single individual are indicated by numerals 1 or 2.

Irdividuals from a single population are linked by lines for grroups E,F,G,H.

I Ar lnd.r to potulrtlon cod.s l¡ pFovld.d ln tùh t.l.
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non-glaucous leaves, gave readings of less than 2 % wax contributed

reflectance. SÍmilar readings ürere obtained for material from the

South-eastern Region representing intergrades between sessile and

pedicellate forms. AII Dumosae appear to retain the capacity for

glaucousness in coppice or juvenile foLiage and a coppice leaf from the

above material showed a moderately dense cover of wax (7.6 "t") .

That the high degree of glaucousness characteristic of E- qyanAphylle is

not unique is supported by the data. A similar range of values was

obtained in a population of large fruited forms with affÍnities to E-

Stffetfqely¡ (P0P: P57*) from sand dunes on northwestern Ep:e Peninsula.

The highest value of wax contributed reflectance (24.5%) was recorded in

thÍs populatÍon. The Flinders and Gawler Range material has values that

overlap considerably with E- gyenApbyllg. A population that appears

morphologically intermediate between E- cyallo.Þbylfa and E. dUngËC or E-

CIqgBÊ (POP: P28) has a range of $rax contributed reflectance extending

from the lower end of the range of E- gyq¡Apby]la to a value typical of

non-glaucous forms.

The g,reatest varÍability is shown by the Flinders and Gawler Range

material. Readings are clustered into three main groups but there is

insufficient sampling to indicate whether these reflect genetically

determined discontinuities. Nevertheless, class intervals for subjective

assessment of wax cover were chosen to coincíde with these groups.

The adaptive significance of the $,ax deposits is unclear. Association

between glaucousness and distance from the coast evident in this material,

also occurs in llestern Australian Dumosae and other groups of eucalypts.

In extreme coastal habitats non-glaucous leaves would have an advantage by

x population measured for analysis (POP group) - see table 9.L, p. 757.
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accumulating less salt on their l-eaf surfaces. Glaucousness may be

advantageous in reducing: heat damage from absorption of solar radiation,

frost damage, and cuticular transpiration (especially in young leaves).

These are likely to be more significant factors in inland areas.

2.4 L_ea! eletogy

The potential for leaf architectural characters in lgqafyplus taxonomy was

demonstrated by Carr and Carr (1,976) who recognized two sibling specÍes in

section Dumaria distinguished largely by differences in ultimate venation.

Initially I planned to undertake a thorough analysis of leaf venation

patterns in Dumosae but thÍs was abandoned for the folJ"owing reasons:

1. A cursory examination of fresh leaves with transmitted light and

leaves cleared temporalily by dimethyl-sulphoxide or lactic acid for a

range of Dumosae species did not reveal any discontinuities in characters

such as used by Carr and Carr. EUçglyptus anceps could not be

distinguished from E- luggså (Torquatae) by a visual examÍnatÍon of

venation, although it is possible that they might be separable by

quantitative analysis.

2. Àlthough a variety of methods for permanentJ.y clearing and staining

eucalypt Ieaves $Jere investigated, none r.Jere entirely satisfactory

because fine veinlets were obscured by a layer of lignified parenchyma.

3. The venation patterns in Dumosae and many other eucalypts are highly

irregular and not easily analyzed. Venation orders cannot be clearly

defined and anastomoses often occur even in secondary veins (figures 15.

76).

However, one venation character, an estimate of the averaqe angle of

secondary veins in the central part of the leaf, $ras included in the final

character set because it $ras easily measured and provided some

taxonomically useful information.
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OiI glands are abundant in leaves of Dumosae but they may be obscure when

not located near the surface. Characters relating to oil glands were

rejected for consideration when it was decided not to clear leaves. In

retrospect this sras unfortunate, as any data on oii gland size or

frequency could be useful because of the potential economic value of

eucalypt oil as a fuel.

In the survey of cuticular relief by scanning electron microscopy

mentioned earlier, Dumosae cuticles were found to be basically similar in

construct,ion although there was continuous variation in height of verrucae

or papiIlae. Cuticles $rere also studied by Iight microscopy to reveal

details of epidermal cells and stomatal anatomy, but no obvious

differences of taxonomic value were found. ÀIthough different arrangements

of stomatal cavities and ledges were observed in series Incrassatae, all

material of Dumosae and Torquatae was consistent.

2.5 ]hin:feyer chrsmeLqsgephy ef lceÉ exlraqle

Numerous studies have shown that useful chemo-taxonomic information can be

obtained from eucalypt leaves. The pioneering work in this field was

carried out by Baker and Smith (t920) who analysed 'essential oils'

distilled from leaves, and established major differences between groups

that are now regarded as subgenera by Pryor and Johnson (1,971). The

potential for chemical taxonomic information at the ínfra-specific level

was clearly demonstrated by Banks and Hillis (1969). In individuals of E.

qeqefdglensfg sampled from 103 localities, 47 polyphenols were detected

and eight were regarded as taxonomically important. They r^¡ere able to

divide the indivÍduals Ínto six phyto-chemical provinces that correspond

to major river drainage systems and correLate wÍth groupings based on

morphological characters.
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I decided to use thin layer chromatography (TLC), a relatively rapid and

simple technique, to investigate whether useful chemotaxonomic information

could be obtained for series Dumosae and to search for chemical characters

supporting the distinction between them and series Torquatae. The specÍes

E- glriglfqelyx (Dumosae) and E- cencinna (Torquatae) were chosen for this

initial study because a range of recently collected specimens from the

Great Victoria Desert u,as available. Thus any gradual breakdown or

modification of chemical constituents in fresh leaves would be minimized.

In this area the species are sympatric but evidence from seed characters

does not support Íntergradation. The two species show parallelÍsm in gross

morphology (figs 2.5, 2.6) and identifÍcation based on buds and fruits is

often unreliable. Hotdever, they can be consistently identified on leaf

characters. Shiny green to yellow-green leaves that are consistently

non-glaucous are always associated with the Torquatae seed type while dull

Ieaves that are variably glaucous (and green or grey-green if

non-glaucous) are associated with the Dumosae seed type. The leaf colour

characteristíc of E- qenqinlg is reflected in the name L aqæphylle

Maiden and Blakely (YeIlow-Ieaved mallee) which is a synonym of E-

conqinne. Thus I expected that differences in Ieaf chemistry would be

present between the two species.

Nine individuals of each species were sampled. Dried pieces of mature

leaves (c. 2 cm2) htere diced into fine fragments by razor blade to

rupture all oil glands and were extracted with ether. The solutions $rere

spotted onto TLC sheets with capillary tubes and run in a sealed jar

saturated with solvent vapour. ÀIuminium oxide and sílica-gel sheets were

used with varÍous solvent mixtures providing a range in polarity. The best

separation of detectable compounds was achieved using silica-gel and a 60

: 40 diethyl ether : distilled petroleum mixture. Rf values vrere

determined for visíble pigments. Compounds not visible in daylight hrere
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Fiqufg 21: Outlines of fruit and bud shapes of L goncilna from
north-western S.A.

Àctual size.
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Eiqure 22: Outlines of fruit and bud shapes of L striqlicalvx from
north-western S.A.

Actual size.
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visualized under ultraviolet liqht al 254 and 305 nm and by spraying with

1 % vaníIlin in HzS0¿.

There were 13 compounds that could be detected with certainty and their

characteristics and distribution in the 18 specimens are shown in table

2.2 Five are visibLe pigments identified as a carotenoid (no. L),

chlorophyll (no. 5, 9) and a flavonoid (no. 13). These $tere present in all

specimens with no marked differences in intensity. Runs using different

solvents or aluminium oxide sheets also did not reveal any difference Ín

visible pigments. Thus the leaf colour difference between the two species

is probably only a result of surface properties and cannot be explained

in terms of pigmentation.

Sjx of the eight non-visible compounds were variable in their occurrence,

but only one (no. 6) was confined to one species. As it $ras present in

only two of the nine E, co¡cin¡a specimens it is of limited taxonomic

value and its absence from E- elrfe!rcefy¿ is less significant. The high

proportion of compounds of. secondary importance (indicated by their

absence in some individuals) that are shared by the two species suggests a

close phylogenetÍc affinity ç¡ith little divergence.

For the material examined the method appears to be ideal for investigating

genotypic variation and interchange at the level of small populations but

is less likely to be useful as a taxonomic tool for analysing variation on

the wider scale covered by this thesis.
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Table 2,2: Thin-tayer chromatognaphy results.

Solvent : ether-petrol 60 : 40
Adsorbent : síIica-gel
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2.6 Elouerrng tine

This section presents results of Ínvestigations into flowering time

patterns in the Dumosae made for selected groupings of South Australian

specimens from herbariurn label records.

2.6.7 Bud and fruit stages

It is useful to define phenological stages for reference here and

elsewhere in this thesis.

1. DeVelqpinq þUdS are defined as those for which some floral bracts of

the umbellaster* are still present, or those which still retain their

calycine operculum and are small enough for it to obscure the greater

part of the petalline operculum.

2. IUneluEC þUdË covers a wide range in bud maturation, with buds of a

size greater than developíng buds and smaller than mature buds.

3. UelUfg þq{g are those which have reached their maxÍmum size apart from

some sLight expansion of the operculum immediately prior to anthesis due

to expansion of the stamens. In practÍce there was å. subjective cut-off

in sizes allowable for these stages. For non-flowering material it tras

necessary to guess whether buds were mature or not using fruit size as a

guide.

4. DeyeloB!¡q fruits are those in which stamens have been shed from the

flower but are not sufficiently mature for the valves to separate at

their tips (formed from the style base) nor split apart lower down on

drying.

5. InmqtUfe ffuile are those in which the valves split or separate in

x following the terminology of Johnson 1972). Previously referred to as

the "umbel" or "unit inflorescelìce".
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their basal part on drying but do not properly open because they remain

united at their tips. They often have a green epidermis and their seeds

are straw-coloured to paLe brown.

6. UelUfe leUflg open freely and have red-brown seeds.

2.6,2 Flowering patterns

Developing buds were generally found to be present at any stage throughout

the year and it appears that bud initiation can occur at any time when

conditions allow vegetative growth. As a result immature and mature buds

urere also often present throughout the year even in populations with a

regular fixed flowering period. The Dumosae have the capacity to retain

the mature bud stage until the time is right for flowering. Sometimes two

or even three generations of buds are present on an individual. Some

indivÍduals of E- dUnqge ssp. colglqþeLe (e.9. PJL 767, near Goolwa ; PJL

747, f1t Scrub - Mt Desert, Southern Lofty Region) were observed ç¡ith two

generations of buds flowering together.

Flowering on a single individual may last for only a few weeks but there

seems to be genetically determined variation in the precise timing so that

the flowering period is considerably longer for a given population or

taxon, In the field, individual trees of a population were often observed

at different stages of f lowering or fruit development, At the t'laite

Institute arboretum, Adelaide, differences in the relative time of onset

of flowering between índividuals of the same species (E- wgqduqrdi! and E*

duUgge) are consistent from year to year, Flowering spans for populations

may be fixed or simply be a response to regular seasonal patterns.

However, it is postulated that in arid areas there would be a strong

selective advantage Ín having flowering coupled to infrequent and

irregular rainfall events. Pollinators would be more abundant and active
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after heavy rains and the tree would be less likely to be under stress

during the sensitive stages of nectar flow, fertilization and maturation

of seed and fruit.

For the selected groupings aII available South Australian herbarium

collections çtere recorded in one of four classes:

1. Flowers absent. (n)

2, Early in f lowering period. (<)

A,t this stage there is a predominance of mature buds over flowers but

developing fruits are absent or rare.

3. In full flower. (+)

At this stage there is a predominance of flowers or else signÍficant

numbers of both mature buds and developing fruits.

4. Late in flowering period. (>)

At this stage there is a predominance of developing fruits with mature

buds beinq ahsent, rare or dead.

Initially, the other stages of buds and fruits were also recorded. An

indÍcation of flowering time can be obtained from the presence of immature

fruits by extrapolation under the assumption of a uniform delevopment

rate. Horiever, this information was not considered to be worth the loss

of clarity in interpreting the data.

Results are presented in a semi-graphical form (tables 2.3, 2.4) with

months of the year divided into three sectors. This is a useful degree of

resolution and enables the specifications of early-, late- and mid- month

to be plotted or derived from the plots when describing the start or end

of flowering. For groups A to E and G to I the degree of sampling

probably does not justify this resolution and in interpreting the data it

would be better to consider the months as single units. The results should

be interpreted with cautÍon taking numbers of non-flowering records into

account. Absences of flowerÍng records have Iittle meaning when
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IeþIe 2j: nerbarium flowering records.
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months divided : 1-10 / 77-20 / 2t-31.
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Ieþfe_Z-3 (cont. ): Herbarium flowering records.
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non-flonering records are also absent,

non-flowering records are present because

undoubtedly have towards flowering material.

but

of

are

the

significant when

bias collectors

The irregularity of the distribution of records for most groups shows how

unreliable isolated records can be, yet often inferences about flowering

time can only be made in taxonomic treatments on the basis of one to

several records. Due to uneven sampling with respect to time and

geography, rather large samples of herbarium collections, as in group J (n

= 293), are required before a more reliable picture of the flowering

pattern emerges. The following conclusions about flowering times must

therefore be regarded as tentative.

Groups A,B and C represent three different forms of the E* dUmqge complex

in the Murray Region of South Australia. The data demonstrates a major

difference in the pattern of flowering times between E,_ qyqnqphylfg and E-

dumosa, generally confirming the winter-spring/summer-autumn distinction

made by Brooker 1977 ). However, although the peak for E- dUUqge is

February-March, there is some overlap with E- qyenAphylle in the three

winter months. (gnly one of the overlapping records $,as regarded as a

morphological intermediate with E- qyengpbyfle. ) The flowering of

sessile-fruited forms in this area (group C) is spread over a longer

period and overlaps with both of the previous two forms.

Group D from localities in the Carappee Hill - Darke Peak area has a more

limited and regular flowering period beginning in December and reaching

full-flower in January. It ís likely that later stage flowering woul.d

continue into February. There is no evidence of a similar pattern in

outlying glaucous forms (group E), but this is not surprising since they

are interpreted as intergrades on morphological grounds.
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Groups F and G were scored to examine the extent of flowering overlap

between sessile-fruited forms (ultimately treated as E. dumcga ssp.

conglobalC in this thesis) and E, rugosa, a sympatric specÍes of series

Torquatae. For group E, E- duBosa ssp. qonglqþglq $ras only sampled in

areas where E- lgqosq also occurred - namely the southern parts of Eyre

and yorke Peninsula, the Fleurieu Peninsula region, Kangaroo Island and

the South-eastern Regions. In contrast to the Murray Region,

sessile-fruited forms in these more coastal areas (group F) show a

definite peak in flowering between late January and early March with only

minor flowering at other times during the year. This pattern is

maintained when records for other regions are included (group J). In

March 92 % of.52 individuals sampled were in flower. while in 0ctober t9 z

of. 72 individuals sampled were in flower. Major flowering would not begin

until January, as evident from the absence of late stage flowering (>) in

January and February. Slith E- lgqAgq (group G) flowering is sporadic and

overall a lower proportion of flowering individuals were collected.

Flowering appears to occur throughout the year, possibly with a decline

during winter. There is sígnificant overlap with the sessile-fruited

forms of Dumosae, so flowering time is unlikely to present a barrier to

interbreeding.

Groups H and I are from more arid regions. Unfortunately sampling is poor

during summer months when temperatures are high. Both groups have

significant records in May and a scatter of records througout winter and

spring. There is certainly no evidence of a limited and regular period

(as in group D) in agreement wíth the prediction based on climate.

0verall, herbarium records indicate greater complexity in flowering

patterns than expected on the basis of previous taxonomic treatments.

Substantial geographic variation is exibited amongst forms here treated as

E- dUUqee ssp. co¡çIlqþelg (groups C, E, and I) and E= dgmqse ssp. dUSAgq
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(remaining groups). Systematic and regular sampting with respect to time

and geography is required before definite conclusions can be made about

the mechanisms and the taxonomic significance of variation in flowering

periods. In this thesis information was derived mainly from herbarium

records.

2.7 9umUqfy

preliminary investigations into aspects of variation covered in this

chapter failed to reveal any fundamentally neh, characters readiJ.y

applicable to taxonomic study. There is a general Lack of discrete

differences in seed morphology, wood anatomy, Ieaf anatomy and leaf

architecture. Methods were developed to aIlow guantitative expression of

leaf colour and texture by measuring height of cuticular sculpturing

using epifluorescence microscopy and reflectances contributed by leaf

glaucousness using a spectrophotometer. Major differences were found in

the structure of cuticular and epidermal features wíthin section Dumaria,

but not within series Dumosae although the latter exhibited wide variation

from flat to híghly sculptured cuticles. A heavy wax bloom was shown to

approximately double leaf reflectance in the visible spectrum and reduce

the amount of energy absorbed. A wÍde range in glaucousness valueg t^,as

documented, with essentially non-glaucous individuals occurring in the

same populations as individuals equally glaucous as E- qyqlqpbylle.

Thin-Iayer chromatography of leaf extracts revealed high variabíIity

between individuats but the compounds that separated out did not enable

even the two species of series Dumosae and Torquatae to be distinguished.

Study of herbarium specimen flowering records showed some significant

geographic patterns but indicated only Iimited opportunity for

reproductive j-solation. There was greater irregularity than expected, and

systematic records would be required for information of taxonomic value to

be obtained.
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CHAPTER 3

STUDY OF SESSILE FRUITED FORMS

(SESSDAT ANALYSES)

3.1 -lnlrqduqtrqn

A preliminary investigation of morphometric variation was made on

individ.uals of series Dumosae with sessile fruits. These individuals form

a subset of the Dumosae defined objectively but arbitrarily by the single

character of pedicel length irrespective of species IÍmits. Restricting

the scope of study in this way meant that there hlere fewer components of

variation to contend with and enabled character variation to be studied in

more detail.

The only Dumosae taxa that have type specimens with completely sessile

fruits are EUggfyplgË qq¡qlgþela and E- anceps. The original descriptions

for both specify sessile flowers or buds although E- glqq!Ë * has

sometimes been interpreted in a broacler sense (Chippendale !973, p, 151;

Brooker !976, p.18) to include sub-sessíle or shortJ.y pedicellate forms.

The tJestern Australian species E- Eqndlurncngrs and E- fgqgqq! are

characterized by shortly pedicellate or sub-sessile fruits. EUqelyptus

ffeqefl $ras originally described by Brooker (7972) as a subspecies of E.

qAnglAþela having either sessile or shortly pedicellate fruits. Brooker

(9T6) Iater elevated this taxon to specific rank and modified the

description to exclude sessile forms which he considered were better

placed in E- qqlqlqþetq.

At the time of this study the most up to date Ínformation on the

* see note regarding use of this name in section !.2, P.3
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distribution of E- qqnglgþqlq and E. ancepg in South Australia was that of

Boomsma (tg7D. Figure 23 is a composite of approximate dj.stributions

illustrated by Boomsma and shows occurrences of E- qglqlgþglq on Kangaroo

Island, and the Fleurieu, Yorke and Eyre Peninsulas. Recently these

distributions have been modified (Boomsma, 1981 ) folJ.owing the results of

this study (Boomsma, 1980, p.169', 1981, p,t36) ). Occumences in all four

regions are supported by cornputer-generated maps produced from the

EUCALIST data bank of herbarium label Ínformation collated hy Chippendale

up to 1.977. Boomsma's maps show E. qgnq]qþqle as having the most

southerly distribution and overlapping E- alceps in alI regions except

Fleurieu peninsula. Further north E. qlqÊpË overlaps E. 4Unqge' The

distribution pattern suggested the hypothesis that variation incorporating

E, qqnglqþqlq and E- anceps is a north-south, coastal-inland cline from

sessile to pedicellate forms. Under this hypothesis the areas of overlap

are not sympatric occurrences of distinct species but represent indístinct

zones of intergradation. Pedicellate fruits are interpreted as resulting

from the continuation of a trend in tapering of the hypanthir-tm base

associated with an Íncrease in fruit length to width ratio. Comparison of

type specimens and descriptions for E. qqlqlqþêla and E. enceps indicated

that the main differences between these taxa were a greater length to

width ratio of fruits, peduncles and leaves for E' g¡qÊpg. The simplest

hypothesis is that these ratios are correlated with each other ancl

increase in a northerly direction from E. qqlqlqþqLa to E. enqcÞË to E.

dUngee. Such a cline may be complicated by intergradation betv¡een sessile

forms and pedicellate taxa other than E. dUnqSA. These inclur-1e E'

qyenqphyllc, E- gqlqqqeqna or E- pfleele, depending on the locality in an

east-west direction. Effects of this complexity \^,ere minimized hy testing

only for part of a cline involving sessile forms.
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3 .2 ÊenpHn qf secsrfe fqrnc rn 9qu!h ôuslrelre

A total of. 1,27 indivíduals from 30 localities were sampled for numerical

analysis. The localities are listed in appendix 4 and plotted in figure

24. Most specimens are taken from my own field collections. Up to five

ind,ividuals s,ere sampled from each locality within a radius of L km. Only

localities with consistently sessile forms were selected for analysÍs and

this Iimited the area of distribution covered. Localities were grouped

into five geographically distinct reqions isolated from each other by

areas of sea, areas of higher rainfall uninhabited by any Dumosae, or

areas occupied by pedicellate forms of Dumosae. Each of these regions will

now be dÍscussed.

L. Kanqaroo Island (KI )

Sessile-fruited forms are the only Dumosae present on Kangaroo Island.

Previously they çlere poorly collected here, being represented by only

three collections at AD. Field surveys for this study revealed an

easterly rather than southerly distribution and no observations were made

west of longitude 1.37'25' E (13.1, p.333). The occurrences are on

duplex loamy soils derived from schist ancl quartzÍte, Iateritic soiIs, and

calcarenite. AII these soil types are present in the west but a higher

annual averaqë rainfall ( > 600 mm) is probably the limi-ting factor.

Kangaroo Island is isolated from Fleurieu Feninsula by Investigator Strait

but it ç¡as connected as recently as about 10.000 years ago (Lampert,

1979).

2. Fleurieu Peninsula Region (FP)

There are only limíted occurrences of sessile fruÍted Dumosae on the

peninsula itself. These are disjunct ancl appear to be relict populations

related to the more common occurrences on the plains and eastern slopes of
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Fiqure 24: Map showing regions and localities for sampling of
sessile-fruited forms in South Àustralia.

The total number of individuals represented by the
localities is shown beside each region.
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the southern Mt Lofty Ranges to the northeast, The higher rainfall of the

Ranqes would provide a barrier to westward exchange. There is

íntergradation with pedicellate forms on the Murray plains to the north

and east. Unlike the other regions this grouping does not correspond to a

Region defined by the State Herbarium of South AustraLia (fiq. 1), but

incorporates material from the Murray and Southern Lofty Regions.

3. Yorke Peninsula (YP)

Occurrences on Yorke Peninsula are isolated from those of the Fleurieu

peninsula region by the Mt Lofty Ranges which have a higher rainfall and

by areas Ínhabited by pedicellate Dumosae on the Adelaide Plains

(extending up the northeast side of St Vincent's Gulf) and at the top of

Yorke Peninsula. Consistently sessile-fruited populations are known on

the northern part of Yorke Peninsula from near Sandilands, Arthurton and

Ardrossan. Although thÍs area Í^ras not sampled in this study, material from

further south is of a sÍmilar form and was weII represented.

4. Upper Eyre Peninsula (EP1)

Occurrences on Eyre Peninsul-a are isolated from Yorke Peninsula by an area

of low annual average rainfall (( 250 mm) in the north and northwest part

of Spencer GuIf. This supports a low open woodland of Aqeglg Pqpyruq3lpq

(t'lestern Myall) rather than a mallee community. Sessile-fruited forms

often intergrade with pedicellate forms on Upper Eyre Peninsula but

consistently sessile populations do occur in disjunct localities. These

are usually assocíated with inselbergs or ranges rather than the

Íntervening dune-covered plaÍns which are occupÍed by pedicellate forms of

Dumosae.
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5. Lower Eyre Peninsula (EPz)

This region in the vícinity of Port Lincoln is isolated from EPt by the

Koppio HiIIs to the north which are Ínhabited by pedicellate Dumosae and

by a zone of higher annual rainfall (to 600 mm) to the northwest where no

Dumosae have been recorded, Most of the the occurrences are on calcarenite

and could be cut off under a higher sea level by the infilling of Sleaford

Mere, a salt lake to the west.

3.3 Uecsuqesc!! q! qhereqlcrs

The following six characters I^tere measured for numerical analysis:

FL : fruit length

FtJ : maximum fruit width

PL : peduncle length

Pt'l : maximum peduncle width

LL : Ieaf length (Iong axÍs of lamina from base to apex)

L[,] : maximum leaf width (perpendicular to midrib)

The fruit and peduncle characters were measured to the nearest 0.1 mm

using dial calipers. Leaf characters were measured to the nearest 1.0 mm

for LL and 0.5 mm for Ltrl using a millimeter ruler. Each individual was

represented by a mean score from a sample of fruits, peduncles, and

leaves. Consideration was given to the effect of sample size on the

ability to distinguish individuals statistically. Estimates of the

population indÍvidual variance were made from samples of 10 measurements

for each of about 10 individuals. Assuming that thÍs is a good estimate

applicable for alI individuals, then the magnitude of a true difference in

means that is detectable by a t-test can be determined by the formula

given by Símpson et aI. (1960, p. 79Ð, For example, using a sample of 1,4
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fruits to determine mean FtJ scores means that it is possible to detect

differences between individual means of 1.0 mm with 95 % reliability using

a t-test at the .05 level. To detect a difference of only 0.5 mm required

a sample size of 54 fruits. This approach for optomizing sample sizes for

measurements is stiII subjective as it requires an arbitrary decision on

the magnitude of difference that is desirable for a given character. It

cloes. hourever, demonstrate that there is no real meaning in statistically

significant differences of mean character scores without reference to the

degree of sampling.

Measurements for South Australian material were based on 14 frr-.rits, 10

peduncles and seven leaves. These sample sizes enable detection of the

following differences for the most variable character of each organ: 1.0

mm for FI^l, 3.0 mm for PL and 15 mm for LL. For llestern Australían material

sample sizes were recluced to seven, Seven and five respectively. The

reduction elas necessary because of the need to reduce measurement time and

the difficulty in obtaining sufficient organs on mounted herbarÍum

specimens. This reducecl the confidence Ínterval for mean scores and thus

increased between-inclividual variation. However, it was shown empirically

that this was ínsufficient to affect the relatively hiqh within-locality

variance. It was tested using random sub-samples with the reduced sample

sizes taken from the existing measurements for South Àustralian

individr-lals. This was clone for each region, for the locality with the

highest ratio of mean individual variance to total locality variance.

3.4 AnslvË!Ë a! Vertenqe

The suitability of the data for a Multivariate Analysis of Variance was

testecl using the SPSS subprogram MANOVA (Cohen and Burns , 1'977). The data

satisfíed the requirement for non-orthogonality of variables according to
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Bartlett's test of sphericity. However, the requirement of homogeneity of

variances among character measurements l^tas not met according to the

pearson and Hartley maximum variance/minÍmum variance statistic, Fmax (P (

0.001).

Univariate Analysis of Variance (AOV'-q) were therefore performed for each

charaeter, using SPSS* subprogram ONE!,JAY. For each character Bartlett's

test of homogeneity of group variances was satisfied (P > 0.05). This test

is also sensitive to departures from normality (Sokal L965, p. 35).

The clata is represented by three levels of sampling: individuals,

localities and regions. The variation at the IeveI of the individual

reflects phenotypic variation resulting from the expression of a

particular genotype. It is of no taxonomic interest pil gÊ and was removed

by representing individuals by mean character scores. The within-Iocal-ity

variation is significant as it indÍcates the genetic variability present

in an essentially uniform environment. For an intra-breeding population

this can be treated as an error term underlying any variation of taxonomic

importance. The within-region variation reflects differences between

Iocalities which may or may not be taxonomically significant.

Results of AoV's using within-locality variance as the error term revealed

significant differences between localities within regions for FL and Fl'l (P

< .001) but not for PL, PÛí, LL and LW (P >

differences were detected at the locality leveL considering the smaLl

locality sample sizes and generally high wíthin-locality variation.

The A¡V's using between locality variation as the error term revealed

signÍficant ctifferences between regions (P < .001) for aIl characters.

,t SPSS is used throughout this study and refers to the Statistical Package

for the Social Sciences (Nie et al, 7975).
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The effect of different sample sizes for the regíon and locality levels

s¡as taken into account by partitioning the total varÍance by expectation

mean squares, following the procedure used by Burley, Wood and Hans

lg7D, For aII characters the greater portion of variation was

contributed by regions (table 3.1).

Qbcreqlcr Percentage of total variation:

Loce]llrcs wÉh!! les]qns Bcqreng

FL

Fr{

PL

PrrJ

LL

LTJ

4s.5

31 .6

20.6

20.7

42.0

17.3

55.5

69.4

79.4

79.3

58.0

82.7

IeþIe 3-1: Components of variance partitioned using expectation
, mean square.

3.5 Çqrreletfen elefysls

Values of the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient (r) were

computed for all L5 combinations of character pairs using SPSS subprogram

PEARS0N CORR. The results are shown in table 3.2. The first three pairs

are lengLh - width combínations describing the same organ. A positive

correlation between Iength and width índicates variation expressing

absolute size of the organ while a negative correlation indicates

variation in length/width ratio expressing organ shape. For fruits and

Ieaves significant positive correlations were obtained thus indicating

dominance of the size component of variation. For PL and PW there was no

significant correlation indicating that size and shape components were in
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TaþIe 3,2: Pearson correlation coef f icients
for data of South Australian
sessile forms.

Characters r

F[{FL

PL, PVJ

LL, LTJ

Fl'l,PtJ

Ft{, LTJ

Pt'], Lïl

FL,PL

FL, LL

PL, LL

FL,PI{

FL, LII

PL, FI{

PL, LTJ

LL, FI{

LL, P[{

.35 *

-.04

.62 x

.77 x

.64 x

qq*

.66 x

.03

.03

.01

.00

.1.6

-.06

.40 x

.31 *

* indicates signif icant corelations (P < 0.01)
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balance. Correlation coefficients for the next six character pairs

clescribe the coherence between similar attributes of different organs' AII

width characters are significantly correlated with other width characters

and length characters behave similarly excepting LL which does not

correlate with FL or PL. The remaining six character paírs show that

lengths and widths of different organs are not correlated, agaÍn t"¡ith the

exception of LL which correlates significantly with F[,] and Pt'l. These

results disagree with the hypothesÍs of cIinal variation in shape

attributes whÍch predicts that, for aII organs, shape variation would

dominate with strong coherence between Iength/width ratios.

3.6 Belelrenshrp wilh eeue qlvfqen[enLsl Barescteus

The following variables were determined for each Iocality and assigned to

individuals:

ALT : Altitude (5 to 210 m)

TH i Maximum height in population (3.0 to 5.1'6 m)

RF i Mean annual average rainfall (375 to 700 mm)

DC : Distance from coast (0 to 56 km)

LAT : Latitude

LONG: LongÍtude

Correlation coefficients were computed for aIl possible pair-wise

combinations of these variables and the six morphological characters. The

results are shown in tables 3.3 and 3.4. The highest correlation is

between LAT and LONG resulting from the northwest - southeast trend of

Iocatities sampled (fig. 2Ð. LONG does not correlate significantly with

other environmental parameters but there are significant correlations

involving LAT, showing the tendency for higher rainfall and more coastal

situatíon to the south. ALT eorrelates wÍth higher rainfall but not
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rehle 3.3: Pearson correlatÍon coefficients for environmental
parameters.

xx LAI rcNg pc RF atI

Tsblc 3-4:

t9NG

Dq

RE

ALI

TH

.69 *

-.37 *

.52 *

-.10

Ã2*

.t2

.7t

.02

.09

.46 x

-.01

-.46 *

.47 x

-.05
q1 *

-.38 t(

.27

-.38 x

.48 *

.35 lr

-.07

.26

.02

.25

.40 t(

.77

Pearson corre lation coef f ic ients showing relationships
between environmental parameters and morphological
characters.

EL Flq Pt Ptd LL LïJ

-.31 x

.13 .15

- ,27 l, -.08

-.36 r( -.I2
.20 .72

-.18 - .79

.33 * .49 x

tAT

LONG

pg

RF

AtT

TH

.40 *

.33 *

.42

.37 x

.13

.20

.23

-.77

-.26

.25

-.10

.35 *

x indicates signifícant correlatÍons (P S .001)

It* see description of envfronmental parameters, p' 55
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geographic position and coefficients for TH indicate that the highest

trees are associated with southern, coastal localities of low altitude.

Relationships with morphological characters are complex. Individuals with

Iarge leaves (high LL and Lt'l) tend to be higher trees. The association

between RF and fruit síze may result from the correlation between RF and

LAT rather than being a direct effect of RF.

3.7 unlyqtrate analysie qf. qeqqrepbrqel geleltgnebæs

Scattergrams of length on width were plotted for fruits, peduncles and

leaves locality by locality and region by region. No sÍmple pattern of

clinal variation was detected and it stas clear that subtle geographic

trends would be overridden by the relatively large intra-locality

variation. Larger scale regional differences rrere apparent with EPZ being

strongly differentiated on the FLlFIl and PLlPt'l plots (f igs 25, 26). The

values for FL and Fv,l given in the original species descriptions are

plotted on figure 25. The values given for E* qq¡q]gþêle by Maiden ('922,

Q(56), p. 273) are typical for EP2 indivÍduals in terms of both magnitude

and ratio (0.6). The values for !. enqepg (BIakeIy, 1934) are atypical

being too large both in magnitude and ratio (=1.1). A length/width ratio

of 1.0 is closer to the mean ratio for non-EP2 individuals. However, this

ratio has been taken as the boundary for distinguishing E. qglqlqþeLe

(fruits ç¡ider than long) from E- anceps (fruits longer than wide),

(Boomsma 7972,p. 2Ð. This approach results in occurrences for E.

qA¡qlgþele in aII regions and a distribution sympatric with E. qnceps.

Alternatively if a geographically based distinction between the taxa is

applied, E- qgnglqþelq (EP2) can be distinguished from E- anceps (non-EP2)

by a critical FLlFl{ ratio of 0.8. This value minimizes overlap between the

two groups and results in fewer borderline cases. It is notable that on

Eyre Peninsula complete separation of E. qglq]qþele (EP2) and E- qnqepg
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for South Australian sessile-fruited Dumosae.
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f,isure 26: scattergram of peduncle length (PL) against,peduncle
t¡idth <ÞWl for South Australian sessile-fruited Dumosae.

. individuals sampled from Regions: KI, FP, YP, EPl'

o individuals sampled from Region: EP2.

Rectangle indicates range for L g!çepg specified by

Blakely (1934).
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(EPl) can be achieved using FLlFtl ratio alone. The PLlPlJ plot shows that

EP2 Índividuals mostly have a ratio less than 1.0 which is exceeded by all
non-EP2 Índividuals. However, only 34 % of non-EP2 individuals fall ç¡ithin

the range of peduncle dimensions given in BIakeIy's description of E,

qnqepË. IndivÍduals from KI show better agreement with 65 % falling within

this range. Although Kangaroo Island individuals are partially

differentiated by longer peduncles, the major differentiation with minimal

overlap occurs between EPZ and non-EP2. Regional differentiation was

further investigated using multivariate analysis.

3.8 Mulliyg[Iate qtefyËis of South Australian gessife:frUrlcd fernc

Canonical Variates Analysis (CVA) has been used extensÍvely in this study

and is described more fully in section 5.2. Analyses were performed using

SPSS sub-program DISCRIMINANT. CVA requires an g p¡rqfi classÍfication of

individuals into groups. LÍnear compound functions are derived from these

groups by weighting characters positively or negatively relatÍve to their

contribution to the polarity defined by groups. Functions can be used to

test the distinctiveness of these groups or classify other individuals on

the same basis.

A CVA was performed on 127 South Àustralian individuals divided into five

groups defined by the fÍve geographical regions. This generated four

canonical variate functions. The first two together account for 96 '¿ of

the total variation and so include nearly all the information carried by

the six characters. The plot of individual's scores on these two functions

(fig. 27) shows that the EP2 region is completely disjunct from the other

four regions all of which overlap each other to some extent. The degree of

distinctness of each region can be expressed as the percentage of the

individuals assigned to a region that are correctly classified by

functions derived from the CVA (table 3.5). These results show
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Fiqure 27: Canonical Variates Analysis f.or t27 individuals of South
Australian sessile-fruited forms with groups defined by
the five Regions.

Group Region:

KI (Kangaroo Island)
FP (Fleurieu Peninsula)
YP (Yorke Peninsula)
EP1 (Upper Eyre Peninsula)
EPz (Lower Eyre Peninsula)

O indicates group centroid

CV1 : canonical variate 7 (75 % of variation)
principal loadings: -FtJ, +FL, (-Plt)

CVZ : canonical variate 2 (27 '¿ of. variation)
principal loadings: +PL (+Flt)

(.total variation expressed by plot: 96 "¿)
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that E. conqlqþaLq and E- encepg are morphologically discrete if
interpreted to correspond to the geographical grouping of EPZ versus

non-EP2 regions. Consideration was given to treating E, eucgps in a more

strict sense, confining it to KI which includes its type locality.

Hoürever, this was unsatisfactory because of the overlap between KI and

other non-EP2 individuals, particularly FP. The overlap was maintained

when the other non-EP2 individuals were defined as a third group in

another CVA.

Region % correct

EP2

KI

YP

EP1

FP

100

74

67

55

37

Overall 63

Icþle 3,5: Classification of individuals to regions by CVA.
"% correct" represents the percentage of individuals
in a defined group (= region) that are correctly
classifÍed by CVA into that group.

The conclusion reached usÍng CVA assumes that the variation of greatest

taxonomic importance is based on regional unÍts. The validity of this

assumption is supported by the greater variance attributed to regions

compared to localities in the partitioning of variance and by the fact

that in plotting bÍvariate scattergrams no major disjunctions rrere

observed that were independent of region boundaries. To further test the
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assumption, ä Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was performed on the data

using SPSS subprogram FACTOR. With PCA the data is interpreted in terms of

major independent axes of varÍation which involves no q p¡igEi assumptions

about groupings wÍthin the data. There $¡ere no major disjunctions found on

any of the five principal component axes. However, when the two groups EP2

and non-EP2 r^rere identified on plots of factor scores (SPSS option

FACSC0RES), the first two components produced an ordination with minimal

overlap (fig. 28). The dÍstinction between EPZ and non-EP2 is expressed by

a large part of these components which together account f.or 73 % of. the

total variance.

Four additional individuals, unassigned to groups, srere classified using

unstandardized classification fuctions (output by SPSS DISCRIMINANT,

option 11) derived for the CVA. Two of these represent character values

derived from modal values of original descriptions and mean measurements

from illustrations of associated material for each of E- qgnqlqþets and !-
ancgps. Also included srere measurements for a specimen collected from

Kangaroo Is in a survey by Lange (t979, p. 74) and a specimen I collected

from near Minlaton, Yorke Peninsula (PJL 803). The Kangaroo Island

individual was correctly classified but the Yorke Peninsula individual was

assigned to EPl. The cases representing 'typical' E- conglqþgle and E-

Ancepg were classified to EPZ and KI respectÍvely, These regions include

the type locality for each species, so this supports the region-based

classification of these taxa.

The tentative conclusion suggested by the South Australian material is

that E- Ëonqlqþele and E- anceps are morphologically and geographically

distinct taxa. The interpretation of these taxa according to the

EPZ/non-EP2 grouping of South Australian specimens wiII be designated by

'CON' and 'ANC' respectively.
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Eiqure 28: Principal Component Analysis of the 127 South Australian
sessi le-fruited individuals.

classified to CON (= EP2) by CVA

classified to INC (= non-EP2) by CVA

Fl ! 1st principal component (45 % of variation)
loadings: +Fti, +P[J, +Ll'l, +LL, (+FL, +PL)

FZ ', 2nd principal component (28 "t of variation)
loadings: +FL, +PL (+F!ü, -PlJ, -LL, -Ltl)
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This study indicates a distribution pattern differing markedly from the

previously accepted one in that the E. qqnqfqbala occurrences on Kangaroo

Is, Fleurieu Peninsula and Yorke Peninsula should now be treated as E-

elqepË. Subsequent to this study, two collections stere found which are an

exception to this pattern and extend the range of E. cglqlgþela from Eyre

Peninsula to include a limited, disjunct occurrence on Fleurieu Peninsula.

The specimens involved are: J.B. CIeIand s.ff., 27.í.1933/Road across Upper

I'tiIIow Creek, lJaitpinga; and J.B. CIeIand 19, -.Íi .7946/Scrub near Bluff ,

Encounter Bay. The latter is represented by a sheet at AD with specimens

from two different individuals both clearly referable to the group CON.

From the same locality there is also a sheet of J.B. CIeIand 18, -.ii.1946

with two different individuals, both clearly referable to ANC. Duplicates

of J.B. Cleland 18 and 19 at NStl provi.de further material representing E-

gnceps. Although intermediates are not present amongst the individuals

from this localíty, there is considerable varíation in the critical

characters of peduncle length and fruit length/width ratio as weII as in

fruit size. However, the sample is too limited to prove whether or not

the two forms occurred together without intergradation at this locality,

other Cleland collections from this district are referable to ANC. The

area near the Btuff (Rosetta Head) has been extensively cleared, and

despite careful searching of smalI remnants of native vegetation, no

Dumosae could be located. It seems that typical E- qgng]gþete forms are

now extinct on Fleurieu Peninsula. Forms referred to this taxon by Boomsma

(1980, 1881) from the tJaítpinga Creek basin were classified to ANC by the

CVA, but their canonical variate scores showed that they çrere amongst

specimens of this group closest to CON.

The results of the CVA (fig. 27) provide further information on

morphological relationships. The first canonÍcal variate has the character

weighted so that it describes mainly FL, FI'l and to a lesser degree PtJ.
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This is the major pole of variation which separates CON and ANC but it ís

also expressed to a lesser extent within the ANC cluster. The centroids of

KI, FP, YP and EPI have progressively higher scores on this function.

Individuals of ANC from KI are most similar to CON and those from EP1 are

least similar despite being geographically closest. The second canonical

variate is weighted predominantly on PL. It does not contribute to the

separation of CON and ANC, and although there ís some variation within the

CgN cluster, it is mainly expressed within the ANC cluster with the

regions falling into the same sequence as on the first function. The

distances between the centroids of each group in multivariate space

defined by all the canonical variate axes are equivalent to D. D2 is

the Mahalanobis distance between groups, a measure that scales differences

according to within-group variation. Distances L,ere tested using F ratios

and group centroids were found to be significantly different (P <

for alJ. regions except EPl and YP (P > .05).

The analysis was repeated defining two groups (CON and ÀNC) instead of

fÍve. Thís produced a single discriminant function with a weight for each

character corresponding to its importance in separating CON and ÀNC (table

3.6). PtJ is the most useful character and LL the least. The signs indicate

that CgN is distinguished from ANC by wider and shorter peduncles and

fruits and by leaves that are wider but also longer. The deviation of LL

from the pattern between length and width characters agrees with the

result from correlatÍon coefficients. The PCA ordination on the groups

CgN and ANC (fig. 28) displays a low degrree of clustering in that there Ís

only a limited zone of overlap or contact. This indicates that the

variation between CON and ANC, as expressed by the discriminant function

of Table 3.6 and the fÍrst canonical variate of f.iEsre 27, is not trivial

but is a significant component of the overall varÍation.
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Ieþle 3-6: Discriminant function coefficients for CVA to
separate groups CON (-ve pole) and ANC (+ve pole).

Character Siqn tJeight

.90

.74

.67

,60

.38

.15

IeþIC 3-Z: Effect of reducing the character set for CVA

on the percentage of individuals correctly classified.
(CVA based on 127 S.A. individuals. )

Variables ín discriminant function % comect

Pl{, FL, PL, FtJ, LL 100

100

98

96

84

75

76

79

77

73

PTI, FL, PL, FhI

PII, FL, PL

PTJ, FL

P!{

FL

PL

FTJ

LI{

LL

+

+

LfJ,

Ptl

FL

PL

F$'

Llt

LL

FL

PL,

F!ù

P}J

f f¡t

98

96

RßII
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To further investigate the value of characters in identifying the two

taxa, a series of CVA's $rere performed with reduced character sets (table

3.7). Complete discrimination can be achieved without the leaf characters.

Using the two characters with highest weights, P['l and FL, discrimination

is only reduced to 96 % correct classifÍcation. if a single character l^tas

used in a key to separate CON and ANC the best result ß4 % correct

classification) would be obtained using Ptl]. The best result for a

discriminant function based on two characters is 98 % using FL and Fl{'

Even with only two characters such a function would be too cumbersome to

use in a key. However, the Same discriminating power (98 '/') can be

obtained when FL and F[,1 are combined as a ratio rather than a vector sum.

Using the critical FLIFW ratio of 0.8, only three individuals of ANC would

be misclassified in figure 25.

3.9 Arclvsæ ql tJeslern Auslre]lc! scgsrle:frurled ferns

The characters were scored for 75 individuals from tlestern Australia (!'lA).

Most of this material was from my own field collections but 28 specimens

were a selection of herbarium specimens from PERTH, FRI and AD. Out of a

total of c. 150 available herbarium specimens only 28 were sufficiently

complete to provide satisfactory material for the required seven fruits,

seven peduncles and five leaves. The data were input as unassigned cases

for classification by the CVA of South Australian (SA) material based on

regions. It is clear from the plot of function scores (fig. 29) that much

of the i,lA material is intermediate between CON and ANC. Compared to SA

individuals, li¡ specimens generally have much lower scores on the second

canonical variate. This reflects the trend for shorter peduncles and to a

Lesser extent narrower fruits for t{4. UsÍng the territorial map overlay

(appendix 5) it is apparent that most of the ltA indÍviduals are classified

with regions EP1 and YP. Their mean score on the second canonical variate
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Figure 29: Canonical variate scores Lor 75 unassigrned l{estern
Australian sessile-fruíted individuals classifÍed by the
CVA of South Àustralian material (fig. 27),

Classification of indíviduals with respect to the five South
Àustralian Regions nny be determined using the overlay territorial
map (appendix 5).
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is below that of EP1 and YP. Thus there is a continuation of the trend KI

- FP - YP - EP1 further westwards to I'lA.

The taxa defined by CON and ANC clearly intergrade in I{4. However, the

possibility of an alternatÍve classification that might result in more

distinct taxa was considered. CVÀ's were performed treating !'lA individuals

as a separate taxon. tlhen the two groups SA and IJA were defined, 80 % of

specimens were classified correctly to their state of ori.gÍn. The

discriminant function weights (table 3.8) show the principal differences

involved. Defining three groups (t'lA, ANC and CON) the same overall level

of discrimination was achieved (80 %) but only 73 % oÍ. the WA individuals

were comectly classified (fiq, 30). This does not support the recognition

of ttA material as a separate taxon.

The taxonomic significance of the classification of tdA specimens according

to the SA analysis, is supported by the existence of a geographic pattern

(fig. 31). Individuals nearer to CON occur in the east and in a coastal

fringe to the west, while those nearer to ANC occur mainly in the west and

extend further inland. An exception to this is an eastern outlier of

specimens classified as ANC, growing on Iimestone south of Caiguna.

Intergradation is exhibited by locaLities that have intermediate

probabilÍty values for classification to CON or ANC. Four localities have

a mixture of individuals classified to each taxon. There are no major

geographic disjunctions in the distribution of sessile-fruited forms that

could be used as a basis for groups in any alternative classification.

Further support for the application of the SA concept of CON and ANC is

provided by the results of a PCA on the 75 !'lA individuals (fig. 32). The

CON-ANC distinction is welI represented by the first principal component

which accounts f.or 64 % of the total variation.
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Distribution of lfestern Àustralian sessile-fnrited forms
showing classification results for CVÀ based on groups CON
ard ÀNC.
Line lengths are proportional to P(CON/X), the probability
that an individr¡al belongs to grroup C0N.

indicates position of localities sampled by more than one
irdividual.

Line lencrth

shortest (1)

Ranqg for P(CON/X) x

a

\¡
l\)

2
3
4
5

.1000

.2000

.3000

.4000

. s000

.6000

.7000

.8000

.9000

.1000

.7999

.2999

.3999

.4999

:

.5999
- .6999
- .7999
- .8999
-1 .0000

classified to
ANC

classified to
c0N

6
7
8
9

longest (10)

tt Probability values for P(ÀNC/X) are complementary.
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Fiqure 32: Principal Component Ànalysis of the 75 $lestern Australian
sessi le-fruited individuals.

classified to CON by CVA

classified to ANC by CVÀ

F1 i 1st principal component (64 ?. of variation)
loadings: -PL (+ aII others)

F2 : 2nd prÍncipal component 17 % of variation)
loadings: +PL, +LL, +FL, -Pt{ (-Ltl)
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IeþIe 3-9: Discriminant function coefficients for CVA to
separate groups t{A (-ve pole) and SA (+ve pole).

Character Sign tleight

F[{

PL

PIJ

LL

Lt'l

FL

1 .01

.88

.65

.37

.10

.02

+

+

+

IeþIe 3,9.: Discriminant function coeficients for CVA's based on
alternative groupings of 28 tJ.A. specimens scored from
herbarium sheets.

Groups defined by
classificatíon to CON
(-ve pole) or ANC (+ve pole)
by CVA of S.A. individuals.

Character Sign lüeight

1 .31

7.77

.68

.64

.48

.05

Groups defined by most recent
determination on sheet:
E- qqn lqþele (-ve pole) or
E- anggps (+ve pole).

Character Sign !'leight

PÍJ

FL

PL

LL

Ftl

Ltc

+

+

FL

Ftl

LW

PL

LL

PÍJ

+ 1.23

7.14

.37

,06

.04

.02

+

+
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Both the names E- ggngfoþgta and E- anceps have been applied to the !'lA

material. To test the existing concept used in classifying lùA material,

the subset of 28 specimens measured from herbarium sheets was subjected to

two further CVA'g. In the first CVA, two groups were defined according to

classificatÍons of the 28 specimens by the SA analysis to CON or ANC. This

resulted in 100 % correct classification and generated the discriminant

function shown in table 3.9. For the second CVA the groups ü,ere defined

according to the most recent determination made on the herbarium sheet'

This resulted in 82 "2" (23/28) correct classif ication. The five individuals

misclassified were labetled E- conqlgþgla but classified to ANC on the

basÍs of their discriminant function scores. Thís indicates an

Ínconsistency in the distinction between the taxa which would be expected

if workers have uncertain or conflicting concepts of them. DespÍte the

misclassification (or overlap), the discriminant function generated by

this analysis (tabte 3.9) represents a polarity which best corresponds to

the way t'l1 specimens are classÍf ied overall. The function loads mainly on

the characters FL and FW, and in contrast to the function for the first

analysis, the other characters carry very Iittle weight. This suggests

that workers have based determinations solely on FL and F!,1 ignoring

peduncles and leaves. AIso of interest is the fact that the

mísclassifications were determinations to !- qqnqlgþaLa. According to the

herbarium determinations the two taxa are represented in equal proportions

whÍIe under the SA view ANC forms predominate over CON 19 to 9. There may

be a tendency for taxonomists to split intergrading material into groups

which have a sÍmilar number of representatives or area of occurrence. In

this ¡,¡ay !, qoUglobglq would be over-represented. This idea is supported

by the results of the SA analysis which shows that L gqnqlgþele and E.

e¡gepg are best treated as uneven groups with E- qgnqlqþgla restricted in

concept and not extending far from its type localÍty when previously it

was treated as being more widespread but less distinct.
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Based on the failure of CVA to adequately separate the two taxa in l¡lestern

Australia, it is concluded that E- enceBg and E qq¡qlaþClg should not be

distinguished at the specifÍc level.

f
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CHAPTER 4

SELECTION OF CHARACTER SET

4.1 lntrqductiqn

Following the analysis of sessile-fruited forms, numerical analysis of the

entire Dumosae t¿as initiated. The selection of characters for this

analysis was made in two stages. Following an examination of morphological

variation in EUqglyptus, series Dumosae, a subjective choíce of characters

was made. These characters $¡ere then scored on a test set of specimens and

were further selected and modifíed according to quantítative attributes,

The initial character set was derived after subjective appraisal of

specimens representíng all existing taxa. In addition to the special

investigations described in chapter 2, careful examinations were made for

basic macro-morphologícal differences of taxonomic potential. Taxa were

found to differ maÍnly by continuous vaiation in form rather than presence

or absence of discrete characters. There are no distinctive features

confined to a single taxon but only unique charâcter combinations, or in

some taxa, extreme or disjunct values of character states.

The Ínitial selection of characters s,as made to satisfy the following

criteria:

1. The character must be capable of quantitative expression to be

suitable for numerical analysis. Some diagnostic characters used in

descriptions and keys, such as leaf colour and texture, were avoided

since they can not directly be expressed as objective measurements.

2, The character must be either a continuous metric or an ordered

multÍstate character but not a non-ordered multistate character. The use

of non-ordered states Ímplies independent causality. Such characters
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should be resolved into uni-dimensional component characters to achieve a

linear measure of resemblance obeying the rule of additivity. Preference

$ras given to high-order multistate characters over low-order multistate

or binary characters since the former contain more information on the

degree of resemblance between 0TU's.

3. The character must be capable of measurement in a reasonable tÍme with

avaÍlabLe apparatus. Cost of measurement must be weighed against amount

of useful Ínformation contributed.

4, The character must contríbute sufficient information that is

potentially useful taxonomically. It must either exhibit significant

differences between geognaphically separate populatíons or else a

disjunction in its variation within specimens from the same locality.

5. The character must be capable of being scored from herbarium

collections. It was necessary to use some existing herbarium collections

because of the difficulty in visiting remote areas in northwestern South

Australia and western lfestern Australia. Thís restriction is advantageous

in that taxonomic conclusions will result in a new classification readíly

applica-ble to herbarium material.

4.2. Deftnilion of cherecters

It is important to define character measurements in detail so that they

can be applied by other workers to addítional material or be validly

compared with existing data. The following descriptions of character

measurements refer to figure 33. Characters wiII be referenced by

abbreviations for which an alphabetic key is provided in table 4.1.

Measurements were made from specimens that were in a dry, and in most

cases, pressed state. Extreme pressure during pressing can result in

distortion of buds and even quite robust fruits. l{here compression

occurred it was usual to find some buds or fruits which escaped
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Ta.ble 1!;L: Key to alpha-numeric symbols for characters.

* indicates characters excluded from the final set.

Syrnbol Meaning Precision

BB

CS

CU

Presence of blackbutt
Ileight of cuticular sculpturing
Leaf curvature (rnidríb deviation

from long axis/Ll)
Disc depth
DD/FL
Disc width
Fruit length (excluding pedÍcel)
Depth of regular ribbing on fruít
Fruit width aÈ base of rin
FI,J/FL
Fruit width at rnld-fruit length
FnM/FW
Leaf base angle
Leaf glaucousness
Leaf length
Leaf thickness
Leaf width at widest point
Leaf wídth at mid-length/LW
Maximum number of buds per umbel
Operculum length/operculum width

at base
Depth of ribbing on operculum
Operculum width at.mid-length/

operculum width at base
Pedicel length
Pedicel width at rníd-length
Peduncle length
Petiole length
Peduncle width at mid-length
Peduncle widÈh aÈ summit/PIII
Stem glaucousness
Angle between pair of secondary veins

at mi-d-length
Number of valves per fruit

2 states

ïtm
.01mm
.5mm
.5nrn
states

0.lr¡:rn
0.05mm

0. lrnm
0.lmm
0.lmm
0. lmrn
1mm
0.lmm
0. lmm
2 states

*

*

50
sta

1

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

3
I
0
0
0
5

nìm

lnun
Imm
lmm
lnrn
05rnm

lmm
lmm
lmm
lmm

*

¿

DD

DDR
DI^I

FL
FR
FI^I

FI{L
FWM

FWMR

LB
LG
LL
LTH
LI4I

LI{M
NPU

OLI^I

tes

OPR

OWM

VN

PCL
PCI4I

PL
PTL
PI4I

PLIS

SG

VA
o

:
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LL FW

FL

PCW

PL

d

a

L

-- - T
PWS

PW

L DW

DD

PTL I

33
Fiqurg 33: Definition of the principal leaf and fruit characters'
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compression owing to their position in the umbel or protection by thicker

stems. Measurements were only made on uncompressed organs. Scores for all

characters, except when indicated otherwise, were determined as a mean

value for the individual based on a sample of five organs (Ieaves, fruits,

peduncles or buds). The degree of precÍsion for each measurement is shown

in table 4.1.

4.2.7 tcef qhereqlers

The first nÍne characters $rere measured on mature, fully expanded leaves.

Those not mis-shapen and of most adult form in the sequence juvenile -

intermediate - adult were selected. Excepting when otherwise indicated,

leaf measurements were made by overlaying a transparent ruler graduated in

mi]limetres.

4,2.2 ReproduclivC gbeEeqlcrs

The remaining characters describe the morphology of fruits, peduncles and

buds. Except where indicated otherr.¡ise, measurements were made using dial

calipers graduated to 0.5 mm. À high degrree of repeatability of

measurements üras obtained when a specific orientation of the organ was

prescribed. Measurement of fruits and peduncles were made on umbels

bearing mature fruits. Mature fruits are those which on drying release

ripe seed (red-brown rather than pale-brov¡n or straw coloured) and have

valves completely separated (2.6,7). This stage is reached about a year

after flowering. Most changes in fruit dimensions occur before this but

there is a tendency for some swellÍng to continue if the fruit is retained

on a g"ro$ring branch (fig. 34). The peduncle also becomes engulfed at Íts

base. These problems were avoided by selecting fruits from low order

branches. Às older fruits are weathered the disc may become indistinct and

the epidermÍs breaks up causing irregularities, Ioss of ribbing and a
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Relationship between fruit size'and age.

Plot of characters FL and Fl{ (mean of 10 fruits) for
successive generatÍons of fruits in two sessile-fruited
individuals. Fruits were taken from branches that had
continued as axes of growth after flowering.
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reduction in fruit size. Fruits with signs of swelling or excessive

weathering ïrere avoided.

Only three characters describing bud morphology erere included for

measurement. The number of bud characters rras minimized to reduce problems

associated with missing data in analyses. It is usually possible to obtain

mature fruits on fertile individuals of series Dumosae at any time of

year. However, mature buds may only be present for a short period prior to

flowering unless flowering is delayed by unfavourable conditions. AII

characters excepting the three bud characters t.rere scored on atl

índivÍduals. Buds are often attacked by weevils belonging to a group with

at least three closely related species in the mallee areas of South

Australia and ltestern Australia. The larvae feed on the enclosed stamens.

Infected buds develop to maturity but do not open and are retained on the

branch in a dead condition after the flowering period. Àny mature buds of

this type were collected for measurement. In cases where normal mature

buds were also present comparable scores were obtained. The use of bud

characters $ras complicated by the effect of maturity on size and shape. It
was not possible to assess objectively if buds were mature but a visual

assessment was made based on the relative sizes of hypanthium of bud and

fruit. Some variation in scores for bud characters is therefore likely to

be due to differences in bud ages of 0TU's.

4.3 DesgUfption of qhaqacteEg

1. LL Leaf lengrth is the long axÍs measured from the apex to the base of

Iamina. LL is related to midrib length according to the degree of leaf

curvature.

2. LW Leaf width is the maximum width perpendicular to the midrib.

3. LVIM is leaf width perpendicular to midrib at the intersection of the

mediator of LL (line a-b, fig. 33) divided by Lt{.
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4. PTL is petiole length. The distinction between petiole and base of

lamina was defined by the point of maximum change in curvature, but u¡here

the lamina base tapered very gradually or üras asymmetric, the petiole $ras

defined as that portion of the leaf having no more than 0.5 mm of tissue

either side of the midrib vein.

5. VA is the angle between a pair of secondary veins which intersect

mid-width (IÍne a-b) of leaf. If secondary veins forked or deviated from a

straight line, a line of best fit was estimated. Measurements $rerê made

with a flexible piece of transparent cellulose-acetate marked with 5"

angles.

6. LB is the angle between tangents of the lamina base, measured in the

same way as VA.

7 , CIJ is the degrree of leaf curvature. This sras determined as the

deviation (Iine c-d) of the midrib from the long axis (LL) at the

mid-Iength, expressed as a percentage of LL.

8. LTH is leaf thickness of the central third of the leaf and is the

greater of two measurements, one on each side of the midrib. Measurements

were made with dial calipers taking care to avoid scars or other

irregularities.

9. CS equals the height of cuticular sculpturing (undulations or

papillae) on abaxial Ieaf surfaces, measured on a transverse section from

the central third of a leaf. This character was costly in measurement time

but proved to have a high information content. Time required for cutting

and nounting sections sras reduced by using epiflourescence rather than

normal transmitted light. Leaves were placed abaxÍal surface uppermost and

sectioned perpendicular to the midrib with a sharp razor blade. Strips

several millimetres wide were mounted upright in plasticine on a slÍde and

examined at 500 X magnification. Measurements were made in eyepiece

micrometer units equivalent to .011 mm. Between 5 and L0 measurements

were made per individual by measuring the highest regular undulation or
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papilla of a regular form for each field of view in a serÍes spaced

between the margins and the midrib.

10. LG is leaf glaucousness. This is a visual estimate of reflectance

contributed by epicuticular wax. Individuals were assigned to one of three

classes defined on reflectance values at 400 nm. Disjunctions in the

distribution of values obtained using a spectrophotometer with integrating

sphere (fig. 20, section 2,3.4) made it convenient to define states with

the following intervalsl 0-S ?., 5-10 %, >10 %. The most glaucous, fully

expanded leaves closest to adult form s¡ere selected. If there v¡as a

detectable difference in the degree of glaucousness on the two surfaces.

The most glaucous (usually the abaxial) surface stas chosen. The surface

was wiped with paper tissue dipped in chloroform to remove the wax bloom.

The wax-contributed reflectance $ras estimated by comparing wiped and

non-wiped areas. t{here necessary, comparisons $rere made with a reference

set of chloroform-wiped leaves that had been measured with the

spectrophotometer. The fÍrst class interval usually corresponded to leaves

with no visually detectable $tax.

Although leaf glaucousness appeared to vary continuously across a set of

individuals, it t"ras not treated as a metric character for two reasons.

Firstly measurement by spectrophotometer was too time consuming and was

diffÍcult and less accurate for narron leaves. Secondly there were

significant non-genetic components of variation in the amount of v¡ax

present on leaves. 0n a given índividual older leaves had less wax.

Selection of the most glaucous leaves present does not completely overcome

this problem since leaf productíon does not occur at a constant rate and

specimens can differ in their ranges of leaf age,

77, SG or stem glaucousness is the presence or absence of epicuticular

ü¡ax on stems, excluding coppice shoots or shoots with intermediate

foliage. As with LG, there seemed to be continuous varÍation in the amount
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of wax-contributed reflectance between individuals. Some populations

consistently had Iight stem glaucousness that was only detectable by close

examination, while in others wax gave the stems an opaque, white coating.

Consideration was given to recognizíng three rather than two character

states but again greater precision was unwarranted due to the

unreliability of visual estimation and variation in SG caused by other

factors. These include differences in the uniformity of distribution of

wax retained, the degree of underlying dark stem pigmentation, the bark

texture and degree of lenticel development, and the age of stems present

at the time of picking the specÍmen. Às with LG, there was evidence of a

loss in glaucousness with increasing age. Marked differences in degree of

glaucousness vrere sometimes observed between branchlets of a similar age

from different limbs of the same tree. This was notable in the collection

PJL 7472 (from group P160, table 9.1). Despite such variation, field

observations indicate complete reliability in determining presence or

absence of SG. If a tree showed stem glaucousness, this could always be

detected by traces of SG on a herbarium specimen collected from it.

72, BB is the presence or absence of blackbutt. Blackbutt refers to a

zone of dark, rough, persistent bark extending from the base of the trunk

and sometimes reaching major branches. At its upper limit there is an

abrupt change to pale, smooth, deciduous bark. (This feature is apparent

for trees illustrated in figures 101 to 104, chapter 11). ThÍs character

r^ras determined by fietd observation or from herbarium labels. It is a

conspicuous feature and reference is usually made to it in annotations by

collectors. Determinations srere sometímes difficult with some individuals

of mallee habit (e,g. forms with affinÍty to E- slriq!¡qelvX in

northwestern South Australia and inland tüestern Àustralia) having varyÍng

degrees of bark coarseness and persistency. However, blackbutts are

inherited as a discrete feature in a number of tree species in Western

Australia, and for the majority of OTU's there is no intergradation.
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13. Ftl is fruit width at the rim base. This $ras measured perpendicular to

the direction of maximum pedicel width or maximum fruit width for sessile

fruits. In fruÍts with prominent regular ribbing, the measure $ras made

exclusive of ribs.

74. FTJMR is fruit wÍdth at mid-point of FL (Iine e-f) divided by FtJ. It

was measured in the same orientation as Ftl and was also exclusive of

ribbing.

15. FL or fruit length is Length from the fruit summÍt to the junction

with pedicel. The distinction between fruit and pedicel was defined by the

point of inflexion in curvature.

16. PCL is pedicel length.

17. PCIJ or pedicel width is the maximum width at mid-point of PCL. For

sessile fruits the maximum width at the fruit base was measured.

18. D!ü is the maximum dÍsc width measured perpendicular to the long axis

of the fruit.

19. DD or maximum disc depth is the vertical distance from the fruit

summit to the junction of valve base and fruit waII. To measure DD, the

sliding arm of the dial calipers was modified by grinding the end to a

point which could be inserted between the valve base and fruit wall. t.lith

the base of the immovable part of the calipers held flat across the fruit

summit, the central sliding arm was inserted until the valve base was

reached and a maximum reading obtained.

20. FR is depth of regular fruit ribbing. Regular ribs are defined to

exclude irregular wrinkling of the epidermis associated with drying out of

some fruits and the one to four major ribs continuous wÍth the pedicel

(appearing as wings on sessile fruits). To avoid confusion these major

ribs wiII henceforth be referred to as costae to distinguish them from

regular ribbing. The presence or prominence of costae appears to be linked

to the angularity of the peduncle. This variation between terete and flat

peduncles is expressed by the characters PtJ and PÍJS. Regular ribs were
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measured just below rim level. For rib depths greater than 0,3-0.4 mm

measurements were made with diat calipers to the nearest 0.5 mm. Below

this, readings were inconsistent so scores were estimated. Consequently FR

ü,as treated as a multistate rather than continuous character. Character

states for mean scores (determined to the nearest .01 mm when measurements

ç¡ere made) srere defined with 3 class intervals of ,158 mm between 0 and

.475 mm and class intervals of .125 mm for higher states.

21. VN is number of values (= no. carpels) per fruit. A mean value üras

determined from a sample of. 20 fruits.

22. PL or peduncle length is the maximum length from a pedicel junction

to the fusion of the peduncJ.e centre with the stem.

23. PfJ is maximum peduncle width at mid-point of PL.

24. PhlS is maximum peduncle width at summit, divided by PlJ.

25. NPU is the maximum number of buds or fruíts per umbel represented on

a collection. This is an ordered multistate character with the scores 3,

5, 7, g, !7, !3 comprising six equal states. NPU sras determined by

counting pedicels and/or scars left on peduncles. Because it was difficult

to discern some scars, only definite determinations slere included in a

tally for each peduncle. Consequently some lower scores would be doubtful,

so rather than allowing them to contribute to a mean, the maximum value

was used as the character score for an individual.

26. OLtt is operculum length from plane of junction with hypanthium to

summit, divided by operculum width at its base. Operculum widths were

measured perpendicular to widest face of pedicel (or maximum width of

hypanthium in sessile fruits) and were inclusive of ribbing.

27. OWÌ¡ is operculum width at mid-point of operculum length divided by

operculum width at base.

28. gPR is the depth of operculum ribbing. This was measured as for FR

except that the largest rib on each bud was selected for measurement.

Regular ribbing is generally more pronounced on operculae than on fruits
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and costae are rarely present on smooth operculae. A distÍnction between

costae (continuation of angles on pedicels) and regular ribs $,as not

necessary.

4.4 Çfflef,tg fqE evaluatisn of qheracters

A character set was required that would be suÍtable for two types of

analysis: Canonical Variates Analysis (CVA) with groups representing taxa

or localities; and analyses involving clustering of OTU's based on

distance measures. Characters $rere evaluated using two statistics: F

ratios from an Analysis of Variance (AOV) with groups corresponding to

each taxon; and Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients (r)

calculated for all pairs of characters.

The assumption behind using AOV was that if characters conveyed useful

variation then this would be expressed in significant differences between

desc¡:ibed taxa. This criterion sras also applied subjectively in the

initial choice of characters. ConsideratÍon was given to the possibility

of populations with new and significant variation not represented by

individuals typical of described taxa, but there was no evidence for this.

Populations considered as candidates for new taxa never differed in unique

characters and, although they sometimes had more extreme scores, the

characters still showed significant differences between existing taxa. F

ratios give some indication of discriminating porrer in CVA and correlate

with values of ÍJilks \ , a statístic that measures this directly.

Characters with low F ratios can contribute little information in a CVA,

so time is wasted measuring them. More importantly, in a distance measure

they may obscure relationships unless a measure is used which takes

account of within OTU variation and weights characters accordingly. There

are grounds with both types of analyses for rejection of characters with

low F values.
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The problem wíth highly comelated characters is that they may share

redundant information which wiII receive a biased weÍghting in analyses.

However, Ít is important to distinguish between characters that are

correlated because they express in different ways the same fundamental

attribute and those that express distinct attributes and are correlated

for some other reason. In this study the former will be termed'intrinsic'

and the latter 'extrinsic' correlations. Intrinsic correlations include

the logical and partial logical correlations described by Sneath and Sokal

Q973, p. 103) and the less obvious pleiotropic effects. Pleiotropy is to

be expected when one considers that the number of observable characters is

infinite while the number of genes that control development is limited. It

follows that many genes must affect more than a single character. A

character will correlate with another character that is influenced by the

same gene(s), but it can also show some independent variation if it is

influenced by other genes that are not shared. Intrinsic correlations will

be expressed at aII levels of sampling including within-population

variation (fig. 35 a). Any component of independent variatíon will reduce

the level of comelation overall but may not affect all levels. For the

theoretical model illustrated (fig. 35 b), the independent component is

evident only at the between-population level. A pattern lÍke this was

found in the analysis of SESS specimens (sections 3.5, 3.7). The overall

correlation for FL and FIc $,as r = .35 and positive correlations were also

present withÍn geographical regions (r = .54 to r = .75). However, the

variation of most taxonomic significance sras an independent component

expressed largely as differences between regional gnoups.

Extrinsic correlations may result from gene Iinkage, or selection

favouring particular gene combinations. The effect of these influences has

been demonstrated by examining character correlations in hybrids between

different species (Anderson 1939). Pleiotropy is indicated if there is no
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Ficn¡ge Þ: Hypothetical patterns of correlation.

Circles and ellipses represent distributÍons of scores in
correlated characters Cl and C2 for allopatric
populations.

À : characters intrinsícally correlated wíthout
irdependent variation

B : characters intrinsically correlated with independent
varíation component

C : characters not intrinsically correlated
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recombination for a character pair and F2 hybrids show the same degree of

correlation as the FL hybrids. In most cases Anderson found recombination

between characters but it was extremely restricted compared to the total

range of possible combinations of states. In a scatterplot of a pair of

characters, F2 recombinants were limited to an ellipse extending between

parental types. Anderson explained this by a system of partial linkage

resultÍng from multiple gene control of characters. Continuous rnetric

characters, expressing variation mainly of genetic origin, require the

action of genes at a number of loci and so wiII be subject to this effect.

Restriction of recombination in EUqgIyBlUs has been attributed to such

linkage by Hartley (1965), who found significant correlations in Fz

hybrids between characters including petiole length, leaf shape and

glaucousness. The direction of these correlations (the sign of r)

corresponded to the parental combinations. tJhatever mechanism restricts

recombínation, natural selection may channel variation at the

inter-population level so that character combinations in different species

or geographically separate populations are constrained within

physiologically or ecologicatly acceptable Iimits. Correlations expressed

at this level may reflect evolutionary trends or geoçlraphic clines where a

number of characters respond to the same environmental factor. Such a

correlation does not preclude independent variation within populations or

between some pairs of populations (fig. 35 c).

Analyses based on distance measures usually assume that each character

contributes an equal amount of unique variation. The inclusion of

characters with intrinsic correlations clearly violates this, but when a

component of independent variation is present the value of its

contributíon must be weighed against distortion in the distance metric

caused by the redundant informatíon. Sneath and Soka} (p. 105) advocate

erring in favour of including new information so that characters are
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excluded only where there is no evidence for at least some independent

sources of information. This approach will be followed here excepting that

consideration will be given to the significance of the independence

variation. Regardless of whether correlation is intrinsíc, extrinsic or a

combination of both, when significant independent variatíon is expressed

at any level in a sample. characters should be retained. The independent

variation is considered sÍgnificant if it is possible to remove high

correlations by restricting sample size Ín a v¡ay that maintains

taxonomically signÍficant variation for the characters.

Correlated characters are of no consequence for CVA, which takes

correlations into account by using variance-covariance dispersion matrices

for groups when deriving discriminant funtions. Correlated characters

share loadings in discriminant functions and so influence the relative

contrÍbution of characters to the separaLion of groups, but they do not

directly affect ease of separation or 'dÍstance' between groups which is

related to group variance. À group represented by an elongate cluster of

points in space defined the correlated characters approaches circularity

in two-dimensional D-space of CVA.

In principal Components Ànalysis (PCA) a new set of variables (components)

are derived by a transformation which expresses the total variation and

covariation of the original variables. As each character contributes to

the ordinatÍon the same amount of information as previously, inherent

character correlations are unacceptable for the same reason as for

distance measure analyses.

4.5 leg! 4ats

The 28 characters described previously were scored for a test set of 69

individuals representing 14 of the 15 existing taxa. Individuals for each

I
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taxon correspond to the TYP groups defined in chapter 7 which are

collections taken from one or more localities as close as possible to the

type locatity. This data is a subset from that of the 100 individuals used

for the TYPDAT analyses presented in chapter 7. It differs in lacking the

groups representing E- dUnqgg and the undescribed taxon "E. pterocarpa"

and having a smaller sample size (n) for some of the groups. EUqeIyptUS

qeorqer htas represented by a single individual and E- woodwefdff by four,

but for the remaining groups sample size was between fÍve and seven.

4.6 ÀnelyslÊ 9f yariqtse

Alt variables were found to have F ratios greater than 1.0 at the .001

Ievel of significance except CU (P = .060). As there was no evidence that

leaf curvature had a different pattern of variation in the two missing TYP

groups or any other populations observed, this character was excluded.

4.7 Çeexelelren etqlvËrË

Computation of Pearson correlations for aII pairs of 28 characters

produced a matrix of 378 r values. Some criterion to select significantly

high correLations was required. Probability values for r are unsuitable as

these test departures from circularÍty in a bivariate scatter. Wíth a

sample of n = 69 small departures from circularity are significant but the

cogelations of significance to numerical taxonomy are those where a

bivariate scatter approaches linearity. The procedure adopted was that of

HiIIs (969) involvíng half-Normal plotting of z-transformed r values.

This method detects correlation coefficients which are numerically too

Iarge to come from a random sample of a Normal distribution with mean of

zero. Such coefficients wiII have z values which deviate from a straight

Iine in the half-Normal plot. The results (fig. 36) showed departure from
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a straight line commencing in the vicÍnity of z values corresponding to r

= 0,7 This is the same cut-off as obtained by Blackburn (7978, p.732)

usÍng this method to investigate correlations in a set of 13 leaf

characters. The 10 character pairs with r > 0.7 are listed in table 4,2.

Character pairs r

LB

LG

PTJ

P!{

PI{S -
DD

Ftl

Fr{

FI¡l

Flù

Lt^'

CS

PCt{

PÌ,lS

PCV0

FL

DTJ

VN

Ltl

FL

.89

.74

.96

-.81

-.80

.79

.81

.74

.72

.77

Iabfe 4-2: Pearson correlation coeff icients
for character pairs of initial
set correlated at r ) 0,7.

Scatter diagrams were plotted for each pair and examined for independent

variation. The scatter for LB-Ltl (fig. 37) shor¿ed a lack of independent

differences between TYP populations and a tendency for elongate population

clusters suggesting that these characters are intrinsically correlated. A

logical correlation between leaf base angle and leaf width would be

expected if there was some physícal restraint on length of the transition

zone from lamina to petiole. LB was chosen for rejection from the

character set because it had a lower F ratio (8.8) than Ll{ Q2,0),
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Eiq.re 36: Half-Normal plot of correlation coefficients with
lrl 2 0.4.

upper line i based on aII coefficients\o
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middle line

lower line

plot after excludir¡g coefficients ç¡ith
lrl 2 0.7

hypothetical plot for Normal distribution
N (0,õ") of coefficients with slope :
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Fiqure 37: Scattergram of character LB (leaf base angle) against Ltl
(maximum leaf width).

correlation: r = 0.88

Fiqure 38: Scattergnam of PCI{ (pedicel width) against P!'l
(peduncle width).

correlation: r = 0.96

Key þ TYPT qrsups:

7i
2|
3:
4i
5:
6:
7i
8:
9:

10:
77:
72:
13:

0utermost points for each çfroup are linked to show extent
of clusters.

* typical populations representing species (chapter 7)

SHE
DON

STR
PIL
CYA
c0N
ÀNC
FRA
KON

CLE
LES
CAL
Ir00
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The nine remaining character pairs aIl showed some independent variation

between TYP populations. This was evident even for Pt{-PCl'I, the pair with

the highest correlation (fig. 38). The tendency for elongate population

clusters suggests an intrinsic correlation component, but the within-group

variation is much less than in the LB-LI,J plot. This is reflected in higher

F ratios for Pt{ and PCt'l (161.3 and 82.6 respectively). Lower within-group

variation facilitates separation of TYP populations. Thus in the plot of

pt¡-pç1¡ it is possible to distinguish groups such as PIL and DON or LES and

STR on PCt{ scores even though they overlap on PtJ scores.

The pattern of comelation between LG and CS was difficult to interpret

because LG sJas scored as a 3-state character. Continuous measurements of

LG determined by spectrophotometer ütere available for leaf samples

representing 58 individuals. Determinations of CS were made for each

sample and the resulting scatterplot with r = 0,62 is shown as figure 39.

There is no apparent reason why these characters should be intrinsically

correlated, but extrinsic correlation miqht be expected if cuticular

sculpturing does signÍficantly increase energy absorptÍon of the leaf due

to its apparent affect on reflectance Q,3.4, p.24). tlhere such absorption

is disadvantageous there may be selective pressure in favour of leaf

glaucousness to increase leaf reflectance. The causual independence of

these two characters is demonstrated by populations in the Flinders Ranges

where individuals with extremes in LG grow side by side. If the sample

sÍze of the scatter is reduced to the 12 individuals from localities in

the Flinders Ranges, the correlation falls dramatically to t = -0.24.

4.8. I¡yqctrselrqn 9f dieqrlninelqly lnfecnellan usrnq EVÀ

The characters describing pedicel and peduncle widths, (PC$l, PVJ, PtlS) have

high correlations for aII three pair-wise combinations. Although they aIl
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Scattergram of LG (Ieaf glaucousness) againsL CS

(cuticular scuJ.pturing) for n = 55 individuals for
which leaf optics were measured by spectrophotometer.

LG measured as $rax-contributed reflectance
( % incident light )

o

cs is an upper limit measure for height of ornamentation
( 1 unit = .011 mm )

correlation: r = 0.62

miscellaneous South Australian localities

specimens from localities in the Flinders Ranges
(n = 72, r = -0,24 )
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exhibited some independent variation in their scatter plots this

information may be shared between pairs. Thus it may be possible to remove

one character and reduce intrinsic correlation but maintain a similar

Ievel of independent information. To test this CVA's r,,ere performed on TYP

groups for various combinations of characters. Since discriminant

functions do not use the redundant information, the success in identifyinq

the Typ groups is a result of the amount of unique information present in

the characters used. The results of these analyses (table 4.3) indicate

that removal of any of the three characters causes a reduction in

discriminatory informatíon, so all were maintained.

Characters used No. (of 68) indivÍduals
correctly classified.

PCII'I, Pl,lS, P14

PCSI, P}JS

PVJS, PTI

PCÍJ, PII

51

45

43

4t

Ieþlc 4-3: Results of CVA based on TYP groups using various
combinatÍons of pedicel and peduncle characters.

A further strategy used in an attempt to reduce intrinsic correlation

without loss of independent information was to replace characters with new

ones defined as ratios of existing characters. Five ratio characters t^lere

intuitively employed in the original set when there stere grounds for

expecting very high intrinsic correlations between characters describing

the same organ. The ratio character Ollrl was used to minimize variation

relating to the maturity of buds and to avoid correlation with absolute

size measures of fruits. The other four ratio characters (LWM, FIJMR, PVJS,

gl{M) describe organ shape in terms of two width measures that would

IogÍcally be highly correlated. In less extreme cases when there was a
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{:possibility that significant independent variation mÍght be t ratio

characters t"rere not chosen. Two new ratio characters htere defined f the

highly correlated characters of table 4.2 (DDR = DD/FL and Ft{L = FIJ/FL),

and their effect on discriminatory information tested. Compared to DD, DDR

has a much lower correlation with FL, but the discriminatory posrer when

used in combination with FL was actually slÍghtly greater than with DD

(table A.Ð. DD was therefore replaced by DDR.

Character pair r No. (of 68) indivíduals
correctly classified

DD, FL 33

DDR, FL 35

Ieble 4-4: Correlations and results of CVA based on TYP groups
for disc depth and fruit length characters.

Substitution of F!'lL for F[{ was found to remove high correlations with DÍJ,

VN, L!{ and FL (table 4.5).

Characters: EEL EU FTJI,I FL

79

29

DE

VN

LU

EL

.10

.06

.18

-.44

.81

.74

.72

.77

.62

.67

.75

.73

.64

.63

.56

Correlation coefficients (r)
for combinations of fruit characters
and DtJ, VN, Ltl, FL.

Tabfe 4-5:
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Discriminatory information for FIdL and FÍJ was considered in combination

with a subset of characters highly correlated with, or (in the case of

FIJMR) Iogically related to, Ftl, since only information beyond that already

carried in the character set is of importance.

Characters No. (of 68) cases
correctly classifÍed

S (= FL, FIJMR, LW, VN, D!{)

Fhl+S

FtlL + S

FV,'M, FTJL + (F!{MR, LIT, VN, Dh])

FIII.Í , FTJL + S

55

59

59

67

63

IeþIe 4-É: Results of CVA based on TYP groups with sets of
variables related to fruit width.

The results of CVA's (tab1e 4.6) shows that FIJ does contain discriminatory

information beyond that of the related subset (S) and that this level is

maintained if FtiL is substituted for Ft,l. This substitution $tas made,

Ieaving FL as the only measure of absolute fruit size. Observations of

fruit morphology suggested that fruit width had lower within-population

variation than FL. An absolute measure of fruit width, FIJM (equivalent to

Ft'lMR without division by FtJ) was considered. FIdM s?as found to have a

higher F ratio (50.7) than FL (28.4). Replacement of FL by FWM results in

an increase in the high character correlations (table 4.5) but except for

Lbt, the correlation levels with FIJM are still significantly lower than

with FlJ. As there is also an increase in discriminatory po$ter (table

4.6), this change is advantageous. However, the addition of FIJM without

removing FL was found to further increase discriminatory power. Although

this contributed another high correlation (FL-FtJl'f, r = 0.73) it seems that

there is sufficient unique information in FL to warrant its retentíon,
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The four fruit characters FL, Ft'lM, FûJMR, FIJL included

Iogically related to the extent that it is possible

from the other three. Nevertheless a fourth character

the ratio characters carry additional information not

or FI¡'l separately.

in the final set are

to determine any one

is not redundant as

expressed by FL, F!üM

4.9 9unneuv

A preliminary set of characters was defined precisely and measured on a

test set of specimens representing most of the existing Dumosae taxa.

Most characters are continuous metrics describing morphological attríbutes

of leaves, fruits or buds. The set was then examined critically and

modified for numerical analysis, Fol.lowing an AOV one character (CU) was

excluded on the grounds of a low F ratio indÍeating that it contributed

little between-group variation. Correlation coefficients were determined

for aII 378 pairs of the 28 characters. 0n the basis of a half-Normal

plot of Z-transformed r values, characters in the 10 pairs correlated at r

independent variation. Taxonomic groups were identified in scattergrams

of these highly correlated pairs and one character (LB) was rejected

because of an excessive instrinsic (within-group) component of

correlation. Groups of related, highly correlated characters ritere

subjected to CVA's to investigate the amount of discriminatory information

contributed when certain characters u¡ere excluded. AII characters

contributed unique discriminatory information. It was found that by

employíng nes¡ ratio characters (DDR and FblL) defined from existing

eharacters, correlations could be reduced without loss of discriminatory

pohrer.
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The final character set comprised 27 characters (indicated in table 4.1)

with 6 pairs correlated at r ) 0,7, 0verall, Iower correlations were

obtained for these pairs in data sets of subsequent analyses than in the

test set (table 4.7).

Data set: Test set ---Subsequent analyses-----

Sample size:
Characters

TYPDAT. l
n=69

TYPDAT.2 ALLDAT.l LGFDAT

n=100 n=499 n=111

FTIM - LT{

FIIM

PCt'l

PCÍJ

PI'IS

LG

FL

PhIS

PTJ

Pt{

CS

.75

.73

-.81

.96

-.80

.74

.71

.65

-.74

.95

-.71

.61

.73

.78

-.64

.92

-.60

.67

.60

.82

-.60

.79

-. 54

.64

teþIe 4-Z: Correlation coefficients (r) showing effect of
different data sets on highly correlated
character pairs.

This result supports the retention of the highly correlated characters.

The test set provided a good cover of the extremes of variation within the

Dumosae but in subsequent analyses there was more detailed sampling of

variation within this framework. Thus there is a greater capacity for

independent variation to be expressed at smaller geographical levels as

opposed to the overall extrinsic correlations that may be imposed by

evolutionary relationships. Differences between TYPDAT.l and TYPDAT.2 can

be attributed mainly to increased sampling wÍthin TYP populations for

TYPDAT.2, while differences between POPDAT and TYPDAT.2 result from

sampling additional populations in POPDAT. The lowest correlatÍons l^tere
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obtained with LGFDAT which was based on populations from

characterized by large fruits. This demonstrates

independent variation withÍn taxonomically meaningful

Iarger sample.

South Australia

the capacity for

subsets from a
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CHAPTER 5

METHODS FOR NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

5.1 lnlrqduqtrqn

Ideally a numerical analysis is performed without g pElgll grouping of

data. Usually this means using individuals as the operational taxonomic

units (gTU's) and computing a measure of resemblance between all pairs of

individuals. The resultíng similarity matrix is then simplified by a

cluster analysis and taxa are determined directly from the clusters

derived.

However, this approach was not followed here. The 499 individuals scored

for the complete character set would have produced an unwieldly similarity

matrix difficult to handle with computer programs that Ltere available.

Furthermore, uneven sampling of individuals means that cluster analyses

would be unreliable. In this study, populations rather than individuals

were used as gTU's. Intra-population variation was treated as background

variation to enabLe more significant taxonomic differences to be

identified.

griginally I planned to sample five individuals from each locality but

this proved to be impractical. At many sites individuals were rare or

there was insufficient suitable material with mature fruits and undamaged

Ieaves. A major restriction was rate of measurement, which averaged about

four individuals per day for the complete character set. Às a result of

time-costing, some populations v,ere represented by a single individual

which was chosen either at random or because of the presence of operculum

data. A total of 47 localities, each represented by four or more

individuals, were used for numerical analysis.
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5.2 Çansnrqef VerueLes Ànelvsrs end ulcrsredeËqn

Canonical Variates AnaLysis (CVA) is a form of Discriminant Anal.ysis where

differences among a number of groups are maximized and expressed in as few

dimensions as possible. Although often referred to as DÍscriminant

Analysis, CVA differs from this in a strict sense (Pimental 7979, P. 278)

in that it involves an eigenvalue-eigenvector solútion. A CVA is

equivalent to performing a Principle Co-ordinate Analysis on a Dlmatrix

(Sneath and SokaÌ 7973, P. 249).

In a DiscrÍminant'Analysis performed on two groups the Mahalanobis

distance (D2) is equal to the difference in scores of the group

centroids on the discriminant function. D2 indicates inter-group

distance scaled according to the degree of intra-group variation. Sneath

and Sokal described a discriminant function as a linear-combination of alI

characters weighted relative to their contributions to the polarity

between groups so that as many as possible of the members in one group

score high values and as many as possible of the other groups score low

values. The discriminant function Ís likely to discriminate better between

the two groups than any individual character.

The space defined by discriminant functions (D-space) is a transformation

of multivariate character space (A-space) achieved by rotating and

stretching character axes to make group clusters maximally hyperspherical

(thus removing the effect of character correlations) and equal in diameter

(thus standardizing distance to wíthin-group variance). tJhen there are

more than two groups, separate discriminant functions apply to each pair,

and a generalized solution defining the D-space can be obtained by

deriving canonical varÍates using a pooled within-groups

variance-covariance matrix. This requires the assumption of a multivariate
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Normal distríbution and homogeneity of within-group variance and

covariance matrices. No gross departures from either assumption were

observed when allocating means, standard deviatÍons and ranges of

character scores to classes for the multistate distance metric. In

practice CVA is a robust technique so that strict adherence to these

assumptions does not seem to be critical for a meaningful result (Klecka

1.975, p. 434; Blackith and Reyment 7971, p, 49).

t'lith n groups and I n characters, n-1 canonÍcal variate functions are

derived which defíne D-space when plotted as orthogonal axes, Generally

each successive canonical variate axis portrays less of between-group

differences than the preceeding axis. These orthogonal axes are distinct

contrasts of form but unlike principal component axes the polarities they

represent are correlated. Canonical variates can be used to classify

individuals to groups on the basis of their scores in the same $tay as with

discrÍminant functions. This is achieved indirectly through special

classi f ication functions.

AIl CVA'g srere performed using subprogram DISCRIMINANT of the SPSS package

(Nie et al, 7975>, with the 'DIRECT' rather than 'stepwise' method of

variable entry. The latter was found to produce a different result only if

some variables were automatically excluded from the analysis, a situation

which occurced only rarely. Classification functions were derived from the

pooled within-groups variance-covariance matrix according to the default

OpTION. Under the assumption of a multivariate Normal distribution,

classificatÍon scores are converted into probabilities of group membershíp

(designated in SPSS as P(c/X)) and individuals are assigned to the group

for which this value is hÍghest. lJhen interpreting the classification

results for unassigned individuals, it is Ímportant to keep in mind that

the individuals are assumed to belong to one of the defined groups whereas

they may be better classified with some other group not defined in the
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analysis,

The values f.or P(G/X) can be used to indicate intergradation in

discriminant space, but the relationship is not Iinear. Individuals that

are half-way between two group centroids will have P(G/X) = 0.5, but small

deviations from this position can produce a large change in the P(G/X)

values so that the individuals are significantly closer to one or other of

the groups. Two levels of gradation were defined by arbitrarily chosen

P(G/X) values for the classified group:

Level 1:

Level 2:

.9000fP(G/x)f.9900

.9000<P(c/x)<.5000

The above ranges of P(G/X) values for the two levels $¡ere found to detect

individuals that were displayed as obvious intergrades on canonícal

variate axes of the SEDAT study (8.2). In all CVA, analyses, indivÍduals

belonging to the defined groups urere nearly always classified correctly

and without gradation at either level but in the range .9900 <

1.0000 (table 9.D. Missing data is a problem for CVA as there is no way

that canonical variates can be adjusted for individual cases when

characters weighted in the function are absent. For defined groups (TYP,

LGF and POP groups) missing data was filled with group mean values of

operculum characters. For unassigned indivÍduals entered in CVA for

classification, two approaches Lrere developed. The first follows OPTION 2

of SPSS subprogram DISCRIMINANT in which a mean value of aII cases is

substituted for missing values. This was modified so that a mean value

based on each of the group means was substituted using the REC0DE

facility. Thus substituted mÍssing values will not contribute information

biased towards any particular group on account of group size. The second

approach involves performing two CVA's for each analysis: one for cases

with complete data in which the whole character set is included in the
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analysis, and another for the cases with missing data in which the missing

characters (0L!{, Ot{M, OPR) are deleted. The classification results are

then pooled. Both methods were tried wÍth the TYPDAT data and ürere in

agreement for most classifícations of cases with missing data. tlhere they

differed the second method gave results more in line with subjective

expectations. This can be explained by the fact that for groups with

distinctive operculae, canonical variates Loading highly on operculum

characters wiII be important for discrimination and caseg with mean values

may be 'incorrectly' assigned with regard to the other characters. !üith

the second method this cannot occur since the missing operculum characters

will not be weighted at all in the canonical variates. The second method

was therefore used for analyses presented in this study.

5.3 Ueegureg qf drgle¡ce þetueen sroups

5.3.1. Multistate distance metric

A generalized semi-Euclidean distance metric known as the multistate

distance (DI ) Lras devised by Blackburn n978, 1980 ) to accommodate

within-oTU variability in character scores. The Fortran program TAXON

written by Blackburn was used in this study to compute values of DI. It

allows a maximum of eight states for defining a continuous range of values

displayed by an OTU for each character. The range in states can be used to

express any suitable measure of dispersion of the character scores. The

multistate distance is determined according to the degree of overlap or

separation in the ranges of states for a pair of 0TU's and is dependent on

the size of these ranges. lrlith greater variabitity within OTU's there is a

greater opportunity for overlap and thus a smaller distance, DI.
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The formula for multistate dÍstance is:

+m

l}cv - rj - rk +<
-m

DI
Tj+rk

wherei m = order of match or mismatch, given by the number of character
states overlapping (+ve m) or separating (-ve m) the two 0TU's.

Tj and Tk = total number of states across aII characters possessed
by OTUj and OTUk respectively.

Cv = total number of characters for which OTU's j and k are
validly scored.

tJorked examples for pairs of OTU's with various ranges of states revealed

anomalous behaviour of the metric (table 5.1). If a constant overlap (m )

o) is maintained, then increasing variability results in an increase in DI

as expected. However, variability has no effect on DI if the ranges for

the two OTU's are adjacent. úJhere Cv = 1 and m = Q the above equation

becomes:

l-Tj-rkl
DI= =t

Tj+rt

In the third situation where there is a constant disjunction in ranges (m

undesirable and runs contrary to the trend in median character scores

which inerease their distance of separation. It results from the fact that

DI ís determined from the match in the central part of available character

states and the number of states scored positively but not from the

unscored states at the ends or the total number of possible states.

Attempts to overcome this problem by modifying the formula for DI were

unsuccessful. Blackburn (1980, p. 325) noted that computation of Euclidean

distances requires that there is no missing data, a single datum type is
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used, and characters have no variability or equal variability in 0TU's.

The examples of table 5.1 show a non-Euclidean effect when variability is

changed, although individual pairs of OTU's may have the same variability.

The reversed relationship between distance and variability for

non-overlapping OTU's is not as significant as it first appears. The

relationship $ras demonstrated by holding the order of matching (m)

constant and varying the OTU character ranges. However, in practice m will

be strongly influenced by within-OTU variability. As this increases there

wiII be a greater opportunity for overlap (or a reduction of separation)

and thus a smaller distance value. The effect of including within-0TU

variation on distance values is demonstrated in table 5.3. The mean

dÍstance and its coefficient of variation are greatly reduced since

variability restricts the maximum achievable distance for a comparison.

Departure from Euclidean distances also occurs for the data in this study

because the three operculum characters have missing values and because

mixed data wiII result from the two and three state characters (LG, SG and

BB) which cannot be treated as 'continuous' 8-state characters. For binary

characters applied to variable OTU's, the two states must be represented

by adjacent states in an 8-state system to prevent discontinuity in the

range occupied by an OTU that scores both states. ThÍs means that m f 0

and the maxÍmum distance obtainable is 1 unit compared to 7 for a

continuous 8-state character. For a 3-state character such as LG the

maximum distance is 2 units. Horlêver, for the data analysed this potential

for differential weighting of characters had little affect. This was

because the 8-state characters had overlapping scores for most paÍrs of

OTU's and the resulting distance values were always less than 1 unit.

A method t.,as devised to enable an increased weight for binary or

multistate characters with fewer than the maximum number of states scored.

Although not necessary here, the technique is presented for use in studies
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with characters that are less variable within OTU's. It is demonstrated

for a binary character in table 5.2. When a single binary state is scored

for an OTU this is represented by a single state on the 8-state scale. The

state is positioned so that a mismatch wilI result in the desired distance

equal to lm-1 L in this case chosen to be 4 units. ÍJhen an OTU scores both

binary states it is represented by a continuous range extending between

the two single state positÍons whÍch enables meaningful distances to be

calculated by the TAX0N program.

Continuous metric characters r^rere assigned states by the following method.

A measure of díspersion, either the range or an interval of two standard

deviations each side of the mean was determined for each OTU. The overall

range occupied by these intervals for aII OTU's was divided into eiqht

equal cLass intervals and each OTU interval was scaled accordingly. The

characters are thus standardized to eommon ranqe from state 1 to state 8.

Blackburn (1981) advocated the use of variable class intervals adjusted so

that states have equal frequencies to reduce distortions imposed by

"distributional artifacts of the data set". However, the validity of this

approach is questionable. It assumes that the importance of variation in a

character will be reflected in the number of occurrences sampled. Even if

sampling of variation is uniform there is still the question whether

abundance or distribution should influence taxonomic characters. It is

possible for natural selection towards an extreme character value to be

confined in extent or for a large number of individuals with an

intermediate condition for a character to become extinct. In these cases

extreme values for a character, although rare, represent real phenetic or

'evolutionary'dÍstance and would be under-weighted if states were

assigned to equal frequency classes. Unless theoretical grounds such as

with a logarithmic growth factor or a specific frequency distribution for

character values can be demonstrated for a single locality, it would seem
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Iable 5-1: The effect of within-OTU varÍabiLity on
the multistate distânce (DI) for a constant
order of match (m).
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IeþIc 5-2: Method of scoring a binary character to enable DI > 1.
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IeþIe 5-3: A comparison of the similarity matrices resulting from four
separate analyses of the LGFDAT data.

Distance measure Mean D value CVx of D values

(%)

Ratio Dmax/Dmin

Multistate distance
based on mean values,

x 2.87

Multistate distance
with dispersion
defined by:

i' t s.D.** 0.36

Multistate distance
with dispersion
defined by:I t z<s.o. ) 0.30

Discrimínant distance 0.93

21.5

7.6

7.7

22.4

2.53

2.33

2.27

2.61.

tt cV = Coefficíent of variation.

** S.D. = Standard deviation.
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best to treat character scores as being of equal phenetic weight.

5. 3.2 Discriminant distance

In CVA the canonical variate axes arè scaled in D unÍts which are

effectively r.rithin-taxon average standard deviations in the transformed

space (Sneath and Sokal , 7973, p. 407). This means that distances in

multidimensional D-space can be derived from canonícal variate scores by

pythagorean principles. A computer program DISCD (p. 117) was written to

compute distances in D-space between aII pairs of group centroids. The

program is written in Fortran 4.8 for use on a Cyber computer. The

distances indicate the ease of discrimination of groups and will be

referred to as discriminant distances (D-distances).

Like the multistate distances, D-distances are based on weighted

characters. I^lith CVA, weighting is applied directly to characters and is

not constrained by a maximum range of character states. This enables more

effective weighting of important characters than with the multistate

metric.

D-distances are considered preferable to multístate distances when the

aim, as in this study, is to derive a practical classification rather than

reveal relationships expressed by overall similarities. Canonical variates

are only concerned with information for distinguishing groups whereas the

distance metric is a summation of atl the character differences. The

addition of a number of characters with low F ratíos wiII not decrease the

ability to distinguish groups using CVA but with a multistate distance

analysis the relative distance of the more distinctive groups will be

reduced. This effect, together with the more Iimited weighting of

characters. explains the lower variation in distance values obtained with

the multistate metric compared to CVA. This is demonstrated by the
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coefficients of variation derived for similarÍty matrices in table 5.3. A

further advantage of D-distances is that they are unaffected by

correlation between characters.

D-distance values differ fundamentally from multistate distances in that

differences are only measured along certain polarities. This means it is

theoreticatly possible for two individuals with different sets of

character scores to receive the same score on a canonical variate, Such

individuals wiII always be treated as different by the semi-Euclidean

multistate metric.

The use of CVA is limited by the fact that it is statistically invalid to

practise discriminant topology where there are more groups than characters

(Blackith and Reyment 1971, p.38). A further disadvantage of CVA over the

distance metric is that a D-distance is not uniquely defined by a pair of

groups hut is influenced by other groups that help determine the canonical

variates. Results of the SEDAT analysis (chapter 8) show that wÍth a

Iarger number of groups the discriminant distance between specific pairs

of groups is Iower. Multistate distances stere therefore used in

conjunction with many of the CVA's. For the POPDAT analysis, where the

Iarge number of groups exceeded the number of characters, the multistate

metric was used in place of a CVA.

s.4 Qluelelrrs uelhqdg

The lack of uniform or random sampling of Dumosae specimens is evident in

the distribution maps (figs 21,8 to 226, chapter 72). There is

heterogeneity both in the spacing of localities and the intensity of

sampling within them. This partty resulted from the need to rely on

herbarium material for remote areas where special collections could not be

made as for E- Wqgdggqdii and E- geo¡ge!, However, some areas such as the
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Eyre Peninsula and South-eastern Regions of South Australia were collected

more intensively because complex variatÍon or intergradation was apparent.

In other areas such as the Goldfields district around Kalgoorlie in

l{estern Àustralia, Dumosae $rere common but taxa appeared more distinct,

and sampling was less intense.

Uneven sampling has serious consequences for many commonly used clustering

strategies. Similar individuals that are over-represented in a cluster

contribute excessive information concerning fusion with other clusters or

individuals. These wiII be more lÍkely to tink in if they resemble the

over-represented type. Ílith increasing simÍlarity of individuals this

approaches the problem of uneven group size using identical replicates of

oTU's. CorrelI 1973) consÍdered nine clustering stratigies and found that

eight qrere affected by the inclusion of similar entities. These include

the frequently used UPGMA and tJard's Error Sum of Squares. The problem can

be avoided by using TJPGMA (Sneath and Sokal, 1973) which gives the most

recently joined OTU an equal weight to pre-existing cluster members.

However, this method has disadvantages. IntuitÍvely, it would be expected

to lead to the phenomenon of chaining because as a group grows it would be

easier for less similar individuals to join. AIso, Sokal and Sneath (p.

228-229) note that there is greater distortÍon in comparing phenograms

with original distance matrices when weighted clustering is used.

The weight given to a single OTU that is relatively different from all

others should depend on whether it is a geographically Ísolated occurrence

or is an atypical variant within a population of typical forms. tJeighted

clustering is desirable for the first case and unweighted clustering for

the second. If a locality is represented by a single individual it can

only be assumed that this is typical and could be replicated by further

sampling. This may be evident from other material collected but not

measured for the analysis. The weighting of poorly sampled forms needs to
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be given careful consideration in numerical analyses and perhaps is better

done subjectively rather than by applying a rigid algorithm.

Ànother criterion applied by CorrelI to cì.ustering strategies is the

stability of the classification resulting from the similarity matrix,

discussed further by Jardine et al . 1967). A high stability requires a

continuous transformation from the matrix to a dendrogram and means that

small changes in the matrix will produce only a small change in the

classification. 0f the nine strategies considered by CorrelI, only nearest

neighbour clustering satisfied this requirement.

Cluster analyses were not emphasized for this study but brere used in

conjunction with evidence of intergradation between forms. The clusteríng

principles applied were based on Nearest Neighbour and Graph Theory

clustering.

5.4.1 Nearest Neighbour clustering

This method requires the nearest neighbours of each OTU to be determined

from the similarity matrix. This task was made easier by ranking distance

values using the SPSS procedure SORT. Nearest neighbour dendrograms were

constructed by the method of Blackburn (7978, pp,245-247) in which OTU's

joining clusters are linked directly to their nearest neighbour. This

conveys more information than the usual method termed Single Linkage

clustering (Sneath and Sokal, p. 2I7) in which added OTU's are linked to

the centre of the cluster containing their nearest neighbour. The same

information as in a nearest neighbour dendrogram can be displayed by a

Nearest Neighbour Network (Blackburn, p. 247). This method was also used

(9.1.3, fig. 54) as it shows the structure of clusters more clearly but it

has the disadvantage that comparisons between distances are made more

diffícu]t due to different orÍentations of linkages. Further information
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can be conveyed by incorporating second nearest neighbour dístances into a

nearest neighbour plot following a method gíven by Biackburn (7978, p.258

ff) which is similar to that shown by Sneath and Sokal (7973, p. 268),

llith this method, triangulation from two previously plotted neighbours

fixes two alternative positions for a joining OTU. A choice between these

was made with regard to the simplicity of the overall structure of the

plot by minimizing overlappÍng Iinks and avoiding close placement of

gTU's. This is more useful than attempting to minimize distortion at the

next neighbour level (generally 3rd-nearest neighbours) since this often

Ieads to even greater distortions at lower levels. I'lhen interpreting a

nearest neighbour or a 1st and 2nd-neighbour plot, it is important to keep

in mind that the only true distances are those represented by linkages and

that distances between unlinked OTU's have no meaning.

Nearest neighbour clustering h¡as advocated by CorrelI (1973, P. 54)

because of its independence of replicates and stability resulting from the

simple, continuous transformation from the similarity matrix. Its main

disadvantage is that it is space-contracting and results in poorly defined

clusters by forming chains of 0TU's Iinked together via intermediates.

5.4.2 Graph Theory clustering

This clustering is based on a model in Graph Theory by Estabrook (1966).

It satisfies the criteria of independence of replicates and stability.

lJith this method gTU's are linked together if they have a dÍstance value

less than or equal to a specified value, Dc. The size and number of

clusters defined vary according to the value of Dc. A value for Dc can be

chosen to optimize the following cluster properties described by

Estabrook. The cohesion of a cluster is determined by the ratio of the

number of acutal links to the maximum number of possible links. This is
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expressed by the 'normalized connectedness' (Nc) for a cluster which

varies between 0 and 1. This is calculated as:

2A - 2h-7)

Nc=

(n-1 ) (n-2)

where:

À = number of actual links

n = number of cluster members

The stability of a cluster is measured by its moat (m), which

difference between the minimum distance defining the cluster

maximum distance which maintains the same cluster. This means that

within the cluster is at least'm'more similar to an OTU within it

one outside it.

is the

and the

an OTU

than to

The Graph Theory approach described by Clifford and tlilliams (1980) was

applied in most of the cases where lst and 2nd-neighbour plots were used.

It is a closely related method and dÍd not produce substantially dífferent

clusteríng.

5.5 Outllne qf EgMuIlef,tca] enqlygCs

Five main analyses are presented in the following chapters. They were all
performed using the chosen character set but each had its own set of

individuals arranged in specially defined groups:

7. LGFDAI anefygig. This tests hypotheses concerning potential taxa

based on geographical. groupings of forms characterized by large fruits.
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2. IyPDÀI gnefys¡g. This examines relationships between groups defined

by currently recognized taxa. The TYP groups comprise individuals

collected from as near as possible to the type localities.

3. 9EDAI ensfys¿s.

occurring in the

the TYP groups.

This vras performed to demonstrate intergrades

Southeast region of South Australia between four of

4, PqPDÀI Cnefygts. AII localities sampled by four or more indivÍduals

are investigated to identify centres of variation not adequately

encompassed by the TYP groups for consideration as potential new taxa.

5. DPQPDÀI enalysig. Relationships of groups selected in the POPDAT

analysis are investigated to form a basis for modifying the taxonomy of

the Dumosae.

The whole set of 499 measured individuals (ALLDAT) was subjected to

classification, with and without 2 and 3-state characters, by the TYPDAT

and DPQPDAT CVA's. The resuLts for this are presented in appendix 1.
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CHAPTER 6

ÀNALYSIS OF LARGE FRUITED FORI{S

(LGFDAT ANALYSES)

6.1 InlEaduqlren

The recently described EugglypLue Êygnqpbyfla was distinguished from E*

dumpsa and other pedicelLate Dumosae by larger fruits and leaves together

ç¡ith other characters such as heavy leaf glaucousness and winter-spring

flowering period (Brooker, 7977). In South Australia it appears to be a

rather distinctive, well delineated taxon withÍn the confines of its given

distribution in Murray Region, mainly to the south of the Murray River

(Brooker, p. 77, fig. 3). However, it has complex affinities with a number

of other large-fruited forms in other areas. At one stage Brooker (pers.

comm. ) had considered including some other forms under E- qye¡gphyl]e.

For instance, material from the South-eastern Region to the south of E.

gye¡qphylle s.str. occurrences differs from this taxon in lacking leaf

glaucousness and intergrades with forms of the E- dUngge complex with

smaller and sessile fruits. Material on Eyre Peninsula, although

geographically isolated, appears very similar in form to E. qyquqphy-Lle

but differs in having glaucous stems. The LGFDAT analysis was proposed to

test the relatÍonships between these and other large-fruited forms in

South Australia.

As in the SESSDAT analyses of chapter 3, the forms considered constitute

an arbitralily defined subset of variation within the E- dunggq complex.

Fruit size appears to be the most important morphological character for

justifying recognition of E, cya¡qpbylle. It has been demonstrated that

the leaf glaucousness character causing the distinctive bluish colour of
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foliage is highly variable in the E. dumags complex, even within single

populations (2.3.4). FoIlowing the recognition of E- cyenoBhyfle, Boomsma

modified his concept of E- dUUogg by specifying fruit width to be ( 6 mm

(Boomsma. 7972',1981), Boomsma and Brooker both gave fruit width for E.

qyqnAphylle as ¿ 7 mm. For thÍs study a lower limit for fruit width of

6.6 mm applies. I'lithin an arbitrarily limited sample it is feasible to

use CVA to test some initial hypotheses about nodes of variation that may

warrant taxonomic recognition. 0n the basis of fruit size, other forms may

deserve equal status to E- cyglophyiiq and be treated as taxonomically

separate from E. dUnqge. If analyses show them to be distinct from E.

qyengpbylle they could be treated as new species or as subspecies of E-

qyenqphylle. The status of these forms needs to be considered in relation

to two existing species E- elftelfqefyx and E- gelgeUeana whÍch have

similar but larger fruits than E- dumosa, so these are represented by

groups in the analysis.

6.2 Defrnrlrqn qf tqE qtoupË

The LGF groups were selected where possÍble to be geographically distinct

entities to avoid the problem of having to subjectively assiqn

interspersed or intergrading forms. Consequently this anal.ysis does not

cover aII the large-fruited forms in South Australia. A brief description

of characteristics for each group is given below. The group sample size is

given in brackets.

LCYA (22)

This group incorporates the TYP group (CYA) of. tZ individuals representing

E, cyalophylle. Leaves are typically a light blue-green colour ('cyanose')

due to heavy glaucousness (LG = 1,2) and cuticular sculpturing. Stems are

non-glaucous.
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LCAL (13)

This includes the TYP group for E- qefqgrcela (CAL) and also some forms

with larger fruits from further west near Coorabie. A narrow concept of

the species $ras applied here so that the distribution is consistent with

that of Boomsma (7979) in extending no further east than Ceduna. Similar

material occurs on Eyre Peninsula but there is interspersion and

intergradation with other forms. LCAL is characterized by non-glaucous

stems and leaves and broadly pedicellate fruits.

LSTR (38)

This group was measured entirely from existing herbarium collections

originating from the northwest part of South Australia except for one

specimen from Blackstone Range in t{estern Australia. Material from the

northwest has been referred to E- glffelfgelyx (Boomsma, 1972), a species

which has its type locality much further west in l{estern Australia. Group

STRL is variable in leaf glaucousness and stem glaucousness and is

characterized by very large fruits wíth elongate pedicels.

LCAR (6)

This group comprises individuaLs collected from the slopes or base of

Carappee HiII, Eyre PenÍnsula. It has fruits of a similar form to LCYA but

differs in having variably qlaucous leaves and consistently glaucous stems

which suggests affinites with LSTR,

LDAR (6)

These individuals were collected east of Carappee HitI on flat country

(occasionally with sand dunes) in the vicinity of Darke Peak. LDAR was

originally included within LCAR but it $ras found that these adjacent

geographical groups could be easily separated morphologically.
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A Discriminant Analysis performed on these two groups resulted in 100 olo

correct classification and group centroids were L6 units apart on the

discriminant function. The LDAR individuals differ from LCAR mainly in

having wider fruits and longer leaves.

LCUM (8)

This group is associated with the range of hills on the southeastern part

of Eyre Peninsula between Cummins and Tumby Bay. CUML individuals are

consistently non-glauous.

LKIM (4)

These individuals are from the vicinity of Kimba on Eyre Peninsula and

differ from LCUM in havíng minor leaf glaucousness and duller leaves due

to higher cuticular relief. It is postulated that they may be intermediate

between LCUM and LSTR or LCAR.

LBOR (14)

Nine of the LBoR individuals originate from a single locality at Comet

Bore, 60 km N of Bordertown and the remainder occur at various localities

closer to Bordertown. This group had to be defined morphologically as

weII as geographically because of. intergradation and intermixing with

smaller fruited forms. Individuals were excluded if they had a mean fruit

width (Flf) Iess than 6.6 mm. This was the minimum for the other seven

groups excepting a single anomalous individual in LCYA. The LBOR

individuals have non-glaucous stems and mostly non-glaucous leaves.

6.3 Çsnquisel Verieteg Anelyeee

À CVÀ was performed on the eight LGF groups with missing operculum data

filled with the means of group mean scores. AII but one of the 111
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individuals were classified to their correct group. The misclassified

individual belongs in LCAL but was assigned to LBOR.

When the characters describing glaucousness (LG and SG) $tere removed,

misclassification was increased to seven individuals, with all groups

except LSTR having some overlap. This shows the significance of the

glaucousness characters in the analysis. This result is not surprising

because these characters provide the most obvious difference between the

groups. Nevertheless, the fact that correct classification was achieved

for the majority of individuals indicates that much discriminatory

information can be contrÍbuted by the other characters even though they do

not show clear cut differences between groups.

Important variation was carried by the first five of the seven canonical

variates. A simple display of relationships by plotting canonical variate

scores is not possible with this number of dimensions. Therefore

D-distances brere determined for group centroids and a tst and

2nd-neighbour network plotted (fig. 40). Distance values range from 3.8

for LCUM - LBOR to 10.0 for LSTR - LCAL. For groups accommodated by

existing taxa (LCYA, LCÀL and LSTR), the pair LCYA - LCAL is the least

distinct being separated by a distance of 6.5 units. The other five

'undescribed' groups are aII less than this distance from LCYA, LCAL or

LSTR. Thus the recognition of all LGF groups as taxa would mean a general

decrease in the ease of discrimination. The nearest neÍghbour network

(defined by solid lines in fig. 40) has two clusters. The groups

characterized by glaucous stems (LSTR, LCAR and LDAR) are joined to other

groups only by lower order neighbour links. Since these are comparable in

magnÍtude to many of the nearest neighbour links, the clustering is poorly

developed according to the principles of Graph Theory.
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fiqr-re 40: 1st and 2nd-neíghbour plot based on D-distances for CVA of
LGF groups.

Fiqure 41: 1st and 2nd-neighbour plot based on the multistate
distance metric (DI) for the LGF groups.

nearest neighbour link

2nd-nearest neighbor.¡r link

3rd- tt tt rr
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6.4 UU]lrelele Drstenqe Ànelvsre

The distance analysis was performed using LGF groups as OTU's wÍth their

variability represented by intervals of two standard deviations either

side of the mean. The 1st and 2nd-neighbour plot (fig. 4t) is similar in

structure to that for D-distances but the variation in distances is less

(table 5.3). The same two clusters are defined by nearest neighbour links.

The closest pair overall is still LCUM - LBOR, and LCYA - LCAL is the

closest for existing taxa. This analysis provides further support for the

relationships expressed by CVA.

6.5 ÇsnqluËra!

Groups representing potential new taxa provide some inter-group distances

smaller than those occurring between the groups representing existing

taxa. Despite the variation in D-distances, the lack of misclassÍfication

in the first CVA indicates that geographical groups incJ.uding the most

similar pair (LCUM - LBOR) are morphologically distinct. However, the

taxonomic signifÍcance of this distinctness is complicated by the need to

practical.ly distinguish individuals without using compound functions. The

groups LCYA and LCAL differ markedly in leaf colour and texture as

measured by the characteristics LG and CS respectively and they can be

separated on either of these characters alone. In contrast the groups

LCAL, LB0R and LCUM, which according to both distance measures are not

much less distinct from each other than LCYA and LCAL, appear

superficially similar. They have typical.ly non-glaucous leaves with low

cuticular relief and there are no characters to enable easy recognition.

Subtle differences can be detected such as: shorter pedicels and shorter,

wider leaves for LBOR; Ionger fruits with a more deeply inserted disc and
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Iess fruit ribbing for LCUM; and broader fruits spreading more at the

summiL for LCAL. Such differences are tendencies only and there is

considerable overlap between groups on any individual character. The

distance between these groups is a result of smaller differences across a

number of characters that are unsuitable for keying out.

Even without information on intergradatÍon between LGF groups, results of

the LGFDAT analysis provide grounds against recognition of new taxa. It

can be seen that this would involve a decrease Ín the actual

distinctiveness of taxa (distance-wise) as welI as difficulties

distinguishing some of them in practice. The 1st and 2nd-neighbour

distances indicate that with maintenance of the taxonomic status quo, LCAR

and LDAR are best included with STRL under E- elffetigelyX and LKIM, LCUM

and LBOR with LCAL under E- gelqeæCng. This result was followed by

Boomsma (1981) in his treatment of the Carappee HiII material under E-

s!ruelrqelvx.
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CHAPTER 7

ANALYSIS OF GROUPS BASED ON EXISTING TAXA

(TYPDAT ANALYSES)

7.1 Inlrqduqtrqn

Morphometric relationships of all existing taxa vrere investigated using

groups of individuals derived from as close as possible to type

localities. These TYP groups are used in the TYPDAT, SEDAT, POPDÀT and

DPOPDAT analyses. The theory behind this approach is as follows. It is

usual to accept a particular circumscription when the aim is to test an

established taxonomy. This means that Iimits of variation must be defined

and a level of sampling for various forms or geographical areas

deterrnined. These e pllgll assumptions may artificially create or blurr

distinctions between existing taxa and obscure possibLe nes, taxa that

might be incorporated within an accepted range of variation. However,

these problems can be overcome if comparisons are based on type material.

In EUqefyplUg, types usually comprise material taken from an individual

plant. Thus by definition this is the only individual belonging to a

given taxon with absolute certainty. More meaningful comparisons can be

made if this concept is expanded to include the population from which the

type Ís derived. This is reasonable on the grounds that an interbreeding

population within a Iimited geographical area ought not be suMivided

taxonomicatly. Comparing populations rather than single individuals is

advantageous in allowing elimination of some of the more trivial aspects

of variation that constitute random background noise in the population

gene pool.
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7.2 Dcítr.rliqn qf TYP qEeups

This sectÍon documents precise localities for specimens comprising the

groups and shows the extent to which the aim of sampling type locality

populations was successful. In some cases type localities which apply are

uncertain and interpretations for these are presented here. Original

Iocality information as cited in the protologue, herbarÍum sheet labels of

types, and dÍscussions of typification are provided in chapter 12.

The TYP group names are derived from the first three letters of the

epithet of the species which they represent and are arranged

alphabetically below. Sample sizes range from 4 Lo 72 and are indicated by

numbers in brackets. Representative herbarium specimens are illustrated

among figures 56 to 77 ín chapter 9. Figures illustrating material from

these groups in more detail may be found in chapters 10 and lL marked with

group names.

aNÇ (7)

E, anceps type locality: Kangaroo Island, near the

Kingscote and American River (Kangaroo Is. Region).

fiq.63

north coast between

(4) t.0 km ÍJ of main Àmerican River to Kingscote road, on road linking

Point Momison with Birchmore Hwy (c. 5 km Nlrl of American River)

/PJL 672-675.

(3) 0n road from American River to Red Banks, 0.8 km Nt'l of road linking

Point Morrison with Birchmore Hwy (c. L5 km I'l of American River)

/PJL 667-669.

A collection made by Robert Brown (on Mathew Flinders' south-coast voyage

in 1802) from Kangaroo Island has been regarded as the type material of E.

aIceBs. (For a reassessment of this material, see chapter L3.) Flinders
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anchored on the north coast of Kangaraoo Island on March 22-23 (Stearn,

1960) and again near the same locality on April 2-6 Maiden, 1908, p. 7-8).

According to Maiden (1909, p. L07), the anchorage $ras at "Kangaroo Head,

near the modern Hog Bay", which is near Penneshaw. However, after studying

Brown's localities, Burbidge (1955) identified the site as "Kangaroo Head,

west end of Nepean Bay", which lies south of Kingscote and northwest of

American River. Brown went ashore on both occasions and travelled by small

boat to American River where he climbed the nearby Prospect HiiI (Mt

Thisbe).

tJith this itinerary and the time available, the material could have been

collected anywhere between Kingscote and Amerícan River and need not have

come from right on the coast. The two localities of the ANC group are

Iocated south of Nepean Bay at distances of 5 km and 0.5 km from the coast

respectively.

cAL (7) fís. 75

E- gelgafeena type locality: 43 km tJ of Nundroo (Nullarbor Region).

(5) 44.1 km by road ti of Nundroo on Hwy I/PJL 732t-7325

--- 40 km E of Head of Bight/c.C.Cornwall s,n. 16.vi.7976

--- 90 km along Eyre Hwy lü of Nundroo/G.C.Cornwalt 288

The second Iocality is approxÍmately the same as the type and the

collection of the third is a paratype.
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ÇLE (6)

L qlelendll type locality: Goongarie, 65 miles N

District ) .

fis. 60

of Kalgoorlie (Austin

(5) 5.9 km by road N of Goongarie, c. 0.5 km tJ of road to Menzi.es

/PJL 1530, 7539-7542

--- 3.7 km by road S of Goongarie on E side of Kalgoorlie-Menzies road

/PJL 1543

ÇqN (s) fis. 62

L qqnqlqþete type locality: Vicinity of Memory Cove and Port Lincoln Bay

(Eyre Peninsula Regíon).

(5) Lincoln National Park, roadside 2 km S of Pt Lincoln-Sleaford road

/PJL 7723-7127

The CoN locality is at the west end of Port Lincoln proper which is a bay

south of port Lincoln township. Missing bud data was filled with mean

scores derived from an individual from this locality and another

individual (4 km ll of Port Lincoln P0 on road to Coffin Bay/PJL tt12),

cYA (12) fis.72

E, qyanophyIe type locality: 3 km N of Berri (Murray Region).

(5) 10 km NNE of Berri on road to Renmark/PJl 886-890

(5) 1 km by road tl of main Renmark-Berri high$,ay on main road to Monash

[= c. 3 km N of Berri]/tJ.R.Barker 40344-40348 & R.M.Barker

--- Berri Nursery area of tloods and Forests Dept/C.D.Boomsma s.n.,

24.i.7976

--- Springcart GuIIy, Berri/B. Dangerfield s.n.' 20.x.1962
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DoN (5)

E, dqngAqfeenglg type locality: Dongara,

District )

fis.66

not far from beach (Irvín

$) 22 km by road S of Hwy 1 into Dongara on road to Eneabba [ca. 20 km

SE of DongaraJ/PJL 1463 Lo 7467

No material of Dumosae could be located in the immediate vicinity of

Dongara and it is probably now extinct here as a result of vegetation

clearance. Although the population sampled was about 20 km from Dongara,

there is agreement with the type material in its proximity to the coast

(occurring behind coastal dunes) and the character of sliqht stem

glaucousness which is absent in most material referred to E.

dengeEuecnËrÊ.

DUU (9) fig.73

E- dqgqsa type locality: c. 13 km [lStJ of Ungarie (New South tJales).

(4) 8.2 km fJ by road from Ungarie towards Youngareen/R. Grandison s.n.,

5.i.1980

(D 7.5 km t't of Ungarle/P.L.Milthorpe & G.M. CunnÍngham 4, 5

--- g km t'l of Ungarie/P.L.Milthorpe & G.M. Cunningham 2

--- 6.6 km S!{ of Yalgogrin on Mid-tlestern Hwy/G.M.Chippendale 945 & M.J.

Beeston

--- 66 km tJ of tJest wyalong towards Rankin springs/J.D.Turner 83
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It is important to establish the type J.ocality more precisely because E-

duuosa, being the first described taxon within the Dumosae, is the name

under which other taxa will be synonymized in this study *. Furthermore,

within the above area there is considerable variation in fruit size which

has a bearing on the relationship between E- dumsga and other taxa. AII

collectíons representing DUM faII within the area bounded by 33 to 34" S

and 1.46 Ló 147" E, According to Maiden (1904, 7-(4), p, 98), this is the

area gxley's expeditÍon would have been in between May 23 and June 10 1817

when Alan Cunningham was most likely to have collected the type specimen.

Maiden chose the date of June 10 because of an entry in Oxley's journal

describing mallee vegetation featuring E- dg¡osa. However, I consider that

May 23 is the tikely date for the collection of the type material because

of an entry under this date in Cunningham's diary quoted by Lee (925, p.

Zlg-22ü. There is a reference to having made a collection of E- dunosa

together with a brief morphological account. Cunningham describes the

habitat as "a stony ascent" in a "rugged sterile tract covered with a taII

thick brush". This agrees with a label on the type specimen, Cunningham

206 at BM, which reads "Eucalyglus species from back of the ..?.. found on

the high barren lands of the interior observed to flower in July". The

Iabel is in the handwriting of Charles Fraser, Cunningham's assistant on

the expedition. A second label by Fraser on the same sheet reads

"EUgqlyplUS species from back of the interior found in flower and bud in

JuIy, habit a tree 7 f.eeL high". The reference to flowers and buds in

July, is unlÍkely to refer to the date of collecting this material as no

buds are present, but is probably a tater observation or a mismatched

IabeI.

Taking May 23rd as the probable date of collection for Cunningham 206, the

* However, see notes in section 72.5.1., p.292, 293.
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type locality was defined more precisely by plotting Oxley's route through

the area on the Cargelligo 1: 250,000 map using information from

cunningham's diary provided by Lee (,925). The following points are

sÍgni f icant:

1. A course due southwest from the Lachlan River passing close by Mt Maud

puts gxley's camp on May 21 near Ungarie. It was "fÍve miles east of

water in lagoons" which would probably have been associated with Euglo

(Humbug) Creek.

2. The camp on May 23 was 10 miles from the previous locality in a major

channel after a descent from the rise on which E, dUgqge had been

collected. This compares well with a low ridge defined by drainage

tributaríes on the Cargelligo map extending northwest and southeast of

'Bibbijolee' and bounded on the southwest by Euglo (Hunbug) ck.

3. The 1ocation of gxley's route across this rise is constrained by the

fact that the next camp was 11 miles southsouthwest and at the foot of a

rocky mountain. This must have been Narriah Mountain as it is the only

prominent peak for manY mÍIes.

The third fact is inconsistent with the type locality of 6.5 miles SE of

Ungarie given by HalI and Brooker (1974), From the evidence presented the

type locality of E- dumege is most likely to be approximately t3 km ttst'l of

UngarÍe and 3 km S of Youngareen.

EBÀ (s)

E- fregefl type locality: 14 mÍIes (22.5 km) tJ of

District).

fiq. 64

Balladonia (Coolgardie

(5) I km by road ÍJNÍJ of Balladonia Roadhouse on S side of Eyre Highway

/tl. R. Barker 25994-25998
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gEQ (4)

E- geouger type locality: 159 km E of Hyden along the

(Roe District).

fiq.6t

track to Norseman

--- 159 km E of Hyden on Norseman track/M.I.H.Brooker 4989

--- 315 mile peg Hyden-Norseman road = N end of Bremer Range

/L.F.AIlan 29

--- Junction of Bremer Range road and Hyden track/A.Kessell 947

--- 315-332 mile pegs on Hyden-Norseman track/A.KesselI 424

The above four collections are aII peratypes.

KoN (5) fis' 59

E- kqndfninensig type locality: Kondinin (Roe Dostrict)

(5) 0.5 km S of Kondinin, near junction of road to Lake Kondinin

/PJL 1440-7444

tEg (6)

E. Igscuefll type locality: Kalgoorlie (Coolgardie District).

f.is.57

(5) Bindutj., 5.2 km by road SI{ of Kalgoorlie P.0. on Great Eastern Hwy

/PJL 7523-7527

--- 8.4 km by road N of Kalgoorlie on road to Menzies/PJL 1528
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PIL (5) figs74,76

E- BrIggLe type locality: Desmond, near Ravensthorpe (Eyre District).

(5) 0.6 km S of Desmond, which is 10 km SE of Ravensthorpe on road lo

Hopetoun/PJl 1379-1 383

PIE (s) fis.56

"E. pterocarpa" type locality: Northwest of Norseman (Coolgardie

District).

--- 10 miles N!{tl of Norseman/G.E.Brockway s.il., -,x.1942

--- Norseman 16 km occidentalem versus/C.A.Gardner s.fl., 20.vii.1963

--- 9 miles Nt¡J of Norseman/G.E.Brockway s.n., 20.viii.1963

--- 5.4 miles fJ on road 6.8 miles Nl{ of Norseman/G.M.Chippendale 154

--- 6.4 mÍIes ÍJ along (L)turn-off, 6.4 miles N of Norseman/D.Boland J345

Although undescribed, "E. pterocarpa" was treated as an existing taxon and

included as the basis for a TYP group. It had been regarded as a species

by foresters and nurserymen for some time and clearly waffanted

investigation as a distinct entity. The above collections are later

12.5.9) proposed as the holotype and four paratypes.

SHE (10) fis. 68

E- sheeLhlenc type locality: (cultivated tree - origin uncertain)

(Avon District ?)

(5) Nungarin, 0.5 km s of Nukarni RS, E of road/PJL 1447,1448,

7449A-1.449C

(5) 1.7 km by road fJ of Carrabin on Great Eastern Hwy/PJL 7492-t496
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The type for this species is from a cultivated tree groütn from seed at

Kings park, Perth. The seed was sent to Mr J. Sheath at Kings Park as

originating from the "Eastern Goldfields near the South Australia border".

Hor^rever, no specimens referrable to E. ghgqlhfgna are known from near the

border. Further doubt is cast on the locality because the seed had been

sent labelled as E. efylhfonqma which is also not known to occur this far

east.

Two populations about 30 km apart in the Avon District were chosen to

represent E- gheglhiane on the basis of their morphological similarity to

the type material. Buds $rere present only Ín the first population and

agree with the type in their conoidal shape and consistent absence of

ribbing. The mean scores of OLVí and Olü2 compare favourably with

measurements taken from itlustrations of type collections by MaÍden (922,

É(51), p.61) and Gardner (Aplin, 1979, p.115, fí9. 384) and with a

specimen at PERTH derived from the type tree. The similarity in bud form

was later confirmed by type specimenS sent on loan (figs. 87,168). Other

specimens from the same area which ere illustrated by Gardner have

consístent bud morphology. More hemispherical buds with regular ribbing

are common in much material elsewhere that has been referred to E.

sbcelhreuc. The second locality, although lacking buds, sras included

because there were larger fruits closer to the type in size. These still

maintained the characteristic narros, disc, which again is not found in

much other material referred to E- ghea!þiane. Missing bud data was

fitled with mean values derived from material at the first locality and

from illustrations of the tYPe.
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gIB (s) fiq' 6s

E_ e!4elrgelyx type locality: Milly's soak, neêr cue (Austin District).

--- Creek crossing S of Miltie tJell, 4.3 km tJ along track 19.3 kmm NNE of

Cue/PJL 1481-1485

Reference to the type Locality by Boomsma (7969) as " Milly's Soak four

miles east of Nannine" is misleading and results from confusion with

another locality cited in the protologue (72.5.1, p. 287, 290). A local

inhabitant at Cue confirmed that the 'MiIIie t{eII' marked on the Cue 1:

250,000 national map is at the place known as Milly's soak.

rd00 (4)

E- wggdWqfdfl type locality: 120 km E of Kalgoorlie

railway (Coolgardie District).

fis.58

on transcontinental

--- 60 miles S from Victoria Spring,lìI.A./R. Helms 15

--- cultivated, fJaite Agricultural Research Institute arboretum,

Adelaide. Nll corner of mallee section/PJl 1562.

--- cultivated, loc. cÍt., I,l side of mallee section/PJl 1563

--- cultivated, BurnsÍde, Adelaide/PJL 7564

The inaccessabilty of the type locality means that there are only limited

suitable collections to sanple varÍabilty there. Thus it was necessary to

use cultivated material. Euqefyptug WqgdWCEdr1 has a quite restricted

occurrence (pryor, 1981), so there is less scope for geographic variation

and cultivated material could be reasonably representative.
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7.3 e¿nsrtqef Verreles AnalYgrs

1'he 16 Typ groups described above were subjected to CVA with their missing

operculum characters filted with group mean values (except where otherwise

indicated in the description of TYP groups). Subsequently all 499 measured

specimens (ALLDAT) were incorporated in the analysis for classification.

Missing data in unassigned individuals was taken into account by separate

runs with operculum data excluded as described in section 5.2, p.109,710,

Finally, separate analyses stere performed with the 2- and 3-state

characters pertaining to btackbutt and glaucousness removed.

Classification results for the TYP groups are summarized in table 9.t a.

ClassÍfication functions assigned aII members correctly, meaning that

there vras no overlap between groups. No gradation was detected as correct

classifications v,ere made with a high degree of certainty (table 9.1).

The results demonstrate the distinctiveness of the existing species

concepts when applied in their narrowest sense. Relationships between

taxa are displayed by the 1st and 2nd-neighbour plot for TYP groups (fig.

4Ð. This has a three-Iobed structure marked by three relatively

distinctive groups, CON, tJ00 and PTE at the apices. In terms of nearest

neighbours alone, the lobes represent distinct clusters. These are linked

together by lower-order neighbour relationships in a central hub. Since

the central links are more uniform and relatively smaller distances, the

clusters overlap and are better interpreted as trends emanating from a

central complex. The trends are clearly displayed because of the way the

plot was constructed by choosing between each two points of triangulation

to minimize overlap. The structure is not merely an artifact of this

method but results because members of a nearest neighbour cluster

(particularly the more extreme members) have next-highest order links

within the cluster more frequently than wíth groups from the other

clusters. The three clusters correspond to combinations of the three
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Fiqure 42: 1st and 2nd-neighbour plot based on D-distances for CVA of
TF grroups.
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Iow-state characters (LG, SG and BB) which Índicates the importance of

these characters as discriminators. The groups of the first cluster, CON,

FRA, ANC, CAL, and PIL, are alL characterízed by non-glaucous leaves and

have an associated low cuticular relief. They also lack stem glaucousness

and blackbutts. Groups of the second cluster, DON, SHE, GEO and lrl00, have

stem glaucousness and lack blackbutts but vary in leaf glaucousness. The

third cluster contains the remaining groups which, with the exception of

PTE, have a blackbutt and/or glaucous leaves and vary in stem

glaucousness.

It is notable that PIL and CAL are the most similar pair. EUcefyplUg

qelqgæetq (represented by CAL) is the most recently described taxon in

the Dumosae. Boomsna (t979) noted its affinites with E- Blleqle and

(represented by PIL) and the difficulty of separating the two species.

For members of def ined groups there r.ras a slight reductÍon in

distinctiveness reflected by P(G/X) values after removal of blackbutt and

glaucousness characters (table 9.D, However, the absence of

misclassification demonstrates that these characters are not necessary to

distinguish typical representatives of the taxa. More significantly, with

removal of the three operculum characters, a member of group CAL was

misclassÍfied to PIL. This indicates that the the two most similar

species, even when confined to populations from the type localities, can

not be distinguished with complete reliability if buds are unavailable.

Classification of unassigned individuals to TYP groups resulted in a large

number of intergrades. Gradation at levels 1 and 2* was confined to groups

of the central part of the 1st and 2nd-neighbour ordination. The most

evident gradation occurred between the following pairs of groups which

r+ Leve1 1: .5000 < P(G/X) < .9000, Level 2: .9000 f P(G/X) f .9900
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were represented by seven or more individuals intermediate at Ievel 2i

CAL-PIL, CAL-ANC and DUM-CYA. For each unassigned Índividual, the

ctassified group and its nearest neighbour, if a level 2 intergrade, were

recorded for comparison with subjective determinations made prior to

numerical analyses (appendix 1 ). The determinations were in agreement with

the closest assigned group in less than 40 % of the classifications. This

result was not surprising because of the uncertaínty with which many of

the subjective determinations $rere made. The most marked discrepancy

occurred with the 38 individuals corresponding to the LGF group LSTR, none

of which were classified to the TYP group STR. This is attributed to the

hÍgh weight given to the character BB. Blackbutts $rere scored for members

of the Typ group but are lacking in the LGF material from the northwest of

South Australia. tJhen the character BB $tas removed from the analysis 15

individuals were classified to the group STR. Repeating the analysis with

the glaucousness and blackbutt characters removed resulted in a greater

degree of intergradation and a greater geographical intermixing of groups

in classifications of the unassigned individuals.

7.4 Uultislele Drslsnce f,nalYsis

The nearest neighbour network (fiq. 43) differs from that derived with

D-distances in being a single cluster and having a greater degree of

branching. The three-Iobed structure relating to the low-state characters

is not as well defined since these characters are no lonqer weighted. The

greater degree of branching reflects the reduced variation in distance

values produced by the metric (table 5.3). The more even weiqhting of

characters also results in major changes for the neighbours of PTE and

SHE. However, the overall ordination of TYP groups obtained with the Lst

an¿ Znd-neighbour network (fig. 43) is broadly similar to that of the CVA.
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Fiqure 43: 1st ard 2nd-neighbour plot based on the multistate
distance metric (DI) for the TW groups.
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The results of these analyses, and their taxonomic significance, are

considered further in chapters 10 and 11 together with the results of the

DPOPDAT analyses (chapter 9).
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CHAPTER 8

ANALYSIS OF SOUTH-EASTERN POPULATIONS

(SEDAT ANALYSES)

8.1 LrlEaductlon

Separate analyses were performed on a smaller set of specimens from the

South-eastern Region of South Australia to demonstrate the extent and

complexity of varÍation that could occur within a limited geographical

area. A total of 38 individuals were sampled from 11 localities in this

area. one locality, Comet Bore, 55 km south of Pínnaroo, I^ras sampled by

20 indÍviduals. Collection data is Iisted in appendÍx 1 for the

South-eastern Region under '8,- dUmqgg ssp. congloþta', 'Intergrades

between ssp. colglgþgtg and ssp. dumosa', and 'E. dumogg ssp. dumoga'.

8.2 Çanqmqel Yef,teLee Anelvers

In the TYPDÀT CVA descrÍbed in the previous chapter, the 38 individuals

were classifÍed to the groups CYA, ANC, CAL and DUM with considerable

intergradation indicated by P(G/X) values. By restricting defined groups

in the SEDAT CVA to these four TYP groups, relatíonships of the 38

unassigned individuals could be displayed completely by scores on only

three canonical variate functions.

Results are presented as two scattergrams (fÍgs 44 and 45) with the first

canonical variate repeated, to avoÍd the complexity of a three dimensional

plot. It is evident that the unassigned individuals do not overlap with

any of the TYP groups in D-space. (Although there is some overlap with

CYA on the first two canonical variates, these individuals are clearly

distinct on the third function. ) This can be interpreted as indicating

that material typical of E- cyanophylle, E. anceps, E. gefqa[Cenq
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Fiqure 44: Canonical Variates Analysis based on four TYP groups
with classification of 38 unassigned indíviduals from the
South-eastern Region.

CV1 : canonical variate 1 (45 % of variation)

CVz : canonÍca1 variate 2 (35 z of. variation)

TYP qroupg:

N.¡C
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Ficn¡re 45: Canonical Variates Ànalysis based on four TYP groups
with classification of 38 unassigned indivÍduals from the
South-eastern Region.

cvl : canonical variate 1 ( AS % of. variation)

CV3 : canonical variate 3 (20 % of. variation)

Total variation expressed by both plots (figs 44 and 45):
100 z

TYP qroups:

N.¡C

CAL

CYÀ

DtJH

unassicrned indívidUels :

miscellaneous localÍties

Comet Bore population (P111 )
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or E- {Ugqgg in a strict sense, does not occur in this area. Another

observation is that the scatter of points is much greater for the

unassigned individuals than for any of the TYP populations. This remains

true even for the single Comet Bore locality. This indicates that a large

amount of the between-groups variation is expressed withín a single

population. Diagnostic characters distinguishing the four taxa must

exhibit much greater variation here than within the TYP populations. The

scores for some individuals, mainly on the second canonical variate, are

more extreme than for the TYP populations. However, most individuals are

intermediate and fall within the region of D-space bounded by the four TYP

groups. Thus the canonical variate scores indicate substantÍal

intergradation between all four TYP groups.

The P(G/X) values were found to be very conservative indicators of this

intergradation and only fÍve of the 38 individuals were classed as

intergrades using the two levels defined in chapter 5 (p.109). Two

exhibited level 1 gradation and three, Ievel 2 gradation. A greater

extent and degree of intergradation for the same individuals was obtained

with classification by the TYPDAT CVA based on all 16 TYP groups. In this

case, t1, individuals were recognized as exhibiting significant gradation,

six at Ievel 1 and five at level 2. The canonical variates are better

able to discriminate between the four groups when the other groups are

excluded. This is expressed by the larger D-dÍstances between group

centroids in the SEDAT CVA.

8.3 PrinqÀpcf gq$pqnent Anefyers

This was performed to test for any clustering or discontinuities in

variation Índependent of polarities defined by the four TYP groups. The

38 unassigned individuals were subjected to Principal Component Analysis
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(SPSS FACTOR I PAz), repeated $¡ith orthogonal and oblique rotation of

factors. Operculum characters were excluded due to missing data. To avoid

problems arising from the mixing of low-state and continuous metric data,

the three low-state characters l^rere also excluded. This is not a serious

omission. gnly a little information expressed by LG (Ieaf glaucousness)

was lost, and SG and BB were constant. Factor loadings for characters

resulting from these analyses could not be related to existing taxa and

srere difficult to interpret morphologically as they were widely

distributed even after oblique rotation. Factor scores plotted for the

fÍrst four factors, which together account for 81 7. of. the total

variation, failed to reveal any significant clustering of individuals

(figs 46, 47),

8.4 Çenqlugfer

The SEDAT analyses demonstrate the problems in attempting to apply

existing taxa to material from the South-eastern Region. 0f the 20

individuals sampled at comet Bore, the cVA classified 2 to cYA, 5 to ANC,

6 to DUM, and 7 to CAL. However, based on function scores these do not

represent discrete morphoJ.ogical entities but are largely intermediate

forms. They qrere all sampled from the same fairly uniform habitat on

clayey soils around a clay-pan depression. There is no evidence of

different flowering periods and they are interpreted as part of a single

interbreeding population with a large pooL of genetically-determined

morphological variation. The recognition of four closely related species

in this area under the existing concept involving a high degree of

'splitting' is not suPPorted.
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Etzufeg 46., Ð-z Principal Component Analysis (followed by oblique
rotation of axes) for the 38 unassigned individuals
from the South-eastern Region.

factors account for 81 % of variation

miscel laneous local ities

Comet Bore population (P111)
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CHAPTER 9

ANALYSIS OF POTENTIAL NEI,I TAXA

e.1 BQPDAI A¡efvsrg

9,7.t Aim of analysis

The two preceding analyses have investigated the $ray that variatÍon in

Dumosae can be accommodated by existing taxa. The aim of the POPDAT

analysÍs ¡,ras to identífy significant centres of variation for

consideration as potential nev, taxa. A group of individuals that are

treated as intergrades by a CVA may be characterized by a unique

combination of character scores. If defined for the analysÍs such a group

would lie on a ne!ü pole of variation and may be as distinct as other

groups in D-space. Alternatively a group with a similar pattern of

character scores may be as distínct as other groups if it lies on the same

polarity midway between two widely separated groups. Thus individuals

treated as intergrad.es, or even assigned to TYP groups without detectable

gradation in the TYPDAT CVA, may contribute to distínct new groups in the

POPDAT analyses.

9,7.2 Def inition of POP groups

The 33 PgP gnoups listed in table 9.1, were investigated together with the

76 Typ groups. Two of the POP groups vtere based on potential taxa

recogTnized by Gardner. RED is represented by a single specÍmen labelled by

Gardner with the unpublished name "Eucalyptus redimiculiphloia". The group

ZAN comprises two specimens from near Zanthus on the Nullarbor Plain,

l,Jestern Australia representing a form of E- -Iggouef!! referred to by

Gardner (Aplin, 1979, p,186). The remaining POP groups are represented by

four or more individuals collected from a single locality or nearby sites
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as specified in table 9.1.

The pgp and Typ groups were subjected to a multistate distance analysis.

Use of CVA was invalid because the number of groups exceeded the number of

characters. Variatíon within groups $,as represented by absolute ranges for

character scores except for RED which $,as represented by an interval equal

to the mean range for each character centred on the character scores for

the RED specimen.

9.1.3 Results

Multistate distance values were used to construct a nearest neighbour

tree, and a Graph Theory network using the approach of Clifford and

tJilliams (1980). The latter incorporated aIl the second neighbour Iínks,

many of which joined individuals widely separated in the plot by nearest

neighbour links. This indicates a tight structure in multidimensional

space. This plot was complex and difficult to interpret, so the nearest

neighbour tree is illustrated (fig. 48) to display retationships in less

detail. Clustering is poorly developed although some patterns are evident.

For instance P12 , Pg}, P27, P20, and P727 are characterized by small

fruits and generally non-glaucous leaves, and except f.ot P127 occur near

the upper part of the gulfs in South Australia. Groups P22, P53, and P35

are joined by mutual nearest neÍghbour links and are from the Flinders and

Gawler Ranges, as are P109 and P52 which link indirectly via P30. The

group PTE ís clearly the most distinct.

The cLosest pair of TYP groups is CAL-ANC, separated by .19 units. It is

evident that most POP groups have nearest neighbours more distant than

this. This demonstrates the uniqueness of populations and shows how little

of the overall variation is described by the TYP groups. Applying nearest

neighbour clustering on these distances with a phenon line at .t9 units

would produce an impractically large number of potential new taxa.
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IeÞIg 9-1: KeY to POP grouPs

POP n NT d locality (state : Region/District)

PCVH
PMAR

})SL
Pt2
P20
P22
P27
P28
P30
P35
P47
P52
P53
P57
P73
P74
P83
P92
P707
P109
Pttt
P717
Pt20
P727
Pt24
P757
P1 60
P1 63
P776
P779
Pl 80
RED
zÀN

.40

.26

.27

.24

.32

.24

.30

.18

.24

.28

.76

.24

.27

.25

.23

.26

.28

.33

.22
1tr

.LJ

.2t

.26

.18

.35

.24

.28

.79

.27

.32

.27

.27

.28

.32

9 ÍJ00
6 CYÀ
6 CYA
6 DUM

5 PIL
7 DUM

4 PIL
5 CYA

6 DUM

4 DUM

5 CAL
6 DUM

4 DUM

5 CYÀ

6 CYA
5 CYA

5 CÀL
5 CÀL
6 CAL
6 DUM

20 DUM

6 CAL
5 PIL
4 PIL
5 PIL
5 DUH

6 STR
4 CLE
4 SHE
5 CLE
5 CLE
1 PIL
2 LES

t25-136 km N Cook (SÀ : North-western)
Maralinga (SA : Nullarbor)
Serpentine Lakes near [JÀ border (SÀ : North-western)
Folland Park, Enfield (SA : Southern Lofty)
3 km N Bute (SÀ : Northern LoftY)
0.5-6.0 km Stl Mt Hack (SA : Flinders Ranges)
3 km S Lochiel (SA : Northern LoftY)
9 km t'l of Kingston (SA i MurraY)
22 kn WS!'l t'laikerie (SA : MurraY)
1 km NE Devils Peak (SA : Flinders Ranges)
25 km Nt'l Lock (54 : Eyre Peninsula)
Kokodo HÍII, Gawler Rges (SA : Eyre Peninsula)
Scrubby Peak, Gawler Rges (SÀ : Eyre Peninsula)
24,0-26.5 km NE Yantanabie (SA : Eyre Peninsula)
Carappee HiIl (SÀ : EYre Peninsula)
0.5-4.0 km NE Darke Peak P0 (SÀ : Eyre Peninsula)
4.3-6.9 km t/tN!{ Edillil.ie (SA : Eyre Peninsula)
54 km SI,l t.lhyalla (SA : Eyre Peninsula)
2 km SE Coonalpyn (SÀ : South-eastern)
1. km t.l Loves Mine Rge (SA : Flinders Ranges)
Comet Bore, 55 km s Pinnaroo (SA : South-eastern)
Madura (l¡¡A : Eucla)
39.4 km S Norseman (l'lA : Coolgardie)
Peak Charles (t{A : Roe)
18.0 km W Bullabulling ([ilA : Coolgardie)
6.2 km N Coorow (tiA : Avon)
2 km N Mt Magnet (WA : Àustin)
14.5 km NE of Mt Gibson HS turn-off (blA I Àustin)
74,7 kn E Lake Grace (l'lÀ : Roe)
1.3 km W But1abulling (trJA : Coolgardie)
15.1 km S Menzies (lJA : Austin)
13 km Nt'l Norseman (Í,lA : Coolgardie)
Zanthus - Cundeelee district (tJA : Coolgardie)

KEI:
n : sample size of POP group
NT : nearest TYP group

(nearest neighbours are shown in fig. 48)
d : distance of NT from POP

Fiqure 48:

nearest neighbour link

Znd-nearest neighbour Iink

Nearest-neighbour tree based on the multistate distance
metric (DI) for the 33 POP groups and 16 TYP groups.

a

*

POP group

TYP gnoup
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e.2. DPQPDAI Ànslvers

9.2.7 Modif ication of POP grouPs

To reduce the groups to a manageable number, POP groups h¡ere excluded if

their nearest TYP group was closer than the arbitrarily chosen value of

.26 units. In cases where POP groups formed chains or clusters linked at

less than .26, these $rere represented by a single population chosen on

account of its central position in a cluster or presence of bud data. In

two cases constituent qroups of nearest-neighbour pairs t^lere

geographically close and were pooled to form a single group. The groups

p73 and P74 (which virtually correspond to the LGF groups LCAR and LDAR)

linked at .23 units and were combined as PCAR. Although possible (6.2, p.

!26, 727) , it was clearly impractical to distinguish these as separate

taxa. The localities are mostly adjacent with some overlap. The

morphological differences are best regarded as ecotypic, corresponding to

skeletal soils on the inselbergs and alluvial or sandy soils on the

plains. Groups P20 and P27 (from near Bute and Lochiel respectively)

Iinked at .16 units and were combined as a single group representing the

Northern Lofty Region, PNLR. A further modification was to remove the

group RED from subsequent analyses. AJ.though RED is fairLy distinct,

being .28 units from PIL its nearest TYP neighbour, there was insufficient

consistent material suitable for measurement to justify recognizing it as

a ne$, taxa on the basis of numerical analysis. (See discussion of "E.

redimiculipholia" in section 17.4.2 .) This left eight POP groups which

$¡ere then subjected to a CVA as defined groups together with the TYP

groups. For each PoP group, the distance in dÍscriminant space to the

nearest TYP group $tas derived. Three groups, PNLR, P83, and P163, had

D-distance links to a TYP group less than that of the nearest TYP

neighbours PIL-CAL. Since recognition of new taxa that are more difficult
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to distinguish than this pair is undesirable, these three were excluded,

Ieaving five PQP groups for inclusion in the DPQPDAT analyses.

9.2.2 Dcfrnrltq! af DPoP sraups

The groups used for the DPoP analyses include the 16 TYP groups defined in

section 7,2 as weII as the following five groups. The number of

individuals sampled is indicated in brackets. Localities for individual

collections can be obtained by consulting the appropriate Region in South

Australia or District in tJestern Australia under E- dUUqgC ssp. dU$gËg in

appendix 7. RepresentatÍve specimens are illustrated among figures 56 to

ST, Group names are also marked on figures of fruits and buds in chapters

10 and 1.1.

These forms srere represented in the LGFDAT analysis by LCAR and LDAR.

There are strong affÍnities with CYA and the principal difference is the

presence of glaucous stems. t{ell developed operculum ribbinq is also

characteristic.

PCAR (12)

Carappee Hill, Darke Peak Range and the intervening

Peak and Carappee HiII (Eyre Peninsula Region).

PgyH (e)

724-736 km N of Cook on the road to Vokes HiII, and in an

of this (North-western region).

fis. 77

plain between Darke

f.is. 70

area northwest

This group is associated with a system of tall sand dunes and a dune-field

to the north. It is characterized by extremely large fruits and variable

stem glaucousness. Similar forms occur at scattered localitÍes elsewhere

in the Great Victoria Destert.
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PUÀB (7)

Vicinity of Maralinga (Nullarbor Region).

fis. 69

Associated with smaller dunes from the same system aS above. It has

relatively large, elongate fruits but they are smaller than in PCVH and

stem glaucousness is less frequent. It differs from STR mainly in the

Iack of a blackbutt and presence of stem glaucousness. Similar forms are

known to extend eastwards across the Nullarbor near the transcontinental

railway line.

P35 (4)

1 km NE Devil's Peak, near Quorn (Flinders Ranges Region).

f.iq. 76

This group has strongly ribbed operculae of similar shape to PIL but

differs principally in having leaves which may be glaucous and shortly

pedicellate fruits, SÍmilar forms occur further south in the southern

Flinders Ranges at Mt Remarkable National Park, Telowie Gorge Conservation

Park and Beetaloo.

P15Z (s)

6.2 km N Coorow (Avon District).

fíq. 67

This group differs from DON most notably in the absence of stem

glaucousness, smaller fruits and narrower pedicels. It is more typical of

most material referred to E- dongarrae¡gls than is DON which appears to

represent a coastal form.
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9 .2.3 Results

The aim for the DPgPDÀT analyses was to examine relationships between the

five selected P¡P groups, the TYP groups and the unassigned specimens to

form a basis for taxonomic conclusj-ons. Four CVA's were performed on the

2I groups with various combinations of the character set. Using aII

characters, CVA achÍeved discrimination of aIl groups without overlap. As

for the TYPDAT analysis, the mÍnimurn D-distance is between PIL and CAL,

which demonstrates the comparable distinctiveness of the five remaining

POP groups.

The 1st and 2nd-neighbour network (fig. 49) shows that addition of the

five pgp groups results in considerable modification of the three-lobed

structure of the TYPDAT plot. There is still a distinctive lobe (STR, KON,

CLE, LES, pTE) characterized by groups with blackbutts and the lobe

containing groups with non-glaucous leaves and stems (PIL, CAL, ANC, FRA,

CgN) is hardly changed. The third lobe, previously characterized by stem

glaucousness alone, includes the five POP groups and is not.t rnerged with

the central complex to form a complex cluster of groups characterized by

stem glaucousness and/or leaf glaucousness. A nearest neighbour dendrogram

plotted from the D-distance values (fig. 50) shows a large cluster of 1'2

groups (ANC to SHE) Iinked together at a distance less than 8.3 units.

Graph Theory plots were made using the ordination of groups produced by

the 1st and 2nd-neighbour plot. t{ithout 1st and 2nd-neighbour linkages the

ordination has little meaning but is used merely to provide a spatial

separation of groups. By maintaining the same underlying ordination,

comparisons between different analysis are facilitated. The major cluster

recognized from the nearest neighbour dendrogram is defined by the lowest

16 values and is the only Graph Theory cluster defined for Dc=8.3. This

network (fig. 52) includes six links not included in the nearest neighbour
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Fiqure 49: 1st and 2nd-neighbour plot based on D-distances for CVA of
21 DPOP and TYP groups.

nearest neighbour Iink

2nd-nearest neighbour Iink

3rd- " r' "

4th_ " rr rr
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Fiqurg 50: Nearest neighbour dendrogram based on D-distances for CVA

of. 27 DPOP and TYP grouPs.
(Complete character set)
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Ers¡re 51:

nearest neighbour Iink

2nd-nearest neighbour Iink

Nearest neighbour dendrogram based on D-distances for cVÀ

oi Zt DpOp Ãnd TYP groups with 2- and 3-state characters
ilc, sc, BB) deleted from character set'
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dendrogram. As all of these are 2nd and 3rd neighbour links represented in

the lst and 2nd neighbour plot, they portray actual distances. The cluster

is moderately stable and has a moat of 0.9. tJith increasing distance

values, a further 10 internal links are made before GEO links in. This

relatively low degree of cross-Iinking (normalized connectedness = 0.27)

conceals considerable anisotropy in the structure of the cluster. Although

there is Iittle variation in distances of links defining the cluster this

does not mean that the groups are approximately equidistant in hyperspace.

This is demonstrated by the fact that the distance for SHE-ANC (15.5)

greatly exceeds that for ANC-CAL (8.3) which is the maximum link defining

the cluster.

The CVA sras repeated without the low-state characters (LG, SG and BB). The

D-distance relationships are portrayed by a nearest neighbour dendrogram

(fig. 51). Notable dÍfferences from the previous dendrogram are the close

Iinking of CLE to the central complex via DUM and the new minimum distance

between pCAR and CYA. Significant gradation was detected between the

members of the last two groups (table 9.2).

The results of classification of unassigned individuals by CVA to the 2t

groups are presented in appendix 1. Figures 78 to 93 mainly illustrate

some forms that show substantial departures from typical material of the

defined groups. They are incorporated here to facilitate comparisons with

the preceeding figures representing the TYP and DPQP groups.

Intergradation between groups is displayed on the lst and 2nd neighbour

ordination for comparison with distance relationships (fig. 53). Most

intergrades occurred between groups of the central cluster but there is

otherwise Iíttte correspondence between distance and intergradation.

Removal of LG, SG and BB increased the level and extent of intergradation

and many of the outtying groups distinct distance-wise are linked into the

central complex (fig. 54). For groups with distinctive operculum
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IeþIe 9-Z: Summary of CVA classification results for TYP and DPOP groups

(a) TYPDAT CVA

Characters deleted Misclassi fication Intergradation

None

LG, SG,

0Lw, 0!{M,

None

None

CAL : PIL(CAL)

CAL : PIL(CAL)

P(c/x) > .9999

P(G/X) > .9990

P(c/x) > .9999

SHE(DUM)

BB

OPR

LG, SG, BB, )
oLtJ, OIdl.f, OPR )

(b) DPOPDAT CVA

Characters deleted MisclassifÍcation lntergradation

None

LG, SG, BB

oltl, otlM, oPR

LG, SG, BB, )
olhl, otiM, oPR )

None

None

CAL : PIL(CAL)

CAL : PIL(CAL)
DUM : P157(DUM)

PCAR : CYA(PCAR)

CAL(piI )

CYA(PCAR)
PCAR(cya)
PCAR(CYA)
PCAR(pcvh)

DUM(P157)
PMÀR(SHE)

SHE(dum)
CYA(pcar)
CYA(PCAR)
CYÀ(PCAR)
CYÀ(PCAR)
DUM(she)
DUM(cle)
P35(dum)
P157(dum)
PCAR(cya)
PCAR(cya)
PCAR(CYA)
PCÀR(pcvh)
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Ficrure 52: Graph Theory Netr¿ork of DP0P and TYP groups based on

ordination of figure 49.

D-distance linkages S 8.3 units

D-distance linkages ) 8.3 and S 9.1 units

AII the links for Dc = 8.3 correspond to those on the lst
and 2nd-neighbour ptot (fig. 49) and therefore their
Iengths represent actual distances'

Fiqure 53: Representation of major gradations detected by CVA amongst
DPOP and TYP groups using complete character set.

UnderlyÍng ordination is that of figure 49.

7 or more pairs of individuals with level 2 gradation

lto4trtrrtrrrr

1 or more r' " I' levgl 1 rr
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Fiqure 54:

Fiqure 55:

Representation of major gradations detected by CvÀ amongst
DPOP and TYP groups using character set with 2- and
3-state characters (LG, SG, BB) deleted.
Underlying ordination is that of figure 49.

Representation of major gradations detected by CVA amongst
DPOP and TYP groups using complete character set.
Only shows gradation for cases when the three operculum
characters s¡ere scored for both individuals.
Urderlying ordination is that of figure 49.

7 or more pairs of individuals with level 2 gradation

1to 4 It rt ,' rilI

1 or more r' rr ' level 1 I'
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characters, evidence of intergradation is more meaningful for the

Índividuals wíthout missing data. Large numbers of individuals were

classified to the groups DUM, P35 and PIL both with and v¡ithout operculum

data, but Íntergradation between these groups was greatly reduced when

cases with missÍng data were excluded (fig. 55). This occumed both with

and without the low state characters. The results of these analyses and

their taxonomic significance for each group are discussed in more detail

in the next two chaPters.
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EfqUfCg trh Lg 772 Representative specimens of TYP and DPOP groups.

Scale bar: 1 cm
(applies to aII figures)
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Figure 56: PTE
G.M. Chippendale 154

Fiqure 57: LES
PJL 7526
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Fiqure 58: rd00

PJL 1563

Fiqure 59: KON

PJL 1440

!- kondininensis
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Fiqure 60: CLE
PJL 1530

f, dumosa ssp. clelandii

GEO

H. I.H. Brooker 4989
Fiqure 61:

f, dumosa ssp. creorqei
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Fiqure 62: c0N
PJL 7726

!- dumosa ssp. conqlobata

ÀNC
PJL 673

!- dumosa ssp. conqlobata

¡a{è

Fiqr:re 63:

a
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Fiqure 64: FRÀ
I'l.R. Barker 2599E

!- dumosa ssp. fraseri

STR
PJL 1481

f, dumosa ssp. dumosa ( aff. ssp. clelandii)
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Fiqure 66: DON

PJL 7467

FiqLEe 67: Pt57
PJL 1459

!- dumosa ssp. dumosa

!- dumosa ssp. dumosa
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Fiqure 68: SHE
PJL 7447

fu dumosa ssp. dumosa

Fiqure 69: PMAR

0.H. Turner, 1.xi.1959

f, dumosa ssp. dumosa
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Fiqure 70: PCVH
T.E. Dennis 213

f, dumosa ssp. dumosa

Fiqure 71: PCAR
PJL 1044

!- dumosa ssp. dumosa
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Fiqure 72: CYA
PJL 890

E- dumosa ssp. dumosa

DTTM

P.L. Milthorpe & G.H. Cunningham 6

li\¡
\.O

Fiqure 73:

L dumosA ssp. dumosa
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Fiqure 74: PIL
PJL 1380

f, dumosa ssP. dumosa

CAL
G.C. Cornwall, 16.vi .7976
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Fiqure 75:

!- dumosa ssP. dumosa
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Fiqt¡re 76: P35
R. Sinclair, 1.xi.7977 C

ll
@
ll

!- dumosa ssp. dumosa

PIL
PJL 1381

f, dumosa ssp. dumosq

Fiqure 77:
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EfqUfee ZÊ !q 93: Photographs for a selection of herbarium material
mainly to provide examples of deviations from typical
forms represented by TYP and DPOP groups.

Scale bar: 1 cm
(applies to aIl figures)
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Fiqure 78: PJL 7359/1.2 km S Grass Patch (Roe)

fu dumosa ssp. conqlobata

Fiqure 79: PJL 1400/8 km N Stirling Ranges NP (Roe)

!- dumosa ssp. conqlobata
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Fiqure 80: R.D. Royce 5338/1.6 km N Cundeelee Mission (Coolgardie)

f, lesouefii

Fiqure 81: PJL 967/Kododo Hill, Gawler Ranges (Eyre Peninsula)

f, dumosa ssp. dumosa
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FiqL e 82: PJL 1546/22.7 kn N Norseman (Coolgardie)

L dr¡nosa ssp. dunosa, af.Í.. ssp. clelandii

Fiqure 83: PJL 1547/22.1 kn N Norseman (Coolgardie)

f, dr¡mosa ssp. dumosa aff . ssp. clelandii

C
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Fiqure 84: PJL 1437/25 km E Hyden (Roe)

!- dumosa ssp. dumosa aff. ssp. qeorqei

Fiqure 85: PJL 7478/74.7 kn E Lake Grace (Roe)

f, dumosa ssp. dumosa
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Fiqure 86: T.E. Dennís 278/ti of tlyola Lake (North-western)

!- dumosa ssp. dumosa

Fiqure 87: Isolectotlpe of !- sheathiana
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Fiqr:re 88: T.E. Dennis 275/r¡l of llyola Lake (North-western)

fu dumosa ssp. dumosa

Fiqure 89: T.E. Dennís 223/\l of f{yola Lake (North-western)

f, dumosa ssp. dumosg
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Fiqure 90: T.E. Dennis 189/131 km N Cook (North-western)

f, dumosa ssp. dumosa

Fiqure 91: l,f .I.H. Brooker 79i6/Lake Àustin (Àustin)

L dumosa ssp. dunosa
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Fiqure 92: PJL 1330/Madura (Eucla)

fu dumosa ssp. dumosa

Fiqure 93: PJL 7792/9 km SI{ Coorabie (Nullarbor)

fu dumosa ssp. dumosa
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CHAPTER 10

DERIVATION OF TAXONOMIC CONCLUSIONS

10.1 Inlrqdsqtrqn

In deriving a taxonomic system to accommodate the groups considered in the

preceding analyses three aspects were taken into account:

1. multivariate distance relationships between groups;

2. degree of intergradation between groups;

3. ease with which groups could be distinguished by key characters.

The problems associated with the first two aspects have been objectively

documented. However, it was neeessary to use a subjective approach to

make an assessment of the thÍrd and to reach a taxonomÍc conclusion based

on aII three. There are many disparities between intergroup relationships

expressed by the various aspects. Thís means that an ideal objectively

derived classification is not possible because there is no objective

criterion for weighing up opposing factors. Thus in this study the

quantitative results do not lead directly to a classification. Rather

they are used to document and describe complex variation before deriving a

workable taxonomic system. It is therefore to be expected that the

analyses will provide evidence both for and against the proposed taxa.

My initial approach was to propose complex hierachies of subspecies and

varieties corresponding to most of the DP0P groups. However, these

suffered from many inconsistencies and the taxa were difficult to key out.

To separate most of the DPOP groups by key required the use of strings of

characters with overlapping ranges in opposing lines of couplets. The

dÍffículty in identifying such taxa is even greater when intergrades and

other individuals outside the typical groups are considered. This problem

was minimized by sacrificing some information displayed by the taxonomic

system in the recognition of a relatively small number of taxa.
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In the final classification now proposed, the 21 DP0P groups are placed

into five species and five subspecies as listed in table 10.1 . These

nine taxa correspond to nine clusters of DPOP groups which can be defined

by an arbitrary phenon line at 8.5 units on the nearest-neighhour

dendrogram of D-distances (figure 50). One group, STR, is intersected by

the phenon line but was not recognized as a separate taxon for reasons

discussed later, The allocation of species and subspecies ranks to the

nine taxa Ì^,as based largely on evidence of intergradation and the ease

with which the taxa could be defined. 0n the dendrogram, which displays

distance relationships alone, it Ís not possible to draw a straight phenon

Iine that intersects species but not subspecies.

A full description of variation in each taxon is presented in chapter 12.

The following sections discuss evidence from numerical analyses concerning

relationships between groups and the taxonomic conclusions reached.

ClassifÍcation results from CVA, and relationships in D-space, refer to

DpgpDAT analyses on the the complete character set unless otherwise

specified. Taxa are considered in sequence from the most to least

distinctÍve.

10. 2 Euqelvplue plersqerpq

The group pTE was determined as the most distinctive by the multistate

analysis and all the CVA's. Its distinctiveness is greater for the CVA's

than for the multistate analysis. This is because its extreme deqree of

fruit and operculum ribbing, which suffice to distinguish it from aIl

other groups, receive a high weighting in the CVA's. In aII CVA's the

nearest neighbour of PTE is LES, the group with the next highest degree of

ribbing. In the multistate analysis however, its nearest neighbour is CAL

wÍth which it shares the the absence of leaf glaucousness, stem
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IeþIe 1Q,1: Relationship between DPOP groups and taxa recognized
in the new classification. The DPOP groups are ranked
according to a subjective assessment of their distinctness
based on nearest neighbour D-distances and evidence of
íntergradation.

Taxon

EuqglvpluÞ Blelgqecpg sP. nov.

E- Icsquefu

E, wgqdwerdrl

E- hqndruinensls

E,- dunsgq ggp- qlcfeldlr

E- dUnegA ssp. gCsggei

E- dungeq ssp. conslqþele

E- d moge ssp. f,lqECEl

E. dUnsgg ssp. d tlqËe aff . ssp. qlefCndu

E- dUnggs ssp. dggoge

DPOP
group

PTE

LES

!i00

KON

CLE

GEO

c0N

ANC

FRA

STR

DON

Pt57

SHE

PMAR

PCVH

PCAR

CYA

DUM

P35

PIL

CAL
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tttt

It
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tt
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glaucousness and blackbutt. The relationship with LES is more consistent

with the treatment of Gardner (Aplin, 1.979, p. 186) who referred to

material corresponding to PTE as a 'form' of E- IcseueÉrr' Phylogenetic

considerations support a closer relationship with LES than with cAL. The

weighting of ribbing characters is justifiable since within the Dumosae

the high degree of ribbing is unique to PTE and LES. In contrast, the

character states shared by pTE and cAL occur in other groups within the

Dumosae and have a widespread geographical distribution. Furthermore, PTE

occurs within the area of distribution of E- lcgquefu but is disjunct

from materÍal referable to E- gelqeæelq.

Despite the relationship between PTE and LES, the numerical analyses show

that these are relatively distant groups. This is supported by the fact

that PTE and LES have non-overlapping ranges for 10 characters, namely:

LTH, SG, FÍJMR. FI{L, PCL, PCIll. PIJS, PIü, FR ANd OPR (dEfiNEd iN tAbIC 4'1)'

As weII as being distant, PTE is distinct in lacking intergradation' No

gradation at level 1 or level 2 x was detected between PTE and any other

group. Although there is evidence of timited gradation towards PTE in

specimens classified to LES, this gradation was not sufficient to be

detected by the cvA's (10.3). The group PTE ís clearly worthy of the

highest rank applied wÍthin the Dumosae at species level or below' In

this classification it wiII therefore be treated as a distinct species.

10.3 L lcgsucÍir

LES is the next most distant group in D-space regardless of the inclusion

of the two and three-state characters relating to glaucousness and

blackbutt (LG, sG, BB). Although less pronounced, Ít shares with PTE

* leve} 1: .9000 I P(G/X) f .9900, level 2: .5000 < P(G/x) < .9000
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prominent fruit and operculum ribbing (fiqs 95, 150) which contribute

greatly to its separation from other groups by CVA. However, LES can be

easily distinguished from PTE by the 10 characters listed above, and its

nearest neighbour is CLE rather than PTE. As with PTE, no significant

gradation with other groups at levels ! ot 2 was detected by the cvA's.

However, two cases of limited gradation involving LES were detected. The

first involves two specimens of E- fegqugfi! from the Zanthus - cundeelee

area (R.D.Royce 5362 & 5338) (fig. B0). These are disjunct from the the

main area of distribution of E- lggqUef.ff and approach PTE morphologically

in several characters. out of the 10 characters for which LES and PTE

have overlapping ranges, these two indivÍduals have scores overlapping

those of pTE in two characters (PCII and OPR) and scores intermediate

between LES and pTE for two others (PtJS and FR). In most characters they

are consistent with LES and were classifÍed by the CVA's to LES without

significant gradation. Even though the probability for classification to

LES exceeds .g9gg (i.e. P(c/X) = 0.0000 for PTE), a tendency towards PTE

was detected since the Zanthus specimens differ from most materÍal

classified to LES by having pTE rather than cLE as the second closest

group.

The second case of Iimited gradation occurs in some specimens classified

by the analyses to CLE. These have a greater degree of ribbíng than usual

for material referred to E- gfClgndii (fig. 99) and may be interpreted as

showing limited gradation towards E. legquefu. The absence of more

intermediate gradation ( Ievel ! or 2) in this and other material indicates

a reasonable discontinuity between LES and other groups, and supports the

retention of E- fcgqugfu as a separate species. using the character of

fruit ribbing there is no difficulty in keying out these first two species

based on PTE and LES.
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1.0.4 E- woadUefdu

In terms of multistate and D-distances l{00 is also a very distinctive

group. In fact its distance from other groups is Iikely to be

underestimated by the analyses because some unique features were omitted

from the character set, EUqeIypLUs Eqqdç¡erdii differs from the usual

condition in the Dumosae for white or cream coloured filaments by

consÍstently having bright yellow flowers. A less reliable character is

the occurrence in many individuals of pendulous branchlets. This

character can be inferred from herbarium specimens by the presence of

reflexed peduncles (fig. 58). chippendale (1973) presumably refers to the

pendulous condition when he describes an "untidy habit" which he

attributes to the weight of fruits or flowers. However, it is more

reasonable to regard this as a result of stem plasticity because E-

rcgdwerdií does not always have an obvious pendulous condition and the

character does not often occur in other Dumosae such as PCVH which can

have fruits of a similar síze' The habit of E- wegduerdr! is also often

distÍnctive, being a small, usually erect and single-stenmed tree in

contrast to the mallee or more spreading tree form of other Dumosae.

In multistate A-space, tlQO is closest to GE0, while in D-space its nearest

neighbour is pCAR with GEO as the second nearest neighbour. There is no

good evidence of intergradation between these or any other populations and

IJOO. A specimen from the Mt Holtand area (4. KesseII 408) approaches [J00

in its larqe fruit size and operculum shape but its affinities are unclear

as it has operculum ríbbing and other features not found in either tJ00 or

GEO (fig. 77g). Gradation towards ll00 in this specimen was not detected

for any of the CVA's.
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There was no material sampled for analysis apart from the TYP group tJ00'

that I consÍder could be referred to as E- Eggdgeldr¡. Qne specimen from

the northwest of South Australia (N.N.Donner 3982) was assigned to t'100 by

CVA with level 2 gradation to PCVH and this is the sole basis for the line

linking ú100 and PCVH in figure 53. However, I consider that this specimen

is consistent with the other material from the northwest and has no close

affinity with E- woedUardif. The most distinctive characters used in the

analysis to separate PCVH and t{00 are operculum characters which are

lacking in this specimen. The fruits of this specimen and other

large-fruited individuals of PCVH can be disting-rished from those of tJ00

by a slight difference in shape not expressed by the two width

measurements in the character set. The fruits of tJ00 have a somewhat

campanulate shape with a slight inflexion Ín the outline not present in

PCVH (figs. 96,776 to 178). In the absence of flowers and buds, this is

the only character consistent enough to separate the groups by key. In

contrast to tt¡00, the material from the northwest has been weII sampled

with 38 specimens measured for analysis and many more examined. There is

no tendency for the large-fruited forms in this reqion to have smooth and

rostrate operculae, yellow flowers, or habit characters of t'100' Thus good

evidence of íntergradation is lacking. It is possible that intergrades

may occur in the inaccessible and poorly collected country towards the

region of known occurrences of E- wggdwqfdif.

In conclusion, E- geqdweldil is distinct distance-wise and is disjunct

from other Dumosae both geographically and morphologically, although this

may be an artifact of inadequate sampling. 0n the available evídence it

is maintained as a species.
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10.5 E- tse¡drninensrg

In terms of D-distance, KoN is much less distinct than the preceding three

groups. This is evident from the deviation required in a hypothetical

phenon line on figure 50 for its recognition at species rank. However,

KON is a very distinct group in terms of intergradation. Its nearest

neighbour in D-space is cLE but no gradation at levels 1 or 2 occurred

between cLE or any other group using the fuII character set. In the

nearest neighbour dendogram (fig. 50) KON is grouped with a cluster (KON'

cLE, STR, LES, pTE) that is characterized largely by the presence of a

blackbutt. This cluster is linked via KoN at a rather high distance value

to the remaining groups. btith removal of glaucousness and blackbutt

characters, this distinctiveness breaks down (fig. 51), and KoN

intergrades with cAL, P35 andDUM (fig. 54). This is maintained even when

cases with missing data are excluded. The groups P35 and DUM share

non-glaucous stems with KoN, while cAL shares both non-glaucous stems and

Ieaves. Thus the separation between KON and P35 or DUM can be attributed

to the characters of Ieaf qlaucousness and btackbutt, while the separatÍon

between KgN and CAL must be solely a result of blackbutt. Despite the

importance of these few characters in distinguishing KON' in other

characters it is a morphologically consistent group. This is shown by the

cvA classification results. 0f the eight individuals assigned to K0N,

only one was misclassified when the glaucousness and blackbutt characters

were removed.

There is some evidence for affinity between KoN and ANC. sessile-fruited

forms similar to ANC approach the southern part of the distribution of E-

hqndfnf¡Clglg in the Pingrup-Lake Grace area' These individuals have

narroü, Ieaves which are uncharacteristic of ANC, smalI fruits and

sometimes a tree habit. Three such individuals were included in t'he

analysis, and with removal of 2 and 3-state characters one was classified
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to KoN. In addition to the absence of a blackbutt, they differ from KON

in other characters such as VN, PCL and FICMR. Although affinities are

evident, significant intergradation between KON and other groups does not

occur, and E- heUdfnfnCnglg is maintained as a species.

10.6 E- dunqss ssp. qlelcndrr

çhile the previous taxa clearly deserve specific status, I regard this

taxon as being better placed at sub-species rank. Although the weight of

evidence favours relegation to subepecies, there are nevertheless

substantial arguments for a specÍes ranking. The mutual nearest neighbour

of CLE is KoN, so that in terms of D-distance it is equally distinct as

KON. No significant gradation was detected by CVA between CLE and KON,

but one individual classifj.ed to CLE showed gradation towards STR at level

t. This individual is from a population at Mt Magnet (P160) represented

by six individuals (fig. t2Ð. The fact that four of these $rere

classified as CLE and two as STR, adds to the evidence of intergradation

between these groups. ttith removal of glaucousness and blackbutt

characters, only one remains classified to CLE, one is classified to PMAR

and four to STR. Thus without the two and three-state characters, the Mt

Magnet population is morphologÍcally closest to STR (fig, 722). However,

the presence of stem glaucousness and blackbutt is probably derived from

individuals morphologically close to CLE. A similar pattern occurs in a

population (p163) from near Mt Gibson where four individuals (fig. t24),

originally classÍfied to CLE with the entire character set, $rere

reclassified to DUM and SHE without glaucousness and blackbutt characters.

The group CLE has variable leaf glaucousness (LG=0 ,7,2) but is consistent

for possession of a blackbutt and stem glaucousness. The latter two

characters are weighted highly in the functions used by CVA to separate

CLE.
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However, the specimens classified to cLE by the cvÀ are quite consistent

morphologically on their other characters. There ate 27 individuals that

were originally classified to cLE by the cvA. Deletion of the two and

three-state characters only resulted in the reclassification of five

individuals. These are from the üt Magnet and Mt Gibson populations'

which are northern outliers from the main occurrence of more typical cLE

forms. There is a substantial area, mainly to the south of the TYP group

CLE, where material is consistent in form and lacks intergradation with

other groups.

In the POPDAT distance analysis where low state characters l^'ere not

weighted, the five populations with Índividuals assigned to cLE by cvA are

associated in the nearest neighbour network (fig. 48). The three

populations that have cLE as their nearest TYP group form a cluster with

CLE. This is better defined than shown on the plot because of additional

Iinks not required to specify the network but relevant from the Graph

Theory approach. There are two mutual nearest neighbour links (CLE - PL79

and p163 - P180), one mutual second-neighbour link (P1'79 - Pt63), and one

additional nearest neighbour link (CLE - P180). This cluster is situated

between E- fegougÉlr (represented by mutual neighbours LES and ZAN) and

part of the complex referred to E- duuggq ssp. dul!9sa to which it links

via mutual neighbours P160 and STR'

Às described previously, some individuals within the main aree of

occurrence appear to have affinities with E- lesgug[ir, most notably ín

fruit ribbing. These occur in populations from south of Menzies (P1'80'

p181). The CVA classified aII such material to cLE without detectable

gradation (P(G/X)=l,0000). ÀIthough some gene transfer may have occurred'

there is no continuity of variation between the forms represented by cLE

and LES.
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The contribution of the blackbutt and stem glaucousness characters to the

distinctiveness of cLE is demonstrated by the effects of their deletion

from the character set. Removal of the two and three-state characters

changes the nearest neighbour of cLE in D-space from KoN to DUM. This

Iinks at a distance of 5.7 units whi.ch is less than many of the linkages

within the central cluster (fig. 51). A similar situation occurs for

intergradation. Based on alI characters CLE is distinct having only minor

gradation with STR, but without the two and three-state characters there

are numerous Íntergrades between CLE and groups of the central complex

(figs 53, 54).

The value of the blackbutt character is questi.onable because of some

populatÍons at the south-eastern Iimits of the distribution of E'

SICIendff where its independence from other characters is exhibited.

Although individuals classified to CLE are mostly morphologically

consistent, their form is not uniquely associated with the presence of a

blackbutt. Eleven indivíduals lacking blackbutts and previously

classified to other groups using the full character set, s'ere classified

to CLE with removal of two and three-state characters. Six of these are

from South Àustralia and differ from CLE in lacking glaucous stems as

weII as blackbutts. The other five from tlestern Australia have glaucous

stems and are similar to material named by Gardner aS "E'

redimiculiphloia". one isolated population 22.1 km N of Norseman ['J.4.,

comprises individuals which lack blackbutts but are up to t3 m taII with a

tree habit like CLE rather than a mallee habit typicat of SHE (figs L04,

10g, t1g, tt1¡. Using all characters the two Índividuals sampled (figs

gZ, 83, lZ0, 721) rdere classif ied to SHE and DIJM, but without two and

three-state characters they were classified to CLE with level 2 gradation

to DUM.
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In a second population 13 km tl of Bu1labulling W.A. (P779), individuals

wÍth and without blackbutts (fig. 105) occur together but there are no

other obvious morphologicat differences associated with the state of the

blackbutt character (fig. 77Ð, Based on all characters, the two

individuals sampled without blackbutts were classified to SHE and the

other three with blackbutts assigned to CLE. Slith removal of the 2 and

3-state characters, aII were classified to CLE except one without a

btackbutt that was classified as a level 2 intergrade between DUM and CLE.

This is similar to the situation in the TYP population of LES where two

individuals r^rere observed without blackbutts. Tt demonstrates the

breakdown of the diagnostic blackbutt character in an otherwise

morphologically consistent population'

Taxonomic status given to CLE depends on the significance attributed to

the btackbutt. If there are grounds for regarding it as a generally

unreliable and trivíal character, then CLE is best grouped with DLtM and

the other members of the central complex with recognition only at

subspecies rank. Specific status might be justified considering the

sígnificance of the blackbutt in a broader taxonomic context. There are

strong similarities between CLE and the group LES which clearly represents

a distinct species. Both groups occur in the Gotdfields dístrict of

fJestern Àustralia, and are virtually identical in their habit and field

appearance (figs 101, 104). tJithin the central area of distribution they

behave as equally distinct entities and the limited gradation they show is

wíth each other rather than any other groups in Dumosae. Presence of a

blackbutt is a major characteristic for a cluster of groups detected by

the analyses. These groups have the following features in common: a weLl

developed tree habit (not included in the character set); operculae that

are both rostrate and ribbed; and a distribution confined to lJestern

Australia. fJithin the confines of this cluster, CLE appears distinct and
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possibly trorthy of species status. The cluster may have some phylogenetic

basis, but the groups within it are very dÍverse, and the common features

could be a result of introgression rather than divergence from a common

ancestry. Considered alone, it appears that the blackbutt character has

not been sufficiently conservative in evolution to indicate a close

phylogenetic relatÍonship. This is evident from: its absence in PTE

despite this giroup's strong affinity with LES; its inconsistent occurrence

in E- 4umoge ssp. fEeËer! (figs 106, 707); its absence in two individuals

at the LES locality; and its unreliable nature in the populations

described above. More importantly, from a practical viewpoint it is

unsatisfactory to have to use presence of a blackbutt as a key character

for identification to species. tfhen information on this character is

missing, E- cleleÐdll is difficutt to separate from other taxa such as E-

Sbeelbtem or E- strieliqClvts. Confusion between E- Slffelrqefvs and E'

qle]endrrisaproblemformanycollectionsinout}ying,northernareas

not measured for analyses in this study. For these reasons I consider

that cLE is best treated as a subspecies of E- dusosa.

70.7 E- dUUqgg ssP. geqggei

The group GEo is rather distinct in D-space with its nearest neighbour

being PCAR at a distance of 9.1 units. Às GEO and PCAR share the same

Scores for LG, SG, and BB, the removal of these characters from the

character set does not influence this relationshíp (figs 50, 51). The

second nearest neighbour of GEQ is SHE, but in the TYPDAT CVA where the

group PCÀR is not defined, sHE is the nearest neighbour' PCAR occurs on

central Eyre Peninsula and there is a large disjunction from GEQ or

similar forms with glaucous stems in lüestern Australia. 0n the other hand

SHE occurs in an adjacent area to the west of GEQ and is thus a likely

candidate for intergradation with GEQ. A population 25 km E of Hyden, to
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the west of the GEo type locality, has individuals that appear

intermediate between sHE and GEO (figs 172, 173, 169). Themain

difference from sHE is in the coarser fruits, Ieaves and habit (figs 68,

g4, ll}, tIÐ. The three individuals sampled were classified to PCAR

without significant gradation, but in the CVA using only TYP groups, they

$rere classified to sHE with one individual showing level 2 gradation to

GEO

Taxa based on GEo proved difficult to distinguish from other groups such

as SHE, PCÀR, PCVH, and PMAR in a key. This contributed to the decision

to treat GEO as a subspecies. The distinctness of GEO in D-space partly

results from the limited varíabilty in the TYP population which may

reflect the very restricted distribution of the four TYP specimens

sampled. Two additional specimens from the vicinity of Mt HoIIand were

measured for analysis but were excluded from the TYP group' Although

these are paratypes of E- qcgggei they were excluded because they are

outlÍers with obvious morphological differences from material near the

type locality. Compared to GE$, one specimen (A.KesseII 408) received

signif icantly hiqher scores on the following characters: LL, PTL, Fl'lM'

FWL, PCVI, PVù, 0LW, and oPR (figs. !1'2,119). It was classifíed by CVA to

ÀNC rather than GEo. If further sampling of GEo forms extends the range

of variation to be continuous with forms such as this, then GEO would be

virtually impossible to key out and its distinctiveness in D-space would

be greatly reduced. As a result it would be necessary to sink it within

E- dUnqgq ssp. {gmoge. Alternatively, more extensive occurrences with a

consistent morphology r¿ould reduce the significance of the Iimited

evidence for gradation, and may justify species status. Like E'

EqadEqEdII,thistaxonhasbeencollectedfromonlyafewlocalitiesina
remote area which makes the treatment of GEO as a subspecies somewhat

tentative.
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L0.8 E, duugse ssp. coDglqþete

Group CgN is the second most distinctive in D-space irrespective of the

inclusion of two and three-state characters. However, it also represents

one of the most strongly íntergrading forms and is therefore treated as a

subspecies rather than a species. Group coN (fig. 102) intergrades

strongly via ANC (fig. 103) with members of the central complex. This is

illustrated by the examples in figures 138 to 141. In the DPOPDAT analyses

gradation is established between ANC and members of the central complex

but not between ANC and CoN (fig. 53). The latter was studied in the

SESSDAT analyses (chapter 3) and consequently sampling of unassigned

sessile-fruited individuals was reduced for the main analyses. The SESSDAT

analyses demonstrated substantial intergradation between ANC and CON in

l,lestern Australia. Group ANC is íncorporated into ssp. coDçIIqþelC because

it is seen to be part of a cline connecting the central complex with an

extreme of variation. The fact that ANC is the nearest neighbour of cON

is consistent with this treatment.

Despite the strong intergradation between sessile-fruited forms (ssp.

qglqleþggc)andpedicellateformsinthecentralcomplex(ssp.dusoga)'

recognition of a taxon based on sessile forms is supported by the

existence of a number of populations where they occur together as distinct

entities without detectable gradation (14.3).

10.9 E- 4Umosa ssp. f.Eqgeql

Although FRÀ is intermediate between CON and ANC in the magnitude of its

nearest neighbour D-distance value (fig. 50) ' it is not entirely

intermediate between these groups in morphology. It has a number of

features not present in either coN or ANC such as its elongate operculae
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(high 0LtJ) and pedicellate or subsessile fruits (PcL > 0) as opposed to

strictly sessile fruits. However, FRA is related to these groups by being

the the second nearest neighbour of CQN and havíng ANC as its nearest

neighbour. To some extent it is morphologically intermediate between

them. It is similar to CoN in its short and wide peduncles and similar to

ANC in its relatively high fruit tength/width ratio (Ft{L). 0n the first

canonical variate of the DpopDAT cvA. FRA has an ordination intermedíate

between CON and ANC, while on the second canonical variate it is distinct

from both (fig. 94).

sampling of unassigned indÍviduals with affínities to FRÀ was Iimited, but

Ievel 1 gradation, sutrlported by operculum data, was recognized between ANC

and FRA and between FRA and cAL. Intergrades between E- fueggqr and E.

qanq]gþelcL'ererecognizedbyBrooker(7976)intheareasouthof

Norseman. Brooker redefined his concept of E- fregeri so that forms with

sessile fruÍts urere transferred to E- q.onglcÞglg. One specimen, from a

population 6.8 km E of Scadden which was transferred to L qqnqlgþelc by

Brooker, v¡as nevertheless classified to FRA by the cvA. However,

Brooker's treatment is followed here because of the need to use the

sessile/non-sessile distinction to relia-bly key out FRA. This distinction

is artificial and is not weighted as highly by the cvA, thus resulting in

some discrepancy or 'misclassification' with respect to the original and

final determinations in appendix 1. ( similarly, many forms comparable to

ANC were classified to cAL and other groups by the cvÀ's because of

characters other than pedicel length. On the basis of their sessÍle

fruits, and non-qlaucous stems and leaves, they are assigned to ssp'

qAnqfgþqla in the keY (72.3). )

Gradation exists between FRA and coN to the south of Norseman and between

forms included in spp. dgBqsa to the east. CAL is the closest group in

this complex and large-fruited forms similar to CAL may be keyed out to
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ssp. ffgsefl in the absence of buds. One intergrade (from about 70 km

east of the type locality) was recognized between ssp. ffqggff and ssp.

dUnqga from amongst the three unassigned specimens included for analysis

(appendix 1). It was classified to FRA (with level 1 gradation to CAL) by

both the DPOPDAT CVÀ's and to CAL in both TYPDAT CVA's. There are also

some specimens of ssp, dUnqgg x which appear to exhibit affinities between

FRÀ and pIL. Intergradation, and the paucity of useful diagnostic

characters, tead to the recognition of FRA at the subspecies rather than

species rank.

10.10 L dUnqSe ssp. dunase

The remaining groups are included in ssp. dUUqÊg. They are linked by

nearest neighbour distances of less than 8.3 units except for STR which

has its nearest neighbour outside the cluster of remaining groups and

tinks in at a distance of 14.2 units. I believe that STR is best treated

as an intergrade between E- dungsc ssp. dulngge and ssp. qlelandff. The

inclusion of STR (in part) within ssp. dUUege is discussed in the

following chapter.

Based on aII characters STR is grouped within the blackbutt cluster, but

with removal of the two and three-state characters its nearest neighbour

is pMAR. This link is at a dÍstance of 6.4 units which is less than the

nearest neighbour linkages for many of the other remaining groups included

in E- dumogA (fig. 51). The relationship with PMAR is significant since

Dumosae representatives from the vicinity of Maralinga and elsewhere in

x 64.9 km E Norseman/PJl 1552 (fig. 193)

70 km E Norseman, 3 km E of Heartbreak Ridge/C,,D. Boomsma 352

N of Pine HiII/A.S.George 7408
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the northwest of South Australia have often been referred to E.

SlffelfqelyÅ. In the CVA based on all characters, STR is a much more

distinctive group than PM.AR. The only consistent difference between STR

and pMAR populations for two and three-state characters is the presence of

a blackbutt for STR and its absence for PMAR. The hÍqh weighting of the

blackbutt in CVA therefore contributes to the separation of STR in

D-space. Hor,Jever, field evidence suggests that this character results

from intergradation with the group cLE. In the ssp. c,lelendi! the

character is more widespread and is consistently associated with a suite

of other morphological eharacters over a substantial area.

There is good evidence for a close affinity between STR and the material

from northwest South Àustralia represented by 41 specimens in the CVA. In

an analysis based on TYP groups, none of these were classified to STR with

the fuII character set, but with the removal of the blackbutt character

alone, 15 were classified to STR. Further evÍdence is provided by the

classification in the DPOPDAT CVA of two indivÍduals from VJestern

Australia that were scored as not having a blackbutt. One specimen from a

gypsum dune near Lake Annean í-E,JL 1478) was classified to SHE and the

other from ldongawol Station (F.M. Bennet 192) $ras classif ied to PMAR.

Affinities are also evident in material from the Fortescue and Giles

Districts (11.3.3, p. 10).

The two states of the blackbutt character are not as discrete for STR and

related forms, as for other groups in the blackbutt cluster. LES, CLE and

KON consistently have a tree habit and their blackbutt is usually confined

to the trunk. The persistent bark is dark and rough in appearance with

the mle, smooth bark of the decorticating zone in stark contrast. The

STR population has forms intermediate between a mallee and a tree, with

branching often close to the qround (figs 125, 726), Although the two

bark types are well defined, the persistent bark extends to a height
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greater than in ssp. clela¡drr, often onto minor branches (fiq. 1'04, t25),

The original description of E- Slffelfgelyx was based on occurrences said

to cover four to five square miles at two localities: Milly's Soak, which is

the locatíon of the holotype and of STR; and "4 miles east of Nannine".

Fitzgerald (1904) states: "So far as observed the new plant is confined to

calcareous areas, with a permanent supply of water at shallow depths."

The Nannine locality is probably also a soak or watercourse since E-

lAggEele (= E- qqBqldulensis, River red gum) was given as an associate at

this locatity and the maps indicate that there are watercourses draining

into Lake Annean in the vicinitY.

The concept of fu glriatiqelyX was later expanded by the inclusion of

other populations in the same region. Gardner (Àplin, 7979) recognised

three forms represented by populations at the following locations:

1. Milly's Soak;

2, sand hills at Lake Annean near Nannine;

3. a watercourse just north of Mt Magnet.

He states: "The three forms exhibit differences in stature and in the

nature of the bark, but all have the same pendulous grey leaves."

Representatives of the Mt Magnet population (P160) were classified by the

CVA's in a way that indicates this population to be intermediate between

sTR or E- etrleugefyx s.lat. and cLE. (see discussion under ssp.

q]e]endrl, 70,6, p. 198.) This Ís supported by the PoPDAT nearest

neighbour network (fiq. 48). There is a close mutual nearest neighbour

Iink between STR and P160, and P160 also Iinks less closely to the CLE

cluster. It is the most southerly of the three forms and the most similar

to ssp. qlclendll. Features in common with ssp. qlelen4Ð include a

smaller fruit size, glaucous stems, and a similar tree habit. Compared to

the Milly's Soak population (STR), there is less tendency for branching at

or near ground level, generally a larger trunk, and a shorter blackbutt.
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The fact that these characteristics of the trunk are also most like those

of CLE suggests that the blackbutt is derived from intergradation with

ssp. qlelqndlr.

The other form mentioned by Gardner occurs on consolidated gypsum dunes

associated ç¡ith Lake Annean (fígs 127, 128) and Lake Àustin. These areas

are edaphically distinctive and much dryer than those of the type

description. Às in the MiIIy's Soak population (STR), indíviduals

consistently have non-glaucous stems, but differ morphologically, most

notably in narror¡¡er leaves and smaller fruits. Their habit is mallee or

mallee-like with branching close to the ground, and they have a variable,

often indistinct, zone of persistent rough bark at the base. This bark is

Iess coarse than in a typical btackbutt and paler, being grey-brown rather

than black. The habit and bark type of this material contribute to the

Iink between STR and material from the northwest of South Australia. The

northwest individuals are mostly mallees or occasionally smalI,

Iow-branching trees (fiq. 203). They are smooth-barked to the base or may

retain some r:ough basal bark which is never very dark or sharply defÍned

as in the btackbutt condition. Material in this region has also been

collected from dunes and other habitats with gypsurn (e.9. B. Lay 525).

In conclusion, the evidence provided by:

L. the reduction ín distinctiveness of STR in D-space after removal of

the blackbutt character;

2, intermixing of classifications between Western Australian and South

Australian material;

3. variation in habit and bark tYPe;

supports the view that STR is an atypical population within a complex of

forms that usually lack blackbutts. It is therefore not given separate

taxonomic status.
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The other groups alt faII within the central cluster and show little

variation Ín nearest neighbour distances, although distances of lower

order neighbours are more variable (9.2.3, p. t6Ð, Attempts to define

subspecies and/or varieties within this cluster were unsuccessful because

of the impossibilty of imposing complex multidimensional relationships on

a taxonomic hierachy. Furthermore, it was not possible to produce simple,

practicable keys to identify taxa based on the groups because of

overlapping character ranges. Taxa could not be defined independently of

groups by dividing character ranges into discrete intervals, without

ignoring inconsistencies with other characters that varied across the

taxa. The lumping of the remaining groups into a single taxon is

supported by the following evidence:

!. Intergradation demonstrated between groups in the CVA results

(fiss 53 to 55).

2. Populations with intergradation and interspersion of groups

(appendÍx 1 ).

3. Interspersion of groups between regions (appendix 1' and table

77.1) .

4, Close relationships established in the LGFDAT analysis between LGF

groups. In the DPOPDAT analyses aII the members of these groups are

classified to these remaining DP0P groups.

S. Intergradation and interspersion of DUM, CYA and CAL within a single

district and locality as demonstrated in the sEDAT analysis.

6, The lack of cases where distinct forms classified or referable to

these groups are maintained at a single locality (14.3).

The complex relationships between these groups are considered in more

detail in the next chapter, which further substantiates the evidence for

grouping them withÍn E- dUnqge ssp. dU$99C.
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E¡quree 95 !s 129: These mainly illustrate variation in Dumosae taxa as
discussed in chapter 10. In collections of fruits
and buds, each umbellaster represents a different
randomly sampled individual unless otherwise
indicated.

Scale bars: 1 cm
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F:Lqurc 95.: Eueolyptus lqgouefii

A selectíon of fruits from five localities to ÍIlustrate
range of variation.

row 1 : PJL 1556, 7549, 1551, 7557
rovt 2 : PJL 7544, 1545, 1559, 7527

EizuEs 96: E wqedwerdi! fruits.

row 1 : PJL !562, 1563, 1564
cultivated trees

row 2 ! R. Helms 75/97 km S Victoria Spring
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Ficrures 97 þ 992 L dLruqse ssp. qlclaldli

e7: 5.9 km N Goongarrie (CLE)

Population from near the type locality.

PJL 1530, 1539 to 1542
PJL 1530, 1539, 1540

fruits:

row
row

t '. fruits
2 : buds

98: 4.9 km N!{ CoolgardÍe
Random collectlon of one umbellaster per tree (n = 8).

n'. 3,9 km S Menzies (P181)

row 1 : PJL 1534 to 1536
row 2 : PJL 7537, 1538 (random samPle);

the third umbellaster is an extreme variant
(non-random selection) .

buds (top to bottom): PJL 7534, 1535, 1537
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Fiqureg !00 to 105: Habit photographs for tJestern Australian Dumosae

in the 'blackbutt qroup'.

100: !, pterocanca

c. 18 km l{Nt{ Norseman (PTE)
Trees at the type localitY.
G.M. Chíppendale 154.
Blackbutts not present.

Photograph from herbarÍum specimen:

101: L lesouefii

PJL 7sz7/Kurrawang RS

Height: 13 m, blackbuttl 0.9 m

702: L kondininensis

0.5 km S Kondinin (KON)

Trees near the type locality. Height'. 12 m, blackhutti 3.3 m

1Q3: E- ksndininens-tË

1.0 km E Newdegate
Heighti 13 m, blackbutt: 5 m

104: L dumssa ssp. clelandii

5.9 km N Goongarrie (CLE)
Tree near the type locality. Height: 8.5 m, blackbutt: L m

105: t dg$eËe ssp. gle]êndii intergnade ssp. dumoss

PJL 1516/1.3 km !{ Bullabullins (P779)
Tree with habit of ssp. qþIandü, but without blackbutt.
Heisht: 8.5 m
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Fiqure !06: E- {gngsa ssp. fteseri

8 km !'l Balladonia motel (FRA)

Tree near the type locality. Heightt 11 m, trunk! 5 m

ficrure !07: E. dungse ssp. fraserl

E side Fraser Range pâ.ss, 84 km tJ Balladonia motel
Form with blackbutt. Height: t7 n, blackbutt: 6 m

Fiqure 108: Intergrades between E- dumosa ssp. clelandü and
ssp. dwosa

21.1 km N Norseman (P154)
Height! to 13 m, trunks: 4 to 6.5 m

fiqure 109: Detail of trunk from above population showing bark
decorticating to base.

fique !10: Intergrade between E- dumesa ssp. çorgei and
ssp. dumogg

25 km E Hyden
Small tree to maLlee habit (background). Heighti 7 n

Fiqwe 111: E- dUreeê ssp. dumose

0.5 km S Nukarni RS (SHE)
Slender mallee. previously referred to E. sheathiana.
Height: 7 m
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Ficuge 112: L dUnage ssp. geqtgei

c. 160 km E Hyden (GEO)

Paratype individuals from near the type locality.

fruíts:

buds:

.I.H Brooker 4989, L.F. AIlan 29,

. Kessel ! 
,,947 , A. Kessel I 424

M

A
tt

tl tt

Fiqure !13: Intergrrades between E- duBosq ssp. geoeqe.L and
ssp. dqtqge

25 km E Hyden

fruits PJL 1431 to 1433; buds PJL 1431

Fizure 114: _E- dgrnass ssp. çe¡gleþele

Lincoln NP, 2 km S of Sleaford rd (CON)

Population from near the type locality.

PJL 1723 Lo 7727

Fiqure 115: L dumosa ssp. conqlqþele

c. 15 km I{ Àmerican River (ANC)

Population from the vicinity of the type locality for
L cnqæs.

fruits: PJL 672 Lo 676
buds: r' r'
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Flgures 1:16 to 118: Variation in habit of L dUmoge
ssp. cslqlobêtq

!1é: spaldirs cove
Tree form on shallow grey sand over calcrete. Heightt 9 m

7L7'. 6.5 km E Scadden
Erect form on grey-white sand. Height: 6.5 m

118: 4 km ll Ft Lincoln P0
Mallee form on loam with lateritic and calcareous gravel.
Height! 4 m
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¡lqure 119: E- duucgg ssp. geoEçtei intergrade.

A. Kessell 408/Mt HoIland Area

Fiqures L2g,727: E. dumosa ssp. clel-andü intergrade
ssp. du!rese.

22,7 kn N Norseman (P154)

720: PJL 1546

QL: PJL 1547
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E¡sugee !22 Lo 7?3: Fruits and buds in populations displaying
affinities between taxa previously referied to asL stgatieely¡ and L clele¡slii.

722: !- dumosg ssp. du$ese (aff. ssp. clelandii)

Millie l,lell, 15 km N Cue (STR)
Population from the type locality of E_ gtriatiqelyX.

PJL 1481 to 1485

t23z E- dwasa ssp. ç"lglet ü intergrade ssp. duqq.sq

2 km N Ht Magnet (p160)

t2!: !* dgmosa ssp. cleLandi! (aff. ssp. dumcsg)

14.5 km NE Mt Gibson HS turn-off (p163)

PJL 1486 to 1489

row 1 : fruits PJL 7472 Lo 1476
row 2 : buds PJL 1472 Lo 7476; fruits from an extreme variant

( non-random col lection )
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Fiqures 1,25 lo 728: Habit of 'L striaticalvx' (L dt¡nosa
ssp. dr¡nosg) at two localities in the Àustin
District, l{.À.

l25z PJL 7481/MiIIie tlell, 20 km NNE Ole (STR)
Tree at the t1rye locality of 'E. striaticalyx' with rough bark
exterding well up major branches.
Height: 11.5 m, tnmk: 1.3 m

l{allee forms at MillÍe llell.
Height: 10 m

PJL 7479/73 k¡n NNE Cue (P161)
Heiqht: 7 m

73 km NNE Cue (P161)
Habitat: kopi (g)æsum) dune on the margin of Lake Annean
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CHAPTER 1T

VÀRIATION I.IITHIN EUCALYPTUS DUMOSA SSP. DUMOSA

This chapter uses the frameç¡ork of pre-existing species concepts to

describe some of the variation j-ncorporated within EuqelypluË du[qgg ssp.

dUnpse. In this way further evidence is presented on the limitations and

inconsistencies in these concepts and supports the lumping of these taxa

in the new classification derived in chapter 10. Species names referred

to here are now regarded as synonyms of E. dUugse ssp. dg$qge.

11.1 Uithrn=Bqpulelrqu verieilqn

A notable feature of the Dumosae is the high variability Ín size and shape

of leaves, fruÍts, and buds in a single population. Figures 135 to 137,

and 155 illustrate the degree of variation in fruits that can occur in

subspecies dUngeq at a single locality. This demonstrates the

impracticability of defining taxa on a small scale. In many populations

the variation is less extreme and some characters such as fruit size or

pedicel length are more consistent (figs 142 to 145). Some populations

include a continuum of forms between ssp. conglqþele and ssp. dunege (figs

138 to t4.t).

The four Dumosae species endemic to !{estern Australia all have operculae

that are rostrate or umbonate and never entirely convex or hemispherical.

In E. dUnggg there is a wider range of operculum shapes, and extreme forms

often occur together in the same populations (fÍgs 146 to 749),

The within-population variability enables finger-printÍng of individuals.

Subtle differences in bud characters are evident between all individuals
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in the group DUM (figs 153, 154). Such variation makes it possible to

match disarticulated buds or fruits with their tree of origin. This was

useful when supplementing collections with otd bud material from the

ground.

71,2 Çeegrephfq yarætiqn

Despite the background of hiqh variability, many geographic patterns are

evident. For example a short, blunt operculum is a consistent feature

within the main area of distribution for E- dglqqffqCngiË; and high leaf

glaucousness is fixed in areas of the Murray region where material has

been referred to E. cyqnoPhYlle.

The distribution of group classifications in appendix 1 is far from

random, Classification results for the DPOPDAT CVA are summarized on a

geographical basis in table 77.1. Significant geographical correlations

are shown by the distributions of PCVH and PMAR which are restricted to

more arid areas, and by the absence of SHE in South Australia. It is

notable that there are no Índividuals in i{estern Australia classified to

CyA or pCVH and only a few to DUM. The lack of DUM and CYA reflects the

fact that in Western Australia glaucous leaves are nearly always

associated with glaucous stems. The Gawler Ranges and the Flinders Ranges

are similar in that most material is classified to DUM or P35, with the

majority classified to DUM.

Eyre Peninsula is the most

to have complex variation

from wíthin E- dUngge ssP.

Eyre Peninsula material

major groups classified bY

intensely sampled region because it çras known

and material was readily available. Nine groups

dUUgEe rrere represented in classifications of

by the DPOPDAT CVA. Distributions of the four

the TYPDAT CVA's are shown in figures 1'29 to
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Table 11.1: Classification results of DPoP ÀT CVÀ for !- dUmosg ssp. dumosa according to geographical areas.

Àreas DPOP Groupg

CAL PIL P35 DIJU CYA PCÀR PCVH PMÀR SHE P757 DON STR

llestern Australia

1. Eremaean Province
Euc1a District
other Districts

2. South-western Interzone
3. Sotrth-west Province

TOTÀL

South Àustralia

1. Northwestern area *
2. Eyre Peninsula Region

Gawler Ranges
3. Flirders Ranges **
4. Murray Region
5. South-eastern Region
6. other Regions

TOTAL

4/7 7/0 2/0

6/6
3/2

73/9

45/31
7/7

2/Z
7/2
9/9

63/ 44

8/7
77/7
20/8

3/0

7/7

4/L
7/7
7lt

70/7
77/8

7/0

7/0

5ls

2/2 7/7
2/2

72/tt 70/8
2/2 75/74 70/8

7/7 5/5

l\)
¡\)À

2/2
4/2

8/0 71./7
5/0
8/5
7/0

70/0

8/0 30/6

1/7 77/70 26/75
t3/4 7t/6 22/79 3/7

8/ 4 7/0 2/7
74/5 2/2
2/2 20/78 7/7
6/t 7/0
7/7

42/19 32/24 26/23 77/70 29/76

2/2
3/2

3/7

7/0

9/5

Victoria 2/7

New South llales 77/70

I lElud.: llorthqrt*nr Srlrdn.r-ToFnn: Briln.Dd no"tharn P.rt oi Null¡tbor Rrglon¡

r lMlud.¡ Fltnd.rs R¡ng.3 R.glon üd no¡th.rn pút of Lo?th.rn Lolty R.gton (.'south.tn Fllnd¡r¡ R.ng.¡')

KEY: a/b a: total no. classifications
b: classifications qlthout missing operculum data



Fiqures Ø-, @'. Distribution of unassÍgned individuals from Eyre
Peninsula classified to groups CÀL and PIL by the
TYPDÀT CVÀ.

cl.assified to specified group
(numerals indicate multiple classifications
at single localitY)

classified to another group

a

o
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Ficfures !3L, !322 Distributlon of unassigned individuals from Eyre
Peninsula classífied to groups DUM and CYA by the
TY?DÀT CVÀ.

classified to specified group
(numerals irdicate multiple classifications
at single localitY)

classified to another group

a

o
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732, There is a high level of overlap and lack of any clearly defined

geographical groupÍngs. Although there are some trends such as the high

representation of DUM in the Gawler Ranges and the occurence of CYA in a

central zone away from the coast, overlap and intermÍxing predominates.

Gawler Range material is certainly not consistently referable to E- dUnggq

s. str. As well as DUM, four other groups are represented (table tt,t) ,

and there is a wide range in leaf glaucousness (fig. 20) and cuticular

sculpturing (CS : 1.3 - 7.7), together with much variation in fruit size

and shape (figs 155, 156).

0n Eyre Peninsula, as in much of South Australia, the three groups PIL,

DUM and CAL form a closely related complex with a particularly high degree

of gradation and spatial intermingling.

11.3 [qk!¡qngbrpS 9f Ëynqnysg sf E- dUnqge gsp- duneËe

11.3.1 E- dqtqerleengig

The group DON * comprises five individuals three of which were scored as

having qlaucous stems, although this was only slight. In the other two,

glaucousness persisted only on small stems (< 3mm diam. ) bearing

intermedÍate foliage. The only other material referred to E- dqueffeengfg

and known to have glaucous stems is the type material collected at

Dongara. Maiden (927, 7(68), p,372) compares it with E- dumosa as: rr

..more glaucous, especially in the juvenile leaves and buds". An

examination of the type material at PERTH confirmed that the buds were

glaucous as stated in the type description and that the stems were also

glaucous. DON is included by the TYPDAT CVA in a cluster of groups

x The groups are defined in sections 7.2 and 9.2.2.
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characterized by glaucous stems and has SHE as its nearest neighbour' In

the DPoPDAT CVA it is most closely Iinked to cAL and Pt57 ' and is

clustered amongst groups lacking glaucous stems. tJith removal of two and

three state characters, DoN and P157 are mutual nearest neighbours and

form a relatively isolated cluster in the nearest neighbour dendrogram

(fig 51). P157 differs from DoN mainly in the absence of glaucous stems'

The relationship between DON and P1.57 parallels that between sTR and PMÀR'

DON is interpreted as an atypical, coastal population with sub-glaucous

stems within a complex of J.argely non-glaucous forms that has been

referred to as E- dengerEeclÊrÊ.

EUqeIypLUg dqnqgfEeenglË has been regarded as a geographicallv welI

delimited taxon (chippendale, tg73 ) with occurrences confined to a

coastal/sub-coastal zone between Perth and Shark Bay in tJestern Australia'

This incorporates the northern part of Avon, Irwin, and the southern part

of carnarvon, Botanical DistrÍcts. The classification results of the

DpopDAT cvn indicate that it is an easily distinguishable taxon in this

area (appendix t ). The six unassigned individuals determined as E-

dqngeffgeUslg $¡ere all classÍfied to Pt57 or DON' The only i{estern

Australian materíal classified to these groups is from thís area, except

for four indivÍduals from the Roe District determined as !- sÞeelhrena but

classified to DoN. A further 10 individuals from south Australia were also

classified to DoN or pt57 , indicating inability to distinguish E.

dSlgartEeelsisfrommaterialoutsideitsacceptedgeographÍclimits.

An apparently unique feature of E- donggrfqg¡glg within the the Dumosae

is the occurrence of an elongated, sometimes pyriform' fruit with a poorly

defined base that is confluent with a dilating pedicel. This feature is

well represented in the DON population but is not as well developed in the

remaining material sampled (figs L58, 160). It is obvious in the specimens

pJL 7469 (P159) and c.D.Boomsma, I¡lA 45/76 Qt82), but many fruits from
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other localities have well-defined bases and are difficult to separate

from those of DUM or other forms included in ssp. dUnqSq.

The most distinctive feature of DON and P157 within the complex of groups

placed in ssp. dUngsg is the flattened operculum, represented by low

scores for gltl and high scores for OlrlM (figs 161 to L63, 165). Although

these characters are highly variable in most of ssp. dumoga, they are

genetically fixed in the area that is the accepted distribution for E.

don gUfsengtg. No individual is known from this area with a conÍcal,

umbonate or rostrate operculum.

However, when operculum characters are missing it is impossible to

distinguish E* denqqefeengrg in a key from much of the materÍal that has

been referred to E- dUUggg or similar forms. Material outside the area may

have similar bud morphology. The collection PJL 1154 from 54 km S!'l of

I{hyaIIa has buds that show strong convergence with those of. P757 although

the fruits are uncharacteristic (figs t62 Lo 764), Operculum data were

present for half of the 14 Índividuals outside the prescribed area of E.

dqngagfqCns¡S that were classified to DON or P757, Thus even when

operculumdataareavailable, E. dongqfEeengig does not stand up as a

geographically discrete group.

The relationships of DON and P157 are further complicated by gradation. In

the southern part of the distribution of E- dqngeffeensis, there is good

evidence of gradation with E- eheelhlq¡e. Individuals from 5.3 km ti of

tlyalkatchem seem to be intermediate between DON and P157 on one hand and

SHE on the other (figs 165 to 168). The four populations form a

geographical sequence trending inland southeast from the coast. The

corresponding morphological trend involves an increase in OLÍJ, a decrease

in Ol'lM, and decrease in PCW and Phl
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11.3.2 E- gbcelbrcne

A wide ranqe of forms have been referred to this name. It seems to have

been used as a "carry-all" taxon in the same sray as E. dUmqgg from which

it differs principally in having glaucous stems and being restricted to

t'lestern Àustralia. The relationship with E. dUnege is evident from the

fact that DUM is the nearest neighbour of SHE in D-space irrespective of

the inclusion of two and three state characters. Level 2 gradation occurs

with PMAR and PCAR using all characters, and with DUM, P157 and CLE with

removal of two and three state characters. With both operculum and the

two and three-state characters removed, there was even a level 2

intergrade between SHE and DUM for a TYP group (table 9.2).

The doubt about the origin of the cultivated type material has probably

contributed to the difficulty Ín defining thís taxon. Information on

within-population variabilÍty at a type locality can be used to indicate a

range of forms that should be regarded as belonging to the same taxon as

the type. The SHE populations only represent material that is consistent

with the type. These populations are distinctive in their slender

peduncles and pedicels, their relatively elongate fruits contracted

towards the rim (Iow values of FIIMR), and their narro$, disc (fig. 169).

Fruits of other populations, however, are often indistinguishable in form

from those of PCAR , or if stem glaucousness is ignored, from much

material referred to E- dUnqgq, E. dongeq¡qg¡glg and E- pllgelg (figs

170, 77t, 773).

In the western part of Roe Province there are major occurrences of

individuals both with and without glaucous stems. The former have

traditionally been referred to E. gbgatblena and the latter to E- BIIeete.

Although often in proximity , the two forms are only known to occur in a

mixed population at one locality, 0,4 km E of Burngup (P777). Here there
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separate this population from PCAR and other glaucous material on Eyre

peninsula using diagnostic characters suitable for a key.

The recognition of a taxon in Western Australia based primarily on the

presence of stem glaucousness, is also not supported by the variation this

character shows in members of the E- dumgsa complex in South Australia.

There is no good evidence of association with other morphological

characters in material from the northwest and Eyre Peninsula Regions. If

E. Sbgelhiene were maintained as a taxon, many South Australian forms

would have to be included or excluded solely on the basis of stem

glaucousness.

11.3.3 E- sLrreËtqelYx

For a long time E- elfieliselyX was thought to be rare and confined to the

Cue-Nannine area in tJestern Australia. Relationships of the forms

occurring in this district were discussed in the previous chapter together

wÍth the treatment of STR as an intergrade between E- dUngSq ssp. dumqsa

and ssp. qlglendff. Initially, South Australian material that $¡as later

referred to E- elfiatiça]yX, was determined as !- pÀfeelq. Under the

Iatter name Black (952, p.629) cited Ooldea as a locality in his hÍs

Flora of S.A. This interpretation remained unaltered by Eichler's (1965)

revisíons. Euqelypgug slgreËrqefyx was first identified from south

Australia by L,A.S. Johnson in 1965 (Boomsma 796Ð. Boomsma reported

several dispersed collections giving it a wide potential distribution 'r

from the Transcontinental Railway northwards to the Musgrave Ranges ...

and westwards to tJestern Australia". Subsequent floristic treatments

(Boomsma !g74, 1981) included this specíes for South Àustralia, but HaIl

and Brooker 1973) did not recogmize occurrences outside of tJestern

Austral ia.
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The northwest part of south Australia comprising the North-western'

Gairdner-Torrens and northern Nullarbor Regions contains a wide diversity

of forms that can be referred to E- glrreliqclyx in its broadest sense'

They may be regarded as desert-adapted forms with the following features

in commoni large fruits, well defined pedicels (not dilating into the base

of the fruit) and dull leaves (high cutÍcular relief). unlike the

population of the type in l'lestern Australia which has consistently

non-glaucous stems, they are variable for both leaf and stem glaucousness'

Most of the 41 individuals sampled were classified by cvA to PCVH and PMAR

which are defined from within the same area. The group PCVH was initially

based on only f ive specimens (L.D. tlilliams t0492; T.E. Dennis 1'88, 189,

791: J. Johnson and S. Reid 3, 3.vi.1'97ü collected on the Cook-Vokes

HiII track between 124.5 and 136 km north of cook l(. In this section the

track intercepts a series of tall sand dunes that are assocÍated with a

Iow calcrete rise and form part of the Barton Dune system and a

continuation of the ooldea Range. This system extends northwest from just

south of Maralinga and veers west near the cook-vokes HiII track to merqe

with west trending dunes south of serpentine Lakes. 0ther dunes are

encountered elsewhere along the track but in this section they are taller'

more erratic and less consolidated; and blue-leaved, glaucous mallees are

a notable feature on them (L.D. !'lilliams, pers. comm.)' The five specimens

are characterized by glaucous stems and very large, broad fruits' A

striking feature of some individuals is the presence of strong fruit

ribbing (figs !76, t7Ð. The only buds present are those of the Johnson

and Reid specimen and one eroded bud of T.E.Dennis 191. The operculae are

sub-hemisphericat, barely rostrate and, unlike the type population of srR,

* Notei the locality given for this collection of Johnson and ReÍd

represented at t{F, ÀD, MEL, and !'IRSL $ras corrected after consultation of

the field log book with Mr S. Reid.
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strongly ribbed. Although stem-glaucousness was known to vary in smaller

fruited forms, it seemed that it may be fixed in large-fruited forms in

this region. The Iimited evidence available suggested the possibility of

recognizing a taxon based on PCVH and characterized by glaucous stems,

Iarge and broad fruits, and sub-hemispherical, strongly ribbed operculae.

Further collections $rere requested from T. E. Dennis to ascertain whether

there was any significant breakdown in these characters. Subsequent

collections from just north of the main dune belt revealed large-fruited

forms with non-glaucous stems and: elongated fruits (fig. 89); conical and

weakly ribbed operculae (fig. 89); hemispherical operculae (fig. 88); and

strongly rostrate operculae (fig. 86). The breakdown in stem glaucousness

is demonstrated by the specimens T.E.Dennis 213 and 215 (figs 70, 88)

which are virtually identical morphologically apart from this character.

hlith PCVH expanded by the inclusion of four non-glaucous forms, six cases

involving gradation between PCVH and PMAR were detected by CVÀ. One of

these, L.D.l'lilliams 70776, is illustrated in figure 175. Affinities with

pCVH are suggested by fruit and operculum shapes, but the smaller fruit

size (approaching that of PMAR) and smooth surface, are more typical of E.

Slffglfqely¡. Material collected by D.E,Symon from the Great Victoria

Desert in August 1980 further demonstrates the breakdown in fruit size.

gne specimen from tJestern Australia (D.E.Symon 12674) has fruits equally

Iarge as PCVH while a number of specimens from the main dune belt are

smaller.

The distributÍon of glaucous-stemmed forms is widespread but not random.

No indíviduals with glaucous stems $rere present in six collections from

the vicinity of MaralÍnga township, nor in seven collections from near the

junction of Serpentine Lakes and the track to Emu. The latter population

is also characterized by relatively large, elongate fruits. Some

geographic patterns are evídent but the variation is complex and does not
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support the recognition of separate taxa in the northwestern reqions'

Material collected in the vicinity of Tom Price in the Hamersley Ranges of

ÍJestern Australia (Fortescue District) was not available in time for

numerical analysis but appears to have strong affinities with northwestern

material. The stems are consistently non-glaucous and fruits are elongate'

Indivíduals are usually smooth-barked but occasionally some decorticated

bark persists at the base (c. B. Boomsma, pers. comm.). simíIar material

with glaucous stems has also been collected from the Blackstone Range in

the Giles Province (D.E.Symon 8403 (ADI,¡)). These widely spaced collections

further support the link proposed between sTR and the broader concept of

E- glrfe!$gly5 that includes PMAR and PCVH'

0n northern Eyre Peninsula there appears to be intergradation with other

forms of ssp. dumosa. scattered individuals are indistinguishable from

some northwestern forms. This is supported by CVA which classified three

individuals to PMAR and detected six cases involving intergradation with

PMAR. AffinitÍes with E- slr¡ellgelyr are recognizable in some forms from

the Gawler Ranges with large fruits and elongate pedicels (fiqs 155, L56)'

Large-fruited, glaucous-Ieaved forms are also common on sand dUnes at

places such as near Yantanabie. Minnipa, Koongawa (fig. 143) and

Buckleboo. Although many of these were classified to cYA, gradation with

sTR $ras detected in five individuals from northeast of Yantanabie (fig'

744) .

The concept of E- slrrslrcglyI is made even less workable by the inclusion

of forms from Carappee HilI and Darke Peak on Eyre Peninsula (7'4'7)'

represented by the group PCAR. Previously this material has been referred

to E- prleale (1'1.3.5' p. 241) and E- gleleUqii (Eichler' 7965)' Stem

glaucousness is fixed at these localities and despite the tendency for

smaller fruits, broader pedicels and deeper operculum ribbing' some
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specimens are extremely sÍmilar to glaucous northwestern forms (fiq. 181).

Problems in defining limits for E- stffeLlqelyx are exemplified by two

extreme forms refemed to this taxon under existing concepts (figs 90,

91).

71, .3.4 E- cyanephylle

In describing E. qygnophyfla Brooker 1977) lists the following features

to distinguish it from E- dumoga:

1. broader,bluer leaves;

2. coarser buds and fruits;

3, winter-spring flowering time compared to late summer-autumn in E-

dumosa.

From the following discussion it will be apparent that none of these

provide a clear or consistent distinction between the two taxa.

Spectrophotometer readings of leaves before removal of wax indicate that

the blue colour is not a special character of E- gyqngphylle. The

proportion of visible lÍght reflected at the blue end of the visible

spectrum was found to be no greater for E- cyanopÞyllg than for Ieaves of

E- dumqga with heavy glaucousness. Determinations of wax-contributed

reflectance for a sample of representatives of the E, dunggg complex

reported in chapter 2 (fig. 20) demonstrate considerable overlap with E.

qyercphyfle in degree of glaucousness. Concepts of E- dUnqge with regard

to fruit size have altered since the description of E. qyercphylle (fig.

133). Photographs of type materÍal of E- dumogs obtained from KE['l and BM

revealed that individuals had larger immature fruits than expected. One

specimen at KEtJ (ex BM) Iabelled "Interior of Australia - A. Cunníngham"

was notable for its broad leaves and coarse buds. Consequently, through

the assistance of R. Grandison and C. Boomsma, further collections rrere
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Ficrure 133: Fruit size in !- dumosa and E^ cvanophvlla.

FL : fruit length

Fït : fruit width
(measured at mid-length for TYP groups)

*

O

irdíviduals of group DUM (from near type locatity)

individuals of group CYÀ (from near type locality)

L dumosg (prior to description of L cvanopbvlla):

range specified by Boomsma (1972)

range specified by HaIl and Brookec (7974)

!- dumosg (after description of !- cvanophvlla):

rarge specified by Boomsma (1981)

!^ cvanophvlla:

range specified by Brooker (977)

rangre specified by Boomsma (1981)
(Iimits as for Brooker (1977> except lower limit of FL)
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obtained from near the type locality. These exhibit wide variation in leaf

glaucousness and have fruits much closer in size and shape to E'

qyelgBhyllgthanformaterialpreviouslyregardedas,typical,E.duuqee

(figs 153, 754, 180). Leaves of a bluish colour and equally glaucous as

CyA (SG = 2) are present, and there is overlap between DUM and CYA on

scores for leaf length and width. À scatter plot of the character scores

of FL and Ft¡lM for DUM and CYA (fig. 133 ) shows considerable overlap in

fruit length although separation is better on Fi{M, However, there is a

real disjunction in values of PCÍJ, with DUM being 1.3-2.0 mm and CYA

2.4-J.4 mm. The DUM population bras found to be flowering in early March,

contrary to the annotation of July flowering on the type (7.2, p. 137)

that had suggested affinitÍes with E. qyangphylla'

Flowering records from the Murray Region (table 2.3) support the

winter-spring flowering time for forms referable to E- gyenqBbylle but

other forms of ssp. duuegc (referred in the past to E- dungge s.str. ) show

some overlap although flowering predominantly in autumn. There is also the

possibility of indirect gene exchange via E- gnggpg, here treated as E.

dumoge ssp. qanqfqþglg. Flowering records for ssp. conglOþele generally

peak in autumn (table 2.4) as for !- dUUqge forms, but in the Murray

Region there is a substantial overlap with the flowering of L gyercphyllc

forms (table Z.Ð, Both forms exhibit morphological intergradation with

ssp. qgnglgþele. Contrary to the claim by Brooker (7977), distinct forms

clearly referable to E- dUngËg forms do occur wíthin the area occupied by

E- qyengphylle (appendix 2a). There are also intermediate forms amongst

material included for numerical analysis and in other collections listed

in appendix 2b, Field observations indicate that there is an extensive

breakdown in diagnostic characters between !{aikerie and Blanchetown. A

population sampled from this area (POP: P30) had classifications to both

DUM and CyA. Despite the presence of some intergrades, many forms referred
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to E- qyercphylte in the Murray Region $rere classified to the group cYA

with a high degree of reliability by aII four analyses in appendix 1 '

[Jithin this region, E. qyqDapbyllc represents a fairly coherent group

exibiting definite intergradation in some aread. This is consistent with

observed flowering patterns. Although flowering time differences r¿ould

provide a partial barrier to gene exchange between L qyelqpbyllc and

other forms of the E- duuqgê complex, there are sufficient overlaps

between some individuals to aIlow substantial intergradation to occur.

Houtever, wíth a wider perspective E- qyg¡gpþytlg is difficult to define

taxonomically. Classification results of DPOPDAT analyses provide further

evidence of gradation between cYA and DUM outside the Murray Region. There

is also gradation with other groups (figs 53,54), consistent with the

central position of cYA in the nearest neighbour ordination (fig. 49)'

cyA has two equal nearest neighbours in D-space: PCAR and P35. Its

aff inities with PCAR have already been noted (9.3.2, p. 166) and are

discussed further in section 77.4.1. There ís level 1 gradation with P35,

and in practice E- gvangBbylle is sometimes difficult to separate from

glaucous-leaved forms in the Flinders Ranges (e.9.: PJL 851' 566; J'B'

CIeIand, s.¡., 25.viii ,7966; and J.Z. !{eber 2450). The classif ication of

11 individuals on Eyre Peninsula to cYA shows that E- qyenqpbyflc is not a

geographically coherent entity. In the absence of two and three-state

characters there is much intermixing of classifications to cYA, PCÀR and

CAL (appendix 1 ). These three groups are very similar ín morphology apart

from the glaucousness characters (figs 779 to 181) and taxonomic

segregation is unwamanted.
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11 .3.5 E, prþete

E_ pffeela was described by Blakely (1934) from material from Desmond near

Ravensthorpe in tJestern Australia. This locality is the only distributíon

information that was provided. BlakeIy claimed: "It is readÍIy

distinguished from E. dumosa, with which it has been confused, by the

different shaped buds and fruits, particularly in the broad, pileiform

corrugated operculum". Later,in 1960, Gardner (Aplin,7979, p.166)

recognized a number of forms with differences in sharpness of hypanthium

and operculum ribbing, habit and flowering time. In addition to the common

occurrences on clay soils of the Ravensthorpe district, he included forms

to the east from the district around Esperance northwards to Salmon Gums

and forms to the north from around Boorabbin and Karalee. He distinguished

E- prleele from its closest relatives by the following features:

t. it is never a tree but always a mallee;

2. the operculum is broader and shorter than the hypanthium;

3. the operculum is comugated or ribbed;

4. the fruit is never deeply ribbed or eorrugated'

A more extensive distribution üras given by chippendale 1973) who

highlíghted as a distinctive feature the hemispherical, slightly

corrugated operculum that is wider than the hypanthium

The occurrence of E- plfgele in South Australia has been a contentious

issue for a long time. The type material of E= dumqga and E- pil9ele form

two reference points in a vast array of complex gradation and variation.

The problem is essentially one of defining Iimits within this variation.

The status of E. pilCelg has varied according to the characters that are

emphasized and the placement of cut-off points in the distribution of

character states. The following history of the interpretation of this

species in South Australia is presented to illustrate the difficulty of
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achieving a stable definition within the E- dUnqeg complex'

The south Australian distribution of E- pilcgle given by Burbidge ('947)

comprises Eyre Peninsula, Yorke Peninsula, MUrray MaIlee, Encounter

Bay,and Kangaroo Island. This interpretation involved a narrow concept of

E. dunggg based on material with smooth or almost smooth cylindrical buds

collected. at tùyalong near the type locatity, This vÍew is not supported by

a recent collection with conspicuous operculum ribbing from near the type

(fig. 2lÐ. Burbidge regarded E. dUngee as rare in South Australia'

occurring only along the eastern border and near the Murray River' She

says: ,,In this state most of the material classed as E' dunqse has buds

with ribbed conical opercula. This agrees with the l'lestern Australian

species, E- pilggla. There are intermediates in the eastern part of the

state, but on the whole the two are reasonably distinct".

Black (g52) followed Burbidge's treatment for E. prþele but not for E'

dumgse which he also gave a wide distibution in south Australia, extending

as far west as the Great Australian Bight. Black referred to the

glaucous-stemmed material on Eyre Peninsula under E' prlcele and applied

the nane "var. gEge¡lea" to one herbarium specimen: J.M.Black s'fi"

30.i.1951 (AD 9763747D. ooldea ttas also cited as a Ìocality for !'

prleete.

Boomsma (1960) followed Burbidge's more restricted interpretation of E'

dunqge with the statement: "smooth-budded specimens are found in eastern

localities of South Australia, but specimens which are not smooth-budded

are usually referable tO Other Species". He also refeffed to occasional

specimens of E- prleglc collected from the far north of south Australia'

Later, Boomsma (1969) reported that L. A. s. Johnson in 1965 did not

accept E, Brlcelq for this state on the grounds that: " this species has a

characteristic pileate bud and that south Australian material is not in
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agreement with that from the type locality in l,lestern Australia". Later,

pryor and Johnson (1971) proposed treating E, pilcelq as a subspecies of

E, dunggg and indicated its occurrence in South Australia'

Boomsma 1972, p.8) excluded E. pfleata from his handbook due to lack of

satj.sfactory records for South Australia. He stated that he included the

large-fruited form which was previously referred to E- pflCele by Burbidge

in 7947, under E- duUggg.

chippendale (1973) believed that most south Australian records of E.

pllcegq may refer to a related undescribed species, but accepted several

records as being authentic. He listed two localities for these:

1. 32 km tl of Colona H.S. (Nullarbor Region);

2. between Kimba and lron Knob (Eyre Peninsula Region).

Brooker 1977) placed large-fruited forms from the Murray Region that had

been included in E- pilealq, into a new species, E' qyelaphllle' In this

paper he regarded E- pilea!ê as extending to southern and eastern Eyre

peninsula and interpreted material on Yorke Peninsula as intergrades

between L pilcelg and E- duuegc. In a key to south Australian Dumosae, he

dístinguished E. p¡legLe from E- dumogê by its green and more or less

glossy leaves compared to grey-green or bluish dull leaves in E- d mose.

A wider distribution for E- prlccle in south Australia is implicít in some

recent determinations and confirmations made by L.A.S Johnson U D' BIaxeII

(-.viii.IIBZ and -.ix.1982). 0f twelve South Australian collections of

Dumosae from the lJoods and Forests Herbarium, selected by Mr C.D. Boomsma

because of difficulties in their identification, three were determined as

E, pilgelg and another three as intergrades between E- pllegte and E'

glgcpg or E- dunqse. Eyre Peninsula Region was represented by collections

of E- pileetg from Talia, cummins area, and near KÍmba. Determinations

as intergrades between E- pffgqtq and E- enggpg were applied to
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collections from near Tarlee in the Northern Lofty Region (C.D. Boomsma

s.fl., 22.x.tg47) and at Goo1wa in the Southern Lofty Region (C.D. Boomsma

s.n. , 22.ví,7g4l) . A specimen from wanbi in the Murray region (c.0.

Boomsma s.fl., 5.iv.tg47) was also determined as E. pileelq. This has dull

glaucous foliage (contrary to E- pllecle in Brooker's (t977) key) and

closely resembles E- cyglophyllg apart from the smaller leaves and fruits'

These determinations of Johnson and BlaxelI denote a much wider

circumscription of E- pllgetg than that of Boomsma or Chippendale'

A wide range of non-glaucous material in Western Australia has been

referred to E. pileqlg. In considering thÍs material, occurrences are

excluded east of the western margin of the Nullarbor plain at about

Iongitude !24' (following Parsons' 1970) use of a geonorphological

definition of the NuIlarbor). This avoids confusion with E' gqlggreqne or

other forms associated with calcareous soils'

A pileate operculum is not a consistent feature of this material. Even

within the PIL population there are more conical and sub-rostrate

operculae as welI as hemispherícaI ones (fiqs 191, !92). Elongate,conical

operculae are present on a specimen (PJL 1552) from 64.9 km E of Norseman

(fig. 193). Together with the shortly and broadly pedicellate fruits this

suggests affinities with ssp. f!aser!. Many of the northern and eastern

populations have operculae not conspicuously wider than the hypanthium and

Iacking deep ribbing (figs 1.94, 189). Fruits vary greatty in size and

shape (fiqs L82 to 787), Compared to other forms of ssp. dumosg, there is

a tendency for fruits that expand toward their rim (reflected in lower

scores of FI¡tl,lR), but thÍs character is unreliable. small-fruited forms

(PJL 1354, 1353) growing on Peak Charles, an inselberg southwest of

Norseman, are morphologically very similar to some individuals in the

Gawler Ranges of south Australia, for example PJL 967 (figs 188 to 190)'

At Peak Charles there are also forms r¡ith fruits more typical of the
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eastern E. pffeele populations (PJL 1348, 1.349). Habit ranqes from low

mallees 3-4 m talt in the PIL population at Desmond (fig. 207), to trees

of.1,1, m (reported in error as 15 m by Boomsma (7979)) with trunks 3 m tall

in a population 14 km Nll of Norseman (fig. 202). The mallees at Desmond

have foliage held more or less erect on the branches. Thís was regarded

as a significant character by Chippendale 1973) and Brooker (977, p.\7).

However, erect foliage is not a feature in the eastern and northern

populations. The colour of the operculum, stated to be red by Chippendale,

vJas found to vary. The rnature operculae of some individuals in the PIL

population htere yellow,

The CVA classification results indicate that E- p¡Ieele overlaps with

other groups even within the limits of the Western Australian regÍon

defined above. only tZ of. the 23 unassigmed individuals determined as E.

pllCelq were classified to PIL. Nine of the remainder were classifÍed to

CAL, eight of these being supported by operculum data (appendix 1).

Some South Australian specimens are more similar to the type material of

E, plfgqla in bud morphology than much of the t'lestern Australian material.

This is the case in P35 and other populations wÍth deeply ribbed operculae

(figs 797 to 200) from between Quorn and Telowie Gorge in the southern

Flinders Ranges. Group P35 differs from PIL principally Ín having

variable leaf glaucousness (LG i 0,t,2) rather than consistently

non-glaucous leaves. In the TYPDAT CVA, two of the four P35 individuals

were classified to PIL. Unassigned individuals classifíed to P35 Ín the

DPoPDAT CVA cover a wide area in South Australia and l¡lestern Australia

(table 77,D, but few are supported by operculum data. A taxon based on

p35 would not be geographically discrete nor easily recognizable without

bud material.
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Many individuals classified to P35 in the DPoPDAT analysis were classified

to PIL in the TYPDAT analysis where P35 $¡as not defined' Fifteen

individuals from Eyre Peninsula were classified to PIL by the TYPDAT CVA

although none are supported by operculum data. Hence E- pllecle cannot be

excluded from south Australia on the basis of fruit and leaf morphology'

some specimens with buds from Eyre Peninsula that were not measured for

analysisappearclosertoPlLthananyothergroup,(e.g.PJL636/10kmS

Tumby Bay). The specimen: PJL 1225/2'2

Peninsula, also has strong affinities with

operculum that is wider than the hypanthium (fig ' 2t6) '

11.3.6 E- gelqqreqne

The problems in defining E- dumqgg and E- plfeatg $tere compounded by the

d,escription of a new species, E- gqfgqteang by Boomsma (1'979) which is to

a large degree intermediate between them. The description ü'as based on

South AustralÍan material from between the southern boundary of the

NuIlarbor Plateau and the Great Australian Bight. Recently Boomsma (1981)

gave a wider distribution extending from cocklebiddy near the western

margin of the Nullarbor in t{estern Australia to near Pt Kenny on the

central west coast of Eyre Peninsula. Boornsma (7979) admitted that E'

qêIqeECeDe was close to E. pfleg!ê but avoided subspecific treatment due

to ,,its dÍstinctíve features". He made or implied the following

distinctíons between L qelqetrcenq and E- prlcele respectively:

1.. usual tree habit compared to usual mallee habit;

2. fresh leaves scarcely shining or glossy rather than lustrous;

3. fruit markedly costate rather than smooth;

4. leaf length/breadth ratio Ga 7 (-9) compared to (5-) 6 (-9);

5. operculum not always wider than hypanthium rather than consistently

km

PIL,

N Mt HaIl, llestern EYre

particularlY in the

so
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Variation in habit within the E- dunqsg complex does not deserve taxonomic

significance. Forms referable to E- ggfggfeala show a similar range in

habit to that described above for E. pilCeta, and mallee forms are not

uncommon within the distribution given by Boomsma. In a population sampled

on limestone near the coast at the tJestern Australia-South Australia

border, mature mallees only attain a height of 2 - 4.5 m. Although both

CÀL and PIL have consistently non-glaucous leaves, no distinction can be

made on leaf texture. The TYP groups and similar material. classified to

them, have overlapping ranges for values of cuticular sculpturing (CS).

The range for E- qglqgæene is CS : 1.0 - 2.4, and for E. plleqle, t,t -

3.4 The distinction on fruit ribbing (FR) is unrelíable, as fruits

without regular ribbing (FR : 0) r.lere present in CAL and much similar

material. Data obtained from the scores for LL and LtJ do not support a

higher length/width ratio for E- qelqqfeenq. A mean ratio of 5.8 was

obtained for CAL compared to 6.7 for PIL. No distinction can be made on

operculum width compared to hypanthium because this character is also

variable in E- pflCele.

Group CAL has intermediate scores for I of the 77 characters that I

consider to exhibit major differences between DUM and PIL, confirming its

intermediate position between these groups (table 71'.2). In D-space CAL

is closer to PIL, and CAL-PIL is by far the closest nearest neighbour

pair. Gradation at levels 1 and 2 was detected between CAL and PIL in 24

unassigned individuals. One defined individual was misclassified, and CAL

is the only TYP group showing misclassification with the fulI eharacter

set (table 9.Ð. The TYPDAT results indicate a much wider distribution

than that given by Boomsma. Classifications to CAL are represented

throughout the whole of Eyre Peninsula (fig. 729) as weII as in many other

regions of South Australia and I'lestern Australia (table 71,1'). In

practice, it ís impossible to distinguish much material in the
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leþlc LLJz Mean character scores for the TYP groups: PIL,CAL
and DUM. Characters exhibiting major differences
between PIL and DUM, and the more intermediate values
for CAL, are underlined. (Table 4.1 provides key
to character codes and to units of measurement. )

Character

PIL:

CAL:

DUM:

LL

86

105

97

LTJ

13.0

78.2

78.7

PTL

t4.4

27.3

18.4

VA

82

É5

57

LTH

.47

.50

.40

LVJM

.87

.86

.80

CS LG SG BB

2.5 0 0 0

1.3 0 0 0

3.8 1.3 0 0

FVûM

6.5

6.9

6.0

FL

6.8

7.3

7.4

EEL

1 .08

Lgq

.79

EEUR

.89

-95

1 .05

PCL

3.3

3.7

3.3

PCTJ

2.2

2.9

7,7

DW

t.2
o

t!

.7

DDR

.1,2

.72

.76

8PB

7.6

5-5

2.4

VN

4.76

4.04

4 .03

PL

70.7

L?-L

13.6

PES

1 .68

L-70

t .85

EU

2.7

2.8

1.8

FR

.6

7.6

.2

NPU

2.0

2.0

2.t

0Lvl

86

87

.96

qwu

.92

-gÉ

.58
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South-east Region from E- calceleana as described by Boomsma. Not only

is E. qefqeæeDg not a discrete geographical entity, but there is great

morpholgical variation in Dumosae occuming within the distribution

ascribed to it by Boomsma (figs 205 to 207). Although simÍIar in field

habit, extreme differences in fruit sÍze and other characters are evident

between forms on calcarenite dunes near Coorabie in South Australia and

those growing on calcrete at the base of the Hampton Scarp at l'fadura (fiqs

92, 93 ).

A wide interpretation of E, plICeLa, as adopted by Johnson and BIaxelI

(11.3.5, p, 242), makes it difficult to accommodate E- cglgelCqlq as a

separate species since other forms equally distinct are placed in E-

Blleclg. Analyses were performed excluding cAL as a defined group. This

resulted in many more classificatÍons to PIL but there was stilI

substantial gradation and interspersion with other groups. 0n Eyre

peninsula the spatial intermixing of DUM and PiL Ì"ras maintained and no

meaningful geographic patterns çtere apparent.

There are no major disjunctions in the variation pattern for leaf surface

texture (CS), operculum shape, operculum ribbing, fruit shape, or pedicel

width, to permit anything more than arbitrary subdivisions to be made

within this complex. Recognition of species within the complex is made

even more difficult by the strong intergradation of sessile-fruited forms

referred to as E- êlcePs.

11.a BelaLrqnshrBg qf infqruel tele

77,4.1 Carappee HiII form

Material from carappee HilI and Darke Peak on Eyre Peninsula, which is

represented in this study by the group CAR, has often been determined as a
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neli species. It has also been previously treated as E- qlglendff (Eichler,

1965), âs a form of E- plleele by Black (11.3.5, p. 24I) ot even as !-

EgçlgËq in some determinations. The results of analyses performed here

indicate that its closest affinities are with E- cyanophy[e and E-

g!+elrqely¡ . The link with E- sleretiqely¿ is geographically plausible,

but there are stronger affinities with E* qygnqphylle if stem glaucousness

is ignored. A comparison of fruits (figs 180, 181 ) reveals strong

similarity of form between PCAR and CYÀ. The close relationship Ís

demonstrated by the following results of CVÀ after removal of the two and

three state characters:

1. PCAR and CYA are the closest nearest neighbour pair;

2. there is a high degree of gradation between them in the

classif ication of DPOP groups (table 9.2)',

3. there is much gradation and intermixing of them in unassigned

individuals from Eyre Peninsula and Murray regions (appendix 1).

The proposed treatment of the glaucous-stemmed Eyre Peninsula material as

a subspecies of E- gyqnopþyllq (6.1.) is consistent with these affínities.

However, it is not supported by the complex relationships revealed in the

LGFDAT analysis, nor by the characters of leaf glaucousness and flowering

time. Leaf glaucousness is generally not as heavy in the PCAR populations

as in E, cyqnopbylle. Nine of the 12 CYA individuals were scored as LG = 2

whíIe eight of the 11 PCAR individuals were scored as LG = t. Unlike

typical E- qycnqBbylfe which has a winter-spring flowering period,

flowering in the PCAR populations is probably restricted to the period

December-January. Flowering has been recorded for outliers in April and

October (table 2.3).

I believe the treatment of the PCAR populations as a ne$l species ís also

unacceptable due to the wide diversity of forms with glaucous stems,

particularly in the large number of outlying occurrences (fiq. I34,
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FiqLre 134: Distribution records-for !- dumosa on E¡rre Peninsula
showirq extent of occunrences of glaucous-stemmed forms.

Records are based on collections in apperdix 1, together
with other herbarium specimens ard field records of
P.J. Lang

forns slithout stem glaucousness (SG = 0)

forms sith stem glaucousness (SG = 1)
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appendix 3). Large-fruited forms on the plain west of Carappee Hill (often

with prominent fruit ribbing) are in marked contrast to small-fruited

forms occurring in many outlying populations (figs 208 to 270). Habit

varies from straggly thin-stemmed mallees on the slopes of Carappee HiII,

to robust small tree forms with coarse foliage on the adjoining plain, or

mallees that are indistinguishable from typical ssp. dUnege at outlying

Iocalíties (figs ZtI Lo 21.Ð. Stem glaucousness is consistent for PCAR and

all other material of ssp. dUUggq from the same localities, although two

collections are known with only very light glaucousness (PJL 1045;

D.E.Symon 9072,(ADl{)). However, it is not consistent in most of the

outlying populations. In one population 12 km Nl,J north of Cleve, stem

glaucousness r^ras present in only five individuals out of a sample of 52

This variation gives the impressÍon of a 'floating gene' for stem

glaucousness as the principal Iink between these populations. (See section

75.2.)

7t . 4.2 "8. redimiculiPhloia"

The name "8. redimiculiphloia" has been used for a rather heterogenous

assemblage of of fJestern Australian collections from the Coolgardie

District. Gardner first applied the name on several herbarium sheets in

1953. One specimen (J.K.Frank s.h.,-.vii .1.92Ð, from BullabulIing is

recorded as being 25-30 f.l Q.6-9.1 m) tall with white bark. After the

name "E. redimiculiphloia" Gardner added the note: " The obvious approach

is with E- q¡C¡endii". This collection differs from the others in its

non-glaucous stems and leaves, Iarger campanulate fruits and hemispherical

operculae. I believe it has more obvious affinities with E- Blfgata and is

consistent with some northern forms that have been referred to this name.

However, it is outside Gardner's concept of E- pl]gqle which he regarded

as being always a mallee and only reaching a height of four metres
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(Gardner, 1960). The collection: M.I.H. Brooker 4539, determined by

Brooker as possibly "8. redimÍculiphloia", is also most similar to E.

pfIeeLC. The locality is given as 9.7 km from the Norseman - Coolgardie

road, 10.6 km from Norseman. This is probably near the population of tree

forms similar to E- ptleClq that includes PJL 1550 (p. 234). The Brooker

4539 specimen was classified to PIL by all the CVA's.

The other colLections determined by Gardner have glaucous stems and

rostrate operculae. They appear very similar to E, dumosg ssp. qfelendÉ

but differ presumably in the absence of a btackbutt. one of these

(C.A.Gardner 1,1153/13 km Nt¡'l of Norseman) was classified by the DPOPDAT CVA

to pIL and, after removal of the 2 and 3-state characters, to KON (fig'

Zt7). The other two (Gardner s.D..-.ix.1955; tlt87) occur between Southern

Cross and Coolgardie: at Yellowdine and 7,6 km t{ of BuIIabuIIing

respectively. Bullabulling is within a few kilometres of the population

p179 where there is a breakdown in the presence of blackbutts that vlas

interpreted as result of gradation between CLE and SHE (10.6, p. 201).

More recently, the determination "E fgdfnfqUlfphlqfe nom' mss' C'A'

Gardner" s,as applied by Chippendale to the collection: G.M.Chippendale

360 , from 6.1 km NNE of Butcher Bird Battery, 155 km N of Southern Cross.

ThÍs specimen is almost identical with material of the CLE population. As

with most material referred to "8. redÍmiculiphloia", no information is

provided on habit or bark characters, making identification uncertain.

Material without a blackbutt and referable to "E. redÍmiculiphloia" can be

easily accommodated in the complex of forms treated here as E- dUnggq

ssp. du&aËq.
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11.5 Conglgsion

The varÍation encompassed by the forms discussed in this chapter is

complex. Although there are some obvious nodes of variation and

geographícal clustering of similar forms, the multidirectional

relationships and exceptions to geographicat patterïs preclude any simple

taxonomic groupings even if a high level of intergradation is permitted.

The evÍdence is that the existing species have not been, and can not be,

applied consistentlY.
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Ersures 1,35 Lo ?17: These mainly illustrate variation within EUqelyplUg
duqgsa ssp. dgmosa as discussed in
chapter L1. This name applies to aII the
material illustrated here unless otherwise
indicated.

Scale bars: 1 cm
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Fiqures 135 to 137: l{ithin-Iocality variation in fruit morphology on
Eyre Peninsula.

135: 2.8 km SE Cummins (P82)
Selected extremes in fruit shape and size from a random
collectíon of umbellasters representing n = 35 indivíduals.

136: c. 12 km Ntt Cleve (P77)
Selected extremes in fruit shape and size from a random
sample of n = 37 individuals.

737: S of Pt Kenny
Selected extremes showing variation in fruit shape and exsertion
of valves from a random sample of n = 24 individuals.
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Fiqures !3Q to 141: Gradation betç¡een sessile and pedicellate forms
of E- dumosa.

(L dumosa ssp. conqlobata, ssp. dumosg and
intergrades)

4 km ll Pt Lincoln P0
Selected extremes from a random collection of umbellasters,
n = 25 irdíviduals.

138

row
row

1: variation in fruit size
2: PJL 1109; three irdividuals with longer peduncles

(note greater length/width ratio fruits in
middle specimen)f\t(¡

cn

139 : 2 km SE Coonalpyn
Umbellasters showing gradation from sessile to shortl
pedicellate fruits. Selected from a random sample of
individuals.

25
v
n=

140

TAlz Cungena
Às ãbove. Selected from a random sample of n = 26 individuals.

Follard Park, Enfield
Umbellasters showing gradation from sessile to pedicellate
fn¡its. Selected fróm a random sample of n = 22 individuals.
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Eiq¡ees 742 þ I45: Between-Iocality variation in fruit size on Eyre
Peninsula.

!42i 20.5 km N Cummins (P81)
Selected large-fruited forms from a random sample of. n = t7
individuals

143: Koongawa (P105)
Selected large-fruÍted forms from a random sample of n = 27
individuals

W'. 26.5 km NE Yantanabie (P57)

PJL 998 to 1002

145: 54 km S!f, l{hyalla S (P92)

PJL 1153 Lo 7757

PopulatÍons P81 and P92 have green non-glaucous leaves with low
cuticular relief, while P57 and P105 have glaucous leaves with high
cuticular relief. Individuals of P57 have the most sharply delineated
pedicels and displayed affinities with group STR in classification
results.
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EfE¡fæ 746 Lo 749: Extremes of variation in operculum shape of
E. dumosa ssp. dumqsq between individuals of
the same populations.

7462 Telowie Gorge (Northern Lofty)

R.J. Davies s.n., A, B

7472 Gammon Ranges (FlÍnders Ranges):

left : R.J. Davies 72.x,1980 A/Mainwater Pound
right : R.J. Davies 72.x.1980 B/Sambot waterhole

!48: 6 km Stt Coorabie (Eyre Peninsula)

individual adjacent to PJL 1193; PJL 1193

74i: I{ of }tyola Lake (North-western)

T.E. Dennis 215, 223

Fislqe 15!: !- lesoUefii

5.2 km Sl'l Kalgoorlie (LES)

buds : PJL 1526, 7523
showing variation in operculum shape from
strongly to weakly rostrate

fruits : PJL 1526
showing depth of ribbing

Fiqure 151: L duunoæ ssp. conqlobata.
K. Holden, 23.8.73lBoston Island (!tF)

Conglomerate umbellaster with compressed fruits.

Fiqsre 152: E* dunsge ssp. dumqsa
PJL 1380/0.6 km S Desmond (PIL)

Umbellaster bearing normal and dwarf fruits.
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Eis¡res 153- 15{: Fruits and buds of individuals from near the type
Iocality of L dUmqeq.

153: 8.2 km tJ Ungarie

fruits: R. Grandison, 5.i.1980, A to
buds: r|I " 'r

t54z 7.5 to 9.0 km W Ungarie

fruits: P.L. Uilthorpe & G.M Cunningham 1, 2, 3, 4
" 5r 61 7

buds:

B
fl

tt 7,2, 6
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Firueg !!! tg 156: Gawler Ranges and Flinders Ranges forms
previously referred mainly to L duqege.

155:

156: Kododo HiIl, Gawler Ranges (P52)

PJL 966, 967,968,969, 970, 97!, 972

(LG: 2, 0, 2, 2, 7, I, 1)

152: 2 km SE tlamaweena HS, Flinders Ranges (P25)

PJL 853, 854, 856, 859, 860

(LG: 0, 0, 2, 2, 0)

Scnrbby Peak, Gawler Ranges (P53)

Fruits from a highly variable population comprising non-glaucous
(LG = 0) and glaucous-leaved forms (LG = 7,2),

PJL 975, 976, 977, 978, 979, 980

(LG: 2, 0, 0, 7, 0, 2)
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Ficnre 158 to 161: Fruits of forms previously referred to
f, donqarraensis.

158 22 ltn S Dorgara (DON)
(in the vicinity of the type locality for
!- dorsarraensis)

PJL 1463 Lo 7467

159: 6.2 km N Coorow (P157)

PJL 7457 to 1461

160: miscellaneous localities

row 1: 13.5 km lüSl[ Yuna
PJL 1469, 7470

row 2! Pithara
PJL 1451, 7452

row 3'. 20 km S Overlander
C.D. Boomsma WA 45/76

ú
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ErquEeS 161 te 163: Forms previously referred to !- dq¡gefrgCngrg'

LbL: C.D. Boomsma tiA45176/20 km S Overlander

L6?z PJL 1452/Pithara

1É3: PJL 1451/Pithara

Irqure 164: south Àustralian form with bud morphology convergent
with E- dqnggfreensig.
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Fiqureg !65 to 168: Gradation between forms previously referred to
E, dqqarEae!Ëis and E. sheatbiana.

165: PJL 1463/22 kn 5 Donqara (DoN)

Form from the vicinity of the type locality of
L de!ßqfaensls.

166: PJL 1543/Pithara

Form similar to group P757.

762: PJL 1450/5.3 km !{ t{yalkatchem

Intermediate form.

168 PJL 7447/0.5 km S Nukarni RS (SHE)
(right pair of buds from adjacent individual)

Form representing typical E- sheathiene.
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figures 169 Lo 77Lz Forms previously referred to L sheathiana.

16?: Populations similar to t]æe material of L sheathiena.

row 1 : 0.5 km S Nukarni RS (SHE)
' PJL 7447, 7448, 7449A, 74498, 1449C

row 2 z 7.7 km [{ Carrabin (SHE)

PJL 7492 to 1496

170: 74.7 kn E Lake Grace (P776)

PJL 1416 to 1419

L7t: 10,6 km E Southern Cross (P152)

PJL 7497 to 1501
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Fiqure !Z: Mixed population of non-glaucous (SG = 0) and
qlaucous=stemmed forms (SG = 1 ) previously referred
to E- plleata and E. ehgelbfena respectively.

0.4 km N Burngup (P777)

row 1 : fruits PJL 7427, 7425, 1426, t423
row 2 : buds 'r " rr rr

(SG: 0, 0, 0, 0 )

PJL

(SG:

Fiqure 123: Forms from miscellaneous localities previously referred
to E, sheathiana.

PJL 1420/8.9 km S Burngup
PJL 1505/1.3 km E Ghooli
PJL 7426/2.6 km NtJ Kulin

FigU e 174: Mixed population of forms with and without blackbutts
(BB = 1, 0) previously referred to !- qlelan{Íi and
E- sheelhlang respectively.

(E- dumosq ssp. glelendii intergrade ssp. dumqsq)

1.3 km [,] Bullabulling (Pt79)

fruits: PJL \574, 1515, 1518, 1516, 1577
buds: rr rr rr I' rr

(BB: 7, 7, 7, 0, 0 )

row 3 : buds
fruits

1422:-
1422, 7427, 1428

7t
!, 7, 1 )
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176

777

179.

Ficrureg U5 tg L78: Large-fruited forms from Victoria Desert sand
dunes previously referred to E^ glqlglica1ya.

7752 L.D. l{illiams 1.0776/20 km SIt Vokes Junction

L.D. t{i]liams 10492/730 km N Cook (PCVH)

T.E. Dennis 188/131 km N Cook (PCVH)

T.E. Dennís 789/731 km N Cook (PCVH)
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FirugC 179: 44.1 km !'l Nundroo (CAL)
Population from near type locality of E- calcarqang'

PJL 7327 to 1325

glsqe !80: c. 3 km N Berri (CYA)

Population from near type locality of L cyqDophvlla.

1 : R.M. & l{.R. Barker 4034 to 403E
2i I' r' "403F

flgure 181: Eyre Peninsula glaucous-stemmed forms from populations
represented in group PCÀ'R.

row 1 : hrappee Hilt (PCAR)

J.P. Conquest 24 .x,t977 :
PJL 1044, 1045 , 7047, 1048

row 2 : Localities between Darke Peak and Carappee H1II
(PCÀR)

PJL 1050; C.D. Boomsma 420A, 4208, 423; PJL 1051

rosl
ro$,
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Fiqufeg 782 Ø 1872 Fruits of forms previously referred to
e. pilcglq and occurring west of the Nullarbor
Plain.

782: 0.6 km S Desmond (PIL)
Population from near the type locality of E- pileale.

PJL 1379 to 1383

183: Fruits from miscellaneous localities in eastern part of
Roe District.

1!4: 18.0 km l{ Bullabulling (P724)

PJL 1509 to 1513

185: 39.4 km S Norseman (P120)

PJL 1343 Lo 1347

1€É: Peak Charles (P121)

PJL 1348, 7349, 1353, 1354

787: l{iscellaneous collections from Coolgardie District.

64.9 km E Norseman
PJL 1552,1553

13.5 km NW Norseman
PJL 1550

3.1 km E Boorabbin
PJL 1508
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Ersugeg 188 !q 190:

188: PJL 967lKododo HilI, Gawler Ranges

189: PJL 1353/Peak Charles

190: PJL 1354/Peak Charles

Similarity between small-fruited forms from
Gawler Ranges (Eyre Peninsula Region) and Peak
Charles (Roe District).
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Fiqures !!! to 196: Some tlestern Australian forms previously
referred to E- pileata and occurring west of
the Nullarhor Plain, showÍng variation in
operculum characters.

797: PJL 1380/0.6 km S Desmond (PIL)

w: PJL 7381/0.6 km S Desmond (PIL)

193: PJL 7552/64.9 km E Norseman

t94z PJL 1343/39.4 km S Norseman

195.: PJL 1550/13.5 km N!{ Norseman

ffiz Buds from two other individuals at above locality.
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Eig¿ges fl L:o L98:

tgTi R. SÍnclair f . ix.7977 D1l km NE Devils Peak (P35)

Glaucous-leaved form (LG = 2).

198: R. SÍnclair 1.x.1977 C/l km NE Devils Peak (P35)

Glaucous-leaved form (LG = 2).

l9i: R.J. Davies s.n. /Telowie Gorge CP

20q: C.D. Boomsma 16, ix,7977lThe Bluff , Beetaloo Valley

Some South Australian forms from the Southern
Flinders Ranges with strong affinities in bud
and fruit norphology to forms previously referred
to E- pÍIeata.
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Fiqures 207. 202: Extremes of habit in forms previously referred to
L pileata.

207: PJL 7379/0.6 km S Desmond (PIL)
Example of low mallee forms near the type locality of E- pileata'
Height: 3.5 m

202 13.5 km l,ll{ Norseman
Tree forms. Heighti 10 m

Ficrure 203: F. Mollemans 800/Commonwealth Hilt Stn
(North-western)
Small tree forms growing in sand on the margin of a salt
pan. Height: 5.5 m

Fiqure 204: Loves Ì'line Range (P109)
Mallee form grówing on rocky slope in the Flinders
Ranges. Height: 5 m
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ElgLrEeS Æ. lo 287:. Forms previously referred to E^ ca,lgggeana.

2Q5: 16 km tüN!{ Coorabie

fruits: PJL 1194 to 1196
buds: PJL 1794, t795

-_,62 9 km Slü Coorabie

fruits: PJL 1191, 1792
buds: r,I

6 km St{ Coorabie

fruits: PJL 1193
br.rds: rr

2AZz Madura

PJL 1331 to 1335; 1330 (individual with smallest fruits
observed - non-rar¡dom selection)
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EiqUEeg 2Q8 tq 210: Glaucous-stemmed forms from Eyre Peninsula.

209: C.D. Boomsma 42313 km Sl{ Carappee HiII

209: C.D. Boomsma 4208/3 km St{ Carappee HiIl

Individual with strong fruit ribbing.

zß: PJL 7072/6 km E Tooligie HtIl

Form with stem-glaucousness from outlying population.
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ElqUEee 277 Lg 2l4Z Habit photographs of glaucous-stemmed forms from
Eyre Peninsula.

ZLL: SmaII tree form near the base of Carappee Hitt. Height: 5 m

PJL 1072/6 km E Tooligie HílI
MaIIee form in outlying population. Height: 3.8 m

Z!32 0pen scrub to open heath of E- dgngse ssp. du4geg and

XeleleUge unqineËe associated with granitic outcrops on
the slopes of CarapPee HilI.

214: tnin-stemmed mallee form on Carappee HilI. Height: 3.5 m
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Fiqt¡re 215: P.L. Milthorpe & G.M. cunningham 6/tü ungarie
Form from near the type locality of þ- dumosa showing
prominent ribbíng on buds.

Ficrure 216: PJL t225/2.2 kn N Mt. Hall
South Àustralian form with strong affinities to type
material of L pifeatg in bud and fruit morphology.
It also has non-glaucous foliage (LG =0).

Fiqure 212: C.À. Gardner 17753/13 km N!{ Norseman
Glaucous-stemmed form labelled by Gardner as
"E. redimiculiphloia".
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CHÀPTER 12

TAXONOMY

12.1 Intrqduqlrq¡

A new taxonomy of the Dumosae is proposed here on the basis of evidence

from analyses dÍscussed in the two previous chapters, and an examination

of additional specimens. Before these proposed changes are published, it

is planned to make a complete survey of aII collections of Dumosae taxa at

NSl¡t, MEL and PERTH herbaria. This will enable precise limits for

distributional, flowering and ecological data to be compiled and may

indicate further rnorphological patterns. I wish to emphasize that there

is already sufficient evidence to warrant the taxonomic changes and that

nomenclature is like1y to remaín stable with further information because

type material and variation centred geographically on it has been given

thorough consideration. Only one net,l tä.Xon, E. pterocarpa, has been

described and aII avaÍIable collections for this have been studied. The

other changes all involve a reductÍon in rank. New Ínformation from

outlying occurrences can not negate the existing evidence, but may add to

it or perhaps indicate new taxa.

Previous taxa relegated to synonymy have been lectotypified in this

treatment so that names can be applied correctly and with certaÍnty by

workers who may wish to accept narro$¡er taxonomic circumscriptions than

advocated here. AII types cited have been seen unless designated 'n.v.'

(non vide) or 'photo.' (photograph only examined). To mimimize unavoidable

damage to dried eucalypt specimens in transport only a selectÍon of type

material was requested after consultation with Dr. J. Jessop of the S.A.

State HerbarÍum.
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l'lhere necessary, modifications have been made to the code designations

("pJ Codes") of the Pryor and Johnson (1977) system. Measurements given

in descriptions are based on data from the numerical analyses modified to

varying degrees by other material studied. Specimens regarded as

intergrades srere not taken into account. Ranges not enclosed by brackets

should be taken to apply to at least 90 % of individuals and the

measurements refer to average or typical values for an individual.

Bracketted values are extremes either within an individual or the taxon.

Precise definitions for the measurement of characters are given in section

4.3. Many characters presented in descriptions by other workers were

rejected. Some were found to be too variable, some h¡ere noted only for a

few taxa, and others were redundant. For instance, the conspicuousness of

venation and oil glands in leaves appears directly related to

glaucousness. The term 'adult leaves' Ís used to refer to fully expanded

leaves on a mature individual that are the most advanced in the sequence

from juvenile, intermediate to adult. 0n some individuals aII leaves are

intermedÍate and never attain the adult form, although it is unclear to

what extent this is geneticalty fixed or environmentally Índuced. The

definition used to distinguish trees and mallees Ís that the former are

single-stemmed, the Iatter multi-stemmed.

Lists of specimens examined are not presented here but a representative

Iist for each taxon is provided in Appendix 1.. The following additional

material has been considered for this taxonomic treatment:

t. Specimens from my personal collections in [f.4. and S.A, which were not

measured for analysis.

2. A representative sample of. 2 - 3 specimens for each of the previous

taxa, selected by Mr. M.I.H. Brooker from PERTH.

3. AII Dumosae collections at AD and ADli. These are maÍnly South

Australian occurrences but include some duplicate collections from other
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states.

4. Various type specimens from interstate herbaria as cited below.

5. Loans of all collections available at the time for various taxa: E-

qgnqfqþALe and E. etqepg from PERTH and FRI (with selected duplicates

from MEL), and E. plgfqqarpa, "E. redimiculiphloiâ", E- qeAlgel and E'

Slrre rqelyx from PERTH.

72.2 ïeclcÞ Du[qscq

1.2.2.1 DcsqErplrqn

Mallees or trees to 20 m tall, entirely smooth-barked or with a variable

amount of brown or grey, rough, fibrous bark from the base rarely

extending to major branches, or with a distinct blackbutt of persistent

dark grey to black, thick, rough , flaky bark; the smooth bark deciduous

in strips, pale and white or cream, grey, pink, yellow or brown, often in

streaks or patches. Efenqhlelg with oil glands in pith, non-glaucous or

glaucous, quadrangular as primary stems, after secondary growth becoming

terete or remaining angular until growing beyond branchlet stage. Uqqd:

pale to dark brown, straight-grained and durable. ggedlfUq: cotyledons

reniform (with distal margin concave or sometÍmes convex in outline) or

elliptical, under-surface pink, red or purple; hypocotyl pink to red; stem

with oil gland verrucae; Ieaves for first 2 -4 pairs decussate, petiolate,

grading from elliptical or lanceolate to broad-Ianceolate or ovate,

subsequent leaves subopposite to alternate, grading to ovate or

lanceolate. AdUlt ]geygg alternate, petiolate, lamina narrow- to

broad-lanceolate or sometímes ovate, often falcate, thin and flexible to

thick and rigid, glossy to dulI, non-glaucous to densely glaucous,

concolourous, yellow-green, grey-green, greenish-blue or whitish, midrib

convex to flat on abaxial side, slightly concave or channelled on adaxial
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side, secondary veins irregular, 15 - 50 to midrib, cuticular surfaces

smooth to highly sculptured with verrucae or papillae up to .09 mm high;

stomata j-n crypts with outer stomatal ledges and a lenticular ostiole in

thin outer layer of cuticle, stomatal bars absent, subsidiary cells

anomocytic. UUþcIIeSlgfS axillary, 3-, 5-, 7-, 9-, 11- or 13-flowered,

with pairs of deciduous bracts corresponding to nodes of condensed

compound dichasium and the major outer pair enclosing the other bracts and

developing buds, non-glaucous or glaucous; peduncles terete, angular or

compressed. EUdg bi-operculate, the outer calycine operculum being shed

from developing or immature buds or sometimes remaining attached to summit

of inner petaline operculum, filaments erect basally then inflexed

downwards around styte; operculum contracted or concave in outline to

convex in outine, smooth to striate or corrugated with ribs or 'wings'.

EIgWgfs: staminodes absent; filaments whÍte, cream, pale yellow or bright

yellow; anthers with a large dorsal oil gland, sub-basifixed, versatile,

obovoid to oblong, with cells distinct and opening by longitudinal slits;

ovary with 3 -7 locules, placentae with ovules and ovulodes in four

vertical rows. FrUf! variable in shape, cylindroid, obconoid, or less

often sub-hemispherical or campanulate; smooth, sub-rugose, costate or

regularly ríbbed or winged; valves, including persistent base of style,

splitting at dehiscence. gggdg: lenticular or ovoid and often somewhat

irregular in shape,7.5 - 4.0 mm long, the surface even or with irregular

facets and depressions, red-brown or dark ruby-red, Iustrous, shallowly

sculptured with obscure or prominent reticulum of polygonal. or elongate

areolae arranged more or less in rows, areolae walls opaque and rather

thick and obtuse, hilum ventral and not distinctly coloured, not winged

but sometimes with narron flange of testaceous material on margin where

adjoined to adjacent seeds. Qbeff: 'D-shaped' to acicular, often

irregular in shape, yellow-brown, brown or red-brown, smooth, lustrous,

with a pattern of closed polygonal to elongate areolae.
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Type species: E- dumgsa A. Cunn. ex Schau.

12.2.2 QlhcU serfeË ef SeqLrqn Dumarie-

Most of the above characters apply equally to the other series of section

Dumaria. !'lithin this section the principal diagnostic characters are those

of the seeds, although there are some significant differences in anther

shape and filament thickness (Brooker, 1979), and leaf and stem

glaucousness. A formal treatment of section Dumaria is outside the scope

of this thesis. However, to aid in distinguishing material of the other

series from Dumosae and enable recognition of some hybrids, descriptions

of seeds for the other series are provided.

Iququelee

ovoid or less often lenticular, usually even-surfaced, brown to dark grey,

deeply sculptured, appearing duII to the naked eye, deeply sculptured with

prominent reticulum of polygonal to elongate areolae arranged more or less

in rows, areolae walls translucent, testaceous and thin, hilum indistinct,

areolae deeper around circumference and often forming an indistinct wing.

-lnsresseLee

Lenticular to pyramidal and often irregular in shape, ventral surface with

ridges and facets radiating from the hilum, brown to dark grey, shallowly

sculptured v¡ith distinct reticulum of mostly elongate areolae arranged

Ígegularly sometimes in ror.ls, hilum indistinct, testa flattened into a

prominent circumferential wing wÍth a translucent flange.

Dundasinae

gvoid, with even surface, brown, sculptured with prominent reticulum of

polygonal to elongate areolae arranged more or less in rows, hilum

distinct and dark brown to almost b1ack, not winged.
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Ueuruqhrenae

Lenticular, the surface uneven with irregular depressions and facets,

brown or dark grey with varying amounts of a pale grey to straw-coloured

scurvy deposit, shallowly sculptured with prominent reticulum of elongate

areolae more or less in rot^rs, hilum same colour as underlying testa, often

flattened around circumference into an indistinct wing.

12.3 Key !q gpcqreË eld ËuþËpcqlcÊ af EeffcË DunoËae

la Fruits corugated with ribs or 'wings
mm ; operculum rostrate ; tree habit.

Fruits not corrugated, without regular ribbing or with ribs of
maximum depth less than 1.0 mm ; operculum rostrate, umbonate, or
not contracted ; tree or mallee habit

' of maximum depth at least 1.0
I

1b

3

2a Fruits ) 11 mm long, with 'wings' up to 2.5 - 4.0 mm deep, branchlets
non-glaucous ; umbellasters 3- , 5-, (7-) -f.Lowered.

Er realvntus plefogqrBq

2b Fruits ( 11 mm long, with ribs up to L.
usually glaucous ; umbellasters 7-, (9-

0 - 2.5 mm deep, branchlets
), (11-) -flowered.

E. Ieseuefu

3a Branchlets gI

3b Branchlets non-glaucous---- ---7

4a Flowers with filaments bright yellow ; operculum + hemispherical with
distinct rostrum, mid-width/base-width ratio 0.25 - 0.50, smooth or
faintly striate ; fruits > 11'0 mm long and ) 9.5 mm wide at
mid-Iength, campanulate or with slight contraction Ín outline.
(Restricted to !t.4., Coolgardie District).--------------E' Eqqdweldll

4b Flowers with filaments white or cream, rarely pale yellow; operculum
with or without rostrum, if rostrate then mid-width/base-width ratio
0.50 - L.00, smooth to deeply ribbed; fruits usually < 71,0 mm l-ong

or ( 9.5 mm wide at mid-Iength, if larger then not campanulate but

4

straight-sided or convex in outlÍne. 5
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5a Tree with distinct blackbutt; fruít 4.5 - 7.5 mm long; operculum
always ribbed and contracted with rostrum or umbo. (Restricted to
I,J.A. ) -------E. dUneeq ssp. qlelendtr

5b MaIIee or sometimes a small tree, entirely smooth-barked or with some
rough basal bark but never with a distinct blackbutt; fruit 5.5 -
1.3.5 mm long; operculum sometimes smooth or not contracted.---------6

6a Operculum (truncate-)hemispherical, not contracted or minutely
umbonate, up to 3.5 mm long, smooth; Ieaves thick and rigid, 25 - 45

mm wide. (Restricted to I,J.A., Roe District).
E. dunggq ssp. geqggei

6b gperculum conoidal or hemispherical(-compressed), not contracted to
strongly rostrate, up to 8.0 mm long, smooth or ribbed; leaves
sometimes thin and flexible, 10 - 45 mm wide.

tr dUmqge ssp. dumosq

7a
7b

Leaves non-glaucous. I
Leaves glaucous. E dunqgg ssp. dunqsq

8a Fruits and buds strictly sessile. E. duueee ssp. cqnglebale

8b Fruits and buds pedÍcellate to subsessile.--. -----9

9a Fruits 4.0 - 5.0 mm wide at mid-Iength and 3.5 - 6.5 mm long, with
pedicels up to 2.5 mm long and up to 2.5 mm wide at mid-length, 3- or
4-valved (often with more than 50% of fruits on an individual
3-valved);
DÍstricts )

tree with blackbutt. (Restricted to t'1.4., Avon & Roe
E. hqndrnrncngrs

9b Fruits 5.0 - 12.5 mm wide at mid-Iength and
pedicels up to 7.5 mm long and up to 6.0 mm

4-, 5-, (6-), (7-) -valved (never with more
indÍvÍdual 3-valved); tree or mallee, never

5.0 - 13.5 mm long, with
wide at mid-Iength, (3-),
than 50% of fruits on an
with a blackbutt Íf

fruits < 6.5 mm long ----------10

10a Fruiting peduncles 3.5 - 6.0 mm wide at mid-Iength and 4 - 8 mm

Iong,compressed-angular; operculum length/base-width ratio usually
t.70 -2.25: fruits relatively large, 7.0 - 11.0 mm long and 7.0 -
11..0 mm wide at mid-Iength, tapering into short, broad pedicels or
subsessile,pedicels never longer than wide, up to 3.0 mm long and 3.0
- 6.0 mm wÍde at mid-Iength, -E- dumoËa ssp. ffesefi

10b FruÍting peduncles L.0 - 3.5 mm wide at mid-length and 6 - 22 nn
Iong, compressed, angular or terete; operculum length/base-width
ratio usually 0.50 - 1.1.O., fruits small to large, 5.0 - 13.5 mm long
and 5,0 - 72.5 mm wide at mid-lenqbh, distinctly pedicellate or
tapering into indistinct pedicels or subsessile, pedicels often
Ionger than wide, up to 7.5 m long and 1.0 - 4.5 mm wide at
mid-Iength.------- ---E- dUnoSe ssp. dunqËq
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12.4 9vsleneHq lreelnen! for Euqelvplug dunqee

( incorporating aIl subsPecies)

EUqeIyplUË dunqge A.Cunn. ex Schau.

Synqnyng: (for full citations see treatment of each subspecies):

E* IemprqqeEpe F.Muell. ex Miq. 1856

E- nucllcrl Miq. 1856
il du$qËe-A.Cunn. ex Schau. var. qqIqlgÞela R.Br. ex Benth. t867
E, dUngge A.Cunn. ex Schau. var. rbqdephlglq Benth. p.p. 7867
g- rñqiã""e!q Labill. var. dUnqge (A.Cunn. ex Schau.) MaÍden 1904

E: i¡qresËele La¡itl. var. qglqlqþCla (R.Br. ex Benth.) Maiden 1904

E- gfqngfata Tausch. ex Maiden 1904 no$- nud-
E- SLqfClrg'eIyX I,J.V.Fitzgerald 1904 syn- nov-
E- gqnlqLba Turcz. var, qlelqndli Maiden 1910

E- qfefendi! (Maiden) Maiden t9tZ syn! nov!
E- sheelbiene ilaiden 191.5 synr lov¿
E- qqnqfqþele (R.Br. ex Benth. ) Maiden 1922 syn- !ov'
E- dqngarrgC!ËfÊ Maiden & Blakely 1925 syn- nov-
E- pileelq BIakeIy 1934 sYn- noY,
E- qõ¡qlõþelc (R.Br. ex Benth. ) Maiden ssp. fgeËeri Brooker 1972

E., ffqggfi (Brooker) Brooker syn. nqvr
E- cyanoBhylle Brooker L977 syn' nov'
E- georgei Brooker & Blaxell 1978 syn- nov-
E- gglggfeana Boomsma 1979 syn. noY¿

Common name: various names - see subspecies.

PJ Code: SLE:G

DesqnB!rqn

MaIIee or tree to 20 m tall, with fine to coårse foliage, entirely

smooth-barked or with a variable amount of rough, brown to qrey, fibrous

bark from the base rarely extending to major branches, or with a distinct

blackbutt of persistent, dark, thick, rough, flaky bark ; smooth bark

deciduous in strips, pale and white, cream, grey, pinkish, yellow-brown or

broutn, often in streaks or patches. ÞUenqhlglg non-glaucous to heavily
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glaucous, terete to strongly quadrangular. geedlf¡g leaves: first (2 -) 4

pairs decussate, elliptical to lanceolate, broad-lanceolate or ovate,

green or grey-green, subsequent pairs subopposite to alternate, ovate to

broad-Ianceolate, non-glaucous to densely glaucous ; juvenile and coppice

leaves broad-lanceolate to broad-ovate. èdUIt fqqveg: Iamina narrol^I- to

broad-Ianceolate, rarely ovate, thin and flexible to thick and rigid,

(50-)75 - 155(-175) mm long, 9 - 38(-48) mm wide, (.30-).35 - .79G.75) mm

thick, glossy to dull with cuticular relief .010 - .090 mm high,

non-glaucous to densely glaucous, yellowish-green to grey-green,

greenish-blue or whitish, angle between secondary veins (30-)35 - 90(-100)

; petioles (1.0-)13 - 31(-3S) mm long. Unþe]IeSlerg (3-), (5-), 7-, 9-,

7t-, (13-) -flowered, non-glaucous or glaucous ; fruiting peduncles 3 -

1,8ç24) mm long, (1.0-)1.2 - 7.3(-8.3) mm wide at mid-Iength, terete,

angular or compressed. MalUfe þUde: hypanthium cylindrical,

obconical,turbinate or hemispherical, smooth to slightly ribbed or

striate, sometimes with 2 - 4 costae ; operculum coniodal, turbinate,

hemispherical, compressed- or truncate-hemispherical, with distinct

rostrum or umbo, slightly contracted, or convex and not contracted, flush

to markedly wider than hypanthium, 2.5 - 1.0 mm long by 4 - I mm wide,

Iength/base-width ratio (.40-).45 - 2.00(-2 .25), mid-width/base-width

ratio (.40-).45 - 1.05(-1.10), sometimes becoming yellow or red before

anthesis, smooth to striate or deeply comugated, ribs up to 0 - 1.2 mm

deep. EIgWefs: filaments white, cream or sometimes pale yellow. Uqlufe

ÉgUfËg cylindroidal cylindrical, doliform, obovoidal-truncate,

obconoidal, pyriform, sub-hemispherical or discoÍdal, truncate at base and

sessile, or tapering gradually or abruptly into pedicel, (3.0-)4.5 -

13.0(-13.5) mm long, midwidth 4.5 - 71.5ç12.5) mm wide, rim-width/Iength

ratio ( .45-).55 1.90( -2.10) , mid-width/rim-width ratio ( .80-).85 -

1.35(-1,40), smooth, striate or with regular ribs 0 - 1.0 mm deep,

sometimes with 2 -4 costae, sometimes sub-rugose ; disc 0.3 - 2.0 mm wide.
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sloping inwards to 0.2 - 2.8 mm below rim level, flat, or rarely slightly

raised ; valves (3), 4,5, (6) per fruit (average 3.1 - 5.0), tips well

below rim level to well exserted ; pedicels absent or (0.0-) 0.9 -

7.7G9.7) mm long, (0.9-)7.1, - 5.4(-6.0) mm wide.

Notes

!- dumsge is a highly variable taxon. The bulk of the variation is

contained within the typical subspecies and the other four subspecíes are

more narrowly defined and represent extreme forms whÍch have a more

restricted distribution. Details of distribution, ecology etc. are

provided under each subspecies.

12.5 gyglcmat-rç lueelnen! fqr indiyiduef loxe

The five subspecies of E. dunqge are considered in their order of

publication and followed by the other four species in order of

publication. I{here necessary, comments are made on ne$, synonyms of

subspecies under their old species names in the sections on typification.

12.5.1 EUqelyplgg dgnaËe A.Cunn. ex Schau, ssp. dgl[qgg

E- dUUgSe A. Cunn. ex Schauer , !'lalp. Rep. Bot . Sys. Z: 925 ( 1843 ) ;

Bentham, FI. Àustral. 3: 230 (1867) p.p. (as to var. dumosa only)l --E-

Ðqteggele Labill. var. dungsa (A.Cunn. ex Schau.) Maiden, Crit. Rev. Gen.

Euq- !(4): 97, pL. 76, figs 1 ,2,3,5, pl . 1.9, fig. 1, pI . 2t, fig. 3 (1904)

p.p. (excl. syn. !- Iemprocelm F. Muell., E. $UeIIe[f Miq.)i --E- dUUqgg:

Maiden, Ioc. cit, 4(38)'.220 (,91,9) p.p (as to var. dumosa only); Blakely,

Key Euc. 118 (1934); Burbidge, Trans, Roy. Soc. S. Aust. ZL(z)i t52

(,947);Black, FI. S. Aust. edn.2: 630 1964) p.p. (excl. Kangaroo Is.);

HaIl u Brooker, For. Timb. Bur. Forest Tree Series No. !31, figs (,974):
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Boomsma, Native Trees S. Aust. edn.2: 747, fig. (1981).

IypC: " A. Cunn., Herb., No. 206, 1817."

EOlqlyBe: n.v. Igqlype: A. Cunningham 206, Back of the interior, s.dat.

(BM photo.). Probable lÞglypCg: A. Cunningham s.fl., Interior of

Australia, s.dat. (BM n.v. ); s.Ieg. s.fl. , Euryalean scrub, s.dat. (K

photo. ).

t E- fgqpËocarpq F. MueIIer ex Miquel, Nederl. Kruidk. Arch. 4: 729 (1856)

p.p. lypA Cxclugq (pedicellate forms only (72.5.3, p. 305)) l

E- glqmgUqla Tausch ex Maiden, Crit. Rev. Gen. Euc. !(4): 100 (1904). nomr

nud-

E- gLqiatrcCfyË [{.V. Fitzgerald, J. W. Aust. Nat. Hist. Soc. Z(I): 20

(1904) syn. Dov.; Maiden, Crit. Rev. Gen. !gg- !(51): 3, pI. 208, figs 2,3

(7922); Blakely, Key Euc. 727 9934); Gardner (1965) ln Aplin, Euc. tlJ.

Aust. 247, fig. 101 U979) p.p. I excl. Mt Magnet population here regarded

as intergrades between E. dUmoga ssp. dumggq and ssp. glelendlr l;

Boomsma, Native Trees S. Aust. edn. tZ 774, fiq. 1972); HalI & Brooker,

For. Timb. Bur, Forest Tree Series No. 83, fÍgs (7973)', Boomsma, loc.

cit.. edn. 2:232, fiq. (1981), Chippendale !¡ Jessop, FI' Cent. Aust. 247

(1981).

Iypg: " Milly's Soak, and four miles east of Nannine, Sept., 1903 --hl. V.

f.

Leqlqlype (here designated): fJ.V. Fitzgerald s.r1., Milly's Soak, .9.1903

(NStü, ex herb. [J.V.F). Iggleqlqlypee: ibid. -.-.1903 (PERTH 2 sheets)

t E- qfefandrr auct. non. (Maiden) Maiden: Chippendale In Jessop, FI.

Cent. Aust. 247 (1981) l

E- eheqlhia¡g Maiden, J. Roy. Soc. N.S.vl . !2: 3tZ (1915) gvn nov;

republished in Crit. Rev. Gen. Euc- É(51)i 1,60,67, pl. 208, f.íg.7

1922);Blakely, Key Euc. 71,4 (1934); Gardner (1955) fn Aplin, Euc. hl.
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Aust. !!4, fig. 38 (7979); Chippendale, Euc. tJ. Aust. Goldf, 744, figs

u,973).

Iypg: " a cultivated specimen in the King's Park, Perth, !1.4. .. The late

Mr J. Sheath, Superintendent up to 1913 .... addÍtional specimens from the

same plant from Mr Sidney WiIIÍam Jackson, of Sydney, and from Dr. F.

Stoward, Government botanist of tCestern Australia..."

Leqlqlype (here designated): J. Sheath s.rl., CuIt. King's Park, Perth,

I,J.A. -.xii.1910 (NSVü 17799Ð. Probable lsqleqlqlyBeg: ( (PERTH,K,BM)

n.v. ). 9yn!yBe-: lt. Jackson s.î. , King's Park, Perth, l'1.4. -. ii.1913 (NSlt

757284).

rÉE, dongaEraelgig Maiden & BIakeIy, J. Roy. Soc. N.S.W. 59: 784 (1925)

syn. !qv-; Maiden, crit. Rev. Gen. Euc. 7(68)i 371, pI. 278, fig. 1,

1927);BIakeIy, Key Euc. 727 (1934); Gardner (967) fn Aplin, Euc. lJ.

Aust. 279, fig. 88 9979); Chippendale, Euc. tJ. Aust. Goldf . 1'46, f igs

1973). IypC: " It has only been seen at Dongarra [ = Dongara ] in tJestern

Australia, .."

Leqtolypc (here designated): J.H. Maiden s.fl., Dongara, -.x.1909 (NSW

42723, one specimen in bud). Ieeleqlelypeg: ßSW 42723, other specimens;

PERTH, 2 sheets), Probable 1gqleqlqlypeË: ((K,MEL) n.v.). Possible

tseleslelype: (PERTH 7227A).

E, pffeela Btakely, Key Euc. 720 (1934) ÞYn. !oY-; Burbidge, Trans. Roy.

Soc. S. Aust. 77(D:152 (7947) p.p. I excl. " Kangaroo Island " ]; B1ack,

F]. S. Aust. edn. 2: 629 (796Ð, p.p. I excl. " Kangaroo Island " ];

xThis name is probably a synonym of:

E- qbtusíflqfg DC, Prodromus 3: 220 (1,82Ð, SY!- noy. (misapplied name).

Iypg: Australia on the eastern coast.

(See p. 292, 293.)
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Gardner (1959) in Aplin, Euc. tJ. Aust. 766, fig, 64 (979); --E. dUnqge

ssp. t pileata 1: Pryor & Johnson, Classif. Euc. 85 (t97t); --E- pileelq:

Chippendale, Euc. tJ. Aust. Goldf . 147, f igs q973),

IypC: " Desmond, near Ravensthorpe (J.H. Maiden, November, 1909) ".

Eelelypc: J.H. Maiden s.n., loc. cit. -.xi.1909 (NSW 17794). Isotypeg:

(PERTH, (K,BM) photo. ).

E- gyqngpbylla Brooker, Trans. R. Soc.

(977 ) syn, nqv-; Boomsma, Native

(1981).

101(1): t5, fiss 1,2

Aust., edn. 2: 740, fig.
S. Aust.

Trees S.

Hefglype: B. Copley 3799, c.3 km northeast of Berri, South Australia (34

15 S 140 37 E) S.viii .1972 (AD). Isqlype: (FRI n.v. ).

E- celqqreane Boomsma, J. Adelaide Bot. Gard. !(6): 367, fig. 7 1979)

ÊyI- noy-; Native Trees S. Aust. edn. 2: 122, fig. (1981).

HgfgtyBe: G.c. cornwall, s.r., South Australia, 43 km along Eyre Highway

tJ. of Nundroo ßt 29 S 131 53 E) 1l.Íii,7977 (ÀD).

Common name: I'thite MaIIee

PJ Code: SLE:GA

Dlg neslg

Mallee or small tree to 12 m tall, entireJ.y smooth-barked or with a

variable amount of rough bark from the base rarely extending to major

branches, but never wÍth a distinct btackbutt. Þfanqbfels angular becoming

terete. unþe]IeËlcæ: fruiting peduncles 6 - 78G24) mm long, t.t -

3.6(-4.2) mm wide at mid-length. UatUeC ffUfle distinctly or obscurely

pedicellate, (4.5-)6.0 13.0(-13.5) mm long, mid-width (4.5-)5.0 -

t1,.5ç72.5) mm wide; pedÍcels (0.0-)1.5 - 7.7ç9,7) mm long, 1.0

4.0(-4.9) mm wide.
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(Figs: L10, 77!, t25 to 728,201 Lo 204,21,1 lo 214 (habit);

65 Lo77,81 to 93, 713, I20 Lo 722,135 to 137,

t39 Lo 749, 752 Lo 200, 205 Lo 210, 215 to 277.)

IvBrfrqetrqn

1. E- dunese

The holotype has not been seen, but is presumably located at a herbarium

where Schauer (the author of the species) worked. ColLections at K and BM,

of which photographs were examined, bear no evidence of having been

examined by Schauer, and are therefore treated as isotypes.

2. E- stglgticafy¡

The protologue includes reference to two localities followed by the

author's initials which can be taken to designate both as collectÍons.

Although sometimes confused (7.2, p. 742), these are two disjunct

occurrences. No collection by Fitzgerald is known from the second

locality, but it would be a syntype if it exists. Maiden (,922, !(51):

60) refers to a tree at the first locality which produced the type.

Although this does not constitute the selection of a type specimen, it

supports the choice of lectotype made here. Since the type material is the

author's own collection, it would aII be familiar to him and form part of

the basis of the description. Thus all duplicates can be regarded as

syntypes. The NSI{ and one PERTH sheet have labels from Fitzgerald's

herbarium. These specimens at least were probably in his possession when

the description was made. The NSt{ sheet was chosen as the lectotype on the

grounds of completeness of material. It has two branchlets, one with buds

attached and the other wÍth fruits, and is the only sheet provÍding both

organs.
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3. E- sbeelhiene

I believe that specimens of the three collectors Sheath, Jackson and

Stoward, all constitute the type and are therefore syntypes, contrary to

Johnson's (pers. comm. , 7982) statement that Sheath materÍal is holotype.

The reference to "a specimen" of Sheath followed by "additional

specimens", does not unambiguously designate the former as type although

it may attribute greater significance to it. In other cases (E-

kqndfnfnensis and !- qlelandil (p. 319 and 298)), Maiden has subsequently

indicated the second rather than the first specimen cited in the

protologue as being "the type". For E- sheathiana, Maiden also makes a

Iater indication of the type (Maiden, t922,6(51):60) and this

complicates determination of type status for the collections. Maiden's

reference is in an illustration label which reads: "From a cultivated

plant in the Kinq's Park, Perth, I'lestern Australia (J. Sheath). The type."

It is unclear from the Code whether such a reference should be treated as

valid lectotypifÍcation. It certainly does not make the Sheath collection

a holotype sÍnce it $¡as not expressed at the time of the original

publÍcation of the name of the taxon ( I,C.B.N. , Guidelines for

Determination of Types, no.1). Acceptance of the Sheath material as a

Iectotype chosen by Maiden is doubtful for the following reasons: he has

not explicitly stated that he was making a selection among types; there is

no stated rejection of the other material as types; "the type" may loosely

mean 'this is part of the type'; it is unlikely that he would have

deliberately meant to clarify and make more precise his oü,n earlier

indication of the type in such a casual way; there is no evidence that the

'choice' is not arbitary (Art. 8). I believe that ít is more likely that

the reference reflects Maiden's original unstated intention rather than a

changed concept of the type. Consequently, a Sheath specimen is here

selected as lectotype, following Guideline 4d which states: "I{hen choosing

a lectotype, any indication of intent by the author of a name should be
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given preference unless such indication is contrary to the protologue".

Any interpretation of the Sheath material as being the holotype or a

Iectotype of Maiden, is further complicated by the fact that the figures

refeged to by the label do not appear to be of this collection. Rather,

they support the syntype status of material from the other two collectors.

The illustration has figures of a twig bearing mainly flowers and a twig

with fruits, whereas the J. Sheath (NStl) collection has buds and lacks

flowers and fruits. The fruits illustrated are of the same form and

development as those on the collection: F. Stoward s.fl.. King's Park Perth

tl.A. -.iv.1916 (NS$t 151282). Its folder is annotated: " fruits drawn

5.8.20 M.F. " indicating that they were probably drawn by Flockton for

this illustration publÍshed by Maiden ín 7922. The collection t{. Jackson

-.ii.1913 (NSI.] 157284) has a branchlet at the same stage of flowering as

that in the illustration . The illustratÍon of Stoward's and Jackson's

collections as " the type " may mean that Maiden only refers to J. Sheath

in the tabel for having grobrn the type tree. This would imply that he had

a broad understanding of the type that included all material that he had

been sent from this tree.

It should be noted that the above Stoward collection and another one.

F.Stoward, perth Cult. -.vi.1916 (NS['t 151283), cannot be syntypes unless

there is an error in dating, as the collection dates exceed that given for

the publication of the original description. On1y Stoward's material

referred to in the protologue in 1915 would be a syntype, but it is noçt

unknown.

4. E, deU erUCCnsiS

Brooker (pers. comm., Dec . 7982) believed that the type specimen of E'

eþlusiffqre Dc is the same taxon as E- dgnggulaensis, based on his

examination of De Candolle's specimen in the Geneve herbarium (G). The
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single specimen of E. obtugiflqra there is presumably the holotype. This

observation rdas too late to be fully pursued and taken into account for

this thesis. I have examined microfiche of thÍs specimen, a branchlet

with mature leaves and buds, and agree with Brooker's determination on

this evidence. A final judgement wiII not be made until I have examined

the specimen. The name E^ oþlUeiflofe has been applied to eastern

Australian material placed in series Obliquae of suþenus Uq¡qggfyplug.

The leaves of the type specimen, however, have relatively obtuse bases and

certainly do not belong in this suþenus. There ís good agreement with

the type collection of E- dq¡geEfaensig in the blunt, hemispherical

operculum that is shorter and broader than the hypanthium. Thepe features

are noted in the type description. If L gþtuslftgra is the same taxon as

E- dsngartreensis, then these features indicate that it must have been

collected on the west, not the east coast of Australia as stated in the

protologue and on the specimen label. As E- qþlUgrÍlofe was published

before E- dqngqgqegnsis, it has priority and would be the correct name for

the taxon. However, for the taxonomic treatment proposed here the

consequences would be more serious because E- qblUgiflgeg also preceded

the publication of E- dUUgee. Thus the name E- dUmcsa would be rejected

and the previous taxa would be sunk into E- qþlUgfflgra with four of the

five subspecies narnes retained and the type subspecÍes replaced by ssp.

qþtusrflere.

For E. dongerrgclsis, material at NSIJ could be accepted as the holotype

(as labelled by L.A.S. Johnson) if the duplicates had been distributed

elsewhere before Blakely could have studied them for the description.

However, one sheet at PERTH (CSIRO neg. no. 3478) has a NS!{ label with a

determination and the word 'Type' written by BIakeIy. This specimen at

least is a syntype and candidate for lectotypification. It has only a few

buds, adult leaves and juvenile leaves. There is a much better
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representation of materiaL at NSIJ including fruits, and this is therefore

chosen for lectotype. Because this material is not attached to a sheet, a

síngle branchlet (in bud) has been chosen as the lectotype specimen. This

wiII avoid confusion when the collection Ís eventually mounted, as two

sheets would be needed.

5. E- pUeele

The duplicates of Maiden's E. pllgale collection have aII been distributed

from NSIJ herbarium. This stas probably done prior to Blakely's

descriptÍon, as the only evidence of Blakely's study of the material is

the determination in his handwriting on this NSfrl sheet. It is therefore

accepted as the holotype.

E]qWetinq penqd: Throughout the year, varying with different forms and

regions. Flowering periods in summer - autumn months are most common.

DfglUfþUlign (fig. 2t9): I{.4., Fortesque, Carnarvon, Ashburton, Austin,

Irwin, Avon, Roe, Eyre, Coolgardie, Giles, Helms and Eucla Districts;

S.4., North-western, NuIlarbor, Gairdner-Torrens Basin, Eyre PenÍnsula,

Yorke Peninsula, Flinders Ranges, Northern Lofty, Southern Lofty, Eastern,

Mumay, South-eastern Regions; VÍctoria; New South l'lales.

It is widespread throughout arid and semi-arid southern Australia. The

most northerly occurrences are in the Hamersley Ranqes. South of this in

the arid central region there are scattered occurrences confined to

specialized habitats. It is abundant throughout the semi-arid wheatbelt

and Goldfields region of the southwest and extends eastwards into South

Australia along the southern margin of the NuIlarbor plain. North of the

Nullarbor it is prevalent in sand dunes of the Great Victoria Desert,

There are records in the Blackstone and Musgrave Ranges, so E- dumosa ssp.
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dUngge probably extends across the border to similar areas in southern

Northern Territory. It is found in greatest abundance in the mallee areas

of semÍ-arid South Australia, in particular on Eyre Peninsula and the

Murray MaIIee, but is absent from Kangaroo Island. It occurs in the Gawler

Ranges to the north of Eyre Peninsula, in the Olary Spur of the Eastern

Region, and extends north into the arid region up the entire length of the

Flinders Ranges in areas with suitable edaphic conditions. From the

Murray mallee it extends through northwestern Victoria to western and

central New South lùales.

Eqqlqqv

Habitat: highly variable but compared to other mallees it often shows a

preference for more fertile and heavier-textured soils. EugefyplUs dumgge

ssp. dumosg occurs: ín the Hamersley Range on residual caps of calcrete or

ironstone and on areas of calcrete between sand dunes; in the central

desert area restricted to soakages, depressions, creek beds, consolidated

gypseous dunes on salt lake margins, calcrete tables and sand dunes;

throughout much of semi-arid southwestern I'lestern Australia on coastal

plain, aIluvial slopes, dissected Laterites, lateritic sand plains, Iow

sand dunes, calcareous loam plains and rarely on inselbergs or small

ranges; along the Nullarbor mainly on the plain at the base of the scarp

or on the limestone plateau in depressions or slopes of narrow valleys; in

the Great Victoria Desert often in the interdune corridors, on dune slopes

or crests, sand plains, margins of salt lakes or depressions; in the

semi-arid mallee areas of the eastern states on coastal plains, aIluvÍal

slopes, sand dunes (swales, slopes or crests), calcareous loam plains,

calcrete and sometimes on inselbergs; on lateritic remnants on southern

Eyre Peninsula; on aIluvíal and skeletal soils derived from quartzite,

porphyritic rhyaodacite (Gawler Ranges), quartz-feldspar gneisses
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(carappee HiIl, cleve Hills etc. on Eyre Peninsula), Iow granitic domes

(near the type locality in New south tlales) and, in the Flinders Ranges,

siltstone, Iimestone, a variety of soft metamorphics (exposed in the

Blinman Dome and elsewhere), sandstone and sometimes quartzite'

gccurrences associated with quartzite in the Gammon Ranges (northern

Flinders Ranges) are confined to saddles and depressions in the

Ievel-bedded strata where clay soíIs accumulate. SoiIs range from sand to

Ioam to clay and. include: gravelly sand or loam with quartzite, Iaterite,

or limestone gravel; calcareous or gypseous sands, Ioams and clays; and

duplex soils with a lower clay horizon.

Averaqe annual rainfall: 150 - 500 mm

Associated species: In the Hamersley Ranges !- dumogg ssp. dusgsq is often

found with E- hrnqgnrlM, and in the central desert area it is frequently

in pure stands or with E- gCngldulengrË or E- miqfqlbege. Throughout the

semi-arid regions that make up most of its distribution, it occurs in

woodland or mallee communities usually with several other species from a

Iarge number of associate eucalypts. The most common and widespread of

these are E. gtgellig, E- geciglig and E- oleqËq. Uclelcuqe species,

includíng u. qlqinelc and u- lanceolate, are often present and the

understorey varies from heath-Iike and sclerophyllous to chenopodiaceous'

In semi-arid tJestern Australia important associates include: E.

eæmqBbrlê, E- flqc[lq¡iee, E' Eedunqg, E- waDdoo' E' galubEis' E'

gqlmenqphlolg, E. eEylbEelgma, n- IoxgphlCþg, E- dfplera and E- gICgSq'

In the vicinity of the Nullarbor the main associates are E- oleosq, E.

qfeqllfg and E- yelelg¡gf,g. In the Victoria Desert and elsewhere on

desert sand dunes E- yslalengig is replaced by E- gocialig' E- yUSþeEeIe

and E- qongi¡ne. The main mallee areas of South Australia containing E-

dumosa ssp. dullgsa can be divided into two principal community types.

These often occur as a mosaic of distinct communities within a limited
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area although intermediate communities with representative species from

both do occur. The first type occurs on sandy areas that are sometimes

calcareous, dunes and well-drained soils and is characterized by E-

rlgregËale. E- gqqlgliË, E- fqecunde, E- diverglfglte, E- calycogong,

Ucleleuqe Utqlnela and Triqdle1-The second type occurs in loamy soils,

sometimes in depressions or swales and often with limestone. It is

characterized by E- gUegiflg, E- oleogg, E- þfeqbyqefyX. E- gdgfele,

Ueleieuqe fe¡qeefete, U- pcuperrfferq, GericEe flneeurfellc, Qfcerre

IUCIIC¡L 0. decurrens, and flgglgf¡çt]e Efqlde.

Nqles

EUqelyptus dUnqgq ssp. dgmqsa is a highly variable taxon. Inland desert

forms are characterized by large fruits with distinct and often elongate

pedicels,and variable leaf and stem glaucousness. SemÍ-arid mallee and

woodland forms generally have fruits of medium síze, and variable leaf

glaucousness with variable stem glaucousness in the west and non-glaucous

stems in the east. Those near the coast or on Iateritic soils in areas of

higher rainfall have fruits with broad sometimes indistinct pedicels and

non-glaucous leaves and stems. Forms growing in the Gawler and Flinders

Ranges tend to have fruits of small size with distinct but often short

pedicels, variable leaf glaucousness and non-glaucous stems. Operculum

shape and and degree of ribbing varies greatly in many of these forms.

*t(**********l(**r(**************************l(****r(***************ì(**********
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72.5,2 EugqþplUe dUneÊq A. Cunn. ex Schau' ssp' qfeleldll (Maiden)

Lang , comb. et stat' nov.

E- qgnialha Turcz, var. qlelendfi Maiden, J' l{' Aust' Nat' Hist' Sc' Soc'

3(1): 176 (1910) as " cleLandi ", þcgrqnyn; --E- qlclerdll (Maiden)

Maiden, CrÍt Rev. Gen.EUq- ?('t): 189, pl' 69, fig' 819t2) syn' !oY';

loc. cit. g(75) i 274 (1931) seedlings; Blakelv, Kev Euc. 123 (1934);

Gardner (g6t) in AptÍn, Euc. tJ. Aust. 225, fíg. 91' (197Ð; Chippendale,

Euc. tJ. Aust. Goldf. 153, figs ('973),

Iypc: '' Lannin's Timber Camp, nearly 70 miles north of Kurrawang

Goongapie, 54 miles north of Kalgoorlie. ". Lectotype (here designated):

J.H. Maiden s.n., 65 miles N. of Kalgoorlie, -.ix.1909 (NSll] 47518)

branchlet with fruits and buds. Igeleqlqlype: ibid (NSw 47518) other

specimens, (PERTH). Probabte igefeqlqlypC: (K, n.v. )' $y¡LypC: J'H'

Maiden s.fl. , 70 miles N. of Kugawang, -.ix.1909 (NS['l 47545) ' Probable

EyIlypC: (K, n.v. ).

Common name: CIeIand's Blackbutt

PJ CodE: SLE:GM

Dregngsrs

Tree to 12 m tall with a blackbutt of persistent, dark, thick, rough,

flaky bark for 0.2 to L.5 m. ErAnqhlstË densely glaucous, quadrangular

becoming terete. Àdult fegygg narro!ù lanceolate, dull, moderately to

densely glaucous, grey-green or greenish-blue. Ueluqc þuds: operculum

rostrate or umbonate, ribbed to 0'3 - 0'7 mm deep' Uelure frurls

relatívely small, 4.5 - 7,0 mm long, midwidth 4.5 - 6.5 mm wide, smooth or

with shallow ribs Iess than 0.5 mm deep, distinctly pedicellate, pedicels
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(1.5-)2.0 - 3.4G4.3) mm long, (0.9-)1.1 - 1.7G7.9) mm wide.

Figs: 104 (habit); 60, 97 Lo 99.)

IvprfrqeLrqn

In the original description of the variety Maiden mentions having

collected it and gives observations made when standing before trees at two

Iocalities. Both are represented by extant herbarium specimens including

sheets at NStl labelled by Maiden as E- ga¡¡elhe var. ÇIclend! then altered

to E. ÇICIand¡. As Maiden is both collector and author aII duplicates are

treated as syntypes. This is contrary to annotations on the NSW sheets by

Johnson who regards the Goongarrie specimen as holotype because of a later

statement by Maiden when describing the taxon as a species. However, the

Code states that a neür name formed from a previously published legitimate

epithet is, in alL cases, typified by the type of the older name (Art. 7,

para. 10). Maiden's later reference to the second collection as Type

1972, Crit. Rev. Gen. Euc, 2(7ü: 190) could be considered

Iectotypification. The case for this is better than that for E.

gheglhiqne because reference is made at the same time to Lannin's Timber

Camp material as another collectÍon but clearly not the type.

Nevertheless, it does not appear that Maiden was a$rare of making an

explicit choice from among types. The best solution is to follow Maiden's

apparent intention and choose a lectotype from the Goongarrie collection.

The NStl sheet was chosen in preference to the PERTH one for the following

reasons:

1. The former has branchlets bearing buds and fruits whereas in the latter

the fruits are detached.

2, It is a more complete collection with bark and coppice leaves present

3. It is labelled by MaÍden.

A single branchlet with five umbellasters of fruits is designated from the
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Ioose material.

Eloweffn pqgio{: Mainly September to February but also at other times

throughout the year.

Drelgþuliqn (fig. 22D: I¡J.4.: Coolgardie, Austin and Helms Districts.

The principal occurrence is centred on the Gotdfields district of

Kalgoorlie and Coolgardie with a number of northerly outlying populations.

Ecolqqv

Habitat: on slopes of low ironstone or schistose hills, on flat terrain or

in depressions. The soÍI is sandy-, clay- or gravelly-Ioam with

quartzite, Iaterite or Iimestone.

Average annual rainfall: Z2O - 280 mm

Associated species: E- celeglriOdes, E- campagpg, E- salnqnqBhleia' often
SPP'

with Atriplex'i.n the understorey.--------A

Sr.lccessfully cultivated in Adelaide and Perth under annual rainfall of at

Ieast up to 800 mm.

Nqles

This taxon is an extreme form of the E- dUnqss complex that approaches E.

Iegquefff in its habit, possession of a blackbutt and ribbing of fruits

but does not intergrade continuously with it. Some forms of ssp. cleleUdff

near Menzies could be interpreted as phantom hybrids with E- IeegUcffr.

Intergrades with ssp. dUngsg are common and there are intermediate
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populations in outlying areas. There is often misidentification between

ssp. dumgse (determined as 'E- slffelfqely8') and ssp. clelandii and

further material needs to be examined to clarify limits of the taxa.

******tH(*************************************t(****************************

72.5.3 EUqeIyplUS dUngSg A.Cunn. ex Schau. ssp. conglobele (R.Br.

ex Benth. ) Lang stat. nov.

!- dumosa A.Cunn. ex Schau. var. gqnqlgþeLe R.Br. ex Bentham, FI. Austral.

3: 230 1867), bqgiqnymn; --E- !¡ç.rassalq Labill. var. ç.qnq]oÞelg (R.Br.

ex Benth.) Maiden, Crit. Rev. Gen. !ug- !(4): L00, pl . 77, figs 1,2,5,6

(1904); Trans. Roy. Soc. S. Aust. 3(3): 287 (1908); Crit. Rev. Gen, EUc-

4(3S) | 220 1979); --L qonqlAþqla (R.Br. ex Benth. ) Maiden, Ioc. cit.

É(56) i 273 q922) syn., nqy-; Maiden, Ioc. cit. g(75) i 270 (1931)

seedtíngs;Blakely, Key Euc. 177 (1934); Burbidge, Trans. Roy. Soc. S.

Aust . |LQ): 151 (947 ) ; Black , FI . S. Aust. , edn 2i 628 (1964) 

"

Chippendale, Euc. tJ. Aust. Goldf. t49, figs (t973); Boomsma, Native Trees

S. Aust., edn 2: 136, fig. (1981).

Iypg: " Port Lincoln, tJilhelmi; S. Coast, R. Brown." Lectolype (here

designated): R. Brown s.r., Bays 9 & 10 t Memory Cove (34 58 S 133 59 E) &

Port Lincoln c. (34 44 S 135 52 E) , S. Aust. I s. dat. t 22.íi.1802 &

-.iii,7802 I (K photo., right specimen). Isqteqlqlypcs: ibid (K, Ieft

specimen); s. nom. t C. Wilhelmi I s.n., Port Lincoln, s.dat. (K photo.);

Carl tJilhelmiÍ s.h., Port Lincoln proper, s. dat. (MEL 80653)); R. Brown

(4749), South Coast Bays 9 & 10, s.dat. ((BM,K) photo., FRI(ex BM) 2

sheets, MEL 80652). Possible fsofggËAlyBe: R. Brown s.fl., s.Ioc., 1802-5

(MEL 80654 ).
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I E- cong]gþAlg (R.Br. ex Benth. ) Maiden var. anceps (auct. non R.Br. ) ex

Maiden, Crit. Rev. Gen. Euc= É(56): 274 (1922) p.p t lyBg C¡qIUso (see

13.1) l; --E. alqepg (R.Br. ex Maiden) Blakely, Key Euc. 118 (1934);

Burbidge, Trans. Roy. Soc. S. Aust. \LQ):151 1947); Black, FI. S.

Aust., edn 2: 629 (7964)l --E- colglqþelq I ssp. engeBg ]: Pryor &

Johnson, Classif . Euc. 58, 65 (797D I --E- engepË: Chippendale, Euc. !r].

Aust. Go1df. 150, figs 9973); Boomsma. Native Trees S. Aust., edn 2: !72,

fig. (1981). l

Iypg: ". .the type whÍch comes from Kangaroo Island "

Leqlelype (here designated): R. Brown (4748), Kangaroo Island -.-.1802-5

(NSI'J sheet with JHM annotation (CSIRO neg. no. 4229)) [ = E. lUqAËq R. Br.

ex BIakeIy J. lgq]Cqlotypes: (NStl (CSIRO neg. no. 4168), (K sheets

'7 ,2 ,3' ,BlI 2 sheets) photo. , (MEL 80646. FRI ) .

E- fqnpfqqarpa F.MueIIer ex Miquel, Nederl. Kruidk. Arch. 4z I29 (1856)

p.p. t pedicellate specimens excluded J; Maiden, Crit. Rev. Gen. Euc-

7(4)z 100 (1904).

IypC: " In d.esertis Murray Scrub, Salt's Creek, Traveller's Rest, Ponindi,

Angus park, &c. Novae HoII. Austr. (F.MuIIer)."

Probable gyllypgg: F. Mueller s.n., Murray Scrub, SaIt Creek, Angas park

...?, s.dat. (U 636558 photo. ); Mueller s.n. Murray Scrubs s.dat. (Herb.

Vindob. n.v. - fide Maiden). Possible Ey!!ypeË: MueIIer s.n., Mumay

s.dat. (K photo.); s.Ieg. s.n., Desert, S. Austr. s.dat. (K (CSIRQ neg.

no. 617) photo. ).

E, mueLlefi Miquel, Nederl. Kruidk. Arch. 4: 130 (1856) fide Maiden,

cit.
Typg: " ad fl. Murray (F. Muller). rr

Holqlypg?l F. Mueller s.n., ad fl. Murray in modum Pepper-Menth,

Holl. Aust. s.dat. (U 636678 photo.)

1oc.

Nova
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E- dUnggq A.Cunn. ex Schau. var. fbqdqpbfeie Bentham, FI. Austral. 3: 320

1867) p.p. t type collection - excl. specimen in fruit J; Maiden, Crit.

Rev. Gen. EUc- !(4): 98, I23, pL.2!, fig. 1b (1904), under E. frcleËEgtÊ

var. dungge; Pryor & Johnson, Classif . Euc. 89 Q971') , as "8.

rhodophloia".

Iype: " tJ. Australia, Phillips Bluffs, near Eyre's Relief, [axwelf. "

SynLype: (K n.v. ) fide: illus. Maiden, Ioc. cit. , pl. 21, fig. 1b;

Brooker, Brunonia 2: 732 (7979).

t E- ilgteËgele Labill. var. dUUogq auct. non A.Cunn ex Schau: Maiden,

Crit. Rev. Gen. Euc- !(4): 97 q904) p.p. I as to pI. 16, fig. 6 u p. 105

" sand plains north from the StirlÍng Range" only I l

Common name: Cong MaIIee

PJ Code: SLE:GI

Diagnqgrs

Mallee or tree to 15m taII, entirely smooth-barked or with some basal

rough bark but never a distinct blackbutt; branchlets non-glaucous,

remaining slightly to strongly quadrangular. AdUMeeyCS narrow to broad

Ianceolate, rarely ovate, with a dull sheen or glossy, non-glaucous, green

or yellowish-green. Umþef]egleqg: fruiting peduncles (3-)4 - t5 mm long,

3.6 - 7.3(-8.3) mm wide at mid-Iength, compressed or angular. MaLufc þudË

sessile; hypanthium smooth, not ribbed but often with 3 -4 costae;

operculum conoidal, rarely hemispherical, with ribs 0.5 - 0.9 mm deep.

UelUfe tfUflg cylindrical, doliform, truncate-hemispherical or discoidal,

(3.0-)4.5 é.0<-t0.0) mm lons, midwidth (5.0-)6.5 - 9.5(-10.5) mm wide,

sessi Ie.

(Figs: 7t6 to 118 (habit); 62, 63, 78, 79, 174, 7I5, 138, t51., 240)
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IyBrÉicoLrqn

1. E. qqnqlqþcta

This name was first used by Robert Brown on his own collections, Sheets

at K and BM have labels in his handwriting: " 9th Eugqlyplug qarqlgþete

Bays 9 and 10 South Coast". It was first validly published as a variety

of E- dgmqsa in Flora AustraliensÍs by Bentham who gave a brief

descrÍption and cited the collections: "Port Linco1n, t'lilhelmi; S. Coast,

R. Bros¡n". Bentham worked at Kew so sheets of these collections there

would have been seen by hím are therefore syntypes. I believe one sheet

with the Iocality "Port Lincoln" and the name "f- mqbyphylle F. Muell."

Ís from the first collection despite its lack of a collector's name. It is

Ia-be11ed as having been named by Bentham in Flora Australiensis as a

variety of E. dUneSe. Maiden (p. 101) notes that the invalid name E-

Beqbyphylle F. Muell. was applied to the lJilhelmi collection. The specimen

matches a Port Lincoln specimen of t{ilhelmi at MEL and agrees with the

illustration of Maiden (1909, pI. !7, fig. 2a) in lacking buds and fruits

and being at a late fJ.owering stage with some stamens detached. The

second locality is ambiguous and could refer to various specimens marked

"South Coast", "South Coast Bays 9 and 10" (Port Lincoln proper and Memory

Cove), or "Island vii, South Coast" (Kangaroo Is.) that are aII consistent

with Bentham's brief description. For lectotypification it would be best

to consider material from Bays 9 and 10 only, since this is closest to the

more specific 1rlilhelmi collection both geographÍcally and morphologically,

and unlike the Kangaroo Is1and material, is distinct from the subsequently

described var anceps of Maiden. The sheet at Kew with the label Bays 9 and

10 by Brown has two substantial branchlets. Both have developing buds but

one has mature fruits while the other has developing fruits. Since they

could be derived from different trees, and more importantly, different

Iocalities on separate occasions, they are treated as individual syntypes.
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The right hand specimen was chosen as lectotype due to the mature fruits

which I consider provide the most definitive diagnostic characters.

I'Jhen Maiden (1922, !(56) p. 273) described the species E- qAnqlgþe14,

Bentham was not included in the author citation and a new type specimen

(hl. GiIl Port Lincoln, South Australia, Dec. 1901) was designated as the

type (p. 27Ð. Maiden's illustration of this collection is consistent

with Bentham's types and Ít does not seem that Maiden Íntended the name

for a new taxon. He refers to Bentharn's treatment and lists !- dumqga A.

Cunn. var. conglqþelg (R. Br. ) Benth. as a synonymn. Bentham's variety is

therefore the basionymn and the selection of a nesl type is invalid.

2. E- ancepg

See discussion in chapter 13.

3. E- fernpUqqqqpe

Type status of the collections is unclear and there is no sign of

determination or labeLs by Miquel. The material ranges from distinctly

pedicellate, shortly pedicellate-subsessile to sessile. Sessile material

should be chosen for a lectotype in accordance with the type description

which states: " floribus sessilibus ". The only specímen of those seen

which appears to be sessile is the left branchlet of U 636558 No choice

will be made until a search for further collections is made and actual

specimens have been seen.

4. E. nucffecl

I treat this as a synonym of ssp. cg¡q.Igþata since its type description

also states: " floribus sessilibus ". This is supported by photographic

evidence but the clarity is not good and it should be confÍrmed by

examination of the specimen at Utrecht herbarium (U).
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E]qWefinq peffed: Mainly in February to April, with some flowering at

anytime throughout the year (tabLe 2.4).

DfelffþUlign (fig. 218): !{.4.: Darling, Avon, Roe, Eyre and Coolgardie

Districts; S.A.: Eyre Peninsula, Yorke Peninsula, Kangaroo Island,

Southern Lofty, Northern Lofty, Murray and South-eastern Districts;

Victoria.

The subspecies has a wide distribution in coastal and subcoastal areas of

southern Australia with a major disjunction across the Great Australian

Bight. It occurs in the Little Desert National Park and probably other

areas in western Victoria but these are mi.nor occurrences and are

associated with intergradation to ssp. dumosa, as Ís the case with the

more inland occurrences in South Australia. It is present on Boston and

Taylors Island off the coast of southern Eyre Peninsula.

Eqqfeqv

Habitatl Grows on coastal plains in loams and sandy loams, sånd dunes

overlying c1ay, calcareous sand or calcrete; on dissected lateritic

plateaus or other areas with lateritic soil; and sometimes on hillsides

with skeletal soils or nearby areas of alluvial clay-Ioam.

Annual averaqe rainfall: 300 - 700 mm

Associated species: Major associates include E- Unqr¡elq, E- lelUgqone

and E- elemoBhffg in !'lestern Australia and E- E çlosq, E- dlvefÊlfqflg, E-

qleqrifgl¡e and E- fggqUnde in South Australia. It often occurs in mallee

communities which have a sclerophyllous and not a chenopodiaceous

understorey. UeleICUqe U¡qr¡ele (Broombush) is often present.
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NqLcs

This is a somewhat artificial group embracing a wide range of forms which

have sessile fruits. In particular fruit size and shape, peduncle shape,

and leaf width show great variation. In addition to sessile fruits it is

defined by the presence of non-glaucous leaves and angular or compressed

peduncles, thus excluding sessile forms which occur occasionally Ín

Flinders Range populations of ssp. dgggËq. The most extreme forms occur

in southern coastal areas and are very distinctive, having inflorescences

that are hÍgh1y conglomerate (fig. 151) with short peduncles and fruits.

In more inland areas where its distribution overlaps that of ssp. dUnqSC

it is less distinctive and often intergrades strongly with that

subspecies. The taxonomic segregation of this group wÍthin the E- dUnqge

complex is meaningful on an ecological basis relating to water

availability, This is apparent from the tendency for coastal habitats,

hiqh rainfall, and specÍalized sites of relÍct occurrences (with

heavier-textured soils and/or greater catchment of run-off water).

**********t(***l(********xt(*******tt****l(****x*ìÉ****x'l(**l(***x******x*******x*

72,5.4EUqelyplUgdUngËqA.Cunn.exSchau.ssp.f.EqÞeri(Brooker)

Lang, comb. nov.

E-gqngfqþele(R.Br.exBenth.)Maidenssp.flêËCu-tBrooker,NuytsiaL:

25!, figs 7,8 (tg7D þegrqlyun , p,p. I excl. sessile-fruited forms west

and south of Fraser Range J; --E- Éfegeri (Brooker) Brooker, Aust. For'

Res. 7: 66, f ig. 2 1976) sY¡- Dov-

Helqlypc: M.I.H. Brooker 2472, 1.4 miles west of Balladonia, !'1.4., t4.ii.

1970 (PERTH). Ieqlypcg: (AD, (ANU,BRI,CANB,FRI.GAUBA,K,MEL,NSI'J) n.v. )
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Common name: I suggest the name Fraser Range Gum.

PJ Code: SLE:GJ

Dreqnqsrg

Tree to 20 m taII, usually entirely smooth barked, but sometimes with some

basal rough bark or a distinct blackbutt; foliage coarse. ÞfenqhlCtg

non-glaucous, remaining quadrangular. Àdut! ICgyeg thick and rigid, 25

45 mm wide, non-qlaucous. Unþelfestqfg: fruiting peduncles short and

broad, (4-)5 - 7G8) mm long, (3.2)3.6 - 4.7$.4) mm wide at mid-Iength,

compressed-angular. XelUqC þUdg shortly pedicellate; operculum elongate,

conoidal, often weakly contracted, 7 - 10 mm long, 5 - 6 mm wide,

Iength/base-width ratio (.25-)1.45 - 2.00(-2.25), with ribs 0.5 - 0.9 mm

deep. UelUfe ffUflg relatively large. cylindroidal to obconoidal or

doliform, (8.0-)9.0 - 12.0(-12.5) mm long, mid-width (6.5-)7.0 - 9.0(-9.5)

mm wide, shortly pedicellate to subsessile, pedicels, broader than long,

(0.7-)0.9 - 2.4G2.9) mm long, (3.1-)3.5 - 5.4(-6.0) wide.

(Figs: 106,107 (habit); 64)

ElgWcetnq pg¡iod: reported to flower in February.

DletUiþutfq¡ (f ig. 22ü: t{.4.: Coolgardie district.

gcurrs Ín isolated populations from Fraser Range to Balladonia HS,

possibly further eastwards, and southwards to Mt Ragged.
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Eqqfeqv

Habitat: on flat terrain in sandy loam.

Annual average rainfall: c. 250 mm

Associated species: E- elCqga , MelgIgUqC sp.

Nelee

It intergrades with E. dUUgSC ssp. congloþatq to the southwest and ssp.

dUnqSe to the east. Brooker has determined material Ín the far west of

South Australia as this taxon (pers. comm. , 7982) but I know of no

distinctíve populations there. Large-fruited forms of ssp. dunggq in this

area (previously regarded as forms of 'E. calcareana') may approach ssp,

ffgsgri in a number of features but have narrower peduncles and usually

lack an elongate operculum. There is a dÍstÍnctÍve population with

blackbutts near Fraser Range.

t(*******JÊ********.t(***************x****************************************

72,5.5 EUqelyplUg dungsq A. Cunn. ex Schau. ssp. georggi (Brooker &

BIaxeII) Lang , comb. et stat. nov.

E- geergei Brooker & BIaxeIl, Nuytsia 2: 224, fig. 3 (1978) syl- !9y-,

basionymn.

floloLype: D.F. BIaxelIWT5/45,159 km E of Hyden along the track to

Norseman, Western Austral ia ß2 15 S 120 23 E ) 3 .x.1975 ( NSIJ n. v. ) .

fsqlvBeg: (K n.v. , FRI,PERTH).

Common name: Hyden blue gum.

PJ Code: SLE:GB
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Dreqnqsie

Thin-stemmed maIlee or slender tree to 6m tall, with smooth, whitish bark

from the base and coarse foliage. Brgnqhlgls densely glaucous, reddish

beneath wax, terete from an early age. geqdlfng fggVes intensely glaucous.

Àdu]! leeVeg broad-Ianceolate, thick and rigid, dulI, moderately glaucous,

pale blue-green or yellowish-green, with midrib often densely glaucous

towards leaf base. UUþCIIAelefg: fruiting peduncles more or less terete.

UeÈUfe þUdS: operculum short, hemispherical, 2.4 - 3.5 m long,

length/base-width ratÍo (.40-).45 - .65 , with a short, obscure umbo often

retaining calycine operculum, smooth or with slight striations Iess than

0.2 mm deep. UelUfC frUllg relatively large, cylindrical to obconoÍdal,

with relatively short and broad pedicels, (8.0-)0.9 - 12.0çt2.5) mm long,

( 6.5- )7 .0 - 9.0 mm wide.

(Figs: 67, ttZ)

ElqWerfn perfqd: not known.

Ðielriþulien (fis. 227); l{.4.: Roe District.

It has a restricted distribution in smalI isoLated populations in the

vicinity of the Johnston Lakes and westwards towards Hyden.

Ecqfqgv

Habitat: on low lateritic or sandy rises.

Annual average rainfall i 275 - 300 mm
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Associated species: growing in pure stands with ÇeSUqEIne sp., Acecia sp

and !q!q{E gqef,tqse at the type locality.

NsLce

This subspecies represents an extreme of the E- dUnggg complex which

approaches E. wqgdwqfdii in its relatively large fruits, coarsê wide and

thick leaves, heavy stem glaucousness and rather smooth buds, but there is

no evidence of continuous gradation with this specíes. Towards Hyden it

intergrades with E- dUUgga ssp. du$gËq.

***l(***********************l(*t(***t(******************x*********.1(***********

72.5.6 lgs,alplue wqqdwerdli

E- WqqdWqfdii Maiden, J. tJ. Aust. Nat. Hist. Sc. Soc. 3(1.): 42 (1910) as

"Woodwardi"; republished ín Crit. Rev. Gen. Euc- 2(6)'.213, pl. 72, f.ig.

3 (91.D: Ioc. cit. 7rc4): pl . 267, fí9. 79 (925) seeds; Ioc. cit. Q(75):

274 (7937) seedlings; Blakely, Key Euc. 104 (1934); Gardner in Aplin, Euc.

lrl. Aust. 42, fig. tl (1.979); Chippendale, Euc. tl. Aust. Goldf . 143, figs

(1,973); Pryor, Aust. Endangered Sp.,Euc. 134, fiq. (1981).

TypC: " ... 120 míles east of Kalgoorlie, Transcontínental Railway Survey.

Collected by Henry Deane ... May, 1909. ".

LCqlqlype (here designated): H. Deane s.D., ibid. (NStl 746917 ) branchlet

with buds and fruits attached. -tgqleqlqlypee: (PERTH 4 sheets). Probable

iggleqlslypc: (K n.v- ).

Common name: Lemon-flowered gum

PJ Code: SLE:A
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Dcsqrrptrqn

S]ender, erect tree to 15m talt with straggling or pendulous branches

supporting coarse foliage; entirely smooth-barked or with a little rouqh,

brown bark at the base of the trunk, smooth bark deciduous, pale and

whitish, grey, yeIIowÍsh or pinkish-brown, sometimes in streaks or

patches. Þf4¡qhlelg heavily glaucous, quadrangular, becoming terete.

Ëeedlfng leaves: first (3) - 4 pairs decussate, elliptical grading to

Ianceolate, grey-green, subsequent leaves alternate, broad lanceolate,

becoming qlaucous; juvenile and coppice leaves ovate, densely glaucous.

AdU].eCVgg: Iamina lanceolate or broad-Ianceolate, sometimes ovate,

thick and rigid, (90-)725 - 145(-160) mm long, (28-)31 - 42(-50) mm wide,

(.45-),50 - .55(-.60) mm thick, duII wÍth cuticular relief .035 - .060 mm

high, moderately to densely glaucous, grey-green to greenish-blue or

whitish, angle between secondary veins (65-)75 - 100(-110); petioles

Q7-)24 - 29(-31 ) mm long. Uuþclleslere 7- or 9-flowered, glaucous;

fruiting peduncles (10-)14 - 22(-32) mm long, (2,0-)2.6 - 3.1(-3.6) mm

wide at mid-Iength, thick and more or less terete, often reflexed. UetUfC

buds smooth or only faintly strÍate; hypanthium obconical; operculum

hemispherical with distinct rostrum, flush with hypanthium, I - 10 mm long

by I - 77 mm wide, Iength/base-width ratio .90 - 1.05(-1.15),

mid-width/base-wÍdth ratio .30 - .40(-.50), smooth or faintly striate

with ribs less than 0.2 mm deep. ElqWefg: filaments bright yellow, stiff.

UCIU¡C frUflg campanulate (obconoid or cylindrical with a slight

contraction in outline), (11.0-)11.5 - 1,2.5(-14.5) mm long, mid-width

(9.5-)10.5 - 1.1.5(-12.5) mm wide, rim-width/Iength ratio (.85-).95 -

1.10( -1.25), mid-width/rim-width ratio ( .75-).80 - .85(-.90), smooth or

with faint undulate ribbing less than 0.6 mm deep; disc (1.5-)1.9 -

2.2Q.5) mm wide, sloping obliquely inwards to 7.6 -4.t mm below rim
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Ievel;valves 4 - 6G7) per fruit (average 4.6 - 5,3), típs exserted or

just below rim level; pedicels (2.5-) 3.5 - 6.5(-7.0) mm long, 2.0

3.0(-4.0) mm wide.

(Figs:58,96)

lypiflqatie!
Three of four sheets of duplicates at PERTH have labels denoting their

origin from NSt'l or Sydney Botanic Gardens and ean be assumed to have been

seen by Ìtaiden. DistrÍbution of the collection back to its state of

origin prior to Maiden's description is most unlikely. The sheet at NSW

bears no marking by Maiden to give it special status as a type, so all the

sheets with NSt{ Iabels are regarded as syntypes. The material at NSI'I was

chosen for lectotype as it includes more complete specÍmens. As they are

unmounted, the largest piece, which has both buds and fruits attached, is

specified as the lectotype.

EfoWCUfng relrgd: throughout the year, principally in July - December.

Dielriþutiqn (fig. 223): !{.4., Coolgardie District.

It is only known to occur in small stands at several disjunct localities

between Karonie and Xanthus, to the east of Kalgoorlie.

Eqsfqqv

Habitat: low sandy ridges, in deep sandy Ioam or clay flats.

Annual average rainfall: c. 200 - 250 mm
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Associated species: grows in pure stands.

It has been extensively cultivated in a range of soils under rainfall up

to at least 700 mm p.a. and is tolerant of limestone. Blake (1981)

classsed it has having a high salt tolerance on the basis of seedling

survival in tÍquid culture of increasing salt concentration. In fact it

had the highest tolerance of the 52 species tested (LD50 in liquid culture

= 450 mM NaCl). It flowers from an early age, sometimes when less than a

year old.

Notsg

E- woodwefdff is a distinctive taxon most closely related to E- dumegg

ssp. geqtrgei.

*****xxå(***t(**********************************************************t(***

72.5.7 Euqelyplus leequefrr

!- Iegquefii Maiden, Crit, Rev. Gen. Euc- !(16): 787, pI.69, figs 5,6,7

9972); Blakely, Key Euc. 1,23 (1934); Gardner in Aplin, Euc. [,1. Aust. 186,

fig.74 (.979); Chippendale, Euc. W. Aust. Goldf. 155. figs (973).

Iypg: "Kalgoorlie" (J.H. Maiden) ". tgqlqlypg (here designated): J'H.

Maiden s.n. , Kalgoorlie -. ix.1909 (NS['l 47517 ) branchlet with buds and

fruits. LeqlgqlqlypeË: ibid (NSW 47517) other specimens,(PERTH). Probable

IËqleqlqlypeË: ( (MEL,BM,K) n.v. )

Common name: Goldfields Blackbutt

PJ Code: SLE:N
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Desqrætrqn

Tree to 14 m tall, trunk with a blackbutt of persistent, dark, rough,

thick, flaky bark for 0.3 to 3.0 m, the remainder of trunk and branches

with deciduous, smooth bark pale and whitish, grey, orange or brown, often

in streaks or patches. Efqnqhlele Iightly to moderately glaucous, usually

reddish beneath wax, quadrangular becoming terete. ggCd]fng leaves: first

four pairs decussate, elliptical grading to ovate, grey-green above,

purple below, subsequent pairs alternate, grading to lanceolate and

glaucous; juvenile and coppice leaves alternate, ovate to

broad-lanceolate, thick and glaucous. AdUl! ICCVee: lamina

narrow-lanceolate, thin, (95-)110 - 170(-200) mm long, (,1-)t4 - 21,(-23)

mm wide, .35 - .60(-.65) mm thick, glossy to duII, with cuticular relief

.009 .034 mm high, non-glaucous to moderately glaucous, sometimes

densely glaucous, green, grey-green or greenish-blue, angle between

secondary veins (35-)45 - 70(-80); petioles (t7-)20 - 28(-32) mm long.

UmbCIleglgrË 7-, sometimes 9- or 1l-flowered, glaucous; fruiting peduncles

Q)9 - 18(-23) mm long, (1.4-)1.6 - 2.3ç2.6) mm wide at mid-Iength,

terete to slightly flattened. [glqfg þUdg: deeply corrugated with narron

ribs; hypanthium obconical; operculum conical or turbinate, bluntly to

prominently rostrate, sometimes with long beak, wider than hypanthium, 6 -

76 mm long by 5 - 9 mm wide, length/base-width ratio (1.00-)1.10 -

1.70(-2.05), mid-width/base-width ratio ( . 35-).40 - . 65(- .70), sometÍmes

becoming yellowish before anthesis, with ribs up to 1.5 - 3.0(-4.4) mm

deep. Flowersi filaments creamy white, sometimes pale yelJ.ow. UclUfe

ffUtle obconical to hemispherical, (6.5-)7.0 - tt.0(-11.5) mm long,

midwidth (excluding ribs) 6.0 - 7.5(-8.0) mm wide, rim-width/length ratio

(.75-).85 1.20(-7.25), mid-width/rim-width ratio (.70-).75 - .90, with

ribs up to (0.9-)1.0 - 2.6 mm deep; disc 1.0 - 1.7 mm wÍde, nearly flat or
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sloping inwards to 0.4 - L.4 mm below rim level; valves (3), 4, (5) per

fruit (average 3.7 - 4,6), tips exserted or below rim level; pedicels

(2.0-) 2.5 - 6.4G7.2) mm long, 1.2 - 1.8(-3.0) mm wide.

(Figs: 101 (habit); 57, 80, 95, 150, 236, 237)

Iyprfrqetrsn

As Maiden is both collector and author the duplicates are syntypes.

Furthermore the PERTH material (and probably the other duplicates) is

derived from NSIJ herbarium. A single large branchlet with buds and fruits

attached is chosen as lectotype from the loose collection at NSI'I in

preference to the PERTH sheet which has smaller more immature fruits.

EIoweEIlg pefiad: October to March, also recorded in late August.

DiglftþUlien (fig. 22Ðz t{.4., Coolgardie, Austin, and Helms Districts.

The principal occumence is in the goldfields area and particularly

between Kalgoorlie and Norseman. There are isolated outlying populations

to the west near Zanthus and at scattered localities to the north.

Eqsfsqv

Habitat: usually in flat areas in sandy-. calcareous- or gravelly- Ioam

with quartzite, laterite or Iimestone gravel; sometimes on greenstone

hi l ls.

Annual average rainfall: c. 230 - 300 mm
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Associated speciesi May be found with a wide range of eucalypts including

E- corruga!Ê, E- gqfff.llbgii, E. oleosg, E- flqqhLoniee, E- gqfnongphlQÀe,

Ea
!:s tqrdäts , E- duDdagll and E- þfqqlgeyff. The understorey is often

dominated by chenopods.

It has been widely cultivated in areas with rainfall from 200 to 700 mm

p.a. Blake (1981) classed it as having low salt tolerance (LD50 = 190 mM

NaCI ).

Noleg

E- fggquefii is a distinctive taxon related to the E- d ngge complex via

E- dUnoeq ssp. qlefend4. Leaf surfaces are often glaucous and dull, but

are non-glaucous and shiny in the Norseman district and in forms from near

Zanthus. The strongest affinity is with E- plgEggeEpg, particularly in

the deeply ribbed Zanthus form. In the Menzies region there may be a

breakdown in the diagnostic character of stem-glaucousness which helps to

distinguish it from E- plegqqerpg. Two individuals, (S.G.M. Carr 529, 530

- known to me from herbarium labels only) are reported to have

non-glaucous buds and fruits except on reversion shoots.

*******************************l(********x*******i(********x*x**************

12.5.8 Euqefyplus Esndr¡inqnslg

E= hqndfninensig Maiden & B1akely, J. Roy. Soc. N.S.I'J. 59: 189 ('925)l

ilaiden, Crit. Rev. Gen. Euç,2(69): 404, 448, pI. 280, fig. 3 1928):

Blakley, Key Euc. 722 (7934); Gardner (196? ) fn Aplin, Euc. tJ. Aust.

Goldf . t52, f igs 1973).

IypC: " Kondinin ,..(C.4. Gardner, Nos. 7843, 1966)". Legtolype (here

designated): C.A. Gardner 1966, Kondinin, t'J.A. 9.vii. 1,923 (NSW 47525)
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large fruiting branchlet. IgqlCqlqlypCË: ibid (NSf¡ 47525) other

specimens, (PERTH 4 sheets); C.A. Gardner 1843, ibid (NShl 746976, PERTH 4

sheets). Probable rgqfeqlqlypC: (MEL n.v.).

Common name: Kondinin Blackbutt

PJ Code: SLE:K

Dcsqrrpilqn

Tree to 20 m tali, with a blackbutt of persistent, dark, rough, thick,

flaky bark for up to 4 m, sometimes extending onto base of major branches,

the remainder of trunk and branches with deciduous, smooth bark, pale and

whitish, grêy, yellowish or light brown, often in streaks or patches.

BfenqblCls non-glaucous, quadrangular becoming terete. Eeedlfnq leaves

pale green, non-glaucous, first 3 - 4 pairs decussate, elliptical,

subsequent paÍrs alternate, grading to lanceolate; juveníIe and coppice

Ieaves alternate, ovate, thin and green. Aduf! Ieaveg: Iamina

narrow-Ianceolate or lanceolate, thin, (75-)95 - 170ç725) mm long, (8-)10

- t7?2D mm wide, (.30-).35 - .40(-.45) mm thick, glossy or with dull

sheen, rarely dull, with cuticular relief ,009 - .034 mm high,

non-glaucous, yellowish-green or green, angle between secondary veins

(50-)60 - 75(-90); petioles (13-)16 79G22) mm lons. Unþellgglerg

7-flowered, non-glaucous; fruiting peduncles (5-)9 - 11(-13) mm long, 1.3

- 2.0G2.3) mm wide at mid-Iength, f lattened or angular. Malufe þUdg:

hypanthium cylindroidal or obconical, smooth to slightly strÍate;

operculum conical, rostrate with long beak, flush to only slightly wider

than hypanthium, 4 - 6 mm long by 3 - 5 mm wide, Iength/base-ç¡idth ratio

(1.05-)1.15 - I.35(-1.45), mid-width/base-width ratio (.45-).60

,75ç.80), often becoming yellow before anthesis, striate or ribbed, with
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ribs up to .3 - .7 mm deep. Flqwerg: filaments white. Uelufe ffuflg
obconical, (3.5-)4.0 - 6,0(-6.5) mm long, midwidth 4.0 - 5.0 mm wide,

rim-width/Iength ratio (.80-).90 - 7.25(-1.35), mid-width/rim-width ratio

(.80-).85 .95(-1.00), smooth or with ribs less than 0.2 mm deep; disc

0.3 - 0.9 mm wide, sloping steeply inwards to 0.4 - 7.3 mm below rim

Ievel;valves 3 or 4 per fruit (average 3.1 - 4.0), tips slightly exserted;

pedicels (0.5-) 0,7 - 2,2(-2.6) mm long, (0.9-) 1.2 - 2,2G2.6) mm wide.

(Figs: 702, 103 (habit); 59)

Ivprfrqeilqn

The two collections cited in the protologue are here regarded as

containing syntypes. Maiden's subsequent reference to the second

collection as " the type " in a figure caption 1928, /(69):448) is not

accepted as lectotypification for reasons discussed for E. Sheethfenê (p.

297). The two NSIJ sheets are labelled and named by Blakely and are clearly

syntypes. One sheet at PERTH Ís a duplicate from NS['J and, as it is

unlikely to have been distributed back to l{estern Australia prior to the

description, it is regarded as a probable syntype. Ànother seven

duplicates of Gardner's two collections retained at PERTH are unlikely to

have been seen by Maiden and Blakely and are isosyntypes. Two of these

which have the collection numbers 1.343 and 1.466, I still accept as types.

They are probably numbered in error since they match material of 1.843 and

1966 respectively and there is a note by Gardner on one sheet stating that

both L343 and 1.466 constitute the type.

Both of the syntypes have a good representation of material. Gardner 1966

is selected as lectotype in accordance with Maiden's possible intention

and because its buds are more mature than those of 1843. As thÍs is loose

material a single branchlet is specified.
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Flgggflng periqd: November and December, possibly continuing to February.

DfStUfþULiqU (fig. 22Ð: [,J.4., Avon and Roe Districts.

It is confined to an area in the wheat-belt of southwestern Western

Australia, southeast of Quairading to Newdegate and Pingrup.

Eqqlqqv

Habitat: typically found in a zone around the margin of salt lakes, or in

clay flats or depressions. SoÍls range from heavy clay-Ioams to sandy or

gravelly loams with limestone nodules.

Annual average rainfall: 330 - 380 mm

AssocÍated species: in pure stands or with other

$elqnqxyþn E. IoxqBhfCþa or E- gsfnqngphlqre.

are often in the understorey.

eucalypts including E-

¡lelaleucetlân¿ 
"n"nopods

E- kqndrniUensis is reputably highly salt tolerant and slow-growing.

Gardner (Aplin, 797Ð claimed it was the most salt tolerant of aII llestern

Australian eucalypts, but this is not supported by recent experimental

work of Blake (1981). Based on the survival of seedlings in a liquid

culture of increasing concentration he classed it as having low tolerance

(LD50 = 185 mM NaCI). it has been successfully cultivated at Adelaide,

and at Ardrossan on coastal limestone.

Notes

This taxon shows affinities with two rather different extremes of the E-

dUnege complex, namely !- Sumsse ssp. qlelenq¿i and ssp. qqlglAÞelg.
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l(*********J(******x***********lt*l(*****t(.t(*********t(*********************x***

72,5.9 EUgelyBlUe plCfegq[Be Gardner ex Lang , sp. nov.

Species nova Seriei DUSAËCrum affinis EUgefyple legqUefff Maiden a quo

differt cortice trunci ubique laevi, foliis adultis nitidis

flavido-viridibus non glaucis, ramulis inflorescentiisque non glaucis,

operculo 7.4 2.1-plo longiore quam latiore, fructu alati latioÍbus

ferenti, et inflorescentiis ex floribus 3, 5 vel raro 7 constantibus.

Hqlqlype: c.M, Chippendale 154, 5.4 mi (8.7 km) l{ on road 6.8 mi (10.9 km)

NtJ of Norseman 32 08 s 1.21 36 E, t2,iíi.7967 (FRI 14482); Isotypes: (AD

967510517, PERTH s.h., (NS!'l, MEL, BRT ) n.v. )

E- plCfgggrpg is a net,, species in series Dumosae (see description, p. 279)

with affÍnity to EUeefyplUe feggUefÍf Maiden from which it differs

principally in the following features.

1,. The trunk is smooth-barked to the base, lacking the blackbutt of E-

fesqucfu.

2. Adult leaves are glossy, yellowish-green. and non-glaucous whereas in

E- fgsguefif they are green, grey-green or greenish-blue and may be duII

and non-glaucous.

3. Branchlets and umbellasters are non-glaucous rather than glaucous as

is usual in E- ICggUCftl.

4. The operculum is more elongate with a length/width ratio of 1.4 - 2.t

compared to 1.05 - 1.65 ín E- Iegquefil.

5. The fruits are larger with a length of. 1,2.0 - 15.5 mm compared to 7,0

- 10.5 mm in E, fCggUefri.

6. The ribbing on buds and fruits is extended to form "hrings" and the

maximum wÍdth (= 'depth') of wings on a fruit is 2.4 - 4.1 mm. In E*

feSqUg[ff fruits have ribs with a maximum depth of 1.6 - 2.1 mm.

7. Umbellasters are 3-, 5- or rarely 7-flowered whereas in E- fesguefff
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they are usually 7-, and sometimes 9- or LL-flowered.

Common name: I suggest the name " Norseman Gum '.

PJ Code: SLE:O

Dcsqsrpilqn

Tree to L3.5 m tall with slender, erect branches supporting flat canopy;

entirely smooth-barked; bark deciduous, and whitish, light to dark grey or

qrey-brown in mottled streaks. Efenghlgts non-glaucous, remaíning

quadrangular. gggdlfnq leaves grey-green, non-glaucous, first four pairs

decussate, elliptical grading to ovate, subsequent pairs alternate, broad

lanceolate; juvenile and coppice leaves not seen. ÀdUMeevcg: lamina

lanceolate, thick and rigid, (95-)100 - 125(-145) mm long, 12-)73

24(-28) mm wÍde, .50 - .55(-.60) mm thick, glossy with cuticular relief

.015 ,025 mm high, non-glaucous, yellowish-green, angle between

secondary veins (45-)55 - 75G90); petioles (19-)Zt - 26G28) mm long.

UnþellcslegÞ 3-, 5- or rarely 7-flowered, non-glaucous; fruiting peduncles

(6-)8 11(-15) mm long, (2.2-)2.6 - 2.9(-3.3) mm wide at mÍd-length,

somewhat flattened. UALUfe þg{g deeply corrugated or winged; hypanthium

obconical; operculum conical, rostrate with long beak, slightly wider than

hypanthium, 77 - 20 mm long by 7 - t2 mm wide, Iength/base-width ratio

(1.40-)1.45 2.00(-2.70), mid-width/base-width ratio .35 - .55(-.60),

becoming yellow before anthesis, with wings up to 2.3 - 3.2 mm deep.

EIeWCfg: filaments creamy-white. Xgluue fruilg obconical to hemispherical,

(,2.0-)72.5 - 74.5(-15.5) mm long, midwidth (excluding ribs) (6.5-)7.0

8.5( -9 .5 ) mm wide, rÍm-width/Iength ratio ( .65-) .70 .75ç.80 ) ,

mid-width/rim-width ratio .70 -.85(-.90), with 9 -12 wings up to 2.4

4.1 mm deep; disc 1.3 - 1.8 mm wide, sloping inwards Lo 7 -2 mm below rim

Ievel; valves (3), 4, (5) per fruit (average 3.8 - 4.2), tips below rim

Ievel or slightly exserted; pedicels (5.5-) 8.0 - 10.5ç72.0) mm long,
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(1.6-) 1.8 - 3.0(-4.7) mm stÍde.

(Figs: 100 (habit); 56)

EIqWefiUg BCtlAd: includes 0ctober.

(0f the five collections of natural occurrences examined, only one, G.E.

Brockway -,x.1942, etas in f lower. ) A tree growing at the I'laÍte

Arboretum, Adelaide was observed in flower in late January and early

February.

DfËlgfþUÈiqn (fig. 226): !{estern Australia, Coolgardie district.

EUcalyplUg plercgerce has a very restricted distribution with known

occurrences being confined to a small area under 20 km west to northwest

of Norseman.

Eqqleqv

Habitat: on flat terrain in heavy soils of c1ay, brown sandy loam or rocky

red sand.

Altitude: c. 300m

Annual average rainfall: c. 275 mm

Associated species: EUeelyBlug qtrIffllb$rr, E. bregbwcyli and E-

gqlycoso!ê.

EUqelypLUg plerocarpe has been widely cultivated and gro$ts well in arid

areas with a rainfall of 200 mm p.a. (Broken HilI, N.S,W.; tJoomera, S.A.)

and wetter areas wÍth a rainfall of 500 - 600 mm p.a. (Glenmorgan, QId.;

Adelaide, S.A. ).
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NeLes

This taxon has been known as an undescribed species f.or many years and

corresponds to the code designation SLE:0 in the clasification of Pryor

and Johnson (1971). The name E- plgqqgalpa was first used by C.A. Gardner

on the herbarium specimen G.E. Brockway s.Tl. ,-. x.1,942 (FRI ). In a later

undated determination of this specimen he used the name E* qaglgqete var.

plcqeËetpe. Apparently Gardner did not describe E- plefggarpq because of

uncertainty about its status and affinities. In 1960 he referred to it as

a form of E. fegquefff (ApIin, 7979, p.186). Gardner's opinion is

expressed in a letter sent from the Conservator of Forests Mr B.H. Bednall

to Dr Hj. Eichler in 1963 that was found associated with a specimen at AD.

It quotes Mr R. Perry, Forestry Dept., Perth: " Gardner tells me that

it seems to him that " pterocarpa " s¡ill not stand up as a distinct

species and is possibly a variety of E- qa!rugelq or E- Iegquefll " .

However, despite similarities to E. qqlruqelq in the shiny,non-glaucous

fotiage, the non-glaucous stems and strong ribbing, it clearly belongs in

series Dumosae with E. ICSqUCfif on the basis of seed morphology. The

ChÍppendale collection was chosen for the type in preference to the single

sheet originally determined by Gardner because it has a better

representation of fruits, a more precise locality and a number of

dupl icates.

EUqelyplUÞ plqrcqerpa has been rarely collected, but herbarium annotations

indicate that it is common in its area of occumence. Trees are frequent

over a dÍstance of at least half a mile (0.8 km) and therefore would not

be Ft hybrids. Although it is closely related to E. leggucÍfr and is

Íncluded within the southern part of its range, the two species do not

occur side by side and they show no intergradation. I observed E.

Iesouefii c. 10 km to the west of the E- plCrcqeEpg locality but it did
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not approach any closer than at least c. 5 km. EUqeIypLUg PLCrcqeEBe

appears to be a discrete genetically isolated population and not a hybrid

swarm involving E- fCggUefii. Material of E- IegeUCf.ii that is closest in

form to E, plgfggqrpe occurs in an isolated population near Cundeelee c.

120 km to the northeast. The nature of the barrier that has prevented gene

exchange between E- plgfqgarpe and E, IegqgCfff is unknown. There are no

obvious ecological fact,ors that would account for habitat Ísolation.

Flowering time does not appear to be the mechanism as records for E-

pLeqAqerpa overlap with the flowering period of E. IesougfÍ¡.

gpCqlnCns Cxq$lned

D. Boland J345 10.3 km l{ along (L) turn-off, 10.3 km N of Norseman (= 14.6

km Ntl of Norseman), 7I.xi,t970 (FRI) -- G.E. Brockway s.n., 16 km !lN['l

Norseman, .x.1942 (PERTH,FRI ) -- G.E. Brockway s.fl. , , t4.5 km Nti of

Norseman, 20.viii.1963 (PERTH) -- G.M. Chippendale 154, 8.7 km !,1 on road

10.9 km NtJ of Norseman (= 18 km tJN['l of Norseman), !2.iíi,t967 (FRI

hglglype, AD, PERTH iSplypeg) -- C.A. Gardner s.n., 16 km l'l of Norseman,

20.vii .1.963 (PERTH).
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Fiqures 278 to 2262 Distribution maps for Dumosae taxa.

Distribution of individuals sampled
for numerical aralysis in this
localities are listed in appendix 1.

o and included
study. These

o

resoh¡tion : grid cells of 0.5 degrees latitude
x 0.5 degnees longitude

Intergnade with !- dumosa ssp. dumosg
( as above )

Outline of distribution given by Chippendale
(1980) for equivalent taxa.

resolution : grid cells of 1 degree latitude
ard 1.5 degrrees longitude

sCÀLE:

1 degree latitude approximates 110 km

1 degrree longitude approximates 95 km
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Fiqures 220 to 2222 Distribution maps for Dumosae taxa.

Dístribution of individuals sampled
for numerical analysis in this
localities are listed in appendix 1.

o and included
study. These

o

resolution : grid cells of 0.5 degrees latitude
x 0.5 degrees longitude

Intergnade with f, dr¡nosa ssp. dumosa
( as above )

Outline oÍ. distribution given by Chippendale
(1980) for equivalent taxon.

resolution : grid cells of 1 degree latitude
and 1.5 degrees lorgitude

SCÀLE:

1 degrree latitude approximates 110 km
1 degree lorgitude approximates 95 km
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E. dumosa ssp. fraseri

E. dumosa ssp. georgei

E. dumosa ssp. clelandii
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Fiqures 223 Lo 226: Distribution maps for Dumosae taxa.

Distribution of individuals sampled
for nr¡nerical analysis in this
Iocalities are listed in appendix 1.

o and included
study. These

GJ
N
@

resolution : grid cells of 0.5 degrees latitude
x 0.5 degrrees longitude

Oulline of distribution
Chippendale (1980).

given for taxa by

resolution : grid cells of 1 degree latitude
ard 1.5 degrrees longitude

SCÀLE:

1 degree latitude approximates 110 km

1 degrree longitude approximates 95 km
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CHAPTER 13

NOMENCLATURAL PROBLEMS.

In this chapter problems involving type material are discussed for two

taxa not considered in the the formal taxonomic treatment of chapter 12

In both cases difficulties are compounded by confusion between series

Dumosae and Torquatae.

EUqCIyplUg ercCpÊ was not treated in chapter 12 because I concluded that

the entity to which it referred did not warrant taxonomic recognition. I

have included most material determined as E. alceBs, under E- duuqgg ssp.

qglqfoþgle. The choice of a lectotype for this name is dÍscussed here as

it is important to establish its status for use in synonymy or by other

workers who may continue to recognize the taxon.

EUqeIyBlUg IUçIggq belongs to series Torquatae, which is outside the scope

of the taxonomic revision, but is discussed because it is frequently

confused with members of Dumosae. It is not Iectotypified here hut

problems are pointed out so that confusion can be minirnized in any future

revision.

13.1 Euqelvplue qtqeps

The name EUcaIyplUÞ qnqepÊ was first used by Robert Brown

labels for material he collected from Kangaroo Island in

never published by him. The first descriptÍon using the name

published by Maiden in September 7922. This description is

is not set out formally but is included in the middle

treatment for the new combination, Eucalyplug qq¡q]aþetê.

on herbarium

1802, but was

"anceps" was

unusual as it

of a formal

Maiden (.!922,
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É(56), p. 27Ð cíLed "E. e!ËepË R.Br." as a synonym of E' qqlqlqþele and

then provided additional notes under this citation. He gave a brief

description and diagnosÍs, referrecl to a "type (whÍch comes from Kangaroo

Island)" and established its known range by citing seven collections. The

use of the name hy Maiden as a synonym of E- qgnglgþglq, and earlier as a

synonym of E. tlqueËËela var. qalqlqþqLa (Maiden, !904, 7(A), p.100-1'01),

does not constitute valid publícation ( I.C.B.N. , Art. 34(4) ). Ho$rever,

before continuing with his formal treatment of E. qgruIaþqla, Maiden

concluded his discussion of the synonym E. qnqepË with the following

statement:

"E. anceps is too near to E- qqnglgþqlq and E- duuqgq to be retained as a

specie,s, but it is worthy of discrimínation and I propose the name E-

conqlobata var . AlqÊpË for it".

This is more than an incidental mention of the new name (I.C,8.N., Art,

34(3)) and the use of the word "propose" can be interpreted as indicating

that MaÍden r^¡as actually putting forward a ne\^t name rather than expressing

intention to do so at a later date, thus satisfying part (2) of. Article

34. Although there is no evidence for Maiden subsequently publishing this

name, his acceptance of it is supported by his similar treatment of E.

gclegl¡¡qdes Turcz . Maiden (1902) I isted this as a synonym of E.

calycoqena and concluded by proposing the name of var, celeslflqdgg for

it. Subsequently, Maiden (1909, vol. I, p,80) cÍted this work as the

original publication of the new combination E. qOIyqAqA¡a var.

qefcslffqdgg. Thus it is reasonable to treat E- qgnglqþqlq var. qlqepg as

a ner^, name with the preceding discussion as the protologue.

The description of the species E. qlqCpÊ hy Blakely (1934) is also

irregular and poses further nomenclatural problems due to his failure to

inclurle Maiden's name in the author citatÍon "E. qlcepg (R. Br. ) BIakeIy"

or refer to a type specímen, The usual procedure would be to select a
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lectotype for E- qlqgpË on the basis of Maiden's protologue for E.

gAnqlAþelg var. anceps, but with these omissions in Blakely's treatment

there is the possibility of choosing a type from Blakely's protologue

instead. ThÍs could occur if Blakely's treatment is understood as being

independent from Maiden's variety (and possíbly based on different type

material). In such a case use of the name "anceps" would be permÍssible,

since a name must be of the same rank to be illegitimate as a later

homonymn (I. C. B. N. Art. 64(D). BIakeIy may have divorced his treatment

from Maiden's in order to present a different, although obviously

overlapping, taxonomic concept. This is difficult to evaluate because

Maiden's description is so brief. Under this view it may be necessary to

select an illustration cited by BIakeIy as the type, unLess a specimen

annotated by Blakely prior to puhlication in 1934 can be located. Hol^rever,

Blakely's íntention is unclear and three other possibilitÍes need to be

considered.

L. BIakeIy may have incorrectly regarded E, anceps as an existing valid

name from its use by Brown and believed that he was merely providing a

description for it, Reference to Maiden's subsequent treatment at a lower

rank would thus be unnêcessary. There would be no need to provide a type

which would obviously be Brown's material. In this publication ("4 Key to

the Eucalypts" ) BlakeIy frequently omitted to designate types for new

taxa but usually cÍted one, or sometimes more, specimens clearly intended

as types. This interpretation of BIakeIy's intention is supported by the

absence of the designation 'sp. nov.' which he used when elevating other

varieties to specific rank (e.g. E- pUnllgUIeLC and !- fhedqBhlefe).

2. BIakeIy may have intended to create a species consistent with Maiden's

variety but because of the format of Maiden's protologue did not

recognize it as a valid descríption. Although he referred to Maiden's

treatment with the words "as E- qQIqIgþCla var. anceps". he may have

rejected this as a valid name and therefore deliberately omitted Maiden
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from the author citation.

3. BIakeIy may have merely intended to elevate Maiden's variety to a

species but omitted citÍng Maiden in error. It is clear that he was

familiar with the practice of citing the author of the basionymn in

parentheses because he refers to "E. scyphqqgly¡ (F.v.M. ) Maiden and

BIakeIy" together with the synonym "E- ItqqaËgcle var. gqyphaqelyl

.F.v.M" in the same work. However. he also omÍtted author citations for

"E. punliqUlglg sp. nov." and "E. rhodophlqfe sp. nov.", so it is unclear

whether it is likely to have been accidental or not.

Blakely's acceptance of Maiden's concept is supported by his reference to

illustrations in Maiden's work and his use of the same six localities in

indicating the range. As he made no explicit comparisons with Maiden's

taxon, I conclude that the above three alternatives provide a better

explanation than the view that BIakeIy rejected Maiden's concept. Thus in

considering tectotypificatÍon of E. Clgepg ít is necessary to return to

Maiden's treatment of E- qqnqfeþqlq var. êlggpË. Clarification of the

type specimen applying to this taxon is critical because the taxonomic

identity of the currently accepted type material (R. Brown (Bennett) No.

4748, Kangaroo Is, South Coast) is in doubt. This problem will be

described before discussing the choice of a type.

Negatíves were obtained of the type material of E- qngepÞ at KElt and BM.

These Íncluded one specimen of Brown 4748 from BM which was not labelled

as a type and lacked other annotations. However, it had been determined as

E- lgqAgq by M.I.H. Brooker in 1,977 and this prompted me to question the

identity of the rest of Brown's collection.

EUqCIyplUË qnqepË and E. lgggËq have been confused on Kanqtaroo Island for

a ]ong time. NevertheJ-ess, the two taxa represented by these names can be

readiLy distinguished by examining seeds to determine whether they belong
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to Dumosae or Torquatae respectively. There is only one case known on

Kangaroo Istand (PJL 658) where there is a breakdown in seed morphology

Índicating hybridization. Most forms of E. Eqgqgq are quite distinct from

E- alceps in having well defined pedicels and a constriction at the

operculum-hypanthium junction. No specimens of pedicellate Dumosae are

known on Kangaroo Island. Reference to E- dUnqgq by l,lood (1936) (as a

co-dominant with E- qlCgge in a major ma1lee association) and Lange (979,

p]Ð probably refer to forms of E. !UqqË4. Distribution maps also

indicate the confusion between E- anceps and E- EUgAËq. Boomsma's (!972)

map for E- anceps showed a southern distribution across the whole island.

FÍeld observations and collections that I made on Kangaroo Island ín 1977

established that, while E, Eugosa is widespread, E, elceps does not occur

west of longitude !37" 25' E, and its distribution was subsequently

modified by Boomsma (1981). The confusÍon between E- qqnqlqþele and E-

angqpg llas clarified by the SESSDAT study (chapter 3) which demonstrated

that the Kangaroo Island material is better referred to E- C¡gepg. A

record of E. qAIqIgþeLe on the western end of the island at Yacca Flat

near Cape de Couedic (C.M. Eardley s.h., ADt^l 5554) is the basis for a

western occurrence on EUCALIST maps. This specimen has sessile fruits, but

affinities with E- rugosa are evident ín finer details of buds and fruíts.

Some material of E- rulleg4 on Dudley Peninsula and at l'Jest Bay is

difficult to distinguish from E- anqepÊ (or E- SqIqIAþele) without seed

evidence. A population with a hÍqh proportion of strictly sessile

specimens of E. Eggqgq occurs at West Bay - only 22 km northwest of Cape

de Couedic. Fortunately I was able to extract a single seed from the

Eardley specimen and verify determination as E- lgqqËe.

Recently Brooker (pers. comm. 1981) examined type material of E. alceBs Ín

London and concluded that the Brown 4748 collection is the same as !,

lgqgËC and not the taxon referred to by current usage of E. C¡gepg.
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Subsequently I have studied dupJ.icates of Brown 4748 obtained from FRI,

MEL and NSW which confirm this determination. The buds are shortly and

broadly pedícellate, costate with two major ribs, and are on broad, flat

peduncles in groups of up to 1,1 (fig. 243, p.359). In seven individuals

sampled for the TYPDAT analysis of this study from the vicinity of Nepean

Bay (in the region where Brown 4748 was collected - see 7.2, P. L34), the

rnaximum number of buds per umbellaster t,tas seven in all but one case where

it was nine. In contrast, E. EugqËq commonly has L1 or more buds.

It is evident from photographs that buds of most of the KEVJ and BM type

specÍmens are consístent in form and development and suggest sampling of

the same individual of E. fgqqËC, with two possible exceptions. One sheet

at BM (identifiable by its FRI negative numberi 372) has buds which appear

more sessile and different in shape and may be E- ÊIqepg. The other

exceptíon involves a sheet at KEt'l labelled "sheet 2" bY Chíppendale which

has to my knowledge the only fruits present for Brown 4748, Unfortunately

these are not attached to fragments wíth bud material clearly belonging to

E. rugosa that are also on this sheet. I believe the identity of the

fruits is eqivocal. I can match them fairly well from my coJ.lections crf E.

ClqeBE from the Nepean Bay area. They are smoother than usual for E.

lqqaËq, but without seed a definÍte determination is impossible. The

material couLd be mixed, as E. lggqgq and E. glqgpË often occur in mixed

stands on Kangaroo Island. I do not expect that examination of the actual

specÍmens would enable either of these uncertainties to be resolved.

The reference by Maiden to "the type" from Kangaroo Island specifies the

Brown 4748 collection, as no other specimens of the taxa are known from

Kangaroo Island before 1909. To "represent" E. anceps, Maiden refers to to

illustrations of Brown's specimens (Maíden, 1922, É(56), figs 3a, 3b, 4).

Figure 4 is of a Brown collection labell-ed "Island viii, South Coast".

This is consistent morphologically wj.th Brown 4748 and the locality is
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probably Kangaroo Island, since this is the eighth of the island

anchorages for Flinder's South Coast voyage Iisted by Maiden (1909).

Figures 3a and 3b match exactly the specímens in bud and fruit on "sheet

2" at KE!']. This sheet $ras inscribed by Maiden in 1901 as: "The only

specimen of. 4748 I have seen in fruit so far".

Two major alternatives for lectotypification of E. qglqlgÞetq var. qnggpË

have been considered. The first possibitity is to choose a lectotype from

the Brown 4748 collection. It can be argued that Maiden's reference to a

type when discussing E- enceps can be taken as applying to E' gqngfqþatq

var. qlceps through the concludÍng statement proposing the ne!ü name.

Logica]Iy this is consistent with the referral of the preceding

description and diagnosís of E- gnqepg to E. qglqlgþqla var. Cnceps, which

is necessary for the publication to be valid. lJith Brown 4748 as the

Iectotype, E- co¡glqþglq var. anceps would be a synonym of both the new

name E, lustgËq R.Br. ex BIakeIy and the new combination E. 4nqcpË (R.Br.

ex Maid. ) Blakely which were published together in 1934. Current usaqe

could be maintained for E- [UggËq by treating E. glqCBE as a synonym of

the former rather than vice versa. A new name would only be required for

what is curcently referred to as E. anceps, whereas the reverse treatment

would involve two changes.

According to an alternative argument, the seven collectÍons used by Maiden

to illustrate the range of E- AlgqpÉ are also syntypes. l'lith thÍs view,

although Maiden has obviously based his concept on Brov,n's material,

Maiden is incorrect in referring to a type for E* enqgpÊ since it is not a

valid name. Euqelyplug qnqÊpg cannot be a valid basionym (which is a

"name" according to the definition of the Code) and its "type" therefore

has no status for E. qqtqlgþAla var. elgepË. Technically, Maiden has not

designated a type specímen for þ!g description. This second view aIlows

two further possibÍtíties in choosÍng a lectotype. The choice of a Brown
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4748 specimen has the advantage that Ít has the same outcome as the

previously discussed alternative and any uncertainty about the validity of

the other syntypeS becomes irrelevant. The other possibility is to choose

the lectotype from among the other seven collections cited. This has the

advantage that a type can be chosen so as to maintain current usage for E.

grcepË as well as Er gugleÊq. Thus there is a conflict between technical

correctness and maintaining nomenclatural stability. The seven collections

cited by Maiden were obtained from NStt to assess their suitability for

Iectotypification. AtI belong to Dumosae and are determÍned in Maiden's

handwrÍting as "E- conglqþCle (R. Br.) Maiden var. alceps Maiden". The

two specimens of J.B. CIeIand L9lScrub near Bluff, Encounter Bay, are

consistent with E- alceps despite the absence of peduncles noted by Maiden

( 7922, p. 274), This feature is associated with the phenomenon of 'twin

umbellasters' which occurs occasionally throughout the Dumosae, and the

specimens have some peduncles of normal length for E- qnqgpË. However,

apart from this abnormality, there is another reason for avoiding this

sheet in choosing a lectotype: it is part of a mixed collection including

two specimens consistent with E- qqnqlgþetê s, str. on a sheet at AD

(3.8). The collection: I'1. GÍlI, 3.vi.1903/near Murray Bridge, should also

be avoided due to the presence of some subsessile fruits. Maiden implied

in his diagnosis no difference from the sessile condÍtion of E.

qAnqlqþqla. The remaining fÍve collections are completely consistent with

this diagnosÍs and with the existing concept of E- anceps which is

represented by the group ANC in this study. I believe that the collection:

J.H. Maiden, -.i.1,907/PL. Lincoln to Cof f ins Bay has the most suitable

material for a lectotype. This sheet bears a "co-type" Iabel and an

annotation by L.A.S. Johnson dated 23.íx.1959 stating the view that the

Brown specimen is the holotype.
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Further light was thrown on this subject by Dr Hj. Eichler of Herbarium

Australiense (pers. comm.) who expressed the opinion that it t.¡ould best to

follow Maiden's clearly expressed intention to base his taxon on the Brown

collections and therefore treat the seven collections as paratypes. This

stance was followed here and a lectotype chosen from R. Brown 4748

(12.5.3, p. 302) with the following considerations in mind.

1.. Although it is tempting to choose in favour of maintaining

nonenclatural stability, the two specimens that I regard as possibly

being E, alceps are unsuitable candidates for lectotype because their

identity is Iikely to remain uncertain.

2. Two sheets at NSIù and another at K that are annotated or labelled by

Maíden are definite syntypes and are given preference for

Iectotypif ication.

Material is equally weII represented on these sheets and the annotated NS!'l

sheet s¡as chosen because Maiden worked at NStl herbarium and it makes the

type more accessible to Australian taxonomists.

As E- qlqepË is designated as a synonym of E. fugqsq, Dumosae material

previously referred to as E- qlqCBË requires a different

name*. Fortunately the inconvenience and confusion that this outcome

would have caused is avoided because of the conclusion in this study that

such material ís best treated as part of the same taxon as E. qalqlAþe C.

l( If E. ClqepË is regarded as being worthy of recognitÍon as a separate

taxon, contrary to the stance taken here, then it would be necessary to

choose a lectotype from E- IenpfqËelpq and E. BUgIIer.l, tvto synonyms of E.

dunege ssp. cotsleþalq (12.5.3).
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13.2 E_- lugqËq

A sÍmil-ar case invotving confusion between series Dumosae and Torquatae as

described for E. q¡qCpË may also apply to syntype specimens of E- rugqsa.

This name was also applied by Brown as a manuscript name but l^tas not

valid]y described until Blakely's Key in 1934. In the protologue a Maiden

specimen is designated aS" co-type" but no other specimens are cited.

Blakely rnay have neglected to mention another type specimen, either in

error, or because he thought it was implicit in his treatment. If the

latter is correct, then it is a R. Brown specimen that is impl-ied. l^lith

the absence elsewhere of Brown's use of the name in writing, the author

citation "(R. Br., Mss.) B1akely" becomes an indirect reference to this

materÍal. There are three sheets at KEW and BM of: R. Brown, South Coast

(Bennett No. 476Ð which are labelled as E. rugosa in Brown's handwriting.

The possibility of the KEIJ material being implied as a syntype through the

citation "R. Br. Mss.", $las stated in an annotation on the KEl,l sheet by G.

Chippendale, 19.í.1973. Blakely also referred Índirectly to the Brown

collections by citing an illustration provided by Maiden of a R. Brown

specimen from "southern coast of Australia", and possibly by Iisting the

locality of Fowlers Bay. Furthermore, it can be argued that Brown's

material should be treated as including the type rather than just beinq

syntypes of equal status to the designated co-type. It is unclear what

Blakely meant to convey by the term co-type. The prefÍx "co" Ímplies eqgel

status wÍth some other type specimen(s) making it equivalent to the

current term syntype, However. this is contrary to Blakely's use of the

term for E- qBgdgphyllc BIakeIy and Jacobs (BIakeIy, 1934, p.166). Here he

referred to a specimen as "the type" and another as "a co-type". This

usage makes co-type equivalent to a paratype.

Irrespective of the intended meaning of co-type, specimens on the three

sheets labelled by Brown can be regarded as syntypes. AII three present
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problems for lectotypífication. Although assigned the same number by

Bennett (467Ð, Brown's labels refer to different collectíons. One sheet

at BM is labelled "Memory Cove" (which is near Port Lincoln) and is

clearly consistent with E- fUgqEC as currently applied. The other two

sheets represented at KEVJ and BM are labelled "Bay III, South Coast"

which corresponds to Fowlers Bay. The problem is that I believe the

material on these two sheets is consistent with E- qelqercela C.Boom. It

has a strong resemblance Lo the Dumosae specimens (PJL 1794, tt91',1193 -

see figs 205, 206) collected near Coorabie, northwest of Fowlers Bay. I

have observed E. EqqqÊq (in the accepted sense) in this district but it ís

less common than Dumosae mallees referable to E. calggleena. Several

features of the Brown material are more characteristic of E. qafggrcglg

than E. EgggÊe. The buds lack a constrictÍon at the junction of operculum

and hypanthium. This is extremely rare in Dumosae but common in E-

lgqqgê. The KEI,I specimen has a single fruit with even striations (small

ribs), and a truncate base with a well-defined pedicel. Usually in E-

qgqggq (and Iess commonly in Dumosae species) two or three ríbs are

developed more strongly into costae that are continuous with a more

flattened, less distinct pedicel. These observations from photographs

r^rere conf irmed by M.I.H. Brooker who, at my request, examined the KEtll

specimen while serving as Australian Liason Officer at Kew. Unfortunately

no seed was present, Brooker (pers. comm. ) pointed out that Ín the KE['J

specimen the operculum is slightly broader than the hypanthiurn. Based on

his collecting experience confirmed by seed examination, he concluded that

E- rugose can have the operculum broader but it is more often narrower.

This is consistent with Btakely's description where he says "Operculum

...broader than the calyx tube" and is further evidence supporting the

status of R. Brown 4764 as a syntype. The specimens from Memory Cove are

consistent with current usage of E. EqqgËe but have the operculum

distinctly narrower, thus favouring the Fowlers Bay material for choice of
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Iectotype. However, BIakeIy is again ambiguous since, âS Brooker noted,

the latin diagnosis states "Operculum ...calycis tubo brevius" (operculum

shorter than calyx tube). If Blakely made a slip of the pen it could be in

the latj.n or english, but strictly the latin diagnosís should be followed.

This is consistent with all the material.

From the protologue it appears that none of the potential type material is

without problems. Before selecting a lectotype, duplicates of the Brown

and Maiden collections should be sought from NSt'l herbarium. Any

collections that have been seen and annotated by Blakely could resolve

these ambiguities. If possible the Fowlers Bay material should be avoided

for a lectotype as its identity must be regarded as uncertain without

seed.
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CHAPTER 14

INTERBREEDING AND RELATIONSHIPS I¡ITH OTHER TAXA

1a.1 ArLllrqrel Eql]rnclrqn Trrale

These trials were performed to test for incompatibility mechanisms acting

as a barrier to self-fertilization or gene exchange between different

taxa. Pryor U976, p.27 ) stated that self-incompatihility $¡as general

throughout the genus with a gene-controlled system being present in the

few eucalypts critically examined. He noted that the extent of

incompatibility was variable and that some species such as E- pUlyelUlgnlq

could contain self-incompatible, weakly self-compatible and some

completely self-compatible individuats. From other cases reported in the

literature it appears that self-compatibility is rather common in

EUqeIyplUS. Isozyme analysis has indicated a significant rate of

self-fertitization in natural populations of E. eÞIfqUC (Brown et aI,

1975) and E. pCUqUIqEC (PhÍIlips and Brown, 1,977). Pryor (1951) showed

that E- mardcnrr, E- þfeEelyr, and E. þrqqslcle were self-fertile by

artificial selfing of emasculated flowers and bagging experiments.

Frequencies of lethal, recessive marker genes in seedlings of several E.

Ieuqq¡ylqn indivÍduals reported by Boland 1977) indicate that

self-fertilization occurs under natural conditions. Self-fertilization

varied from being predominant to less frequent than cross-fertilization.

An individual of E- pffUfeqig with a marker qene l{as reported by Florence

(1969) where fertilization resulted almost enti.rely from self-polIination.

FruÍt set on isolated trees sugqests that the extent of self-compatibility

varies in dÍfferent specÍes and systematic groups throughout the genus

(Pryor, 1976). From my own observations of isolated trees in cultivation

it appears that self-compatibility is a common feature in section Dumaria.
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It is Ímportant to remember that the existence of self-campatibility need

not result in inbreeding due to the promotion of cross-pollination by

protandry.

Incompatihility is only one of a variety of mechanisms that may operate to

prevent or inhibit hybridization between dÍfferent eucalypt taxa.

Stigmatic secretions have been implicated in the inhibition of pollen tube

growth. Pryor and tlillinq (1974) found that a light treatment of the

stigma prior to pollination with an organic solvent such as hexane

increases the lÍkelihood of producing hybrids between incompatible pairs

of EUqelyplus species,

Crossing experiments were made ín mid-December on trees growing at the

tlaite Institute Arboretum, Adelaide. The following observations l^lere based

on trees of E* dUnqSe ssp. dumosa, E. dUmegg ssp' qlelendlf and E.

r"rgqdge[dg at the Àrboretum. Anther dehiscence (when pollen can first be

shaken from anthers) occurs one day after the operculum becomes detached

from the hypanthium. At this stage the stamens have unfolded from their

inflexed position but are usually stiII bent at the middle of their

filaments. Three to four days after operculum detachment the stigma begins

to exude a sticky secretion. PoIIen placed on it at this time is capable

of germinating and growing into the style. This is similar to timÍng of

stigma receptivity reported for other species of subqenus 'gynBhgnyrlus'

by Griffin and Hand ( 1979> .

Flowers on which the operculum was starting to separate were selected for

emasculation. This was performed by cutting through the hypanthium collar

just below the the staminal ring, taking care not to injure the sty1e,

then lífting the 'tube' of infolded stamens up and over the style. The

flowers were then enclosed in gl-assine bags sealed with masking tape.

Pollination was carried out four days after emasculation and flowers were
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harvested after another four days. Transverse sections c. 1 mm thick $rere

sliced from the top of the style and stained using the callose

flourochrome reaction method described by Martin (1959) and Lalouette

(7967), Successful results were obtaÍned without adding Kf0o or KQH.

Sections were placed in 0.1, % aqueous aniline blue for two hours then

examined under UV Iight using a microscope with epiflourescence optics. A

bright green flourescence sras obtained throughout pollen tube walls due to

the presence of callose. The pollen exine flouresced pale yellow and an

assessment of the success of polJ-ínation and pollen germination r,Ias

made by examininq the stigmatic surface on the uppermost section. In

subsequent sections pollen tubes penetrating the style appeared as rings

or sometimes as oblique cylindrical sections. Some of the tubes reached

the base of the style.

Res,ults are displayed in table 14,1,. From the absence of germination in

the emasculated controls Ít is apparent that the glassine bags provided an

effectÍve barrier to stray pollen. Thus aII pollen and tubes observed are

Iikely to have been derived from the manipulated pollen donor. The

importance of natural pollinating agents is demonstrated by the second

treatment where the opening buds $tere bagged without emasculation.

Pollination $¡as rather ineffective after the eight days tested. For E.

dUnqge and E.woo{Wefdff no pollen grains or tubes were present except for

a single tube in the former and one germinating grain in the latter. In E.

lqfqUqle there was a small amount of pollen that had begun to germinate

and only several tubes. In the third treatment with artificial pollination

of emasculated flowers it is clear that the indÍviduals of E. du$osa ssp.

qfeledff and E. lqfqUCle are self-compatible. Successful

cross-po1IÍnations were made between various species representing series

Dumosae, Torquatae, and Tetrapterinae of section DumarÍa, and sections

Bisectae and Adnataria of suqenus 'sympbomyrtus'. Evidence of
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IeþIe L4-!.: Results of artificial pollination trials.

FIower PoIlen donor Germination PenetratÍon

7, Control (emasculated)
E, dungse
E- lerquqlc

(+)
2. Not emasculated

E, dumqsg
E- wqqdwerdri
E- lqrzuete

3. Emasculated
E- cfefendu
E- lqrquele

4. Cross-pollinati
*8. dumosa (a)
*rr
*::

!- {ggggq (c)
xE- wgqdu¡efdrl
*t'

*rt

E- lerquele
*tr

self
self
self

seLf
self

fegqucfu
qgnqfnDq
letreBteee
fqequnde
eEemiqqle
leszucte
qlelendu
!orquele

E,langdswncene (b)
E- qlclendu
E,- wqqdweqdri

(+)
(+) (+)

+
+

+
+

(

on
F
!:¿
E.
F!¿r
E.lia
E!:¿
F!ls
Ergr
El

+
+)
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

(

)

i
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

* indicates replicate for fruiting

(a): ssp. dUnqee(c): ssp. qlelendtl

(b): ssp. Iq!Ëdowneena
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incompatibility was found only in two cases. In the E. dUmgËq ssp. dUUqgq

X E. qgIqlDIê cross some germination oecurred but no pollen tubes

developed sufficíentIy to penetrate the style. t'lÍthout testing over a

Ionger period this result is inconclusive. In the E, dUnqgg ssp. dumosg X

E, glgglcola cross pollen tubes were much narroÌ.rer than in the others,

çJere sinuous to irregularly convoluted, and had either no penetration or

only shallow penetration within the the top millimetre section. It seems

unlikely that fertilization could occur in this case. EUqelyBluË e¡qsfqolc

has been pLaced in series Oleosae of section Bisectae (Boomsma, 1975),

There is no evidence of hybridization hetween Dumosae and Oleosae species

in the field despite the fact that they are freqently codominant. In the

remaining crosses the results should be interpreted as indicating the

absence of chemically induced barriers in the style. However, gene

exchange may stiII be prevented by failure of fertilization or by

post-zygotic mechanisms. The compatibility between !- EqQdWgEd1¡ and E.

IensdgWneene (series Odoratae, sectíon Adnataria) is not surprising

because several- natural hybrids between Dumosae and Odoratae are known

(14.4.2),

Replicates of seven of the crosses (indicated in table L4.1.) were retained

on the trees but fruit set was achieved in only two of these: E, dungge

ssp. 4uugsa X E. IegqUeftr and E. WAAdEeldIi X E- lqEqUqle. Seed from t'he

Iatter cross germinated and seedlings were raised that were intermediate

between parental types in leaf glaucousness , thÍckness, and length/width

ratio. Failure of fruit set for most crosses may have been caused by

failure of fertilization or abortion of the zygote or embryo. However,

there is insufficient evidence to infer the existence of reproductLve

isolation mechanisms. Abortion of fruits may also have resulted from very

high ambient temperatures at the time of the crossings, injury or

dessÍcation due to to emasculation; or it may be å. natural loss in
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'thinning' the number of fruits developed.

Although Iimited in extent, these crossinq trials have provided evidence

of compatibility with some species of other series and sections.

14.2 Pqsqrþle rsqleLrlq scqhetrs[E ln ËcffeË DusqËee

1,4,2.1. Pre-zyqotic mechanisms

Three important pre-zygotic mechanisms are geographical isolation,

flowering time differences, and pollen incompatibility. Distributions of

Dumosae taxa are characterized by major disjunctions and isolated outlying

populations. Even within their main areas of occurrence they frequently

exist as series of isolated populations many kilometres apart.

Maintenance of discontinuities over time is enhanced by the poor dispersal

abiLity of seeds (1,5.2). The high level of morphological dífferentiation

betr¿een the 'populations' noted in section 9.1.3 may be a result of

geographical isolation restricting gene exchanqe and enabling divergence

to occur. I,lithÍn these populations (arbitrarily defined to be within a

diameter of 1 km), distance would not present a barrier to pollination.

Like most eucalypts, Dumosae are not adapted to specific pollinators and

their open flowers with copious nectar attract a wide range of potential

vectors. Various species of flies. bees, $¡asps, beetles (especially

chafers (Scarabaeidae) and jewel beetles (Buprestídae)), lorikeets and

honeyeaters have been observed feeding Ín flowers of Dumosae. Birds and

the stronger fliers of the insects would be able to transport pollen over

distances of one kilometre and more, As the pollen grains are small and

non-clumping, some long distance wÍnd pollination may occur. Rare

dispersal events could enable gene transfer and provÍde effective

migration of genotypes that would compensate for poor seed dispersal

ahility. For this to be successful it is probably necessary for the new
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genetic information prêsent in the hybrid and subsequent generations to

have a definite selective advantage in order to become established amonqst

more numerous existing forms. There would be a high level of competition

because of the high fecundity of the Dumosae which results in large seed

crops, and their long life span which is associated r¡ith a low frequency

of regeneration by seed in natural communities. Where there is no

positive selective pressure and cross-pollinations are infrequent,

distance could provide an effective barrier to gene exchange.

Pryor (1951) tested viability of stored pollen for artificial pollinations

and concluded that separation of flowering times by as much as three

months, and probably more, is not likely to be an obstacle to successful

pollination. Hot,lever, nothing is known about the survival of stray pollen

from earlier flowering in the field or Íts availability to pollinating

agents. Aqain, rare cross-pollination events wiII have little

significance without a positive selective pressure because of the high

leveI of competition. Higher IeveIs of cross-pollination between

populations could result in limited intergradation without entirely

eliminating discontinuities of variation. This situation is suggested to

explain the maintenance of 'E. cyenopbyllg' forms in the Murray Region

(11.3.4). Apart from this, flowering records of South Australian forms of

E- dunqgq presented Ín chapter 2 generally show too much overlap to

maintain morphological disjunctions over a wide area,

There is no direct evidence for the operation of genetically controlled

incompatibility systems within Dumosae. Only two crosses were made

between pairs of Dumosae taxa in pollination trials (.4.1) and further

investigations are desirable. The abundance of intergradatÍon within E-

dumosa indicates that incompatibility is not a widespread barrier.
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1.4.2.2 Post-zygotic mechanisms

Two important post-zygotÍc mechanisms involve the fitness of the resultant

hybrid. Hybrids may abort soon after fertilization due to genic

disharmony, or exhibit reduced viabilty, steríIity or reduced fertility.

Habitat or ecologÍcal isolation is a special case where hybrid fitness is

critical in relation to specifíc environments. In hybrid offspring net^t

gene combinations that deviate significantly from that of the parent may

be unable to establish or survive in the parental habitat and nesl

'intermediate' habitats may not exist, Gene exchange wiII be constrained

by selection favoring parental combinations. Habitat isolation assumes

that there is a close lÍnk between genotype and environment, although this

Iink may not be obvious. Part of the genotype is expressed in the

morphological characters which are the basis for the classification. For

many characters such as stem glaucousness, fruit ribbing and operculum

shape, it is difficult to envisage any current adaptive signficance, and

invisible biochemical and physiological attributes may be more important.

It is apparent that the Dumosae, Iike many other eucalypt taxa, are able

to tolerate a wide range of edaphic and climatic conditions. In arboreta

and plantations many different taxa and forms of Dumosae are able to grow

well under the same condítions. This seems to counter field evidence of

adaptation to specific habitats. However, survival may be critical at the

seedling stage which Ís usually nurtured even in plantations otherwise

relying on natural rainfall. Another difference in natural communíties is

the factor of competition which heightens the influence of selection.

These considerations show that habitat isolation may be dÍfficult to

demonstrate. tJhere habitats are not discrete, incomplete isolation may

occur. A study of clinal variation in E. qlnlqelq on Mt. t'lellington by

Barber and Jackson (1957) provides an excellent example of this. There was

a complete change Ín frequency of qlaucous individuals from 0 % to 100 %
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over an altitudinal change of 400 - 500 feet (0.8 - t,6 km ground

distance). CIinal variation in numerous other characters u,as associated

with this. Examination of seedling progeny showed that there waË some

cross-pollination of glaucous and non-glaucous forms over a much greater

distance but natural selection reduced the clíne to a narrow zone of

intergradation separating the two forms. Habitat isolation may also

involve pre-zygotic isolation by a reduction in cross-pollination due to

spacial separation of habitats within the one region.

1,4,2.3 Coherence

Another mechanism restrictÍng gene exchanqe is the phenomenon of coherence

whereby random recombination between characters in hybrid populations is

restricted so that hybrids tend to resemble one or other of the parents.

Hartley (1965) attrÍbuted this to a system of partial linkage resulting

from multiple gene control of characters. Hartley suggested that this

could enable considerable maintenance of specific identity, which coupled

with ready interspecific hybridization r¿ould aIlow for extensive

introgression and account for the hiqh genetic component of variance

common in Euqalyptug

14.3 Svupêlqrq pspuleltars sf ËqrreË Dunqgec

The abundant intergradation in morphology described for E. dUnqgc ssp.

dUUqgg Ín chapter tt, and to a lesser degree for the other taxa in chapter

L0, is indicative of a general lack of isolating mechanism-q within the

Dumosae. Some of the taxa have distributions with partial overlap when

considered on a broad scale. For example. E- IegoUCfIL E- Blgfggagpa and

E. dUnqge ssp. dUnqSA all occur near Norseman, and E. Eqqdgeuflli and E'

fcgqugfff occur near Zanthus. Ho$rever, on a local scale at distances of
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only several kilometres there is Iittle interminglirrg and truly sympatric

populations do not occur in these cases. Zones of overlap comprise

isolated populations separated hy at least several kilometres.

Distribution overlaps for some of the forms previously recognized as taxa

(Chippendale and !,lo1f , 1981) do not involve distinct forms but are areas

with cornplex intergradatÍon. However, there are some notable exceptions

to these patterns. For this thesis over 200 populations of Dumosae were

sampled r¿ith each population being contained v¡ithin a diameter of one

kilometre. gnly six of these could be regarded as comprising more than

one ínterbreeding group (or population in a strict sense). These were the

only cases encountered where distinct forms (differíng in more than just a

low-state character - LG, SG, or BB) occurred together without a breakdown

in morphological variation indicative of local intergradation. The six

cases of sympatric populations are listed in table t4.2 as evidence for

the existence of intrinsic barriers to gene exchange within the Dumosae.

In the taxonomy proposed in this thesis the distinct forms are recognized

as c]ífferent species in one case, as different subspecies in three cases

but are not taxonomically recognized in two cases. The possible role of

the ahove mechanÍsms in these cases will now be considered.

Firstly it is necessary to assume that the concurrence of distinct forms

is rc! a result of recent migration of one form from a separate area. In

this situation the absence of intergrades may merely mean that conditions

have not yet been suítable for establishment of new progeny. This is a

reasonable assumption because of the poor dispersal ability. A chance

migration from a disjunct area would most likely involve one or a few

individuals in a given area and would not produce a stand of normally

spaced trees until the second generation. Most forms are represented by

at Ìeast t0 individuals. The exceptions are case 6 where there was only a
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IeþIc L4-?: Sympatric occurrences of distinct forms.

Local ity/coI Iection
Texon De!crnrnetrqr

(DPOP group)

tl 74.0 km E Lake Grace (Roe District)/PJl 1415

E- &qndrnrrcnsrs

14.7 km E Lake Grace/PJL 1'476-t4t9
E- duuegc ssp. duqqgq

2/ 13.6 km N Minnipa (Eyre Peninsula Region)/PJL 1033

E- dunqgq ssp. dunqËg

14.2 km N Minnipa/PJL t032
E- duBqsa ssp. dgllqËq

3/ 0.4 km E Burngup (Roe District)/PJl 1427,7423, t425, 1'426
E- dunosO ssp. dumpge

/PJL 1422, 1427, 7428

E* dunese sp. dunqge

4/ 19.3 km N Pingrup (Roe District)/PJL 7407-7470
E- dUnqse ssp. conqlgþete

/PJL 7406, 1,417

E- dUnqge ssp. dumesa

5/ Carappee Hill (Eyre Peninsula Region)/D.E. Symon 8856 (AD!t)

E- dunqgq ssp. coDglobele
/PJL 7044, 1045 et al

E- dunqsg ssp. durlqge

6/ 2,6 km Nt'l Kulin (Roe District)/PJl 1435-1439
E- dUnqee ssp. qqtglqþeta

/PJL 7436

E- dungge ssp. dutlgËe

KON

SHE

PIL

CYA

PIL

SHE

ANC

PIL

ANC

CÀR

ANC

SHE
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single individual of E- dUnqgq ssp. dUnqSe, and case 5 where the abundance

of E. dUUqSC ssp. golglqþata is unknown.

For alI cases, geographical isolation can he eliminated as the factor

maintaining morphological disjunction. 0n1y in cases L and 2 is there

significant spatial separation between forms, but less frequent

cross-pollination could not account for the total absence of

intergradation in these cases. Differences in flowering time are possible

meehanísms at two localities: casê 3 which was discussed earlier (section

11.3.2, p, 230, 23t), and case 4. When the latter site was visited in

late November the pedicellate forms (PIL) were flowering whereas the

sessile forms (ANC) only had buds that were not quite mature. Similar

forms of E. dUnqge ssp. dUngSA and ssp. qglqlAþqle occur northwest of

Ravensthorpe. 0n collections of E. pfIeeLA (= ssp. dUnqge) from this area

by C.D. Boomsma, E. colqleþeLe is cited as an ecological associate. The

population of ssp. dUUeSq representing the type locality of E, pflgete at

Desmond is situated between occurrences of ssp. conglgþglg northwards near

Ravensthorpe and as close as 8.3 km to the south. Other herbarium

collections support the distinctness of ssp, conqlqþele and ssp. dUnggA in

the Ravensthorpe district. The maintenance of these forms in this wider

area also suggests that some factor other than spatial isolation has been

involved in past. In another state (South Australia) these two subspecies

frequently intergrade morphologically on a wide scale. The barrier is

therefore probably a mechanism under genetic control such as

incompatibility or flowering tÍme, This is supported by case 5 which

provides is a further example of inconsistent behaviour for ssp.

qqnqlaþeLq. Since I have not found it Ín my survey of Carappee HilI, and

as there is only a single collection from this intensively collected

Iocality, it must be restricted in distribution conpared to the abundant

glaucous-stemmed forms of ssp. dUnqSA. Another equally distinctive
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specimen of ssp. gglqfqþata from Darke Peak (1e9. S. Cu1ic, L.D. Vüitliams

9056) is likely to have been growing near these forms. However, at two

outlying localÍties where there are intergrades of the glaucous-stemmed

forms with other ssp. dUUqge forms, gradation with ssp. conglobata is also

apparent (PJL 107L, C.D.Boomsma 408).

There were no observable differences in soils or topography which

suggested habitat isolation as a factor except in the two cases with a

spatíal separation of forms. In case 7, the two species I^¡ere clearly

associated with different habitats. There ldas a stand of E. kgndlnfnenefs

trees confined to a narror^¡ zone near the edge of a salt pan. About 700 m

away E- dUnggg occurred as a slender mallee form on low sand dunes. Case

2 was less obvious because the two forms are from the same taxon and can

not even be confidently referred to pre-existing species. The first form

has relatively narror"t, non-qlaucous leaves and small fruits, and t^las

growing in loam with scatttered calcrete gravel on a small flat in

association with E. þfeqhyqe-LyX and E. dfVCfglfqffe. The single

individual sampled from this poputation was classified to the group PIL by

aII CVA's of appendix 1. The second form has broad, qlaucous leaves and

large fruits, and was growing on the crest of a small dune of loamy sand

overlying sandy clay loam at a depth of 50 cm. The single individual

sampled from this population L¡as classifíed to CYA by all CVA's. It also

shows affinÍties to some of the forms occurring on desert dunes further

northwest which have been referred to E. elefelfqe]yl. The

characteristics differentiating these forms are not environmentally

induced since they are retained bY 'E- pffeqlg' , 'E- qyqnAphy]Ia' and 'E,-

elflelfqglyx' growing in the t'laite Institute Arboretum. Adelaide. The

above two habitats are representatives of the two major plant community

types ín mallee areas of South Australia as described in section L2,5.1,

p. 296,297. A similar case was observed at Koongawa and probably occurs
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elsewhere on Eyre Peninsula where these two habitat types are prevalent.

However, the concurrence of the two distinct forms is only one facet of

the total variation pattern. Elsewhere the t.wo habitat types may be

separated sufficiently for geographical isolation or occur in proximity

without morphological differentiation of E, dUqqgq forms. Sometimes E.

dgnqge may be absent from one of the habitats or there may be intermediate

habitats with intermediate forms or a gradation of forms. Even without

maintaining distinct entities by reproductive isolation, natural selection

ís responsible for maintaining much morphological variation.

Case 3 is also of interest because of the possibity of limited gradation

(11.3.2). The forms most similar to group SHE approach PIL in some

features although a discontinuity in variation is maintained. Thís may be

a case where a strong coherence is maintained by correlation between the

stem glaucousness character and other morphological features either under

current intergradation or past introgression. This possibility could be

tested by studying character segregation in artificial hybríds of the two

forms.

ta.4 flvþsrdfsn þelween Dunqsqc and qlhcr ËetfeË

From experimental crosses and occurrences of natural hybrids it is clear

that each of the subgenera of EUqelyplUs is genetically isolated from aII

the others, whereas within them hybrids are frequent and fertile.
Inter-sectional hybrids are much less common than intra-sectional crosses

but are known in quite a number of cases (Johnson, 1976),

The best known hybrid involving series Dumosae is the cross E. EqQdwqtdrr

X E- lqqqUALA which is widely cultivated as an ornamental tree known as

'Torwood'. The hybrid first arose from two adjacent parent trees planted

at Kalgoorlie (tlallace, s.dat. ). This Ís an indisputable case of
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hybridism because of the distinctiveness of the parent species and the

known history of crossing. It is useful to consider the way that seed

testa characters are inherited in a known hybrid, since intermediate seed

types are important as evidence of naturally occurring putative hybrids.

Several Torwood trees planted in Adelaide ü¡ere found to produce only

occasional seeds of variable morphology, with some trees having fruits

that were completely barren (PJL 1575 to 7577,1580, 1581). The source for

seed supplied to nurseries in South Australia was tracked down to two

individual Torwoods in the town of Three Springs in Western Australia.

These produced abundant seed which was intermediate between the Dumosae

and Torquatae types in structure and colour but variable in their approach

to each type. By contrast, hybrid seed that I produced by pol-linating E.

Eqgdgetdfi with E- lglgUCtê pollen (.4,1) was typical of series Dumosae in

structure but t^las uniform and approached Torquatae seed by being brown

rather than reddish in colour. Its hybrid nature h,as confirmed by

seedling morphology. The reason that hybridity was not expressed in

structural features of the testa may be a result of dominance of Dumosae

characters in the F1 generation or determination by ovary wall in parent

tree. Hot.¡ever, it is clear from an examination of Torwood seeds that

hybrid trees do produce intermediate seeds. I'Jhere natural hybridism was

suspected on the basis of morphological features of buds and fruíts, seeds

$Iere found to be intermediate between the typical forms for the parent

series described in section 72,2.2. Seven cases of putative hybrids qTere

discovered and are listed in table 14.3. Some evidence is illustrated here

from buds and fruits (figs 236 to 242) and seed morphology (fiqs 237 to

235).
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IeþIe 14-3: Occurrences of putative hybrids.

Loca1 ity/collection
Parent taxa PJ Codes l+

7/ c,8 km lrlNlrl Cape tJilloughby (Kangaroo Is.)/PJL 658
E- dUUggq ssp. cotgleþele X E, rugosa

2/ 70 km SE tlarooka (Yorke Peninsula)/PJL 799
E- dUngSe ssp. conqlobgte X E- rgggsa

3/ 3 km S Lochiel (Northern Lofty)/PJL 870
E. dUnqgq ssp. congleþele X E. fUggge

4/ 78.3 km SE tlidgiemootha (Coolgardie)/PJL 1558
E- Iesquefii x E- lqrsuqla

5/ 7 kn Nû'l Victor Harbour (Southern Lofty)/PJL 1595, 1596
E, congloþAlq ssp. qonqfqbela X E- flqEeEÞele

6/ FoIIand Park, Enfield (Southern Lofty)/PJL 774
E- dUmqgq ssp. du[osa X E- qdqfete

7/ 5 kn Nll Goolwa (Southern Lofty)/PJL 767
E- dUnpge ssp. conglqþele X E, edefale

8/ 2 kn N Finniss (Southern Lofty)/PJL 85
E= dumose ssp. qs!çrfqþeLq X L gdeUele

SLE:GI X SLI:A

SLE:GT X SLI:A

SLE:GI X SLÏ:A

SLE:N X SLI:M

SLE:GI X SLOAB

SLE:GA X SUNEB

SLE:GI X SUNEB

SLE:GI X SUNEB

x PJ Codes indicate proximity in taxonomic hierachy, Successive letters
indicate taxa for categories: suþenus, section, (subseries), species and
subspecies.
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Fiqures 227 to 2352 Seed morphology in putative hybrids.

Scale bar: 2 mm

The right hand seed of each figure is in ventral
view; the others are shown in dorsal view.

227_:

228:

229: !- ruqosa
PJL 7zï/Kangaroo Is.

230 f, lesouefii
PJL 1545/18.3 km SE Widgiemootha

!- lesouefii X !- torquata
PJL 1558/I.c.

232: fu torquata
PJL 1560/1.c.

233: L dumoSg ssp. conqlobata
PJL 763/5 km Nll Goolwa

234: f, dumosa ssp. conqlobata X L qdoreta
PJL 767A/I.c.

235 !- odorata
PJL 765/L.c.

!- dumosa ssp. conqlobata
PJL 659/8 km t{NI{ Cape t{illoughby, Kangaroo Is.

f, rwosa X !- dumosa ssp. conqlobata
PJL 658/1.c.

(¡)
cn\¡

237
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Fiqures 236 fo 2392 Putative hybrid between species from series
Dunosae and Torquatae.

Scale bar:' 1 cm

2362 f, lesouefii
PJL 1544/18.3 km SE flidgiemootha

237i f, lesouefii
PJL 1545/1.c.

238: L lesouefii XLtorquata
PJL 1558/1.c.

239i L torqlrata
PJL 1560/I.c.
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Fiqures 240 Lo 242: Putative hybrid between species from series
Dumosae and Odoratae.

Scale bar: 1 cm

240 L dunogg ssp. conqlobata
PJL 763/5 km Nt{ Goolwa

247: E_- dumosa ssp. conqlobalg X !- odorata
PJL 767A,/I.c.

242 !- odorata
PJL 765/L.c.

Fiqure 243: Isolectotype of f, anceps (MEL 80646) showing presence
of short broad pedicels, costae, and wide peduncle which
are characteristic of L ruqgsa.

Scale bar: 1 cm
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1.4.4,1 Inter-series hybrids

In general, Dumosae taxa are reproductively isolated from Torquatae

although there are a few exceptions which suggest a breakdown in the

operative mechanism. The absence of incompatibilty in the case of the

Torwood cross is not surprising since E- WgqdgefQ!! and E, lqUqUeta are

geographically isolated and there can be no selective advantage for

incompatibilty where there is no contact. Elsewhere members of these two

series occur together as distinct forms and there must be some barrier to

prevent merging. The existence of a few cases of hybridism indicates

potential for gene exchange in that the two taxa have not diverged

sufficiently to make their genotypes incompatible. In all cases the

hybrids are represented by one or only a few individuals; there are no

hybrid sI^tarms olî zonês of intergradation. This suggests that breakdown in

the reproductive bamier is uncommon, introgression is prevented by the

same mechanism, and that there is a reduction of fitness or fertility in

the hybrid offspring. In most cases habitat isolation can be eliminated

because of the association of the parent species in communities. This

means that habitat disturbance and creation of 'hybrid' niches can be

discounted.

In the three cases of hybrids discovered between E- dUneSe ssp. conglqþelq

and E. rugosa, the seeds are lustrous and red-brown to brown in colour.

They have more pronounced areolae than Dumosae seeds (f.ígs 227, 22Ð with

thin translucent walls which are not as deep as in Torquatae. In each

case only single hybrid trees were found. In South Australia E_ dUnqge

spp. qAnqIAþCle frequently occurs in rnajor communities or small mixed

stands in associatÍon with E- ruggËe (Torquatae). This intermingling

indicates that habitat isolation is not a factor. Flowering time barriers

can be eliminated as a mechanism maintaining isolation on a broad scale

because of the overlaps displayed by herbarium records (2.6.2, p. 4!, 42),
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A reduction in hybrid fitness or fertility is not likely to be the

mechanism because of the rarity of hybrids found. The most likely
explanation is a breakdown in a genetically controlled incompatibility

system.

In more arid areas E. dumosa ssp. dUnqge replaces ssp. conglqþCLe and E_.-

þfeqhyqelyx replaces E. f,uçlgËq. Further north in desert sand dune country

E- gpnginna replaces E, þfeqbygely¡. Although the latter two Torquatae

species frequently occur in mixed communities with E- dumgga, no putative

hybrids are known.

The E. lqSqUefff X E- lgfqgglg hybrid occurred as a young tree in a small

natural woodland community comprising both parent species. Although these

are often segregated into flat and hillside habitats respectively, this

site does not represent a rare ecotone. Chippendale (1973, p. 5) regarded

these species as co-dominants on rocky ridges in this region. HabÍtat

isolation cannot he responsible for maintainÍng their usual distinctness.

The hybrid appears most similar to E- fcgqucfll. The seeds are red-brown

in colour and although they have more prominent sculpturing than in nearby

E, fcgeUfeii it is not markedly different from that in Dumosae forms

elsewhere (figs 230 to 232). Affinity with E, lerquelc is evident in the

absence of stem glaucousness and the elongate fruits with deep discs and

slightly twisted ribbing (figs 238, 23Ð, The existence of this hybrid is

interesting because other members of Torquatae grow in close proximity to

E- lefqUqle but are not known to hybridize with it. EUqClyplUS lqrqUeLe

is quite distinct from these species and the absence of hybrids indicates

that it has developed virtual-Iy complete incompatibility with them

(Brooker, 7979b, p. t6Ð.

EuqqfypluË lnqEcËËata (series Incrassatae) has a similar dÍstribution to
E. dUUqgC ssp. conglqþele and is frequently found in association with it.
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Late in this study apparent hybrids between these species were discovered

in a small relict mallee communÍty containing a few individuals of E-

¡¡qtqggelq (Ridge-fruited mallee) and E- feegUn{q (Slender-Ieaved mallee)

surrounded by open scrub of E- þeXLeff (Brown stringybark) and E.

qqgBAphylfe (Cup gum). The paucÍty of the hybrids and the absence of the

suspected parent E. dunoge ssp. cqnqloþela is inconclusive, as native

vegetatÍon is now confined mainly to roadside verqes. There are records of

this taxon within at least t0 km. The specimen PJL i.595 shows affinities
with E- dUnqqe ssp. congleþCle in Íts relatively small fruit size and

sessile fruits, and affinities with E, lngUqgÊele in the strong fruit
ribbing and thick glossy leaves. Two generations of fruit üJere present

but no properly formed seeds or chaff could be extracted. The tree is

well-shaped and vigorous in appearance but apparently barren. The other

specimen (PJL 1596) has shortly pedicellate fruits reminiscent of E.

dUnqgq ssp. dumoga but with some recognizable affinities to E. f¡gteËËelq.

This individual produced seeds intermediate in morphology between those of

series Dumosae and Incrassatae. They are red-brown to dark-brown and

somewhat lustrous with very narro$t areolae.

74.4.2 Inter-section hybrids

Three cases of putatÍve hybrids between E. dUnqgq and E. qdqfele

constitute the first reported evidence of hybridism between Dumosae and

another section. cases 6 and 7 (table 14.3) are supported by seed

morphological evidence but seed was not collected in case 8. Seed shape

as well as colour and sculpturing is intermediate in the hybrids (figs 233

to 235). AIL are clearly intermediate in obvious morphological characters

of leaves, buds and fruits. Case 7 is illustrated in figures 240 Lo 24D.

Leaves of this hybrÍd are intermediate in width, colour, prominence of oiI
glands on the leaf surface, and leaf base angle. The last character is
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evident in these figures. Further morphological evidence is provided by

anther structure observed in cases 7 and 8. The hybrids within section

Dumaria involve series with the same anther type but the above two species

are from groups with different anther types. The hybrÍds have anthers

intermediate in size but irregular in shape and with irregular apertures.

This is similar to the pattern of inheritance for anther characters

observed in section Àdnataria in a hybrid (PJL 88) between E. IeUqggylqn

(Melliodorae) and E- Utgrocarpq (Moluccanae).

The capacity for hybridization between sections Dumaria and Àdnataria is

also supported by good morphological evidence in an apparent hybrid sürarm

between E. fnq[qËËele (Torquatae) and E. ]eUqq¿y]gn (MeIliodorae)

collected by L.D. tlilliams 4528 to 4538 and M.D. Crisp, 1 km south of

Meningie.

14.5 la¡qlle]rsn srd setverycrqe

1,4.5.1 Relationship between series Dumosae and Oleosae

The absence of of hybridism between sections Dumaria and Bisectaria ç¡as

noted by Pryor and Johnson (1981) who suggested that they could be

regarded as genetically well on the way to a separation comparable with

that of the 'subgenera'. Despite this, there are strong similarities

between these groups and the two sections appear to have evolved in

paral.lel. Both have their centre of diversity in south-western Australia

and they comprise mainly semi-arid and arid species wÍth a high proportion

of mallees. Within section Bisectaria, members of series 0leosae exhibit

the most similarities with Dumosae in terms of habit and superficial

morphological characters. However, diagnostic characters important at the

section and series level, lÍke seed, anther and filament features, are
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always maintained. 0n this basis there is no evidence of gene exchange in

the field, and in the cross-pollination trial, pollen tube incompatibilty

was detected between a representative of OIeosae and E, dumosa (14.1).

VariatÍon in series 0leosae approaches that of Dumosae in its degree of

intergradation and complexity. Many species in Oleosae could be regarded

as 'forms' in the E- gqqlqfis complex. These are often associated with

forms of E. dUngse and correspond in habit and morphology. Pryor and

Johnson (,971,) included E- sgclglig and E, dUnqge as an example of a

number of unrelated species pairs of eucalypts with a striking converqence

in general fietd appearance. 'Ihese species commonly occur together in the

Flinders and Gawler Ranges. Their fruits are usually similar in size and

glaucous-leaved forms of E. dUnege ssp. dUnqge are often difficult to

separate from E- ËAqIeIfE in the field without examination of buds or

fruÍts. Both occur here as white-stemmed mallees and although E, Ëqqfe[Ë

has a greater tendency to retain basal rough bark this is not a reliable

,difference. At 31 km east of Kimba (Eyre Peninsula Region) a

small-fruited and small-leaved form of E- dumoge ssp. du$ggg (PJL 1038)

occurs with a similarly small-fruited and small-Ieaved form of E. Ëqg¿e]fg

(PJL 1039). Glaucous-stemmed forms of E- dUnqSe ssp. dumosa growing at

Coonarie, 8 km northwest of CoweLl on Eyre Peninsula (PJL 1593, 1.594) are

accompanied by morphologically similar forms of E. gqqteffË with glaucous

stems (PJL 1595) even though this character is usually only well developed

on northern forms of that species.

0n the southern limit of desert sand dunes country between Yantanahie and

Hiltaba HS on Eyre Peninsula, E- dU4gge ssp. dUBASe (POPi P57) grows on

dune crests amongst forms intermediate between E. ggqlefÀÞ and E.

yg$bqf,fe¡q ssp. yumbqffg¡ê (PJL 997, 1004). These forms are very similar

in habit and both have relatively broad glaucous leaves and large fruits.
Further north these features arê more extreme in E- yUnþCffOnC and forms
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of E. dUngge ssp. dUnqge often previously referued to E.

glffelfqely¡. 0n sand dunes between Cook and Vokes Hill E- dUUgge ssp.

dUnqge often exhÍbits stem glaucousness. Again this is paralleled ín the

Oleosae. Stem glaucousness is a characteristic feature of E. yg$þgflena

ssp. glffete (Boomsma, 1980 ) which is endemic to this area.

Similarities are also evident between E. dUnqge ssp. dUnqge and forms

referable to E. flqqklq¡feC (or intergrades to E. ËgqfqlfË) growing in

Hincks Conservation Park (Eyre Peninsula Region) and at 3 km N!{ of Kulin

(Roe District). At the latter locality the two taxa were

indistinguishable by their slender and erect habit and shared narrow,

shiny, non-glaucous leaves and relatively smalI fruits.

14.5.2 Similarities with other series

Cases of parallelism or convergence are not confined to sympatric species

of series Dumosae and Oleosae. For example, the tendency for sessÍIe

fruits and wide peduncles characteristic of E- dUnege ssp. qaruIAþele is

found in other specÍes which have a southern coastal distribution and high

rainfall requirement relative to the remainder of their series.

EUqAfyplUS U¡qflele (Foecundae) is consistently sessile while E, rugosa

(Torquatae) is often subsessile or sometimes strictly sessile in

populations unrelated to rare instances of hybridism with E- dumosa ssp.

qanqfsþeLe. EuqslyBlue lensdqwneene ssp. elþsBuupuree (Odoratae) is

usually sessÍIe and one population found on limestone cliffs at Fishery

Bay on southern Eyre Peninsula (PJL 1LL9, 1,1,20) has short broad leaves and

could be confused with forms of E- dUUqSe ssp. coDglqþele without close

examination,

The intergrading complex of Torquatae species E. ruqosq - E- btgchyqglyX -

E. concinna and concurring Dumosae forms in E. dUnggq ssp. congfobqlq and
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ssp. dusasa shoh, parallel trends in size and shape of fruits, pedicels,

peduncles and leaves. Similarity in fruits and some operculae between

E- dUUgSC ssp. dg&gÊe and !- qenqr¡ng ís illustrated in figures 2!, Zz

(2.5). There is also a notable resemblance between E. qAEruqelg

(Torquatae) and E- IegqUeftr or E- plgrcqe[pq. EUqeIyplUS qgEIUqCle

occurs in an adjacent area to the west of E- fggquef!! and shares large,

strongly ribbed buds and fruits and sometimes a blackbutt.

There are strong similarities in many of the morphological characters of

buds, fruits, umbellasters, and leaves emphasized in this study for taxa

from distinct reproductively isolated groups which occur together or in

comparable habitats. The independent retention (parallelism) or evolution

(converqence) of these characters in different groups supports the weight

they have been given in the analyses and new classÍfication of this study.

They may be direct adaptations, although the possibilty that they are

merely pleiotropÍc effects or the result of gene Iinkage involving

ecologically signifÍcant characters cannot be disproved. Certainly it
discounts the possibilty that occurrences of these morphological features

are simply historical anomalies, having arisen originally in isolated

populations by genetic drift.
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CHAPTER 15

PHYTOGEOGRAPHY AND EVOLUTION

15.1 InlrqducLrqn.

15.1.1 Climatic chanqe and evolution of EUqelyplUg.

It is important to take account of past changes in climate and sea level

in considering the possible evolutionary development of Dumosae taxa and

their cument distribution patterns. Evidence of climatic changes and

their affect on the southwestern flora has been considered by Hopper

(1979) and the development of aridity in Australia from the late Tertiary

and Quaternary examined in detail by Bowler (976', 7982). Recently.

GaIloway and Kemp (1981) have reviewed late Cainozoic environments in

AustralÍa, and Nelson (1981), the phytogeography of southern Australia.

There is widespread evidence of a humid subtropical aspect in Tertiary

faunas and sedimentary facÍes extending even to southern Australia.

Fossil faunas in inland South Australia and western Victoria indicate the

continuation of conditions wetter than now until Pliocene time. As

further evidence BowIer cites the large abandoned river channels

(sometimes remaining as salt-Iake chains) of the tJestern Australia

P]ateau. The overall trend from the middle Miocene onwards has been one

of increasing dryness with wetter phases occurring only as relatively

brief interruptions. This is associated r¿ith a change from dominantly

rainforest to xerophytic forms in fossil floras.

The earliest reliable eucalypt fossil (Pryor and Johnson, 7981,) is wood

dated as Oligocene (GiiI,7975, p.226) but no reliable fruÍts or leaves

are known prior to the MÍocene (D.C. Christophel, pers. comm., 1983). One

would expect these woody and sclerophyllous organs to be readily preserved
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and represented in fossil deposits if eucalypts r^rere prominent in the

flora. Abundant eucalypt fruits and leaves are present in a silicifíed
flora from Stuart Creek, near tloomera in the arid zone of South Australia

(Lange , 1978). Lange noted resemblance between several fossils and extant

Dumosae taxa. Two are umbels with sessile fruits and broad peduncles, and

one of these displays unequal growth of fruits with dwarf capsules present

in the cluster. Lange noted this feature in a Kangaroo Island specimen of

E- dgnqse ssp. qanqlAþele. I have also encountered it ín this taxon as

weÌl as a number of forms of E. dUmqËg ssp. dgmcËg (e.g. fig. 1.52), but do

not know whether it occurs outside of Dumosae. There is also a fossil bud

with a ribbed hypanthium and overlapping 'pileate' operculum. Lange noted

similarities between this specimen and various species of section Dumaria,

including E, Brlcela and E- fegguefu in the Dumosae. These similaritíes

are superficial and because of the wide degree of parallelism and

convergence in Euqalyplgg, I regard their relationship to Dumaria taxa as

inconclusive. Stratigraphic control for the Stuart Creek deposit is not

precise and its age could be either Eocene-Oligocene or Miocene (Ambrose

et aI, 1979). The latter is more consistent with other evidence that

arídity first became a feature in the landscape in the Miocene (Barlow,

1'9811 Bowler, 1976). Nelson cited geomorphologic studies of laterite

formation in southwestern Australia and karst features in the Nullarbor

region as evidence that a climate similar to that pertaining today may

have been substantially accomplished by the time of the emergence of the

Nullarbor plain from the sea in the mid-Miocene. Bowler (1982) challenged

this date claiming that the actual emergence of the Nullarbor may have

been considerably later. According to Bowler the earliest severely arid

conditions are likely to have been encountered in the Nullarbor region

about 6 million years ago in the mid-Pliocene. The available evidence

certainly indicates that lggqlyplus first diversified some time in the

upper Tertiary wíth the onset of arid conditÍons.
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Burbidge ('952) suggested that many of the mallee eucalypts are a much

more recent development and evolved their distinctive habit during a

'Great Arid' períod believed to be mid-Holocene in age. However, the

hypothesis of the 'Great Arid' period is now no longer regarded as tenable

and instead there is strong palynological and geomorphological evidence

that several arid phases of varying severity occurred throughout the

Tertiary and Quaternary. The major period of aridity experienced in

southern Àustralia in the past 100,000 years extended from 26,000 to

1L,000 BP with a peak at 18,000 - 1.6,000 corresponding to the time of the

Iast glacial optimum (Bowler 7976, Dodson 7977). In the last 10,000 years

the climate has been relatively stable although there are indications that

temperature and rainfall were marginally higher than now between 8,000 and

5,000 BP . BowLer states that the causes of aridÍty involved a greatly

intensified atmospheric circulation aided by increased continental extent

resulting from glacial low sea levels. This is supported by the

correspondence between glacial maxima and dune building episodes. Thus it
appears that lower sea levels $¡ere associated with periods of more arid

cI imate.

15.1.2 Sand dune formation

Sand-dominated landscapes with tongitudinal dunes and sand sheets are a

prominent feature in arid and semi-arid Australia (Galloway and Kemp,

198L, p.58, fiq. 2). The occurrence of dune systems outside of arid areas

is good evidence that their formation entailed greater aridity than

present today. For example, Beard (1982) describes a dune system on the

Esperance plains with a sinilar configuration to that of the Great Sandy

Desert. The Nullarbor-Spencer dune system which extends across Eyre

Peninsula northwestwards into the Great Victoria Desert, is particularly

relevant to the biogeography of the Dumosae. The apparent source for the
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sand in this system r,ras calcareous aeolianite deposited on the Nullarbor

Plaín and western side of Eyre Peninsula and ultimately derived from the

continental shelf at a time of lower sea level (Crocker, 1946). In these

regions there are now extensive deposits of calcareous aeolianite and

Ripon calcrete of the Bridgewater Formation which represent the original

B-horizon left hehind after sand was deflated and deposited as dunes to

the north and west. Ripon calcrete and Bridgewater Formation Members are

also present Ín most other mallee areas of South Australia in the St

Vincent, Spencer and Murray Basins. They are placed Ín the mid-PLeistocene

(Parkin, 1969). The major period of dune formation was originally thought

to be in a recent severe arid period about 3,000 to 6,000 years ago

(Crocker). Recently the initial dune formation events have heen placed at

about 300,000 BP or earlier (Bowler,t976; Barlow, 1981), possibly 700,000

years BP (Barlow), indicating a similar age to the calcarer¡us aeolianite

formation. According to BowIer 1982), rapid hydrologic oscillations

meant that the threshhold of low humidity necessary for dune building t^las

first reached after 400,000 BP. The period of nraximum aeoLian activity

uras more recent and coincided with the glacial maximum 18,000 to 16,000

RP . During this time tl-re Austral ian desert expanded, with the

construction of longÍtudinal dunes as far south as Kanqaroo Island.

15.1.3 Past sea levels

l'here is evidence that sea levels $¡ere low in relation to the cantinent

for substantial periods in the late Tertiary (GaIloway and Kemp) and

several periods of lower levels of uncertain duration and date have

occurred since the beginning of the Quaternary (Nelson, t98t, p,752),

T'hroughout the period from 120,000 to c. 10,000 BP the sêa in southern

Australia remained significantly lower than the present level although it
fluctuated consÍderably di:ring the cycle of Pleistocene glaciations. The
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highest level during this tirne was L5 m below present level at 83,000 Bp

and the lowest level reached was about 1.25 - 150 m below present between

20,000 and 17,000 BP (Lampert, 1981). Duríng this last glacial maximum

the sea is thought to have been near to the continental shelf edge which

is marked by several giant submarine canyons in the gulf region (Sprigg,

1'947) corresponding to old river outlets. In effect this would have

provided a lancl bridge between Kangaroo Island and Eyre peninsula and

south-western Australia. To the south of the Nullarbor a 200 km belt of

Iand would have been exposed. Subsequently in the Holocene transgression

there rras a rapid rise in sea level to reach the present level at c. 6,500

R.P (Belperio, HaiIs, and Gostin, 1,gB2). According to Lampert (19g1)

Kangaroo Island has heen connected to the mainland for most of the last

80,000 years and last became isolated at c. 9,500 - 9,300 B.p.

1s.2 Dlspeæe] eþtltly erd ütqte!rcr

As in most Eucalypts, Dumosae seeds are relatively small and have no

special adaptations for dispersal. l,lind is likely to be the major agent

involved. Cremer (1977) found a relationship between wind speed, tree

height and seed weight for a range of eucalypt seeds. Assuming a seed

weight of L mg (which is at the lower end of the range for Dumosae) and a

t.ree height of 10 m, a distance of c. 50 m is predicted by his equation

for a wind of 60 kph. This would be a generous estÍmate of the distance

that seeds would travel. Onans and Parsons (1980) studied regeneration of
maIIee vegetation in south-eastern Australia and found no eucaJ-ypt

seedlings more than L0 m from a seed source. Seed falI may be completely

absent at distances of twice tree height and in Lwo forest eucalypt

species the bulk of the seed falls within a distance equal to the height

of the tree (Cremer, 1,977).
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Parsons (1968) reported that a mallee community of E. rnqlêËËele and E.

fgcquldc firsl carried a new crop of fruits seven years after a fire. In

tlris case reqeneration was from the lignotuber, so a generation time of at

Ieast five years for seedlings, which have slower initial growth rates, is
a reasonable estimate. (E- wqgdweEdtl is exceptional in the Dumosae for

its ability to flower within periods as short as one year. ) Under current

conditions seedling recruitment is rare in mallee communities and

jndividuals regenerate from rootstocks which appear to be J.ong-Iived.

Studies by tJellington and Noble (1981) indicate that normal seedfall is
kept in check by ant predation. (This is consistent with the finding of

Barbour and Lange (.967) that no Egqefyptus seeds t^rere present in the seed

population of the topsoil of a E. q5qËfffË - E- dUnqsa - E. gfeAËe mallee

community. ) The half-life for seeds on the ground was found to be less

t.han two days. Significant seedling establishment only takes place if
predatÍon is satiated by the sudden release of seeds from all fruits (as

occurs after fire), and if suitable rains follow. The coincidence of

fire and favourable years results in infrequent, episodic recruitment,

Thus the spread of mallee communities is much slower than would occur with

Ímmediate establishment of successive generations. An upper iimit for

gteneration length is suggested by C14 dating which indicates that extant

Iignotuber tissues are less than 200 years old. Ho$rever, at the time of

initial colonization and migration of mallee taxa, adapted communities of

seed predators are not líkely to have been established and less arid

conditions may have prevailed. Assuming a 50 m dispersal clistance and a 5

year generation time, it would stiLl take 1.00,000 years to spread L,000 km

with immediate establishment of each generation.

Mention should be made of the possibility of dispersal by water in the

case of E. hgndlnfngnËts. Present occurrences are assocÍateci with salt

lake chains which are remnants of old river systems (Bettenay and Mulcahy,
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t97D. EUqelyplUg liqndllftg!ËfË is confined to the southern branch of the

Avon palaeo-drainage system and is absent from simÍlar salt lakes in the

adjoining Blackwood and Monger systems. Similarly, in inland areas E-

qlUnqgq ssp. dumosa is often associated with extant creeks or salt lakes

representing ancient drainage Iines such as Serpentine Lakes in the

North-western Region of South Australia.

Finally there is the possibilíty of migration by introgression through

pollen transport as suggested in section 14.2,1,, Pollen Ís much more

mobile than seeds and may travel distances of several kilometres in a

single dispersal event. This would mean much faster migration rates than

predicted above.

15.3 Þrsqeqqrsphrqcl füpftqelrenË qf d¡slrrþuLre! peLlelnË

1l'.3.1 EuqclypLug dunqsq ssp. duuqge

EUSCIyBIUË dU[eËC ssp. dumssa is the taxon in Dumosae ab]e to grow in

areas of lowest rainfall. Significantly it is also the most widespread,

occurring on both sides of the NuIlarbor Plain. The Nullarbor regÍon

presents a major biogeographical barrier which is at present both climatic

and edaphic. No eucalypt species are shared between the more mesic

south-west corner of Western Australia and south-eastern Australia (Pryor,

1976, p.4). Crocker and l'lood (947 ) concluded that the f loras of these

zones indicated continuous isolation since the formation of the Nullarbor

in the Miocene, Thís pattern Ís confirmed Ín the recent review by Nelson

(1981, p.753) although a few taxa seem to have circumvented the barrier.

The aridity of the regÍon is accentuated by the porous nature of limestone

whÍch allows water to drain ar,ray rapidly. Raínfal1 decreases

progressively northwards on the Plain so the coastal strip provides the

most likely migration rclute. Along the coast rainfall is lowest between
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the Head of the Bíght and Eucla. (At Nullarbor HS near the Head of the

Bight it is only 236 mm p.a. ) The distribution of mallee eucalpts shows

how critical water availablity is. Mallee veqetation occurs along the

southern part of the Plain in South Australia except for a gap of c, 25 km

just west of the Head of the Biqht (parsons , 1,970). EUqelyplUe dUUqgC

ssp. dumosa tends to occur in moister sites associated with the plain. It
is common in linear depressions or narroÌ^r valleys on the fringe of the

southeastern sector of the Plain (Boomsma, 7979). In l]estern AustraLia I

have observed it along the base and in gullies of the Hampton Scarp and on

sands of the Roe Plain to the south. The on].y major gap in the known

distribution around the Biqht is an area extending west from the the head

of the Biqht for about L30 km (Boomsma). This coincides with the dryest

habitat. The fringe of occurrences around the coast would prohably be

completely connectecl under slightty higher rainfall conditions.

Occurrences in the Victoria Desert to the north of the Nullarbor indicate

another possible link between ssp. dunqgg in western and eastern

Australia, The major gap in the I'lestern Australian part of the Desert

(fig. 21'9) probably reflects the Lack of botanical coLlection in this
area. Scattered occurrences may have been linked under higher rainfall-

periods of the mid-Holocene.

The edaphic barrier of the Nullarbor region results from the prevalence of

calcareous soils, with Miocene Iimestone and Ripon calcrete on the plain

itself and associated coastal calcarenite dunes to the south in Vlestern

Australia. EuqclypluË durcge ssp. dumosa is the only Dumosae taxon with

forms able to tolerate both these substrates under semi-arid conditions.

Its frequent occurrences on calcareous aeolianite and shallow 1oam over

Ripon calcrete (travertine Iimestone) down most of the west side of Eyre

Peninsula demonstrate how r¡ell adapted it is. EuqalypluË dumosa ssp.

duneec is also the only taxon that is widespread on sand dune ridges
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characteristic of much of arid and semi-arid Australia. EUqeIypLUe

woodwardii is also found in this habitat but has a very limited

djstribution. The dune systems have their o\"rn adapted plant associations

and have probably existed for 300,000 years (Barlow, 1981). This is a

reJ.atively short time compared to the last 15 million years for which

Barlow claims there is reasonable evÍdence indicating the evolution of

Eremean flora in Australia. This may explain the high variabilil:y in E,

dUqqgq ssp. dumosa compared to other taxa. Many of the forms in [he

complex comprÍsing thÍs taxon may have been derived from one or more

Western Australian taxa during the mid-Pleistocene in response to the

formation of calcareous soils of the Bridgewater Formation and the major

inland sand dune systems. Even with a conservative estimate of migration

rate, there would be ample time for Dumosae to spread eastwards into South

Australia, Victoria and New South lùales. This hypothesis explains the

progressively lower diversity of taxa from west to east and the high

variabilíty in ssp. dUnqSC which suggests incipient speciation.

Variabilty is probably maintained because of the dynamic nature and

ínherent instabilty of the sand dune habitat as well as its spatial

heterogeneity with crests, swales, interdune areas, irregular dunefields

varing in depth of sand, water catchment and wind exposure. Evidence of

breeding barriers within E- dUnqgq ssp. dumosa is very limited (14.3), and

possibly this reflects a lack of time for their evolution compared to the

other taxa, The alternative explanation - that the E. dUnqSC Ësp. dg¡¡gËg

forms were derived from ssp. conglqþClq or less arid forms of ssp. dUUqge

already present in southern latitudes of V'lestern Australia and South

Àustralia - seems less likely. It does not explain the west-east decline

in diversity and requires the independent evolution of characters

associated with inland arid forms, such as glaucous leaves and stems,

highly sculptured cuticles and slender pedícels from progenÍtors lacking

these features.
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In arid areas in particular, E- dumosa ssp. dUnqSC has a discontinuous

distribution and is frequently confined to specialized habitats such as

hilIs, dunes, soakages, depressions, salt pans or calcrete tables where

water availabi.lity is greater. Given the poor dispersal abiJ-ity, ttris

requires previously continuous distributions or migrations and suggests

the existence of wetter conditions in the past. For instance, under a

hÍgher rainfall the occurrences in the Hamersley Ranqe could be connected

with those in specialized habitats to the south (in the Austin district)

which are at present surrounded by shrubland dominated by AqAqfC and

EfCnqBhl]a. PopuJ.atÍons on consolidated gypsun dunes fringing Lake Austin

and Lake Annean (f.igs t27, 128) appear out of step with the existing

environment and are certainly outliers Ín drier areas than currently

occupied by the major populations of this taxon. Rainfall approaches the

Iower limit of 150 mm p.a. and the trees survive in an extreme environment

with a hard gypsum crust that would no longer permit their establishment.

Only one other plant species (identified as ECIerclhCnnUS hC]ngif,

Malvaceae) was observed growÍng in substantial numbers Dn these dunes.

I'rees extend for several kilometres along the dunes and all are old-aged

in appearance. There $ras no sÍgn of reproductive organs except for some

rather weathered fruits under a few trees. Such low fecundity has not

been observed elsewhere in the Dumosae and Ís presumably a result of

adverse condÍtions. These observations are more consistent with a

declining population than an expanding one and suggest a recent decrease

in water availabilty.

Within E, dUUqgq ssp. dumosq the distríbution of forms exhibiting stem

gJ.aucousness is worthy of comment. In l'lestern Australia this character

state is found in many of the other taxa and is widespread in ssp. dumosa.

The eastern limit of stem glaucousness is a disjunct area of occurrence on

central Eyre Peninsula (fig. 134). This is isolated from populations of
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ssp. dUnqge with stem glaucousness at Maralinga and in the Great Victoria

Desert to the northwest, by non-gl-aucous forms north of Kimba and in the

Gawler Ranges. I¡lhile the adaptive signif icance of this character is

unknown, ít is not possible to be certaÍn whether its absence in the ea-qt

is a result of natural selection or geographic isolation. Occasional

individuals exhibiting stem glaucousness occur in popuJ.ations in the

Flinders and Gawler Ranqes.x These vary in intensity and distribution of

waxy bloom. In some, glaucousness is confined either to immature buds, to

bud pedicels or to stems and peduncles. This suggests that the character

may readily arise from independent mutations. The Eyre Feninsula stem

glaucous forms may have evolved independently from those j.n llestern

Australia in response to habitat peculiarities in that area. The absence

of the character state further east wor-rld simply reflect the lack of

suitable habitat to confer a selective advantage. In central Eyre

Peninsula the most distinctive habitat, and the one where the glaucous

forms are most abundant, is the rocky slopes of Carappee Hill on skeletal

soiL derived from Archaean quartz-feldspar gneiss. They also occur on the

north end of Darke Peak Range and on the interveni.ng plain on clayey

soils derived from the basement rocks where the Range has blocked the

erasterly spread of sand dunes. The shadow effect of the Range on the

distribution of dunes is illustrated by Crocker (1946, fí9,,3, p. 87). In

addition to these major occurrences there are outliers in the Cleve Hills

on gneissÍc or schistose outcrops and elsewhere on similar habitats as

well as some unrelated ones (appendix 3). Hot"rever, there are no obvious

differences in habitat near the type area of E. dUnqqe in central New

x 1 km NE Devil's Peak/R.Sinclair s.n.,1.ix,7977

Wilpena Pound/A.Robinson s.fl. , L5. ix .t977

Kokodo HÍII/PJL 968

Peterby Yards/PJL 987
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South Wales where the material sampled was associated with granitic domes

but stem glaucousness was absent. The alternative hypothesis is that stem

glaucousness on Eyre PenÍnsula was clerived from lllestern Australian forms

and its al:sence further east is due to the inability of Dumosae to migrate

further prior to the development of the sand dune systems. The process

Ieading to the formation of dunes would then have isolated Eyre peninsula

glaucous forms to refuges in ranqes and other speciaLized habitats free

from the sand sheets and with better water availability. Similarly,

refuges in the Musgrave and Blackstone Ranges may have enabled the spreact

of this character to forms of the Ooldea-Barton dune system in the Great

Victoria Desert and at Maralinga. It is unclear why the character is
present in these desert dunes but it may he due to their higher loam

content compared to those in the south. An origin from older l,lestern

Australian taxa is more consistent with other evidence for a wesL - east

evolution, but the first hypothesis of an independent origin cannot he

discounted.

l,JhÍchever hypothesis is correct, most of the scattered occurrences of

glaucous forms on Eyre Peninsula are probably remnants from a contÍnuous

distribution there prior to disruption by the dune systems. However, an

alternative explanation mèy apply to some outliers which appear to

Jntergrade with non-glaucous forms and may occur with low frequency in

mixed populations (section 1,1,.4.1,). Outliers near Tooligie Hill (pJL

L071', t072, 1076) have J"ight stem-glaucousness but approach non-glaucous

forms of E- dUUgge in theÍr mallee habit, small fruits, and habitat with

substrate of calcareous loam containing kunkar limestone. (figs. Z!2,

21'D). Such intermediate outliers may be explained as phantom hybrids

(Pryor and Johnson, L97t; Kirkpatrick et al, 1,973) or the result of

'floating genes'. Under the first explanation distinct forms worlld

originally have been present in the area. possibly they occurred on
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Tooligie Hill itself, and although it has only non-glaucous forms now, it
may have provided suÍtable habitat under earlier climatic conditions.

!ùith reduction of the distribution to relict areas they may have become

extinct there but genes responsible for stem-glaucousness could have been

preserved in the vicinity by introgression. Under the second explanation

introgression has occurred following long distance transport of pollen

from areas such as Carappee Hill where distinctly glaucous forms are no\^,

established. Once again it is not possihle to distinguish between these

two alternatives.

15.3.2 Euqclyplue duuqss ssp. qqtqlaþelq

EUqeIyptUË dUüAËq ssp. qq¡g]qþÊLg is notable in being the Dumosae taxon

adapted to the highest rainfall conditions. Since it would be the most

severely affected by recent aridity, it is not surprising that its
distribution exhibits the greatest disjunction of all the Dumosae taxa.

More interesting is that of the remaining taxa it is the only one to occur

east of the NuIlarbor P1ain and has the widest distribution.

The major disjunction corrèsponds to the dryest part of the coastline

centred on the Great Australian Bight. There is a gap of c. 1300 km from

the principal occurrences near Israelite Bay in l,lestern Australia and Mt

Hope on the southern part of Eyre Peninsula, South Àustralia. If
occasional outliers occuring in populations with pedicellate forms are

considered then the disjunction is c. 900 km. The eastern limit in

l,Jestern Australia is south of Caiguna and in South Australi.a the lÍmit is

at least as far west as Cunqena on northwestern Eyre Peninsula, Two maÍn

hypotheses are proposed to explain this major disjunction. Firsbly, ssp.

ÇqIqIAÞe!ê may have evolved independently from pedicellate forms in both

the east and west. This is not inconceivabLe because of the heterogenous
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array of sessile forms grouped j.n this taxon. Secondly, it may previously

have had a continuous distribution. EUqAIyplUg dUnqqe ssp. qqrulgþêlg

tolerates a variety of soil types including shalLow soils on calcrete or

calcareous sands, so the barrier presented in the Nullarbor region is
probably climatic rather than edaphic. Based on rainfatl- Iimits for

principal occurrences, an increase in rainfall of about 150 mm p.a. would

probably be required for a continuous distribution around the present

coastline. Alternatively, Parsons (,969), in explaining similar but

Iesser disjunctions for E. r¡qteËSela and E- dlyefglfglia, pointerJ out

that drops in sea Ievel during Pleistocene glacials r¿ould produce an

extensive coastal lowland south of the NuIlarbor which would obviate the

need to postulate a major climatic change. The current climatic pattern

wouLd mean higher rainfall from the wi,nter south-westerly airstreams at

more southerly latitudes, but this could be offset by an increase in

aridity associated with lower sea levels (15.1). A further complication

is the fact that Lhe glacial maxima were also periods of lower t.emperature

(Bow1er, 7976: Nelson, 1981 ). A consequent reduction in evaporation rate

may have increased the effectiveness of rainfall. However, Martin's

(.973) pollen studies at EucIa provide specific evidence of increased

aridity in this district when the sea was at its last glaciation low level

of 90 m below present level at c. 18,000 BP. Pollen spectra indicate a

southerly extension of treeless chenopod shrubland which was surbsequently

r'eplaced by mallee communities when sea levels rose.

The spread of ssp. qqnglqþela could not have occurred during the the arid

dune-building phase that \"tas suggested as leading to the radiation of ssp.

dUUgSa. Although there is sufficient time for it to have occurred

subsequentl.y, this is unlikely as there would have been ample opportunity

during periods of wetter cl.imate earlier in the Pleistocene. Under this

hypothesis the greater distinctness of these two taxa in VJestern Australia
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compared to South Austral-ia where they intergrade substantialty is

consistent with a west to east migration of ssp. dUnqee. This provides a

Ionger period of contact in the west and thus more time for evolution of

barriers to interbreeding.

Smaller disjunctions within the distribution of E- dgmosa ssp. qqruIAþeLe

srere noted for the rJulf region of South Australia (3.2). During periods

of lower sea level these disjunctions could be connected in the south.

Connections where the maximum depth of intervening sea floor Ís greatest

would require greater falls in sea level. Examination of a bathymetric

map of this area (Boland, 1.974, fig. II.3) shows that with a progressíve

fall in sea level the peninsulas would link to Kangaroo Island in the

order! Fleurieu Peninsula, Yorke Peninsula and Eyre Peninsula. For

Fleurieu Peninsula a drop of only 37 m is required, compared to a drop of

75 - 100 m for a direct link between the west end of Kangaroo Island and

Eyre Peninsula. A maximum faLl in sea level to the edge of the

continental shelf would still only provide an indirect link at more

northerly latitudes with t'lestern Australia. The trend in morphoJ-ogical

variatÍon of groups (KI - FP - YP - EP1 - I,/A) noted in the SESSDAT

analysis (3.8. 3.9) parallels these geographical relationships. Groups

which would have been most closely Iinked with Kangaroo Island for the

Iongest periods show greatest affinity with the Kangaroo Island group in

the aspect of morphologj-cal variation expressed by the second canonical

variate. The overlap between the function scores for different
geographical groups indicates that this is a fairly weak pattern of racial

affinities. Ho$Iever, it does not provide evidence on the direction (from

east or west) or on the timing of migration. The tink between Kangaroo

Island and Fleurieu Peninsula is probably accentuated because of the fact

that the west end of the Island is currently too wet for Dumosae to occur.
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There is no evidence of speciation in the Dumosae on Kangaroo Islancl and

the peninsulas as a result of the recent and intermittent isolation

provided by the gulf waters. This is supported by other eucalypt taxa.

0f the five eucalypts endemic to southern South Australia, only E, fenple

Ís endemic to Kangaroo Island. This could be a relict of a wider

distribution since its nearest relatives (the other members of subseries

Considenianinae) do not occur in this State. The other four species have

distributions reflecting wider distributions in the qulf reqion

independent of the present configuration of land and sea. Eucalyptus

_c.nCqr¡fq]Iê and E. qqËrcphyl]e are confined to Kangaroo lsland and

Fleurieu Peninsula consÍstent with the close link based on a sea level

fall. EUqelyplUg ]engdeUrcana and E- qledqqalyx are absent on Fler-rrÍeu

Peninsula but demonstrate a past Iink between Kangaroo Island and Eyre

Peninsula.

1'he major component of variation within E, dUnqee ssp. Ëq¡q]qþele

corresponds approximately to the previous taxa E- ganqlqþela and E.

glqepË. The distributíon of groups CON and ANC which represent these taxa

jrt analyses is difficult to interpret biogeographically. In South

Australia these groups are qenerally distinct and CON has a more southerly

distribution confined to the southern parts of Eyre and Fleurieu

PenÍnsula. Early collections at Encounter Bay on Fleurieu Peninsula (3.8)

indicate that there r,ras a minor occurrence here as a mixed population with

ANC forms. In I'Jestern Australia the two forms are Índistinct with

substantial intergradation and intermixing (3.9) but there is still a

tendency for a more southerly distribution in forms closest to CON. So

far this suggests that CON simply represents an extreme form maintained by

natural selection in the more southern, coastal habitats. Ho$Jever, the

absence of CON forms on Yorke Peninsula and Kangaroo Is1and, and the

geographical separation between most CON and ANC occurrences on Eyre
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Peninsula, are difficult to explain wÍth this hypothesis and suggest that

historical factors may be involved. On southern Eyre Peninsula there is
the possibility of isolation of CON populations by Sleaford Mere which

appears to have been formed by the retreat of a higher sea level. There is

evidence of Holocene sea levels in upper Spencer Gutf up to c. 4 m above

present level (BeJ.perio, Hails and Gostin, t982) and sea levels were also

probably higher in the interglacial before 120,000 BP (Lampert, 1,981,

p.18). Except for an uncertain record at Fishery Bay which may represent

a more recent migration, all the Eyre Peninsula occurrences of CON forms

would be confined to an island produced by the formation of a marine

channel at Sleaford Mere.

0n an even smaller sca1e, discontinuities in the distribution of E- dunqge

ssp. qenglgþelê on Eyre Peninsula imply previously more favorable

conditions. Like the glaucous-stemmed forms of ssp. dumqsa, ssp.

-calqlAþele occurs in scattered localities frequently associated with

irrselbergs or ranges, but is more widespread. For example it has been

collected or observed at the following localities: Curtinye Hitl,
northwest of Kimba; carappee HiLl; Mt shannan, north of cleve; vicinity of

Tooligie H1II; lateritic hills near Koppio; pass between North and South

Block; and Mt Hope, Compared to the sand dune plains where ssp. dumosa is

virtually ubiquitous, the above localities could act as refuges due to

sliqhtly higher rainfall, catchment of run-off water or the better water

holdinq capacity of heavier-textured soils derived from basement rocks.

Independent evolution of ssp. qqtqlqþeLc at at1 these ]ocalities is

implausible. The distribution patterns of these two suhspecies concur

with the earlier hypothesis that ssp. qqlqlqþêle migrated to south

Australia before rather than after the major development of sand dune

systems and spread of ssp. dUnqge.
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Evidence of more arid conditions in the past is ¡:rovided by outliers of

ssp. qAnqlqþelg on Fleurieu Peninsula. These occur in non-mal-Iee

communitÍes under a rainfall greater than the upper limit for major

occurrences of c. 575 mm p.a. Two isolated patches containing a total of

about ten trees occur in strips of roadside vegetation between Mt Scrub

and Mt Desert, c . 15 km l,lSl,l of Encounter Bay. They are surrounded by an

open scrub of E- eb1:-qUq (Messmate stringybark) and E. qqgrcpþy]lg (Cup

gum) and the rainfall is nearly 700 mm p,a. Chance dispersal from major

occurrences northeast of Encounter Bay can be excluded as an explanation

since E- ingtqggqlq (Ridge-fruited mallee) and E- fqegUl{q (Slender-Ieaved

red mallee) are also present, suggesting the previous existence of a

mallee contmunity, At ltaitpinga, I km t{Sll of Encounter Bay two trees are

knownamongst woodland with E. fqgfqUlqee (Pink Gum). The hybrid

population involving E. fnqæËËela described in section 1,4,4,1 (p. 362) is

a.rrother similar case. Outlying distributions indicative of a previously

dryer climate are also evident for other mallee species. Brooker (1979b)

suggested that a population of E. fqeqUnde at Black Hill, Athelstone was a

relict as the western foothills of the Mt Lofty ranges are not an expected

habitat.

Another case nearby is the occurrence of E- lUgAËA (Kingscote mal.lee) in

the Torrens Gorge west of Castanbul under a rainfall of ahout 800 mm p.a.

Here several individuals occur on calcareous soil with Melaleuca

Ienqeqlele and lqglgpelefgm þeUqff, which are typical understorey species

of mallee communities. The closest known E. rugosa occurrences are c. 40

km to the east near Monarto.
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15.3.3 Other taxa

0f the remaining taxa, E- fegqUef4 and E. dUnqee ssp. glelaldtf are

relatively widespread. Both have a number of outlying occurrences in more

arid areas, indicating wetter conditions i.n the past. The other taxa have

rather restricted distríbutions which do not overlap with each other (figs

220, 22t, 223, 225, 226) , Since these taxa arë closely related and

clearly of monophyletic origin, they or their progenitors must have been

previously more widespread. The distributions are on the Great Plateau or

Archaean Shield of l,lestern Australia (Mulcahy, 1973) which has low relief
and has been tectonically stable since the Tertiary. It has residual

Iateritic soils preserved in many places. Hopper 1979) considered that

this contributed to the development oi high species richness and endemism

in southwest !'Jestern Australia. Certainly these conditions would he

advantageous in enabling survival of relicts for long periods. Existing

patterns may therefore be the result of climatic fluctuatíons causing

expansions and contractions in relatively oId taxa which have ultimateJ.y

heen reduced to relict areas. Breakdown in variation with E. duBosa ssp.

dUnqSO apparent in some cases would be a more recent phenomenon. Tfre

alternative hypothesis - that the Vlestern Australian taxa are a complex of

recently evolved and evolving species - does not agree with these

distribution patterns. Althougrh current conditians are probably sr-ritable

to aIl-ow much wider distributions, this may be prevented by competition

with other eucalypts. However, migration and associated invasion of new

habitat may require higher and more reliable rainfall or other condil-ions

not necessary for mere survival.

Burbidge 1952) noted that the chemical and morpholoqicaL characteristics

of the major mallee groups exhibit a high degree of specialization, anrl

argued that the mallee habit Ís a derived condition, possibly representingr

the retention of a multi-stemmed juvenile state. Dumaria has a higher
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proportion of mallees and of Eremaean species than any other section of

-EUqCIyplUe s.lat. Its primary centre of diversity is still mostly in the

clr:'yish but scarcely Eremaean parts of the south-west, and the mallee habit

appears to be secondary (Pryor and Johnson, 7981, p.525). A similar

pattern applies for series Dumosae alone. EUqgIyplUË dumosq ssp. dUnegq

and ssp. qg¡qlqþeLe are the most common and widespread of the taxa

recognízed here and the only ones to extend east of the Nullarbor plain

and outside of Vlestern Australia. In these taxa a mallee habit

predominates. In contrast the other seven taxa are endemic to t'lestern

Australia and generally have a tree habit. Biogeographicat considerations

support the view that these are the more primitive taxa. Present climatic

and edaphic conclitions alone do not explain their absence in South

Australia. Most have been cultivated in this state and grow vigorously if
planted in suitable habitats. In trial plantations six and seven years

old made by the South Australian Vloods and Forests Department at Monarto,

trees from the semi-arid zone of tùestern Australia were qrown together

with a wide selection of Sor.rth Australian taxa unrler natural rainfall (c.

400 mm p.a. ) after their initial establishment. Endemic trlestern

Australian taxa with a tree habit generally exhibit the hiqhest growth

rates. EUqefyBlUS gpe!ÞUlela (Swamp mallet), E- geqdnC¡¡ (Blue mallet),

E- lranscqnltnenlqlig (Redwood), and E. IeeqUef¿f even out-perform E.

dUUqSe ssp. qalqlqþelq from the Murray Region, which Ís an indigenous

mallee at this site.

The semi-arid zone of l¡Jestern Australia is notable for its diverse

sclerophyll woodland and forest communities comprising eucalypts of tree

form that are found principally between the 250 and 400 mm rainfall

isohyets. These include the remaining Dumosae taxa and numerous other

taxa mostly in section Bisectaria. One example is E. eqlnqnqBÞftqe

(Salmon gum) whích may grow to 24 m tall. In contrast, areas of the same
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rainfall in southeastern Australia are mostly covered in mallee scrub.

This can be explained partly by soil differences between these two

regions. The best development of forests and woodlands in the semi-arid is

on deep loamy soils - in the Kalgoorlie area on sandy loams often with

calcareous sandy clay loams in the lower horizon and in the Norseman area

on loams derived from basement rocks. 0n the other hand, the semi-arid in

South Australia is notable for the prevalence of limestone and sand dunes.

Mallee forms are weII adapted to growing on soils u¡ith calcrete or dunes

and aLthough they also grow well on more limited areas of loamy soil-c in

South Australia this is probably due to the absence of tree forms better

adapted to this niche. Tree forms have either become extinct here or have

been unable to migrate from the west. Favorable conditions for tree forms

may have been more widespread in South Australia prior to the development

of the sand dune systems. Their subsequent extinction would not be

surprising given the relict nature of distributions in the more stable

environment in I'Jestern Australia. Eucalypts with lignotubers often have

the capacity for variation in habit from tree to mallee forms and vice

versa. Eucalypts which are normally trees are often reduced to a mallee

habÍt under extreme conditions (CaroJ.an, 1959). Althouqh habit variation

can be merely a phenetic effect, observations of eucalypts in cultivation

suggest habit is under genetic control to a large extent. If E. dUnqge

ssp. dumosa, ssp. conglqÞgla or other Dumosae had been in South Australia

as long as in the west it would be unlikely for tree forms not to have

evolved. However, assuming a western origin for the Dumosae, the absence

of tree forms adapted to deep loamy soils in the east can be explained by

the edaphic barriers of the NuIlarbor region. Easterly migration would

have been blocked by marine incursions in thre Oligocene - Miocene and then

by the NuIlarbor karst which developed in the Miocene. Geologic and

geomorphical studies of karst features suggest that there have been

generally low absolute values of rainfall ever since (Ne1son , 1981., p,737,
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748), During periods of lower sea 1evel, the exposed shelf would have

been unsuitable as a migration route since fossil dunes and aeolian

calcarenites beneath the present sea indicate that it was covered in sand

(Nelson; Parsons , 1,969). Although suitable soils may have exÍsted in the

Great Victoria Desert prior to formatíon of dunes there, this area is in a

zone even more arid than the Nullarbor. Ne1son argued that it would only

tle feasible as a migratíon route if clj.matic conditions were substantially

wetter than the present for a long period. However, he pointed out that

there is no evidence for l.ong moist regimes since the late Tertiary, and

there are no relict populations in the nor:t.hern regions providing evidence

of f loristic interchange.

15.3.4 Summary

The simplest hypothesis - that the Dumosae evolved in the west along with

the other series of section Dumaria and spread eastwards - is supported by

phytogeographical evidence, although other more complex explanations can

not be discounted. Series Dumosae seems to have evolved some time after

the Eocene-Miocene incursions. Tree forms r^¡ere probahly prevented from

reaching South Australia by sandy or highly calcareous soils in the Great

Australian Bight regÍon, These soils would not pose a barrier to E.

dUnqge ssp. qglg]gþele which could have migrated into South Australia

under condÍtions of higher rainfalL or lower sea level. It appears that

more recently in the Pleistocene there $ras a phase of adaptive radiation

and spread of E, dumosa ssp. dUnqgg mallee forms associated with the

dervelopment of cal-careous soils and major sand dune systems. The

distributions of va.rious taxa provide evidence of past climates both

wetter and dryer than at present. Most of the disjunctions probably

reflect the most recent arid phase whictr peaked at about L7,000 BP.
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15.4 Eqssrþle evqlulrqneuy relelrqnehrpc þelween le¿e

1'he determination of phylogenetic relationships within the Dumosae was not

an aim of this study. It is difficult to infer phylogeny in a group of

closely related taxa where {-he differences are largely a matter of degree

(continuous varÍation in character states) with some simple characters for:

which the primÍtive and derived conditions within the group are equivocal.

Nevertheless, phenetic relationships between groups used in developing the

classification suggest possible evolutionary pathways when considered in

conjunction with phytogeographical aspects. The following conjecture

follows a mÍnimum pathway of evolution approach. Past relationships are

inferred directly from existing patterns using the simplest hypotheses.

These should not be given too much weight due to the possibility of

complex historj.cal developments evident from the the preceding sections.

EUqeIyBlUË dgrcÊq ssp. qlCfqtd1f is possibly the closest extant taxon to

the ancestral form. It is a tree form, has a relatively wide distribution

in l,lestern Australia and is central morphologically in that it is the

easiest to hypothetically derive alI the other taxa from. Although it
belongs in the blackbutt group it also has strong affinÍties with ssp.

dUUqSA in its morphological characters. The three major lobes evÍdent in

the nearest neighbour networks (7.3, p, t43 to 145) may correspond to

three major Iines of evolution culminating in the extreme taxa E,

BlCIaqeEpB, E- Wqqdgetdfi and E- dUUgSq ssp. congleþele. !,lith loss of

blackbutt and ribbing, ssp. qlele¡dff may have given rÍse to ssp. georgçi

and E. UqAdgetdr¿. This lobe is the most similar to the E. dUnqSC ssp.

dUnqee complex and more dÍrect links are evident in the groups RED and

!ìHE. liith further development of ribbing and increase in fruit size, ssp.

qlefqndfr links to E. IegqUgfg and then to E. plercqeqBa in which the

blackbutt and glaucousness is suppressed. l,lith loss of leaf and stem
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glaucousness and a reduction in pedicel length, ssp. qlefêld4 links

directly to E- hend_Lpnenslg and then to ssp. conglobata wÍth loss of

blackbutt. Forms of ssp. qqnqfaþele currently occurring close to E.

hqndfnfnensls are very similar apart from their absence of a blackhutt.

The origi-n of E. dUnqge ssp. dumosa may be polyphyletic, being derived as

sr:rveral lines from ssp. glC]endff . To the north ssp. qlelendif grades

into STR forms which link to PSL, PCVH and PMAR in the east and DON in the

west. To the southeast ssp. qlefqtdlt grades into the groups RED and SHE

from which PIL, CAL, DUM and CYA can be derived movÍng further eastwards.

The group CAL may aLso be derived in part from ssp. qqtqlqÞq!4 with a link

through ssp. f.tesqtr.

L5.5 Conclusion

In this study a pragmatic approach to classification has been adopted.

Johnson (1968) argued strongly for using phylogeny as a basis for

classification but admitted that taxa may be too closely related to show

clear phylogenetic patterns (p. 29). Phylogeny tends to be obscure and

untestable in a group where divergence is limited and a multitude of

pathways could be proposed on the basis of morphological relationships.

Johnson's statement that "Phylogeny cannot be perfectly elucidated, and it

is inherently complex and reticulate at those levels of grouping at whÍch

interbreeding amonq groups still occurs" is an appropriate description of

the situation in the Dumosae. The phylogenetic relationships proposed

above are conjectural and were not considered in deriving the taxonomy, A

taxonomy built on these would be far too unstable.

This investigation has described and demonstrated objectively the very

complex pattern of morphologÍcal variation in series Dumosae. Althouqh it

is convenient to use a detailed taxonorny with many names as reference
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points to describe this complexity, it is difficult to apply these names

consistently to aII material. The taxonomic revision proposed here

involves placing many existÍng taxa in synonymy and wiII increase the

reliability of information conveyed by a name. This is done at the

expense of detail there is a reduction in the amount of information

conveyed. However, this is not a problem so long as taxa are not seen to

be the ultimate units of genetic or ecological significance. The

classification only organizes that information which can be readily

identified or keyed out with reasonable certainty. It is envisaged that

for the Dumosae the most important areas in which the classification wiII

be applied are in conservation of naturally occurring communíties (for

recreation purposes and as a genetic resource) and cultivation for amenity

purposes or fuel production in arid areas. The high level of variation

present indicates that the ultimate unit for consideration should not be

at the level of taxa but populations and provenances.
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Àppendix 1: Classification results for the TYPDAT and DP0PDÀT canonical variate analyses.

LOCÀLITY / COLLECTION: Individual collections are aranged firstly according to the taxa recogrnized in this thesis,then according to state, then botanical district or region. tthere possible the arrangement is from west to east ar¡d
north to south.

DETERMINÀTIONS : Specimens $rere assigrned subjectively to Typ groups ( representing existing species ) prior toperformirg the analyses. Code names in brackets indicate other gnoups with nearly intermediãte status är strong
affinities ( upper case ), or wÍth weak or uncertain affinities ( lower case ). I,Ihere collections belong to TYP or DPOP
groups defined for the analyses the appropriate codes are urderlined.

0P : This column indicates whether the three operculum characters were present ( + ) or absent ( - ).

CLASSIFICÀTIONS i The remaining four columns tabulate the outcome of CVÀ classifications. The assigrned TYP or DPoP group
is the one with the closest centroid in multi-dimensional discriminant space. Any significant intergrradation is
irdicated by including the name of the second nearest neighbour group in brackets. Upper case letters are used for level
2intergrades(.50<P(G/X)<.90)andlowercaselettersforlevellintergrades(.90SP(c/x)S.99).

The results for the TYPDÀT analysis ( column 1 ) are the most directly comparable with prior determinations, being based
on the sårne 76 TYP groups. The classifications indicate similarities based solely on the variation expressed in the
defined TYP groups, whereas the determinations in the preceeding column are subjective and reflect existing taxonomic
concepts with biased weighting of key characters and consideration to geographical occurrence. The results for the
DPOPDÀT analysis ( column 2 ) may further differ because there is the potential for classification to an additiornl five
DPOP groups. Both the analyses were repeated with the three low-state characters ( LG,SG,BB ) excluded ( columns 3 and 4
). These results reveal affinities in basic morphology irrespective of glaucousness or the possession of a blackbutt.



LocALrry / coLLEcTroN

Eucalwtus pterocarpa

TIESTERN ÀUSTRÀLIA
Coolgardie District
16 km lfNl{ Norseman/G.E.Brockway -.x.7942
16 km tl Norseman/C.A.Gardner 20.vii.1963
14.5 km NÍJ Norseman/G.E.Brockway 20.viii.1963
18 km t{Nli Norseman/G.M.Chippendäle 154
14.6 km Ntt Norseman./D.J.Boland J345

lucalwtus lesouefii

T{ESTERN AUSTRALIA
Coolgardie District
5 km srr coorsardi"iilrii?3:^

fr r, lPJL 1525

,, ,, /PJL 7526
lPJL 7527

8.4 km N Kalgoorlie/PJL 1528
Kurrawang RS/PJL 1521
23.3 SE Kalgoorlie/PJL 1556
18.3 km SE WÍdgiemootha/PJL 1557

* lPJL 7544
1.6 km N Cundelee l,lission/R.D Royce 5338
coddard Creek/R.D.Royce 5362
7.7 kn NNI{ Norseman/PJl 1549
36.4 km E Norseman/PJL 1551

DETERMINÀTION

(TYP affinities)

OP -----___--CLASSIFICATIONS
1234

TYPDÀT DPOPDAT TYPDAT DPOPDAT

-(LG.SG,BB) -(LG,SG,BB)

PTE
PTE
PTE
PTE
PTE

+ PTE
+ PTE
+ PTE
+ PTE
+ PTE

PTE
PTE
PTE
PTE
PTE

PTE
PTE
PTE
PTE
PTE

PTE
PTE
PTE
PTE
PTE

Èoqr

LES
LES
LES
LES
LES
LES
LES
LES(pte)
LES(cIe )
LES
LES(PTE )
LES(PTE )
LES
LE5

+ LES
+ LES
+ LES
+ LES
+ LES
+ LES
+ LES
+ LES
- LES
- LES
+ LES
+ LES
+ LES
- LES

LES
LES
LES
LES
LES
LES
LES
LES
LES
LES
LES
LES
LES
LES

LES
LES
LES
LES
LES
LES
LES
LES
LES
LES
LES
LES
LES
LES

LES
LES
LES
LES
LES
LES
LES
LES
LES
LES
LES
LES
LES
LES



Eucalvptus woodwardii

IIESTERN AUSTRÀLIÀ
Coolgardie District
97 km S Victoria Spring/R.Helms 15
cultivated, tlaite Institute,Adelaide /pJL 1562
cultivated, llaite Institute,Àdelaide/pJl 1563
cultivated, Burnside,Àdelaide/pJl 1564

_Eucalvntus kordininensis

T{ESTMN ÀUSTRALIÀ
Roe District

I 
'* s K'ndini"iäiäîi

,, ,, lPJL 7443
/PJL 1444

14.0 km E Lake Grace/PJL 1415

1.0 kro E Nerdegate/PJL 7429
/PJL 1430

5.1 km I{ Lake Grace/PJL 1414

Eucalwtus dumosa ssp. clelandii

hlo0
I{00
r¡00
tl00

+
+
+
+

$r00

Ít00
tl0q
[¡00

!ü00
I.l00
t{00
I{00

!t00
ht00
lJ00
t¡00

[t00
r{00
rd00
td00

KON
KON
KON

KON

KON

KON
P35(KoN)
KON

KON

À
O\¡

KON

KON

KON

KON

KON

KON
KON

KON

KON

CLE
CLE
CLE
CLE
CLE
CLE
CLE

+ KON
+ KON
+ KON
+ KON
+ KON
+ KON

- KON
+ KON
+ KON

+ CLE
+ CLE
+ CLE
+ CLE
+ CLE
+ CLE
+ CLE

KON
KON
KON
KON

KON
KON
KON

KON
KON

CLE
CLE
CLE
CLE
CLE
CLE
CLE

KON

KON

KON

KON

KON

KON

KON

KON

KON

TÙESTERN ÀUSTRALIÀ
Àustin District
5.9 km N Goongarrie/PJl
't " /PJL.I I' /PJL
:: :,,, /PJL

/PJL
3.7 km S Goonga:rie/PJL 1543
26.3 km N Kalgoorlie/PJl 1529

1530
1539
15 40
1 541
7542

CLE
CLE
CLE
CLE
CLE
CLE
CLE(kon)

CLE
CLE
CLE
CLE
CLE
CLE
CLE



15.1 km S Menzies/PJl 1531
/PJL 1533

3.9 km S Ìlenzies/PJl 1534
/PJL 1535

" " /PJL 1536f' " lPJL 7537
" " /PJL 1538
14.5 km NE Ìlt Gibson HS tt¡rn-of.f./PJL
rr rr r, /pJL

:: :: :: /PJL
/PJL

Coolgardie District
4.9 km Nll Coolgardie/PJl 1519
" " lPJL 1520

1486
7487
1 488
1489

+ CLE
+ CLE
+ CLE
+ CLE
+ CLE
+ CLE
- CLE
+ CLE
+ CLE
+ CLE
+ CLE

CLE(LES)
CLE(LES)
CLE(LES)
CLE(LES)
LES(CLE)
LES(CLE,str)
LES(CLE)
CLE
CLE(SHE)
STR(CLE,LES)
CLE

CLE
CLE
CLE
CLE(KON)
CLE
CLE
CLE
CLE
CLE
CLE
CLE

CLE
CLE

CLE(str)
STR
CLE
CLE
STR

CLE

CLE
CLE
CLE
SHE

SHE
PIL
DIJU(PCÀR)
SHE

CLE
CLE
CLE
CLE
CLE
CLE
CLE
CLE(DTJM)

SHE
CLE
CLE(Dt'M)

CLE
CLE
CLE
CLE
CLE
CLE
CLE
DIIM(CLE)
SHE
CLE
CLE(DIJ},Í )

CLE( les)
CLE( Ies,str)

STR(CLE)
STR(CLE)
STR
STR
STR
SHE

CLE
CLE
CLE
CLE( SHE, STR )
CLE( SHE,DIJU )

RED/CLE(SHE.PIL ?)
CLE(SHE, str)
SHE

CLE(she)
CLE

STR(P}TÀR)
STR
STR
PI{AR( CLE)
STR(cle )
CLE(SHE)

+ CLE
+ CLE
+ CLE
- CLE
+ STR

- CLE

+ CLE
+ CLE
+ CLE
+ SHE
+ SHE
+ LES
+ SHE(dum)
- SHE(DON)

+ CLE
+ CLE

CLE
CLE

STR
STR
STR
STR(cle)
STR( cIe )
CLE(SHE)

å Interqrrades between ssp. clelandii and ssp. dumosa
@

Àustín District

l*,*ï**,rÅifilllPJL 7476
" " lPJL 7477

Coolgardie District
1.3 km }J Bullabulling/PJl 1514

/PJL 1515rr r' lPJL 1518,' " lPJL 1516

ir., n* t'rw *o'""*u.rá:Í:JÏier 11153
22.7 kn N Norseman/PJl 1546

lPJL 7547

CLE(STR)
CLE
CLE(DU},f )
CLE
CLE(kon)
KON(pi1 )
DlJM

CLE(KON)

CLE(STR)
CLE(PCÀR)
CLE(DUM)
CLE
DUM(CLE)
KON(PIL)
CLE(DUM)
CLE(DUM)



Eucalr¡ptus dumosa ssp.qeorqei

Roe District
c'160 km E HYde'íi:l:Tii::"|;""t

/À.Kessell 947rr r' /À.Kessell 424
E of Mt Holland/C.À.Gardner -.6.1930

!- dr¡mosa ssp. qeorqei intergrrades

Roe District
Mt Holland area/À.Kessell 408
25 km E Hyden/PJL 1431
" " lPJL 7432
' t' /PJL 1433

Eucalr¡ptus dumosa ssp. fraseri

GEO

GEO

GEO

GEq
GEO(SHE)

cEo(!r00? )
SHE(GEO)
SHE

SHE(GEO)

+ GEO
+ GEO

+ GEO

+ GEO
+ GEo

+ GEO
+ GEO

- GEO(SHE)
- GEO

ANC(FRA)
PCAR
PCAR

PCAR

ANC(FRÀ)
GEO

CLE(CYÀ)
CYA

ÀNC(FRA)
PCÀR

PCAR(CLE)
PCÀR

GEO

GEO

GEO

GEO

GEO

GEO

GEO

GEO

GEO

GEO

GEO

GEO

GEO

GEO

GEO

Èo
\o

I{ESTERN AUSTRALIÀ
Coolgardie District
8 km tlNt{ Balladonia
tt ll

tt rt

ai at

ta lt

motel/l{.R.Barker
tl tt

tr la

tt ll

lf at

2599A
25998
2599C
2599D
25998

+ FRÀ
+ FRÀ
+ FRA
+ FRÀ
+ FRA
+ FRA
+ FRÀ

FRÀ
FRA
FRÀ
FRÀ
FRA
FRA
FRÀ

FRÀ
FRA
FRA
FRÀ
FRÀ
FRA
FRÀ

FRA
FRÀ
FRA
FRA
FRÀ
FRA
FRÀ

FRÀ
FRA

FRA

FRÀ
FRA

FRÀ
FRÀ

Àfgan Rocks, Balladonia motel/PJl 1554
E side Fraser Range pass/PJL 1340

Intergrade between ssp. fraseri and ssp. dumosa

T{ESTERN ÀUSTRÀLIÀ
Eucla District
58.9 km E Balladonia HS/PJL 1339 FRA(CÀL) + CÀL(ÀNC) FRA(cal) CAL(ÀNC) FRÀ(cal)



Eucalvotus dumosa ssp. conqlobata

I¡ESTERN AUSTRÀLIA
Àvon District
72.2 kn NE Dumbleyung/PJL 1472

Roe District
35.2 km Stù Lake Grace/PJL 1413
18 km N Pirgrup/PJl 1405
19.3 km N Pingrup/PJL 7407
2.6 km l.lll KuIin/PJL 7437
6.8 km E Scadden/PJl 1360
1.2 km S Gnass Patch/PJL 1356

/PJL 1359
Eyre District
Kurdip, 19.8 km S Ravensthorpe/PJL 1386
1.3 kn N Howick HiII/PJL 1368

SOUTH ÀUSTRÀLIÀ
Eyre Peninsula Region
Lincoln F,,,2 km S of Sleaford road/PJL 1123

" lPJL 7724ri rt '|f " /PJL 7725
'r f,r r' /PJL 7726

sparaing cove/p.l¡. lttT 
* lPJL 7727

4 km W Ft Lincoln PO/PJL 1113
Pass between North and South Block/PJL 1101
3 km ll North BIock/PJL 1097
1 km tù Mt Hope summit/PJl 1086
1.7 km N Tooligie/PJL 7062
2 km E llt Hill RS/C.D.Boomsma 432

' 433
Mt Shannon, 7.4 km N Cleve/PJL 1138
6 km ENE KieIpa/PJL 7746

AllC(kon)

Àt'tc(KoN)
ÀNC(kon)
Al'lC

ANC

CON(fra)
CON(fra,anc)
ANC(CON, fra)

coN(ÀNc)
c0N

- cÀL
+ cÀL
- CÀL(PIL)
- cÀL
+ coN
+ FRÀ
+ FRÀ

KON

cÀL
KON

cÀL
CON(fra)
FRÀ
FRÀ

P35
CAL
P35(kon)
CÀL(piI )
FRÀ
FRÀ
FRÀ

KON

ANC
ANC(FRÀ)

+ CÀL(anc) CÀL(N,IC) KON

P35
CÀL
P35
CAL
FRÀ
FRÀ
FRA

+ ÀNC
+ FRA

+ coN
+ coN
+ coN
+ coN
+ coN
- coN
+ coN
+ ÀNC
+ ÀNC

- ÀNC
+ Àl.¡c

- PIL(CÀL)
- Dutf
+ ÀNC(CÀL)
- cÀL

ÀNC

ANC(fra)
Al,¡c
FRÀ

È
o

c0N
c0N
c0N
c0N
c0N
c0N
c0N
A¡¡C
ANC
INC(dum)
N,lC
ANC(cal )
ÀNC(dum)
Àl¡c
ÀNC

c0N
c0N
c0N
c0N
c0N
c0N
c0N
ÀNC
ÀNC
ÀNC(P35)
ÀNC(CÀL)
PIL(P35 )
P35
ANC(cal )
CAL

c0N
c0N
c0N
CON

c0N
CON

c0N
ÀNC
ANC
ANC

ÀNC
PIL(CAL)
DI.TU

ÀNC(cal )
cÀL

c0N
c0N
c0N
c0N
c0N
c0N
c0N
ÀNC
ÀNC
P35(ANC)
ÀNC(CÀL)
P35(pi1 )
P35
ÀNC( cal )
cÀL



Coolanie/PJL 1150
Carappee HiII/D.E.Symon 8856

Yorke Peninsula Region
4 km NE Pondalowie/PJL 942
2.5 km !{ Ft Vincent/PJl 806

Southern Lofty Region
ilt Scn:b - Mt Desert road/PJL 745
8 km SE Strathalbyn/PJL 7763

Kangaroo Island Region
5 km NI{ American River/PJL 672

't r, lPJL 673

' ,, /PJL 674
/PJL 675

It 
utn tl Àmerican *t*'ri3i 

å3ã
lPJL 669

Murray Region
l'fonarto/J. Venninng C

South-eastern Region
2 km SE Coonalpyn/PJL 7266

Northern Lofty Region
3 km S Lochiel/PJl 1158
" " /PJL 7759

Intergirades between ssp. conqlobata and ssp. dumosa

SOUTH ÀUSTRALIÀ
Eyre Peninsula Region

Cungena RS/PJL 1198
5 km tùNI{ Edillilie/PJl 1105
Tool igielC. D. Boomsma 450

451
Tooligie Range/PJL 1068
10.4 km St{ Cleve/PJL 7737

ÀNC
ANC

- PIL(CÀL)
+ N,¡C(C¡,L)

P35(DUlr)
cAL(ÀNC)

ANC
CÀL(DUM)

ÀNC
ÀNC(CÀL)

KON(PIL)
ÀNC(cal )

ÀNC
CAL

ÀNC
ÀNC(CAL)

P35(pil )
CAL(ÀNC)

Al,¡C

DUM(CAL)

ANC
ÀNC(DUU)

ÀNC

ÀNC

+ Àl'lc
+ ANC(cal)

+ ANC
+ cÀL

+ ANC
+ Al,lC
+ ANC
+ ÀNC
+ ÀNC
+ A}IC
+ ÀNC

+ cÀL
- Dttu
- cÀL(ÀNC)
- CYÀ(caI)
+ ANC(CÀL)
- CAL

ÀNC
ÀNC
N,lC
ANC

ÀNC

ANC
ÀNC

Àl{c
N,lC

ÀNC

ANC

ÀNC
N.TC

ÀNC
ÀNC
À1.¡c

Al,lC

ÀNC
ANC
ÀNC

ÀNC
ÀNC
ANC
Àt'.¡c

ANC
ÀNC
ÀNC

+ CÀL(ANC)

- Al.lC(cal )

+ cÀL
+ N.lC(dum)

ANC(CÀL)

ANC

P35(cal )
N,lC

cÀL
P35
ÀNC(CAL)
CYÀ(CÀL)
CÀL(anc)
CAL

CÀL(kon)
ÀNC(DTIM)

cÀL(cYA)
DTJil

cÀL(Àt'¡c)
CYÀ

ÀNC(CAL)
cÀL

ÀNC
ÀNC
Àl{c
N.IC
ANC
ÀNC
Àl'¡C

P35
ÀNC

P35
P35
ÀNC(CÀL)
CYÀ(p35 )
CÀL(anc )
CAL(pil )

À
tl
lA CAL(ÀNC) ÀNC(CAL)

ÂNC ÀNC

ANC(dum)
ÀNC(Dur.f )
ÀNC(DuÌ,f )
ÀNC(cal )
ÀNC(cal )
ÀNC(DUM,CAL)



54 km SI{ S side Whyalla/PJl 1155 ÀNC(DTJì,Í ,KON) _ DUM

Northern Lofty Region
3.5 km N Bute/P.Copley À ANC(DLM,KON)

B ÀNC(DTJU,PIL)
Ilurray Region

22 kn flSfl tlaikeríe/PJL 892 CYÀ(ÀNC)
/PJL 895 ANC(CYA)

South-eastern Region

1* 
"'""î'o'".'t\ä2 

üirüi/PJL 1264 ÀNC(Drnf)
Comet Bore,,,55 km S Pinnaroo/C.D.Boomsma 4.70.7977 E ÀNC(cya)

,r ,, :', /J.G.t{est 2314 ÀNC(dum)
' 2315 ANC(dum)

" " r' " 2327 CYÀ(ANC)

" ; :: " 2322 ANc(DnM)
" 2325A ANC(dum)

P35(dum) K0N(dum) P35(KON)

+ cÀL
+ DLJI'Í

CÀL(p35 )
P157( P35 )

CYA
CAL(CYA)

KON

KON(dum)

CAL(cya)
CYÀ(CAL)

KoN(P35 )
P35(p157)

cÀL(cYA)
cYÀ(cÀL)

DIJM(cal )
KON
CÀL(DUM)
CYÀ
CYÀ(pcar)
P35
P35(dum)
P35
P35
P35(dum)

+ CYÀ,
+ cÀL(cYA)

+ DIJH
+ cÀL
+ cÀL
+ CYÀ

- CYÀ(anc)
- DTJil

- DIJM

- DTJH

- Dln{
- DI.JU

À
ll
l\)

cÀL(DuÌ{ )
P35
cÀL
CYÀ
CYÀ(cal )
P35(dum)
P35(dum)
P35
P35
P35(dum)

DTJ},I

KON

CAL
CYÀ
CYA(anc)
DIJ},I

DIJM

DlJM

DUM

DU},I

Eucalrætus dumosa ssp. dumosa

I{ESTERN AUSTRÀLIÀ
Carnarvon District
20 km S 0verlander/C.D.Boomsna

Àshburton District
8 km NE Wongawol HS/F.l,f .Bennet

Àustin District
73 km NNE Cue/PJL 7478
l,fillie tlell km

lca45/76

792

DON

STR

+ DON(caI) DON

+ DUM PMÀR

DON DON

SHE(dum) PI{AR

ta

tt

tt

It

,20
tt

lt

ta

aa

7481
7482
1 483
1484
1 485

+ Dlrl,t
+ STR
+ STR
+ sTR
+ STR
+ STR

SHE
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR

CLE
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR

CLE
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR

NNE Cue/PJL
" PJL
" PJL.. PJL.' PJL

STR
STR

STR
STR
STR

STR



Irvin District
13.5 km tJSÍl,,Yuna/PJL 1468

PJL 1469
20 km SE Dongara/PJl 1463

PJL 1464
" " PJL 1465,r I' PJL 1466

i., ** r watn"ro "li!:î|oitAvon District
-6,.2 km N Coorow/PJL 1457

PJL 1458
" " PJL 1459
" " PJL 1460

pitn*.zpJl 1451PJL 
7467

" PJL 7452
5.3 km ll t{yalkatchem/PJl 1450
0.5 km S Nt¡harni RS/PJL 1447

PJL 1448
" " PJL 1449À
" I' PJL 14498

1' 
* w å"¡i"riiïïri^*'

PJL 1495
" f' PJL 1496

Roe District
12.4 km E Bendering/PJl 1445
33.9 km E Hyden/PJL 1434
2.6 km Nt{ Kulin/PJL 1436

D0N/P157 +

DON(SHE)/P157
D0N/P157
DON(DIJI,I)/P157
DON(SHE,DI]TI)/P757 -
DON(piI,she) +

DON(SHE) +

SHE(DON) +

S}TE +

SHE +

SHE +

SHE +

SHE +

SHE +

SHE +

SHE +

SHE +

SHE +

DON(str)
DON

DON

DJN
DON

DON

DON

DON(SHE,STR)

P757
DON( cal )
DON

DON

DON

DON

DON

P757

P757
P757
P757
P757
P757
P757
P757
P757
SHE
SHE

SHE
SHE
SHE
SHE
SHE
SHE
SHE
SHE

DON(pal )
DON

DON

DON

DON

DON

DUM(she)

SHE(DON)
DIJU(SHE)
DTJM

DU},1

DON

DON

SHE(DON)
SHE
SHE
SHE
SHE
SHE
SHE
SHE
SHE
SHE
SHE
SHE

PCÀR(DON)
DON

DON

DON

DON

DON

DON

P157(dum)

- cÀL
+ DON
+ DON
+ DON
+ DON
+ DON

- DTIH

Þ
l'å
G)

DON(DT]M)
DTJM

DI.Jil
DTJM

DUtf
DON(DTJU)
Dull(don)
DtJI,f

SHE

SHE
SHE
SHE
SHE
SHE
SHE
5HE
SHE
SHE

Pt57
P757
P157(she)
P757
P157(dt¡tt)
P757
Pt57
SHE(P157)
SHE
SHE

SHE
SHE
SHE
SHE
SHE
SHE
SHE
SHE

PIL(SHE)
PIL(SHE)
SHE

- PIL(cal)
- CÀL(pil)
- SHE

PIL(CAL)
CÀL(PIL)
DON(she)

PIL(dum)
CÀL(PIL)
DIIM(SHE)

DT'M(PIL)
CAL(PIL)
P157(DuÌ,l)



0.4 km N Burnsrup/lJ.y 1.171
PJL 7426

" " PJL 7423
" " PJL 7422

" :", PJL 7427
PJL 1428

14.7 km E Lake Grace/PJL 1416
PJL 7477ff I' PJL 1418

" " PJL 1419
19.3 km N PÍngrup/PJL 7417
Peak Charles/PJl 1348
" " PJL 1349
" " PJL 1353
" " PJL 1354

Eyre DÍstrict
10.5 km sE Ravenstnornezfji 

i3i3
" PJL 1381

" '|r ' PJL 1382
" rr ' PJL 1393

Coolgardie District
10.6 km E Southern Cross/PJL 1498

" PJL 1499
3.1 km E Boorabbin/PJl 1508

l"*"ï"''""'"'lïf1lïlPJL 1513
14.4 km Nff Norseman/l'f.I.H.Brooker 4539
13.5 km Nll Norseman/PJl 1550
64.9 km E Norseman/PJL 7552

PJL 1553

PIL
PIL
PIL(anc )
SHE(piI )
SHE(piI )
SHE

SHE
SHE

SHE(pcar)
SHE

PIL
PIL(CÀL,DIJI{)
PIL(DI.JU,CÀL)
PIL(Dtllf ,anc )
PIL(DTJH)

+ cÀL
+ cÀL
+ PIL(CAL)
+ DON

- DON(she)
- SHE
+ SHE
+ SHE(don)
+ DON
+ DON
+ PIL
- PIL
- PIL(CÀL)
+ CÀL(PIL)
+ PIL(cal )

CAL(PIL)
CÀL(PIL)
P35(PIL )
DoN(CÀL)
DON(CAL)
SHE
PCAR(SHE)
SHE
P35
DoN(P35)
PIL
PIL(cal )
PIL(CAL)
PIL(CÀL)
PIL(CÀL)

CÀL(kon)
cÀL
DoN(piI )
CAL
PIL(cal )
SHE
DIJ},f

Dt Ì,r(cAL)
KON
CÀL(PIL)
PIL
PIL(cal )
PIL(DTIM)
cÀL(KoN)
PIL(KON)

CAL(PIL)
CÀL(PIL)
P35
CÀL(pil )
DTJU(PIL)
SHE
DUM(kon)
DTJ}I

KoN(P35 )
P35
PIL(p35 )
PIL( cal )
PIL(CAL)
CÀL(PIL)
PIL( CÀL )

PTL
PIL
PIL
PIL
PIL

À
taÞ

+P
+P
+P
+P
+P

IL
IL
IL
IL
IL

PIL
PIL
PIL
PIL
PIL

PIL
PIL
PIL
PIL
PIL

PIL
PIL
PIL
PIL
PIL

SHE( ? )
SHE

PIL(CÀL)
PIL( Ies?)
PIL
PIL(DIJH)
PIL
PIL
PIL(DUH)
PIL( les?)
PIL( fra, cal )
PIL(kon,dum,cal)

SHE

SHE
CAL
cÀL
CAL
PIL(cal )
PIL(cal )
PIL(cal )
PIL(cal )
PIL( cal )
cÀL
DTJ},f

SHE(pcar)
SHE
cÀL
CÀL(DIJ},Í )
CAL
PIL(dum)
PIL
PIL(CAL)
PIL(CÀL)
PIL(CÀL)
CAL
DIJM(CÀL)

DLJI'I(she)
SHE(DIJU)
CAL
KoN(CÀL)
cÀL
KON

PIL
PIL(kon)
PIL(cal )
PIL(cal )
KON
KON(DIJ},I)

DTJU

SHE(DUM)
cÀL
DttÌ,f(KoN)
cÀL
KON
PIL( cIe )
PIL(CAL)
PIL( CÀL )
PIL(CÀL)
cÀL(KoN)
KON(DUM)

+
+
+
+

:

+
+
+



39.4 km S Norseman/PJL,1343

:: ii iii i3iå
PJL 1346

" " PJL 7347
Eucla District
Madura/PJL 1331

PIL
PIL(str)
PIL(kon)
PIL
PIL

cÀL
CAL
CAL
cÀL
CAL(DTJM)
cÀL(?)
cÀL
cÀL(Dull)
cÀL
cÀL

STR

+ CAL
- PIL
- PIL
- PIL
+ CAL

- PIL(dum)
- CAL(PIL)
- CÀL(pi1)
- CÀL(dum)
- DTJM

- cÀL
+ CAL
- Dutf
- cÀL
- CÀL(PIL)

CAL
PIL
PIL
PIL
CÀL(pi1 )

PIL(DUM)
P35
P35(CÀL)
CAL
DUM(p35 )
DrrÌ,f (P35 )
cÀL
DUM(p35)
cÀL
cÀL

CAL
PIL
PIL
PIL
CAL

CLE(cya)
KON(CLE)
K0N(cal )
CAL(DUM)
CLE(Dl'M)
KON

cÀL
DIJM(cIe)
cÀL
CAL(PIL)

PIL(cal )
PIL
PIL
PIL
cÀL(pil )

CLE(p35 )
P35
P35(KoN)
CÀL(p35 )
CLE(DTJM)
KON(cIe)
cÀL
DlJì,r(P35 )
cÀL
CAL

PJL
PJL
PJL
PJL
PJL

7332
1 333
1334
1335
1336

È
tJ
cn

19 km S lladura/PJl 1555
0.4 km ssr{ B.P. villase (sA bordel,rrllril:r3l

" PJL 1329
Giles District
l{rrgel ina,Blackstone Range/D. E. Symon 8403

SOUTH AUSTRALIÀ
North-western Region
Serpentine 

_Lakes 
on tlÀ,,border/J.Johnson Stn 26,, 27

Serpentine Lakes near I{À border/L.D.SJilliams 10573
" 10561

; :: ,', lV.J.Levitzke 38

'), 
,, s tzs zts E/v.r: Levitzketr:;lo"*'"" 

ll
155 km Nl{ Hughes/R.C.Shearer 137
124.5 kn N Cook/J.Johnson & S.Reid 3
130 km N Cook/L.D.t{illiams 70492
131 km N Cook/T.E.Dennis 189

" 188

- SHE PMÀR STR PMAR

STR
STR
STR

STR

STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR/PCVH
STR/PCVH
STR/PCVH
STR/PCVH

- CYÀ
+ DLJIt(cya)
- CYÀ(geo)
- CYÀ
+ CYÀ
+ DUM(CYÀ)
+ CYÀ

- DON

- CYA(DTJM)
+ CYÀ

- td00
- I{00
- GEO

PMAR

PMAR

PllÀR(pcvh)
PMÀR

PMÀR

PI{AR
PilÀR
PUÀR(PCVH)
PI{AR
PMÀR

PCVH
PCVH
PCVH

CYA(SHE)
STR(GEO)
STR(GEO)
ll00
STR
GEO

STR
ll00
5HE
CYÀ
t¡00
Il00
rd00( GEo )

PlfÀR(pcar)
PMÀR

PCVH(PMAR)
1,100(pmar)
PHAR(STR)
PUÀR

PMÀR

P}TAR(PCVH)
PMÀR

PMÀR

PCVH
PCVH
PCVH



136 km N Cook/T.E,Denni
t{ of tlyola Lake,
tt tt

tl ta

lt ta

E/T. E.Dennis
E/T,E.Dennis
E/T. E. Dennis
E/T. E.Dennis

s 191
s 130
s 130
s 729
s 729

STR/PCVH
STR/PCVH
ST,R/PCVH
STR/PCVH
STR/PCVH
STR
STR
STR

STR

STR
STR
STR

STR
STR

STR

PCVH
PCVH
PCVH
PCWt
PC:\/H

PCÀR
PMAR(pcvh)
!f00(PcvH)
PCVH
PMÀR(pcvh)
PCW
PIIAR(pcvh)
P},fÀR(SHE)
PlfÀR(PCVH)
PMAR

PUAR
PI{AR
PMÀR

PMÀR

PI{ÀR
PI{ÀR
PMÀR

P757
CAL(piI )
cÀL

- tù00
+-
+-
+-
+
+ SHE
+ SHE
- bJ00
+ DON(SHE)
- CYA

- CYA
+ SHE

- SHE

- t{00
- SHE

CYÀ(STR)
STR
t¡00
CYA
!t00
CYA(woo)
5HE
STR(cya)
CYÀ(STR)
STR

DIJM

SHE
CYÀ( GEO )
SHE(STR)
STR(CYÀ)
CYÀ(STR)
STR
DTJU(CYÀ)
cÀL
cÀL

PCVH
PCVH
PCVH
PCVH
PCVH
PMAR(pcar)
PMÀR
PCVH(rd00)
PCVH
Pr.fÀR(PCVH)
PCVTT

PMÀR

PHÀR
PI{AR
PMÀR

PI{ÀR
PI{AR
Pl57(pmar)
PI{AR(p157)
PUAR

PI{AR
P}fAR
PI{AR
PMAR

PMAR

PI{AR
PMAR
sHE(p157)
cÀL
cÀL

td00
15
15
15
15

29
29
29
29

13
00
55
50

275
2t8
220
223

À
rA
or\

Vokes Corner/N.N.Donner 3904
20 km St{ Vokes Junction/L.D.ltitliams 10776
95 km S Vokes Corner/N.N.Donner 3982
103 km N Cook/T.E.Dennis 110
78 km S tlyola Lake/T.E.Dennis 1868
105 kn S Vokes Hitl/T.R.N.Lothian 5701
N L.ÌlaurÍce 131 02 28 S5/J.Johnson & S.Reid WF 1133
Between Ernabella & Mt ttoodroofe/J.Johnson I{F 7724-5
40 km NE Maralinga/R.C.Shearer 15.ii.1972
tJ Doq fence, Commonwealth Hill Stn/B.Lay 525

Gaírdner-Torrens Basin Region
Barton/E.H.Isíng 1340
S of l¿ke Bring/D.E.Symon 3398
Cultivated tJaite Inst.( D.E.S 3398 )/PJL 1180
16 km tl Ìlt Christy/F.À.Ìfowlins 70
76 km NE Kalanbi/L.D.t{illians 8781

Nullarbor Region
Haral Ínga/O . H. Turner
" lJ.Johnson g S.Reid 8
Near Ìlaralinga/S.ltarne 20113
33.2 km E Maralirga/0.H.Turner E5
l,faral inga bombsite/P.Aitken (AD 97548742)
1 km S Ìtaralinga checkpoint/T.R.N.Lothian 4012
4.8 km S Haralinga/B.Copley 2697
27 kn N llatson/l{.I.H.Brooker 5607
90 km l{ Nurdroo/G.C.Cornwall 288
40 km E Head of Bight/G.C.Cornwall 16.ví.7976

STR
STR
STR
STR
STR

STR/PUÀR
STR/PI{ÀR
sTR/PUÀR
STR/PMÀR
STR/PI,IÀR
STR/PHÀR
STR/PMÀR
STR
cÀL
cÀ,L

+ Dt Ì,f
+ SHE

- CYA
+ CYÀ

- CYA

- CYÀ
+ CYÀ
+ DON(dum)
+ CAL
+ CAL

- DIJH(CYÀ)
- CYÀ
+ CYÀ(don)
+ CYÀ
+ CYÀ(dum)

PMÀR SHE(CYÀ)
PMAR sHE(CYÀ)
P157(¡xnar) DON(she)
PMAR GEO

PMÀR STR



44.1 km r'' Nundrooiiliiträ

,r f, /PJL7323

., ,, lPJL 1324
/PJL 7325

Eyre Peninsula Region

lt 
*fn trN!{ coorab"iiti\\i!

/PJL 7196
6 kn Sll Coorabie/PJl 1193
9 km Stt Coorabie/PJl 1191

lPJL 7792
20 km l{Núû Ceduna/PJL 7799

/PJL 1200
N Puntabie RS, Hd Guthrie/PJL 7205
12 km E Snoky Bay/PJL 1207

(Gawler Ranges: )
HilIs NE Kor¡doolka HS/J.Z.tleber
13.4 hî SE Hiltaba HS/PJL 995
Peltabinna HiII/PJL 992

lPJL 993
Kododo H|LL/PJL 967,, lPJL 968,, /PJL 969,, lPJL 970u lPJL 977
" /PJL 972
Peterby Yards/PJL 987
" " /PJL 988
Petersby Gate fence line/F.À.Mason -.íx.1975
E side scrubby ,.*i}ti \lt

/PJL 980
5 km S Scrubby Pealr/L.Haegí 767

EÀL
CAL

cÀL
cÀL
cÀL

cÀL
cÀL
cÀL
cÀL
cÀL
cÀL
cÀL
cÀL
CAL
GÀL

DTJ}I(PIL)
DTIM

DTJ},I

DUI{
DII},f

DIJil
Dt Ì,f
DTJH

DITM

DI,JU

DTJH

DT'H(STR)
STR(DIJI,Í )
DTJ},f

DT'H

DTJM(STR)
DI.'il '

+ cÀL
+ CÀL
+ CAL
+ cÀL
+ cÀL

+ cÀL
- CÀL(PIL)
+ ÀNC
+ CAL
+ CAL
+ CYÀ(CAL)
- CÀL(pil)
- PIL(CÀL)
- cÀL
+ cÀL

+ cÀL
- DTJM

- DIIM
+ CAL(dum)
+ Dt Ì,f
_ SHE

- DT]M
+ DI.J}I

- DTJU

- CYA

- DUH(cya)
- DUM
+ CYÀ
- PIL(cal)
- PIL
- DI.JU

+ DlJl,l

cÀL
cÀL
cÀL
CAL
cÀL

cÀL
P35 ( cal )
Àl'rc(cÀL)
cÀL
CAL(pi1 )
CAL
CAL
CAL(piI )
cÀL
cÀL

CAL
cÀL
CAL
cÀL
cÀL

cÀL
KON(cal )
ÀI¡C
cÀL
CAL(cya)
CYÀ

CAL(piI )
CÀL(PIL)
cÀL
CAL

KON
KON(CLE)
KON

KON

KON(dum)
DTJU

Duil(str)
DUH(CLE)
DrJl'l

CYA
SHE(cle)
CLE
STR
PIL( cal )
KON

DUM

DUM(kon)

CAL
CAL
cÀL
cÀL
cÀL

cÀL
P35(kon)
ÀNC(CÀL)
cÀL
CÀL(pcar)
cÀL(cYA)
cÀL
cÀL(Dutf)
CAL
cÀLÀ

\¡
cÀL(P35 )
P35(DrJÌ,f )
P35
DIJ}T

DttÌ,f
P35(pcar)
DIJI{
DIJM(pmar)
DUM(p35 )
CYÀ(p35 )
PllÀR(dun)
DTJM(P}fÀR)
PMÀR

P35(PIL )
P35(pil )
DUM

DUM( cal )

KON
P35(CLE)
KoN(P35 )
KON

KON(DIJ},Í )
Dur,f (P35 )
DTIM(STR)
DTJM(CLE)
DrJr'f (P35 )
PCÀR(CYÀ)
SHE(CLE)
CLE
PMÀR

P35(PIL)
KON

DU},f

DUM(kon)



À
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(Eyre Peninsula: )
26.5 km NE YantanabÍe/PJl 998

rt r, /PJL 999

,, r, lPJL 1001
lPJL 7002

23.9 km NE Yantanabie/PJl 1005
5.4 kn Sl{ Yantanabie/PJl 1011
13.6 km N l{innipa/PJl 1033
14.2 km N üinnipa/PJL 7032
14 km SSE Poochera/PJL 7219
Piednippie/PJL 7023
" lPJL 1024
" lPJL 1025
Streaky BaylPJL 1013* lPJL 1014
16.4 km SS!{ Streaky Bay/PJL 1027

?3 
k* S Streak hy/PJL 7220

/PJL 7222
Calca HLLL/PJL 1224
2.2 kn N l{t HaII lPJL L225
14.2 km NE lt Renny/PJL 1027

lPJL 7028

31 
kro ENE Colley HiII/PJL 7274

/PJL 7215
14.1 km Sll Minnipa/PJl 1030
5.1 km Ntl tltdina/PJL 7320
Koongawa WR/PJL 7227
6.7 km SSE Buckleboo llS/PJL 1035
24 knk ìnil Kimba/PJL 1036/
Cortilinye t{R, 7 km Nl{,,Kimba/C.D.Boomsma 425

" 426
1, km SE l(im|la POIPJL 1043

lPJL 7042
8 km ENE Kimb€ lPJL 7242t' " lPJL 7247
27.6 kn E Kimba towards Hhyalla/PJl 1041

STR

CÀL(STR)
cÀL(sTR)
STR(CÀL )
CAL(STR)
CÀL(PIL,dum)
Duü(pil )
STR(cal )
DLJI{(cal )
CAL(dum,pil )
cÀL
Dt,},f(PIL)
CAL
CAL
CAL
CAL
cÀL(ÀNC)
cÀL
PIL
cÀL
CAL(N.IC)
STR(DI]M)
DI.JM(STR,CÀL)
CÀL(STR)
cÀL(srR)
CÀL(STR)
CÀL(STR)
DUM(CYA?)
DtJU

Du.f
CAL(DTJI,Í ,CYÀ)
cÀL(Dur,f )
CÀL(DIJH,CYÀ)
CÀL(DlJll,str)
DUH(CÀL)

- CYÀ

- CYA
+ CYÀ
+ CYA

- CYA
+ CAL
- PIL
+ CYÀ
+ CAL
+ cÀL
- CÀL(PIL)
+ CAL
+ cÀL
+ CAL
- PIL
+ CAL(piI)
- PIL(cal)
- CÀL(pil)
+ cÀL
- CÀL(PIL)
+ CAL
- Dutf(cYA)
- Dull(cal )
+ cÀL
- CYA(dum)
+ CYÀ
+ gYA

+ CYÀ

- DrJlt

- DIJM

- DIJU(CYÀ)
+ cÀL
- cYA(Dur,f)
- PIL(cal)
- PIL(DTJM)

CYA(PMÀR)
CYÀ
CYÀ
CYÀ

CYÀ(pnar)
CAL
PIL(P35 )
CYÀ

CAL
cÀL
cÀL
cÀL
cÀL
cÀL(cYA)
PIL(cal )
cÀL
PIL(cal )
CÀL(pil )
cÀL(P35 )
CÀL(PIL)
CAL
DTJU(CYÀ)
P35(DrJÌ,f )
cÀL
PHÀR(DTJil)
CYÀ
CYÀ
CYÀ(DUM)
Duil(p35)
DUn(P157 )
DrJr,f (P35 )
CAL(p157)
PCÀR(DUU)
DoN(CÀR)
PIL(DI.JU)

STR

CYÀ(str)
CYÀ(str)
STR

CYÀ(str)
CAL
PIL(kon)
CYÀ
DLJM(cal )
CAL
CÀL(piI )
CAL
cÀL
CAL
PIL
cÀL
PIL(cal )
CÀL(pit )
CÀL(cya)
CÀL(PIL)
cÀL
CYA(DITM)
Dt,M(PIL)
cÀL
CYÀ

CYÀ
CYÀ
CYÀ(CLE)
CLE(dun)
DLJII( cIe )
Dt u(cYA)
CAL(DON)
CYA
DON(piI )
DUH( cIe )

PCÀR(str)
PCÀR(CYÀ)
CYÀ
STR(p157 )

PCAR(CYA)
cÀL
PIL(p35 )
CYÀ(pcar)
cÀL
CAL
cÀL
CAL(PIL)
cÀL
CÀL(cya)
PIL(CÀL)
cÀL
PIL(P35 )
cÀL(p35 )
P35(cal )
CAL(piI )
cÀL
CYÀ(DTJ}Í)
P35(Drrn)
cÀL
PCAR(pmar)
CYA
PCÀR(CYA)
PCAR(CLE)
CLE(dum)
DUM(cIe)
P157(DIJM)
PCÀR(CÀL)
PCÀR
PCÀR(DON)
DUM(CLE)

a



È
\¡¡

34 km E Kimba towards l{hyalla/PJL 1040
Secret Roeks, 31 km E of Kimba/PJL 1038

l'*"*li"''äii iiiilPJL 7757
30 km N Cowell/C.D.Boomsma 452

' 453
25 km Ntl Lock/PJL 1053
" " lPJL 7054
" " /PJL 1055
" " /PJL 1056
" " lPJL 1057
lladdikee/C.D.Boomsma 419
Carappee HiII/PJL 1044

" /PJL 1045
' /PJL tO47
" lPJL 7048
" /K.D.Rohrlach 445
" /D.E.Symon 9008

4 kn NE Darke Peak POIPJL 1050

I 
km st{ HirI/c.D.t"*"* 

lt3å
423

0.7 km NE Darke Peak POIPJL 1051
Nl{ corner Darke Peak Range/L.D.tlilliams 5202
E hominent HilI, Hambidge CPID.frrahlenbuel 2074
12 km Nl{ Cleve/PJL 1742
" t' /PJL 7743
" " /PJL 7744
0.3 km Sll Coolaníe/PJL 7749
8 km E Yabmana/C.D.Boomsma 408

" 410

!,.r-t.l 
km E rooligie Hill *ii!ri\\ri

" lPJL 7073

DlJll(N.lC,kon)
DtJM

CAL(pil,kon)
CAL(DITM,DON)
DIIM(CÀL)
Dull(CÀL,anc )
DUM(anc,kon)
DIJH

cÀL(ÀNC)
DI.JM(ÀNC,CAL)
cÀL(N,tc)
cÀL(DUM)
cÀL
DIJM(CÀL)
CYÀ(STR)/PCAR
CYA(STR)/PCAR
CYA(STR)/PCÀR
CYÀ(STR)/PCÀR
CYÀ(STR)/PCÀR
CYÀ(STR)/PCÀR
CYÀ(STR)/PCÀR
CYÀ(STR)/PCÀR
CYA(STR)/PCÀR
CYA(STR)/PCÀR
CYA(STR)/PCÀR
CYA(STR)/PCÀR
CYA(STR,CAL)
CYA(STR)
CYÀ(STR,CÀL)
CYA(STR,CÀL)
CYÀ(STR,DIJil)
DTJM(ANC)
CYÀ(STR.DT]M)
CYÀ(STR,ÀNC)
CYÀ(STR,DI.J},Í )
CYA(STR,?)

- PIL
+ CAL
- cÀL
+ CAL
- cÀL
- PIL
- PIL(DTIM)
_ DIJM
+ CAL
+ cÀL
+ CAL
+ CAL
+ cÀL
- CYÀ
+ SHE
+ GEO

- GEO

- SHE
+ SHE
+ SHE
+ DON(GEO)
- GEO

- DON(GEO)
+ DON
+ DON
+ DON

- DON(she)
+ DON(SHE)
+ SHE
+ SHE(DON)
+ DON

- DUU

- SHE
+ DON
+ DON(she)
+ SHE

PIL(p35 )
Pl57(CÀL)
CAL
CÀL(p157 )
cÀL
PIL(cal )
P35
P157(DrJÌ,f )
cÀL
cÀL
cÀL
cÀL
cÀL
cYA(P35)
PCAR
PCAR
PCAR

PCAR
PCAR
PCAR
PCÀR
PCÀR
PCÀR
PCÀR
PCÀR
PCÀR
PCAR

PCAR
PCÀR(CÀL)
PCÀR

PCÀR(DON)
P35(DIJU)
PCAR
PCAR
PCÀR
PCAR

KON

DUM(CÀL)
cÀL(KoN)
CAL
CÀL(pil )
KON(CLE)
KON

DTJM

CAL
CAL
cÀL
cÀL
cÀL
CYA(CLE)
CYÀ
GEO

CYA
CYÀ
CYÀ(str)
DTJ}I(CYÀ)
cÀL
CYA
CLE(CYA)
CYA
CYA
CYA
CYÀ

CYÀ
CYÀ(CAL)
CAL
CYÀ
DI.JM

DI.JI,I

CYA
DLJü( cal )

CYÀ

P35(KoN)
DUM(pcar)
CAL(p35 )
cAL(p157)
CAL(p35 )
cLE(P35 )
P35(KoN)
DUM(P157 )
cÀL
cÀL
CAL
CAL
cÀL
CYÀ(PCÀR)
PCAR(cya)
PCAR
PCAR
PCAR(CYA)
PCÀR
PCÀR

PCAR
PCAR
PCAR
PCÀR(pcvh)
PCAR
PCÀR
PCAR(CYA)
PCAR(cya)
CAL(cya)
CAL(PCÀR)
cÀL(cYA)
P35(dt¡m)
DTJM(P157)
cYÀ(cÀL)
PcÀR(p157)

õ

CYÀ



Hincks CP, hl margin/PJL 7074
Hincks CP, NW corner peninsula/C.D.Boomsma 444
4 km N Pt Neil/PJL 1136
Il Pt Neil, on Lincoln Hwy/C.D.Boomsma 429
20.5 km N Cummins/PJL 7077

J.8 km SE Ct¡nmins/PJl 1078
lPJL 7079

Pillana RS/C.R.Àlcock 1378
Stokes/PJL 640* lPJL 7728
" IPJL 1729
3.5 km NII Turnby Bay/PJL 1130
4.5 km Stl Tumby Bay silos/PJL 7734

" /PJL 1135
10 km S Tumby Bay/PJL 638
3.5 km W Thr-runa/PJL 7732
5 km tft{ll EdiIIilie/PJL 1103

lPJL 7704
" i' /PJL 1106
" " /PJL 7707

Flinders Ranges Region
1.4 km lfSll Freeling Heights summit/PJl 566

/PJL 568
S side Octoprrs Hill, Gammon Rges/PJL 1281

lPJL 7282
0.5 km St{ M} Hack sr:mmit/PJl 843

" lPJL 844
2 km Sll Mt Hack/PJL 848

lPJL 849
4 km llstl l{t Hack/PJL 851
2 km SE l{arraç¡eena HS/PJL 859

/PJL 860
1 km NE Ì{t EIkir¡gton/PJL 913
0,5 km ff junction Parachilna & Blinman CklPJL 918,, /PJL 920

cÀL(Dt lr
CÀL(DTIM
CAL(PIL
cÀL
cÀL
CAL(anc )
DLIM(anc,cal )
DUM(anc)

cÀL
cÀL
CAL(dum)
DUM(CÀL)
cÀL
ÀNC(CÀL)
cÀL
cÀL
cÀL
CAL
CAL
CAL

DI.'I.Í ( CYÀ, STR )
DTJM

DUI'Í(PIL)
DITH

DTTM

Dl'M
Du,t
DTIH(ÀNC)
DtJ}I
DI.J},f

Dtnf
DTJU

DTJU(ANC)
DIJM .

- CAL
- PIL(CÀL)
- PIL(caI)
- CAL(piI)
+ ÀNC(cal)
- ÀNC(CÀL)
- CAL
- cÀL
+ CAL
+ cÀL
+ cÀL
+ CYA

- CAL
+ DI,T}I

+ cÀL
+ CAL
+ cÀL
- Dul{
+ DIJU(N¡C)
+ Dull

CAL.
PIL(CÀL)
PIL( cal )
CÀL(PIL)
CAL(ANC)
cÀL(ÀNC)
cÀL
cÀL
CAL
cÀL
cÀL
P35
CÀL(p35 )
DLJì{(cal )
CAL
CAL
CAL(pil )
P35(cal )
cÀL(ANC)
P157

Drnr(P157)
DlJM

P157(p35 )
DTJU(CYÀ)
DIJM(P157)
DlJI,f

DTJU

PCAR

PCAR(p35 )
P35(du¡n)
DUH(p35 )
DTJU

P157(DnM)
P157(dum)

cYA(CÀL)
PIL(cal )
PIL(cal )
cÀL(KoN)
ÀNC(CAL)
CÀL(DlJÌ{)
cYÀ(cÀL)
CAL
cÀL
cÀL
CAL
CYÀ
KON
DUI,I

CAL
cÀL
cÀL
DTJ},I

DLIM(anc )
DIJM

CAL(CYA)
PIL(cal )
PIL( cal )
CÀL(PIL)
PCÀR(CAL)
P35(ÀNC)
cYÀ(cÀL)
CÀL(p35 )
CÀL(p35)
cÀL
CAL
P35(cya)
P35(CAL)
DUM(p35)
cÀL
CAL
cÀL(piI )
P35(dum)
CÀL(anc)
Pt57

P157(dum)
D[IM(she)
P35(p157)
PCAR(CYÀ)
P157(str)
DTJ},Í(KON)

DTJ},Í

PCAR(DUM)
cYÀ(P157 )
cLE(P35 )
DnM(P35)
DUll(p157 )
CLE(DUM)
P157(DIJU)

,PIL )
)
)

È
f\)o

+ Dt,M
+ DIJM

+ PIL(cya)
- DTJU(CYÀ)
+ DTJM

+ DI.JI,I

- DIIM
+ SHE
+ DON

- DUil
+ DUM

- DlJl,f

- Dtü
- Dttll

SHE(DIJU)
DrJtt(sHE)
CYÀ
Dtnf(cYA)
DIJI{(STR)
DUM(SHE)
DTJU

DUM

CYA
CLE(dum)
DlJ},I

DTJM

DIJM( cle )
DU},f

a



I 
nttt ol Loves Ì,rine Rse/i!ri\ä!,

/PJL 7274
" " /PJL 7275
'!t " lPJL 7276

io,rru*¡,rt lu"*u'n", t íith"li!? rlrt ræ
" /PJl 866

1 km NE Devils Peak/R.Sinclair 7.íx.7977

DIIM
DIJM(CYÀ,STR)
DTJM

DIJM(ÀNC)
DIJM

DTIM

Dttu
DTJI,Í

PIL(ANC)/P35
DI.IH(PIL )/P35
PIL(DTTM)/P35
PIL(Drm)/P35

- DUM(pil)
- DI.J}I

- DUM

- DI,JM
_ DI.IM

- DuÌ,f

- DUM
+ DIIM
+ PIL(CYA)
+ PIL
+ CYÀ
+ SHE(don)

+ PIL
+ CAL
+ cÀL
+ DI.IU

+ DI.J},Í

+ DUI{
+ DI.'M
+ Dlll.t
+ DLJtf

+ DIJM

+ CYÀ
+ DI]M
+ CÀL(dum)
+ cÀL
- CYA
+ CYÀ
+ CYÀ
+ CYÀ
+ CYA

DUM(P35 )
DUM(p35 )
DUM(p35 )
P35
P35(DrJÌ,r)
DT]M

DUM

DI]M

P35
P35
P35
P35

CLE(dum)
DIJ},f

DllM( cIe )
DUM

DUM

DUM

DUM( cle )
DUM(SHE)
CYÀ
PIL
PIL
PIL(CYÀ)

CLE(DUM)
DIJM(PCÀR)
DUM(CLE)
P35(dum)
P35(dum)
DUM(p35 )
DTIM(CLE)
DLIM(she)
P35
P35
P35
P35

,l

lt

tl

tt

tt

tl

tt

tl

tf

¡t

l,

tl

À

B
c
D

È
N
lr

Northern Lofty Region
The Bluff , Beetaloo VaIIey/C.D.Boomsma 16 .ix.7977
3 km N Bute/P.Copley -.iv.7977 C

3 km S Lochiel/PJL 872f' " lPJL 7760
Southern Lofty Region
Folland Park, Enfield/PJl 768À

lPJL 767, Lt86
" " lPJL 7688
" " /PJL 769, 1188

:: ; /PrL 770
lPJL 7787

Mtrray Region
22 kn fJSt{ lJaikerie/PJl 891

/PJL 893¡' " lPJL 894
" " /PJL 896
10 km tf Kingston/J.Thompson 21 .íx.7979

l*'.'*ï*iËi iíT/PJL 883

PIL(CYÀ)
ÀNC(DIJ},Í ,PIL)
DttH(ÀNC,CÀL)
DIJU(KON,ANC)

DLII{(anc)
Dtn{
DUI{(anc )
Dt lr
Dul{(anc )
ÀNC(Dlm)

DTJI,Í(CYA)
CYÀ(DIJI,Í )
DTJM

cYÀ(ÀNC)
CYA
CYÀ
CYA
CYÀ
CYÀ

P35(pil)
CAL(PIL)
cÀL
Dl]M

PIL
CAL(piI )
KON(cal )
KON(DUM)

KON
DI.JU

DTJU(CLE)
DIJH

DUM

DUM

P35
CÀL(PIL)
cÀL
DIIM(KON)

DUM

DUM(p157)
DUM

DIJU

DUM

DT'M

CYÀ

DTIM(CÀL)
CÀL(dum)
cÀL
CYA
CYÀ
PCÀR(CYÀ)
CYÀ
CYÀ

KON
DI.JM

DIJM(c1e)
DUM

DtIM
DI'M

CYÀ
DLIM(kon)
CÀL(DUM)
cÀL
CYÀ
CYÀ
CYÀ
CYÀ
CYA

CYÀ
DI]M(CÀL)
CAL(DIJ},I)
cÀL
CYA
CYA
PCAR
CYA(pcar)
CYÀ



14 km 5E Barmera/L.D.I{ÍIliams 7631

I3kmN'l"""-".1111Ë4034E
Berri/C.D.Boomsma 24. í.7976
Springcart GulIy, Berri/B.Dangerfield 20. x.7962
10 km NE Berri/PJL 886
" " lPJL 887
" " ,/PJL 888
" f' /PJL 889
" " /PJL 890
10 km E lfanbi/J.Thompson 20.8,7979
1 km N Àlawoona/G.út.Ànderson (AD 97026076)
N Billiat CPIB.J.lfaren 33
Pinnaroo/H. I .H.Brooker 84908

South-eastern Region
2 km SE Coonalpyn/PJL 7265
Box FIat, 3f km SSI{ Lameroo/J.G.!f,est 2448

' 2449r' 'r rr r' 2450
Comet Bore, 55 km S Pinnaroo/C.D.Boomsma 4.x.7977

CYÀ
CYÀ
CYÀ

CYÀ
CYÀ
CYÀ
CYÀ
CYÀ
CYÀ

CYÀ
CYÀ

CYA
CYÀ
CYÀ

CYÀ
CYA
DI.JU

+ CYÀ
+ CYÀ
+ CYA
+ CYÀ
+ CYÀ
+ CYA
+ CYÀ
+ CYÀ
+ CYÀ
+ CYA
+ CYÀ
+ CYÀ
+ CYÀ

- CYÀ
+ CYÀ

- CYA(PIL)
+ DI.TM

CYÀ
CYÀ

CYÀ

CYÀ
CYA

CYÀ
CYÀ
CYÀ

CYA

CYÀ
CYÀ

CYÀ
CYA
CYÀ
CYA

P35(CÀL)
DtJH

CYÀ(GEO)
CYÀ
CYÀ

CYÀ
CYÀ
CYA
CYÀ
CYA

CYÀ
CYA
CYÀ

CYÀ
CYÀ
CYÀ

CYÀ
cYA(CÀL)
DUM

DUM

DIJ},I

Duü(kon)
DTJI,I

Dl'IM

DTIU

KON(DIIH)
DUM

DI]H
ÀNC(CÀL)
DUM

CYÀ

cÀL(P35 )
DUU

DUU
DIJM

DUM

cÀL

PCÀR
CYA

CYÀ

CYA
CYÀ

CYÀ
CYÀ
CYÀ

CYA
CYA(PCAR)
CYA

CYÀ
CYÀ
CYA(PCÀR)
CYA
P35 ( cal )
DUM

DI'M(PCÀR )
DIJH(P35 )
P35(DUM)
P35(dum)
P35(DUM)
P35(DlJlf )
P35(cal )
P35(DnM)
P35(DUM)
cÀL(ÀNC)
P35(dum)
CYÀ

P35(CAL)
P35(dum)
P35
DUM

DIIM
CÀL

È
¡\)
t9

It
À
c

Dt u(ANC)
DTJH

DIJI{

Dutf(ÀNc)
DIIM
DTJI,Í

Dull(ÀNc)
DuÌ.f(ÀNc)
DI.Jil(CYÀ,ÀNC)
cYÀ(cÀL,DuÌ,f )
CYA(CAL,DI'M)
CYÀ(CAL,DIJT'Í )
CYA(CAL,DI.Jil)
CYÀ(CÀL,DIJM)
CYA(CAL,D[Jil)
cYA(ÀNC)
cYÀ(cÀ,L,Duu)
cYA(cÀL,DuÌ,f )

+ Dlrlt
- DUU

- Du,t
- Dutf(cÀL)
- DIJU

- DI.JI{

- CÀL(dum)
- Dul.f

- Duì,f

- ANC(CÀL)
- DU},f

- CYA

- DUM(CAL)
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- DUM(cal)
- DI.JH
_ DUM
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DlJM

Dult(P35 )
P35(DTTM)
P35(DUU)
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P157(DIJU)
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P35(DlJl,f )
P35(DUM)
CAL(anc)
P35(CÀL)
CYA

DUM(cal )
P35(DUM)
DUM(P35 )
DUM(P35 )
DUM(P35 )
CAL

/J.G.llest 2313
,l

* 2323
/C.D.Boomsma 4,x.7977
/J.G.I{est 2318* 2319

" 2324a* 2325
/C.D.Boomsma 4 .x.ti77 B

"F
/J.G.l{est 2320

" 2324



2.2 kn ESE Ht Shaush/J.G.test 2274
25 N alorg Senior rd, Bordertor¡n/C.D.Boomsma (ttF)
15 km N Bordertown/C.D.Boomsma 24.9,7977
6 km NE Bordertoç¡n/C.D.Boomsma 24.9.7977 A

'D
Itllrrttc

15 km E Bordertown/C.D.Boomsma !üF 1059

CYA(ANC)
CYÀ(CAL,DI,II{)
CYÀ(CAL,DIJ}T)
DtJil(ÀNC,CYÀ)
CYA(CAL,DIJI,I)
cYÀ(cAL,Du,i)
cYA(CÀL)

- DUM(cya)
- DUH(CÀL)
- CAL
+ DIJU

- Dlrl,f

- CAL
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DoN(CÀL)
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DUM( cal )
P35(dum)
cÀL
Dt,M(CAL)

PCÀR(cya)
CYÀ(PCÀR)

VICTORIA
2 km E SÀ, border towards Hildr.ra/M.I.H.Brooker 84904 CYA
110 km tl Hildura/H.Vos & J.D.Tr.¡rner 8 CYA

NEt{ SOUTH I{ÀLES
3 km tJ Balranald/C.tl.E.t{ooce 3777
Coolabah/J. L.Boorman -. 10 .7904
66 km I{ I{est Í{yalong/M.J.Beeston & J.Turner 83
6.6 km SIJ Yalgogrin/G.M.Chippendale 945
9 km úf Ungarie/P.L.l{ilthorpe & G.M.Cunningham 2
8.2 km lJ Ungarie/R. Grar¡dison 5.i.1980
tt tt tl tt

- CYÀ
+ CYÀ

CYÀ
CYÀ

CYÀ
CYÀ

À
t9
(¡J

Dt l,t
DU,f
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+ DUM
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DlJ},I
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DtJH

DIJM

DiIM
DT.IH
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DtJil

Dt l,f
DUM

DTJ}I

DlJU

DIJM

DTIM

DT'H

DUU

DUM

DIJ}f
DUM

DIJ},I
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DI.IM
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DIJ}f

DIJM

DIJ}f
DUM

DT]M

ll

li

7
ll

ll

It

tr

À
B
c
D

ai

.5 km l{ Ungarie/P.L.Milthorpe & G.H.Cunninghan 4rr,5



f,ppg¡dix l: Additional records relating to E- qyanopbyllq.

(a) Sympatric occurrences of E- dUngga forms in Murray Region, S.A.

c.1 km NûJ Berri/W.R. (& R.M. ) Barker 4034F
35.6 km E of Morgan towards Berri/M.I.H.Brooker 5573
Alawoona/E.H. IsÍng s.n., 22.í.7938
9.8 km N Alawoona/L.D.tJilliams 7633
Karoonda/E.H. Ising s.f, ., 9.í.1937
Near Karoonda/J.B.Cle]and s.n., 22.v.7954
tl Lameroo/U. I.H.Brooker 84910

(b) Intergrades between E- dgmosa and E- cygngpbylla forms not included Ín
analyses.

Loxton/C.D,Boomsa s.n. 5. iv. 1947 (!{F)
Karoonda/E.H. Ising s.n. 9.í.7937
Paruna/F.van der Sommen s.n., 24.vií.1i75
18 km SSÍJ Pinnaroo/L.D.l{iIIiams 7152
Mt Hope, Euabalong, Yarra Stn, N.S.tl./lùalker ANU 13L7, -.ii.1964

(c) Intergrade between E,ancqps and E-cyangphyllg forms not included in
analyses.

Marne Valley C.P./R.Davies s.fl., 28.x.1980
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¡pps¡{ix l: Collection localities and habitat information for
glaucous-stemmed forms in Eyre Peninsula Region.

Carappee HiIl, SE side/PJL 1044, 1045 , 1047, 1048
- on granite slopes in gravelly dark brown loam (pH 7.0)l at base
of hill in grravelly dark red-brown loam (pH 7.0) over medium clay
(pH 9.0)

Carappee HiII, S side/K.D.Rohrlach 455
Carappee HiII, N and NE side/A.Sampson s.fl., 20.i.1980, (WF)

Carappee HÍII, t{ end/D.E. Symon 8940
- on sand abutting granite

3-4.5 km St{ Carappee HiII/C.D.Boomsma 420, 423; PJL 1050
- in depressions on light grey-brown sandy loam

Darke Peak (Range), NW corner/L.D.WiIliams 5202, (ES)
3.2 km N Darke Peake (town)/B.Copley 2962-2964
Darke Peake (town), near school/PJl 1051; C.R.Alcock 532
Kimba/C.D.Boomsa s.rì. , -.vi.1964 (SlF)

E of Prominent HilI, Hanbidge CPID.N. Kraehenbuel 2074
- on small clay-pan depression

5.7-6.1 km E Tooligie HiIl P.0./PJL 7077-7072, tO76
- on dark red-brown calcareous sandy clay-Ioam (pH 8.8) over red
calcareous heavy clay (pH 9.0)

Sn 9, Hd Tooligie (c. 9 km NE Tooligie)/R.L.Specht 2252
- on stony limestone soil

5 km St{ Lock/R.tlilkins s.rì. , f . iii.1981 (Private herb. )

Sn 12, Hd Molong (c. 20 km ESE Lock)/R,French s.n., 5.v.1958, (t{F)
Sn 21, Hd Murlong (c. 25 km SE Lock)/R.L.Specht 2240

- Iow lying areas in sand dunes
Hincks CP, 2 km N of southern boundary/J.R.lJheeler 965
5 km E of Rudall/T.R.N.Lothian s.n. r 28.vi.1959
?Cummins/R.French s.r. , -.vi.1958, (t{F)
1-5 km Ít Poolalie H.S., 12 km N[{ Cleve/PJL 1742-t144
MiItaIie/R.Pearce s.h., 28. í.1965 (ADtl) ; J.R.N.Lothian s.rì., -.iv,1972

- on rocky hillside
0. 3 km St{ Coolanie church /PJL 7749
6.5 km E Kielpa/PJL 1145
Kielpa-Mangalo road, 1.5 km ENE of junction of road to Konanda/PJLtt47
Mangalo road, 0.2 km Nl{ from junctíon with Coolanie-Yabmana road/PJL 151
Sn 39, Hd Playford (c.8 km Ntt Cowell)/PJL 1589, 1593, 1594

- rocky hillside with limestone
8 km E Yabmana/C.D.Boomsma 410, 472

- on slope of red-brown acidic clay with gneissic granÍte
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AppgndfX 4: Collection localities for E- dUmggq ssp. conqlobata included
in analysis of sessile-fruited forms (SESSDAT).

WEÞIERN AUSTRÀLIA

Àvsn Drelrrqt

Hamismith/C.A.Gardner 1603 (PERTH)

72.2 l<n by road NE of Dumbleyung towards Lake Grace/PJL 7472

Bec Dislurql

9.2 km S of South Kumminin/G.C.Chippendale 245 (PERTH)

Bendering /C.A.Gardner 9481 (PERTH)

2.6 km by road Nl{ of Kulin towards Corrigin/PJl 1435-1439
10 km NW of Holt Rock towards Hyden/M. I.H. Brooker 2674 (PERTH)

35.2 km by road S!{ of Lake Grace towards Dumbleyung/PJL 1473
19.3 km by road N of Pingrup towards Lake Grace/PJL t4o7-1410
18 km N Pingrup towards Lake Grace/PJL 1405
8.7 km by road N of Ongerup/PJl 1403
8 km by ioad N of Stirling Ranges N.P. towards Borden/PJL 7398-7402
8 km N of Stirling Range/R.D. Royce 8155 (PERTH)

1km trl of Norseman-Esperance road on Lake King road/M.I.H.Brooker 5658
(FRI )

Grass Patch/S.G.M. Carr 632 (PERTH)

1.2 km by road S of Grass Patch/PJL 1356-1359
6.8 km by road E of Scadden/PJl 1360-1363
Mt Ragged/P.tlilson 2906

Evee Distrisl

16.5 km by road S of Jerramungup/PJl 1392-1396
Fitzgerald Inlet, FiLzgerald Reserve (N side)/M.I.H. Brooker 2702 (FRI)
Fítzgeratd River, Reserve/A.S.George 9918 (PERTH)

23 km tl of Hopetown towards Hamersley InIeL/M.l.H. Brooker 2372 (PERTH)

8.8 km E of East Mount Barren/J.lt. Green 4582 (PERTH)

13 km E of Hamersley River crossing/M.I.H. Brooker 2352 (PERTH)

35 km N of Ravensthorpe/8.À. Rockel (FRI)
Ravensthorpe, 32 km N/C.A.Gardner 13658 (PERTH)

Between Mt Madden and Ravensthorpe/M.I.H.Brooker 3599 (FRI)
Ravensthorpe/Ralph & Stamford g.rl,, 26.ví,7924 (PERTH)

Ravensthorpe Caravan Park/PJL 1391
4.0 km 5 of Ravensthorpe/4.S. George 7269 (PERTH)

4.0 KM SE of Ravensthorpe/G.M.ChÍppendale 414 (FRI)
72.6 kn by road E of Ravensthorpe towards Esperance/PJL 7378
11.9 km S of Ravensthorpe/G.M.Chippendale 2207 (FRI)
Desmond battery, 1 km S/H.Demarz D.6335 (PERTH)

KundÍp/PJL 1386-1390
Oldfield River, 65.8 km E of Ravensthorpe/G.M.Chippendale 196 (FRI)
5 km N of Esperance/R.D.Royce 4114 (PERTH)

Esperance /J ,B.Cleland s.î. , 5. ix.1950
1.3 km by road N of Howick HiI1/PJL 1366-1370
92 km E of Esperance on Fisheries road/M.I.H.Brooker 84479 (FRI)
Thomas River, Cape Arid National Park/R.D.Royce 10004 (PERTH)
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GqqlseEdrc Drslrrql

10 km S of Caiguna/R.Parsons 171

23 km S of Caiguna/R.Parsons 167

gqurH augIBÀLIÀ

Eyre Peningufe Begtq!

7.4 Lo 8.6 km N of CIeve/PJL 7738-lt4t
L.7 km N of Tooligie/PJL 1601-1605
1 km E of Mt Hope summit/PJl 1084-1088
7 km by road sE of ttarrow towards Edittilie/PJl 1095-1098
pass bètween North and South Block, 11 km 5E from llarrow/PJl 1100, !707
¿ ¡m ¡V road Id of Pt Lincoln P.0. towards Coffin Bay/PJL 1109, 1'71'0, 11'12,

7173
Boston Island/K.Holden s.fl., 23.viii.1973 (I'fF)

Spalding Cove/PJL 7174-7778
iincotn-H.p., 2 km by road S of Pt Lincoln-Sleaford road/PJL 7723-7727

Fishery Bay/C.D.Boomsma s.n, t -.ix.1958 (t{F)

Yqqhe Penrnsufe Reqien

3 km tlNtü of Pt JuIia/PJL 560, 567, 792-794
2.5 km t{ of Pt Vincent/PJl 805-809
E of pt Rickaby towards Cumamulka, 1.5 km E of Maítland to Minlaton road

lPJL 787-790, 796A
S of tJarooka/PJL 797-80t
6 km S from tJarooka-Stenhouse Bay road towards FouI Bay/PJL 929-930,

935,936.
4 km ñn of pondalowie on road to Broütn's Beach/PJL 937-942

Kan a¡so Islgnd Bgqfen

c.20 km Stl of Kingscote on Playford Highway, !.7 km SÍl of Emu Bay road
junction/PJL 732-736

Bai of Shoals, 4.0 km NE of ÍJisanger road/PJL-680-683
c. 20 km tI of'American River, 1.0 km tl of road to Kingscote/PJl 672-676

16 km StJ by road from American River/PJL 686-689
c. 5 km Nlrl of American River on road to Red Banks, 0.8 km Nt{ of Pt

Morrison road/PJL 666-670
1.6 km by road Ntd of Chapman River/PJL 652-656
0.5 km I.¡ towards ttilson River from Cape tlilloughby road/PJL 659-662

Squlhcrn te!!v Bcsie¡
Mt-Sæub-ltt-Désé-r[-rõad, 1 km E of junction with road to t'leymouth HiIl

/PJL 743-747
0.5 km ENE of ford on Coolawang Ck on Mt Scrub-Mt Desert road/PJL 750-753
O.S tm NE of junction of Dennis Road to !{aítpinga beach towards Victor

Harbor/PJL 757, 758
0.5 km SSÍl of junction of Goolwa-Strathalbyn and Goolwa-Mt Compa.ss roads

/PJL 760-764
8 km SE of Strathalbyn/PJl 7t67, 7763
Monarto/J.Venning, s.n.
Braendler's Scrub, l'fonarto South/PJL 900-903
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Appendix 5 - Territorial map for CVA classifications - transparency overlay 

NOTE: Information from the transparency overlay has been 
added to Figure 29 
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